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PrefaeThe strive for eÆieny is anient and universal, as time and other resoures arealways in shortage. Thus, the question of whih tasks an be performed eÆientlyis entral to the human experiene.A key step towards the systemati study of the aforementioned question is arigorous de�nition of the notion of a task and of proedures for solving tasks. Thesede�nitions were provided by omputability theory, whih emerged in the 1930's.This theory fouses on omputational tasks, onsiders automated proedures (i.e.,omputing devies and algorithms) that may solve suh tasks, and studies the lassof solvable tasks.In fousing attention on omputational tasks and algorithms, omputabilitytheory has set the stage for the study of the omputational resoures (like time) thatare required by suh algorithms. When this study fouses on the resoures that areneessary for any algorithm that solves a partiular task (or a task of a partiulartype), it is viewed as belonging to the theory of Computational Complexity (alsoknown as Complexity Theory). In ontrast, when the fous is on the design andanalysis of spei� algorithms (rather than on the intrinsi omplexity of the task),the study is viewed as belonging to a related area that may be alled AlgorithmiDesign and Analysis. Furthermore, Algorithmi Design and Analysis tends to besub-divided aording to the domain of mathematis, siene and engineering inwhih the omputational tasks arise. In ontrast, Complexity Theory typiallymaintains a unity of the study of omputational tasks that are solvable withinertain resoures (regardless of the origins of these tasks).Complexity Theory is a entral �eld of the theoretial foundations of ComputerSiene. It is onerned with the study of the intrinsi omplexity of omputationaltasks. That is, a typial Complexity theoreti study refers to the omputationalresoures required to solve a omputational task (or a lass of suh tasks), ratherthan referring to a spei� algorithm or an algorithmi shema. Atually, researhin Complexity Theory tends to start with and fous on the omputational resouresthemselves, and addresses the e�et of limiting these resoures on the lass of tasksthat an be solved. Thus, Computational Complexity is the general study of thewhat an be ahieved within limited time (and/or other limitations on naturalomputational resoures).The most famous question of omplexity theory is the P-vs-NP Question. Thisquestion an be phrased as asking whether or not �nding solutions to ertain prob-III



IVlems is harder than heking the orretness of solutions to these problems. Indeed,this phrasing refers to so-alled searh problems (i.e., problems of searhing for so-lutions). An alternative phrasing, whih refers to so-alled deision problems, askswhether or not deiding the validity of assertions an be failitated by the presen-tation of adequate proofs. Equivalently, the question is whether or not disoveringproofs (of the validity of assertions) is harder than verifying their orretness; thatis, is proving harder than verifying.The fundamental nature of the P-vs-NP Question is evident in eah of the fore-going formulations, whih are in fat equivalent. It is widely believed that theanswer to these equivalent formulations is that �nding (resp., proving) is harderthan heking (resp., verifying); that is, it is believed that P is di�erent from NP,where P orresponds to the lass of eÆiently solvable problems and NP orre-sponds to the seemingly wider lass of problems allowing for eÆient veri�ationof potential solutions.Indeed, the P-vs-NP Question has been unresolved sine the early 1970's, andit is the author's guess that the question will remain unresolved for enturies,waiting for the development of a deeper understanding of the nature of eÆientomputation. However, life will ontinue in the meantime, and it will bring alonga variety of NP problems, where some of these problems will be plaed in P (bypresenting eÆient algorithms solving them) and other will resist suh attemptsand will be onjetured to be too omputationally hard to belong to P. Atually,the latter desription is not a wild guess; this has been the state of a�airs for severaldeades now.At present, when faed with a seemingly hard problem in NP, we an onlyhope to prove that it is not in P by assuming that NP is di�erent from P. Thus,we seek ways of proving that if the problem at hand is in P, then NP equals P,whih means that all problems in NP are in P. This is where the theory of NP-ompleteness omes into the piture. Intuitively, a problem in NP is alled NP-omplete if any eÆient algorithm for it an be onverted into an eÆient algorithmfor any other problem in NP. It follows that if some NP-omplete problem is in P,then all problems in NP are in P. Hene, if NP is di�erent from P, then no NP-omplete problem an be in P. Consequently, the P-vs-NP Question is apturedby the question of whether or not an individual (NP-omplete) problem an besolved eÆiently. Amazingly enough, NP-omplete problems exist, and furthermorehundreds of natural omputational problems arising in many di�erent areas ofmathematis and siene are NP-omplete.The aforementioned onversion of an eÆient algorithm for one problem intoeÆient algorithms for other problems is atually performed by a translation of thelatter problems' instanes. Suh a translation is alled a redution, and the theoryof NP-ompleteness is based on the notion of eÆient redutions. In general, oneomputational problem is (eÆiently) reduible to another problem if it is possibleto (eÆiently) solve the former when provided aess to an (eÆient) algorithmfor solving the latter. A problem (in NP) is NP-omplete if any problem in NP iseÆiently reduible to it, whih means that eah individual NP-omplete problem\enode" all problems in NP. The fat that NP-omplete problems exist, let alone



Vin suh an abundane and variety, is indeed amazing.Sine its disovery, NP-ompleteness has been used as the main tool by whihthe intrinsi omplexity of ertain problems is demonstrated. A vast number ofNP-Completeness results has been disovered sine the early 1970's. These disov-eries have been guiding theoretial researh as well as tehnologial developmentby indiating when one needs to relax omputational problems in order to obtaineÆient proedures. This impat is neither on�ned to omputer siene nor to theneed to solve some omputational problems. It typially ours when researhersor engineers seek a simple haraterization of objets that satisfy some property,whereas it turns out that deiding whether a given objet has this property is anNP-omplete problem. Needless to say, in suh a ase, no simple haraterizationis likely to exist, and so one better abandon the searh for it. Indeed, diverse si-enti� disiplines, whih were unsuessfully struggling with some of their internalquestions, ame to realize that these questions are inherently diÆult sine theyare losely related to omputational problems that are NP-omplete.The urrent book. The main fous of the urrent book is on the P-vs-NP Ques-tion and on the theory of NP-ompleteness. Indeed, a large portion of the book isdevoted to presenting and studying the various formulations of the P-vs-NP Ques-tion. This portion may be viewed as a mathematial artiulation of the intuitivegap between searhing for solutions and heking their validity (or between prov-ing theorems and verifying the orretness of proofs). Another large portion of thebook is devoted to the presentation of the theory of NP-ompleteness, while provid-ing a treatment of the general notion of eÆient redutions between omputationalproblems. This portion may be viewed as a mathematial artiulation of the dailynotion of a \redution" (i.e., solving one problem by using a known proedure foranother problem), augmented with the fundamental and surprising feature of \uni-versality" (i.e., the existene of omplete problems to whih all problems an beredued).The book, whih inludes adequate preliminaries regarding omputational prob-lems and omputational models, aims at providing a wide perspetive on the issuesin its ore. For example, the treatment of eÆient redutions goes beyond theminimum that suÆes for a presentation of the theory of NP-ompleteness, andthis feature supports the study of the relative omplexity of searh and deisionproblems. In general, the book is believed to present the very basis of the om-plexity theory, while bearing in mind that most readers do not intend to speializein omplexity theory (and yet hoping that some will be motivated to do so).Relation to a di�erent book of the author. The urrent book is a signi�-ant revision of Chapter 2 (and Setion 1.2) of the author's book ComputationalComplexity: A Coneptual Perspetive [13℄. The revision was aimed at making thebook more friendly to the novie. In partiular, numerous tehnial expositionswere further detailed and many exerises were added.



VIWeb-site for noties regarding this book. We intend to maintain a web-sitelisting orretions of various types. The loation of the site ishttp://www.wisdom.weizmann.a.il/�oded/b-book.htmlAknowledgments. We are grateful to Asilata Bapat and Mihael Forbes fortheir areful reading of a draft of this book and for the numerous orretions andsuggestions that they provided.



OverviewThis book starts by providing the relevant bakground on omputability theory,whih is the setting in whih omplexity theoreti questions are being studied.Most importantly, this preliminary hapter (i.e., Chapter 1) provides a treatmentof entral notions suh as searh and deision problems, algorithms that solvesuh problems, and their omplexity. Speial attention is given to the notion of auniversal algorithm.The main part of this book (i.e., Chapters 2{5) fouses on the P-vs-NP Ques-tion and on the theory of NP-ompleteness. Additional topis overed in this partinlude the general notion of an eÆient redution (with a speial emphasis onredutions of searh problems to orresponding deision problems), the existeneof problems in NP that are neither NP-omplete nor in P, the lass oNP, opti-mal searh algorithms, and promise problems. A brief overview of this main partfollows.The P-vs-NP Question. Loosely speaking, the P-vs-NP Question refers tosearh problems for whih the orretness of solutions an be eÆiently heked(i.e., there is an eÆient algorithm that given a solution to a given instane deter-mines whether or not the solution is orret). Suh searh problems orrespond tothe lass NP, and the P-vs-NP Question orresponds to whether or not all thesesearh problems an be solved eÆiently (i.e., is there an eÆient algorithm thatgiven an instane �nds a orret solution). Thus, the P-vs-NP Question an bephrased as asking whether or not �nding solutions is harder than heking the or-retness of solutions.An alternative formulation, in terms of deision problems, refers to assertionsthat have eÆiently veri�able proofs (of relatively short length). Suh sets ofassertions also orrespond to the lass NP, and the P-vs-NP Question orrespondsto whether or not proofs for suh assertions an be found eÆiently (i.e., is therean eÆient algorithm that given an assertion determines its validity and/or �nds aproof for its validity). Thus, the P-vs-NP Question an also be phrased as askingwhether or not disovering proofs is harder than verifying their orretness; that is,is proving harder than verifying (or are proofs valuable at all).In these equivalent formulations of the P-vs-NP Question, P orresponds to thelass of eÆiently solvable problems, whereas NP orresponds to a natural lassof problems for whih it is reasonable to seek eÆient solvability (i.e., NP orre-VII



VIIIsponds to the seemingly wider lass of problems allowing for eÆient veri�ationof potential solutions). We also note that, in both ases, equality between P andNP ontradits our intuitions regarding the notions that underlie the formulationof NP (i.e., the notions of solving searh problems and proving theorems).Indeed, it is widely believed that the answer to these two equivalent formu-lations of the P-vs-NP Question is that P is di�erent than NP; that is, �nding(resp., disovering) is harder than heking (resp., verifying). The fat that thisnatural onjeture is unsettled seems to be one of the big soures of frustration ofomplexity theory. The author's opinion, however, is that this feeling of frustrationunjusti�ed and is rooted in unrealisti expetations (i.e., naive underestimationsof the diÆulty of relating omplexity lasses of suh a nature). In any ase, atpresent, when faed with a seemingly hard problem in NP, we annot expet toprove that the problem is not in P unonditionally. The best we an expet is aonditional proof that the said problem is not in P, based on the assumption thatNP is di�erent from P. The ontrapositive is proving that if the said problem is inP, then so is any problem in NP (i.e., NP equals P). The theory of NP-ompletenessaptures this idea.NP-ompleteness. The theory of NP-ompleteness is based on the notion of aneÆient redution, whih is a relation between omputational problems. Looselyspeaking, one omputational problem is eÆiently reduible to another problem if itis possible to eÆiently solve the former when provided with an (eÆient) algorithmfor solving the latter. Thus, the �rst problem is not harder to solve than the seondone. A problem (in NP) is NP-omplete if any problem in NP is eÆiently reduibleto it, whih means that the �rst problem \enodes" all problems in NP (and so,in some sense, is the hardest among them). Indeed, the fate of the entire lass NP(with respet to inlusion in P) rests with eah individual NP-omplete problem.In partiular, showing that a problem is NP-omplete implies that this problem isnot in P unless NP equals P.The fat that NP-omplete problems an be de�ned, does not mean that theyexist. Indeed, the ability of an individual problem to enode all problems in alass as diverse as NP is unfamiliar in daily life and a layperson is likely to guessthat suh phenomena is self-ontraditory (espeially, when being told that theomplete problem has to be in the same lass). Nevertheless, NP-omplete prob-lems exist, and furthermore hundreds of natural omputational problems arising inmany di�erent areas of mathematis and siene are NP-omplete.The list of known NP-omplete problems ontains �nding a satis�able assign-ment to a given Boolean formula (or deiding whether suh an assignment exists),�nding a 3-oloring of the verties of a given graph (or deiding whether suh aoloring exists), et. The ore of establishing the NP-ompleteness of these prob-lems is showing that eah of them an enode any other problem in NP. Thus,these demonstration provide a method of enoding instanes of any NP problemas instanes of the target NP-omplete problem.



IXThe atual organization. The foregoing paragraphs refer to material that isovered in Chapters 2-4. Spei�ally, Chapter 2 is devoted to the P-vs-NP Questionper se, Chapter 3 is devoted to the notion of an eÆient redution, and Chapter 4is devoted to the theory of NP-ompleteness. We mention that that NP-ompleteproblems are not the only seemingly hard problems in NP; that is, if P is di�erentthan NP, then NP ontains problems that are neither NP-omplete nor in P (seeSetion 4.4).Additional related topis are disussed in Chapter 5. In partiular, in Se-tion 5.2, it is shown that the P-vs-NP Question is not about inventing sophistiatedalgorithms or ruling out their existene, but rather boils down to the analysis ofa single known algorithm; that is, we will present an optimal searh algorithm forany problem in NP, while having not lue about its time-omplexity.Eah of the main hapters (i.e., Chapters 1{4) starts with a short overview,whih sets the stage for the entire hapter. These overviews provide the basimotivation for the notions de�ned as well as a high-level summary of the mainresults, and hene should not be skipped. The hapter's overview is followed byteahing notes, whih assume familiarity with the material and thus are betterskipped by the novie. Eah hapter ends with exerises, whih are designed tohelp and verify the basi understanding of the main text (and not to test or inspirereativity). In few ases, exerises (augmented by adequate guidelines) are usedfor presenting related advaned material.The book also inludes a short historial aount (see Historial Notes), a briefoverview of omplexity theory at large (see Epilogue), and a laoni review of somepopular omputational problems (see Appendix).
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To the TeaherAording to a ommon opinion, the most important aspet of a sienti� workis the tehnial result that it ahieves, whereas explanations and motivations aremerely redundany introdued for the sake of \error orretion" and/or omfort. Itis further believed that, like in a work of art, the interpretation of the work shouldbe left with the reader.The author strongly disagrees with the aforementioned opinions, and arguesthat there is a fundamental di�erene between art and siene, and that this dif-ferene refers exatly to the meaning of a piee of work. Siene is onerned withmeaning (and not with form), and in its quest for truth and/or understanding si-ene follows philosophy (and not art). The author holds the opinion that the mostimportant aspets of a sienti� work are the intuitive question that it addresses,the reason that it addresses this question, the way it phrases the question, the ap-proah that underlies its answer, and the ideas that are embedded in the answer.Following this view, it is important to ommuniate these aspets of the work.The foregoing issues are even more aute when it omes to omplexity theory,�rstly beause oneptual onsiderations seems to play an even more entral rolein omplexity theory (than in other sienti� �elds). Seondly (and even moreimportantly), omplexity theory is extremely rih in oneptual ontent. Thus,ommuniating this ontent is of primary importane, and failing to do so missesthe most important aspets of omplexity theory.Unfortunately, the oneptual ontent of omplexity theory is rarely ommuni-ated (expliitly) in books and/or surveys of the area. The annoying (and quiteamazing) onsequenes are students that have only a vague understanding of themeaning and general relevane of the fundamental notions and results that theywere taught. The author's view is that these onsequenes are easy to avoid by tak-ing the time to expliitly disuss the meaning of de�nitions and results. A loselyrelated issue is using the \right" de�nitions (i.e., those that reet better the fun-damental nature of the notion being de�ned) and emphasizing the (oneptually)\right" results. The urrent book is written aordingly; two onrete and entralexamples follow.The �rst example refers to the presentation of the P-vs-NP Question, wherewe avoid using (polynomial-time) non-deterministi mahines. We believe thatthese �titious \mahines" have a negative e�et both from a oneptual and atehnial point of view. The oneptual damage aused by de�ning NP in terms ofXI



XII(polynomial-time) non-deterministi mahines is that it is unlear why one shouldare about what suh mahines an do. Needless to say, the reason to are islear when noting that these �titious \mahines" o�er a (onvenient but ratherslothful) way of phrasing fundamental issues. The tehnial damage aused byusing non-deterministi mahines is that they tend to onfuse the students.In ontrast to using a �titious model as a pivot, we de�ne NP in terms ofproof systems suh that the fundamental nature of this lass and the P-vs-NPQuestion are apparent. We also push to the front a formulation of the P-vs-NPQuestion in terms of searh problems. We believe that this formulation may appealto non-experts even more than the formulation of the P-vs-NP Question in termsof deision problems. The aforementioned formulation refers to lasses of searhproblems that are analogous to the deision problem lasses P and NP. Spei�ally,we onsider the lasses PF and PC (see De�nitions 2.2 and 2.3), where PF onsistsof searh problems that are eÆiently solvable and PC onsists of searh problemshaving eÆiently hekable solutions.To summarize, we suggest presenting the P-vs-NP Question both in terms ofsearh problems and in terms of deision problems. Furthermore, when presentingthe deision-problem version, we suggest introduing NP by expliitly referring tothe terminology of proof systems (rather than using the more standard formulation,whih is based on non-deterministi mahines). We mention that the formulation ofNP as proof systems is also a better starting point for the study of more advanedissues (e.g., ounting lasses, let alone probabilisti proof systems).Turning to the seond example, whih refers to the theory of NP-ompleteness,we highlight a entral reommendation regarding the presentation of this theory.We believe that, from a oneptual point of view, the mere existene of NP-ompleteproblems is an amazing fat. We thus suggest emphasizing and disussing thisfat per se. In partiular, we reommend �rst proving the mere existene of NP-omplete problems, and only later establishing the fat that ertain natural prob-lems suh as SAT are NP-omplete. Also, when establishing the NP-ompletenessof SAT, we reommend deoupling the emulation of Turing mahines by iruits(used for establishing the NP-ompleteness of CSAT) from the emulation of iruitsby formulae (used in the redution of CSAT to SAT).Organization: In Chapter 1, we present the basi framework of omputationalomplexity, whih serves as a stage for the rest of the book. In partiular, weformalize the notions of searh and deision problems (see Setion 1.2), algorithmssolving them (see Setion 1.3), and their time omplexity (see Setion 1.3.5). InChapter 2 we present the two formulations of the P-vs-NP Question. The generalnotion of a redution is presented in Chapter 3, where we highlight its appliabilityoutside the domain of NP-ompleteness. In partiular, in Setion 3.3 we treatredutions of searh problems to orresponding deision problems. Chapter 4 isdevoted to the theory of NP-ompleteness, whereas Chapter 5 treats three relativelyadvaned topis (i.e., the framework of promise problems, the existene of optimalsearh algorithms for NP, and the lass oNP). The book ends with an Epilogue,whih provides a brief overview of omplexity theory, and an Appendix that reviews



XIIIsome popular omputational problems (whih are used as examples in the maintext).The hapters' overviews: Eah of the main hapters (i.e., Chapters 1{4) startswith a short overview, whih provides the basi motivation for the notions de�nedin this hapter as well as a high-level summary of the hapter's main results. Wesuggest using these overviews as a basis for motivational disussions preeding theatual tehnial presentation.Additional teahing notes: Eah hapter starts with an overview, whih isfollowed by additional teahing notes. These notes artiulate various hoies madein the presentation of the material in the orresponding hapter.Basing a ourse on the urrent book. The book an serve as a basis foran undergraduate ourse, whih may be alled Basis of Computational Complex-ity. The ore material for this ourse is provided by Chapters 1-4 of this book.Spei�ally, Setions 1.1{1.3 provide the required elements of omputability the-ory, and Chapters 2{4 provide the basi elements of omplexity theory. In addition,x1.4.1.1 and x1.4.3.1 (or, alternatively, Appendix A.2) provide preliminaries regard-ing Boolean iruits and formulae that are required in Setion 4.3 (whih refers toCSAT and SAT). For a shemati outline of the ourse, see Figure 0.1.topi setionsElements of omputability theory 1.1-1.3The P-vs-NP Question 2.1-2.4, 2.7Optional: de�nitional variations 2.5, 2.6Polynomial-time redutions 3.1-3.3The existene of NP-omplete problems 4.1-4.2Natural NP-omplete problems (e.g., CSAT, SAT, VC) 4.3Preliminaries on Boolean iruits and formulae 1.4.1, 1.4.3, A.2add'l basi topis: NPI, promise problems, optimal searh 4.4, 5.1, 5.2advaned topis, if time permits... from [13, 1℄Figure 0.1: Outline of the suggested ourseOn the hoie of additional (basi and advaned) topis. As depited inFigure 0.1, pending on time onstraints, we suggest augmenting the ore materialwith a seletion of additional basi and advaned topis. As for the basi top-is, we reommend at least mentioning the lass NPI, promise problems, and theoptimal searh algorithms for NP. Regarding the hoie of advaned topis, we re-ommend an introdution to probabilisti proof systems. In our opinion, this hoie



XIVis most appropriate beause it provides natural extensions of the notion of an NP-proof system and o�ers very appealing positive appliations of NP-ompleteness.Setion 4.3.5 provides a brief overview of probabilisti proof systems, while [13,Chap. 9℄ provides an extensive overview (whih transends the needs of a basiomplexity ourse). Alternative advaned topis an be found in [13, 1℄.A revision of the CS urriulum. The best integration of the aforementionedourse in undergraduate CS eduation alls for a revision of the standard CS ur-riulum. Indeed, we believe that there is no real need for a semester-long oursein Computability (i.e., a ourse that fouses on what an be omputed rather thanon what an be omputed eÆiently). Instead, CS undergraduates should takea ourse in Computational Complexity, whih should ontain the omputabilityaspets that serve as a basis for the study of eÆient omputation (i.e., the restof this ourse). Spei�ally, the omputability aspets should oupy at most onethird of the ourse, and the fous should be on basi omplexity issues (apturedby P, NP, and NP-ompleteness), whih may be augmented by a seletion of somemore advaned material. Indeed, suh a ourse an be based on the urrent book(possibly augmented by a seletion of some additional topis from, say, [13, 1℄).



Notations and ConventionsAlthough we do try to avoid using various notations and onventions that may notbe familiar to the reader, some exeptions exists { espeially in advaned disus-sions. In order to be on the safe side, we list below some standard notations andonventions that are (lightly) used in the book.Standard asymptoti notation: When referring to integral funtions, we usethe standard asymptoti notation; that is, for f; g : N ! N , we write f = O(g)if there exists a onstant  > 0 suh that f(n) �  � g(n) holds for all suÆientlylarge n 2 N . We usually denote by \poly" an unspei�ed polynomial, and writef(n) = poly(n) instead of \there exists a polynomial p suh that f(n) � p(n) forall n 2 N ."Standard ombinatorial and graph theory terms and notation: For anatural number n 2 N , we denote [n℄ def= f1; :::; ng. Many of the omputationalproblems that we mention refer to �nite (undireted) graphs. Suh a graph, denotedG = (V;E), onsists of a set of verties, denoted V , and a set of edges, denoted E,whih are unordered pairs of verties. By default, graphs are undireted, whereasdireted graphs onsists of verties and direted edges, where a direted edge isan order pair of verties. For further bakground on graphs and omputationalproblems regarding graphs, the reader is referred to Appendix A.1.Typographi onventions: We denote formally de�ned omplexity lasses byalligraphi letters (e.g., NP), but we do so only after de�ning these lasses. Fur-thermore, when we wish to maintain some ambiguity regarding the spei� formu-lation of a lass of problems we use Roman font (e.g., NP may denote either a lassof searh problems or a lass of deision problems). Likewise, we denote formallyde�ned omputational problems by typewriter font (e.g., SAT). In ontrast, generiproblems and algorithms will be denoted by itali font.Our use of footnotes: In trying to aommodate a diverse spetrum of readers,we use footnotes for presentation of additional details that most readers may wishto skip but some readers may �nd useful. The most ommon usage of footnotes isfor providing additional tehnial details that may seem obvious to most readersXV



XVIbut missed by some others. Oasionally, footnotes are also used for advanedomments.



Main De�nitions andResultsFollowing is a list of the main de�nitions and results presented in the book. Thelist only provides a laoni desription of eah of the items, while a full desriptionan be found in the atual text (under the provided referene). The list is orderedapproximately aording to the order of appearane of the orresponding topis inthe main text.Searh and deision problems: The former refer to �nding solutions to giveninstanes, whereas the latter refer to determining whether the give instane has apredetermined property. See De�nitions 1.1 and 1.2, respetively.Turing Mahines: The model of Turing mahines o�er a relatively simple for-mulation of the notion of an algorithm. See Setion 1.3.2.Theorem 1.4: The set of omputable funtions is ountable, whereas the set ofall funtions (from strings to strings) is not ountable.Theorem 1.5: The halting problem is undeidable.Universal algorithms: A universal mahine omputes the partial funtion uthat is de�ned on pairs (hMi; x) suh that M halts on input x, in whih ase itholds that u(hMi; x) =M(x). See Setion 1.3.4.EÆient and ineÆient: EÆieny is assoiated with polynomial-time om-putations, whereas omputations requiring more time are onsidered ineÆient orintratable (or infeasible). See Setion 2.1.The lass PF (Polynomial-time Find): The lass of eÆiently solvable searhproblems. See De�nition 2.2.The lass PC (Polynomial-time Chek): The lass of searh problems havingeÆiently hekable solutions. See De�nition 2.3.XVII



XVIIIThe notations SR and R(x) assoiated with a searh problem R: For anysearh problem, R, we denote the set of solutions to the instane x by R(x) (i.e.,R(x) = fy : (x; y) 2 Rg), and denote the set of instanes having solutions by SR(i.e., SR = fx : R(x) 6= ;g).The lass P: The lass of eÆiently solvable deision problems. See De�ni-tion 2.4The lass NP: The lass of deision problems having eÆiently veri�able proofsystems. See De�nition 2.5Theorem 2.6: PC � PF if and only if P = NP .The P-vs-NP Question: It is widely believed that P is di�erent than NP.This belief is supported by both philosophial and empirial onsiderations. SeeSetion 2.7.The traditional de�nition of NP: Traditionally,NP is de�ned as the lass ofsets that an be deided by a �titious devie alled a non-deterministi polynomial-time mahine (whih explains the soure of the notation NP). See Setion 2.6.Cook redutions: A problem � is Cook-reduible to a problem �0 if � an besolved eÆiently when given aess to any proedure (or orale) that solves theproblem �0. See De�nition 3.1.Karp redutions: A deision problem S is Karp-reduible to a deision problemS0 if there exists a polynomial-time omputable funtion f suh that, for every x,it holds that x 2 S if and only if f(x) 2 S0. See De�nition 3.3.Levin redutions: A searh problem R is Levin-reduible to a searh problemR0 if there exists polynomial-time omputable funtions f and g suh that (1) fis a Karp-redution of SR to SR0 , and (2) for every x 2 SR and y0 2 R0(f(x)) itholds that (x; g(x; y0)) 2 R. See De�nition 3.4.Theorem 3.2: Every searh problem in PC is Cook-reduible to some deisionproblem in NP .Self-reduibility of searh problems: The deision impliit in a searh prob-lem R is deiding membership in the set SR, and R is alled self-reduible if it isCook-reduible to SR. See Setion 3.3.NP-ompleteness (of deision problems): A deision problem S is NP-omplete if (1) S is in NP , and (2) every deision problem in NP is Karp-reduibleto S. See De�nition 4.1.



XIXNP-ompleteness of searh problems: A searh problem R is PC-omplete(or NP-omplete) if (1) R is in PC, and (2) every searh problem in PC is Levin-reduible to R. See De�nition 4.2.Theorem 4.3: There exist NP-omplete searh and deision problems.Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 (aka Cook{Levin Theorem): Ciruit satis�ability(CSAT) and formula satis�ability (SAT) are NP-omplete.Proposition 4.4: If an NP-omplete deision problem S is Karp-reduible toa deision problem S0 2 NP (resp., an PC-omplete searh problem R is Levin-reduible to a searh problem R0 2 PC), then S0 is NP-omplete (resp., R0 isPC-omplete).Theorem 4.12: Assuming NP 6= P, there exist deision problems in NP n Pthat are not NP-omplete (even when allowing Cook-redutions).Promise problems: Promise problems are natural generalizations of searh anddeision problems that are obtained by expliitly speifying a set of legitimateinstanes (rather than onsidering any string as a legitimate instane). See Se-tion 5.1.Theorem 5.5: There exists an optimal algorithm for any andid searh prob-lem in NP, where the andid searh problem of the binary relation R onsists of�nding solutions whenever they exist (and behaving arbitrarily otherwise, see Def-inition 5.2).Theorem 5.7: If every set in NP an be Cook-redued to some set in NP \oNP, then NP = oNP , where oNP = ff0; 1g� n S : S 2 NPg.
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Chapter 1Computational Tasks andModelsOverview: We assume that the reader is familiar with omputingdevies, but may assoiate the notion of omputation with spei� in-arnations of it. Our �rst goal is to view omputation as a generalphenomenon whih may apture both arti�ial and natural proesses.Loosely speaking, a omputation is a proess that modi�es a relativelylarge environment via repeated appliations of a simple and predeter-mined rule. Although eah appliation of the rule has a very limitede�et, the e�et of many appliations of the rule may be very omplex.We are interested in the transformation of the environment e�eted bythe omputational proess (or omputation). Typially, the initial en-vironment to whih the omputation is applied enodes an input string,and the end environment (i.e., at termination of the omputation) en-odes an output string. Thus, the omputation de�nes a mapping frominputs to outputs, and suh a mapping an be viewed as solving a searhproblem (i.e., given an instane x �nd a solution y that relates to x insome predetermined way) or a deision problem (i.e., given an instanex determine whether or not x has some predetermined property).Indeed, our fous will be on solving omputational tasks (mostly searhand deision problems), where a omputational task refers to an in�niteset of instanes suh that eah instane is assoiated with a set of validsolutions. In ase of searh problem this set may ontain several di�er-ent solutions (per eah instane), but in the ase of a deision problemthe set of solutions is a singleton that onsists of a binary value (pereah instane).In order to provide a basis for a rigorous study of the omplexity of om-putational tasks, we need to de�ne omputation (and its omplexity)rigorously. This, in turn, requires speifying a onrete model of om-1



2 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSputation, whih orresponds to an abstration of a real omputer (beit a PC, mainframe or network of omputers) and yet is simpler (andthus failitates further study). We will refer to the model of Turingmahines, but any reasonable alternative model will do.We also disuss two fundamental features of any reasonable model ofomputation: the existene of problems that annot be solved by anyomputing devie (in this model) and the existene of universal om-puting devies (in this model).Organization. We start by introduing the general framework for ourdisussion of omputational tasks (or problems). This framework refersto the representation of instanes as binary sequenes (see Setion 1.1)and fouses on two types of tasks: searhing for solutions and makingdeisions (see Setion 1.2). One omputational tasks are de�ned, weturn to methods for solving suh tasks, whih are desribed in termsof some model of omputation. The desription of suh models is themain ontents of this hapter.Spei�ally, we onsider two types of models of omputation: uniformmodels and non-uniform models (see Setions 1.3 and 1.4, respetively).The uniform models orrespond to the intuitive notion of an algorithm,and will provide the stage for the rest of the book (whih fouses oneÆient algorithms). In ontrast, non-uniform models (e.g., Booleaniruits) failitate a loser look at the way a omputation progresses,and will be only used sporadially in this book. Thus, whereas Se-tions 1.1{1.3 are absolute prerequisites for the rest of this book, Se-tion 1.4 is not.Teahing NotesThis hapter provides the neessary preliminaries for the rest of the book; that is,we disuss the notion of a omputational task and present omputational modelsfor desribing methods for solving suh tasks.Setions 1.1{1.3 orresponds to the ontents of a traditional Computabilityourse, exept that our presentation emphasizes some aspets and deemphasizesothers. In partiular, the presentation highlights the notion of a universal ma-hine (see Setion 1.3.4), expliitly disusses the omplexity of omputation (Se-tion 1.3.5), and provides a de�nition of orale mahines (Setion 1.3.6). This mate-rial (with the exeption of Kolmogorov Complexity) is taken for granted in the restof the urrent book. In ontrast, Setion 1.4 presents basi preliminaries regardingnon-uniform models of omputation (e.g., various types of Boolean iruits), andthese are only used lightly in the rest of the book.We strongly reommend avoiding the standard pratie of teahing the studentto program with Turing mahines. These exerises seem very painful and pointless.



1.1. REPRESENTATION 3Instead, one should prove that the Turing mahine model is exatly as powerful as amodel that is loser to a real-life omputer (see the \sanity hek" in x1.3.2.2); thatis, a funtion an be omputed by a Turing mahine if and only if it is omputableby a mahine of the latter model. For starters, one may prove that a funtion anbe omputed by a single-tape Turing mahine if and only if it is omputable by amulti-tape (e.g., two-tape) Turing mahine.As noted in Setion 1.3.7, we rejet the ommon oupling of omputabilitytheory with the theory of automata and formal languages. Although the historiallinks between these two theories (at least in the West) an not be denied, this fatannot justify oupling two fundamentally di�erent theories (espeially when suha oupling promotes a wrong perspetive on omputability theory). Thus, in ouropinion, the study of any of the lower levels of Chomsky's Hierarhy [16, Chap. 9℄should be deoupled from the study of omputability theory (let alone the studyof omplexity theory). Indeed, this is related to the disussion of the \revision ofthe CS urriulum" in the preliminary setion To the Teaher.The perspetive on non-uniform models of omputation provided by Setion 1.4is more than the very minimum that is required for the rest of this book. If pressedfor time, then the teaher may want to skip all of Setion 1.4.2 as well as someof the material in Setion 1.4.1 and Setion 1.4.3 (i.e., avoid x1.4.1.2 as well asx1.4.3.2). Furthermore, for a minimal presentation of Boolean formulae, one mayuse Appendix A.2 instead of x1.4.3.1.1.1 RepresentationIn mathematis and most other sienes, it is ustomary to disuss objets withoutspeifying their representation. This is not possible in the theory of omputation,where the representation of objets plays a entral role. In a sense, a omputationmerely transforms one representation of an objet to another representation of thesame objet. In partiular, a omputation designed to solve some problem merelytransforms the problem instane to its solution, where the latter an be thoughof as a (possibly partial) representation of the instane. Indeed, the answer toany fully spei�ed question is impliit in the question itself, and omputation isemployed to make this answer expliit.Computational tasks refers to objets that are represented in some anonialway, where suh anonial representation provides an \expliit" and \full" (but not\overly redundant") desription of the orresponding objet. Furthermore, whenwe disuss natural omputational problems, we always use a natural representationof the orresponding objets. We will only onsider �nite objets like numbers, sets,graphs, and funtions (and keep distinguishing these types of objets although,atually, they are all equivalent). While the representation of numbers, sets, andfuntions is quite straightforward (see below), we refer the reader to Appendix A.1for a disussion of the representation of graphs.In order to failitate a study of methods for solving omputational tasks, thesetasks are de�ned with respet to in�nitely many possible instanes (eah being a�nite objet). Indeed, the omparison of di�erent methods seems to require the



4 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSonsideration of in�nitely many possible instanes; otherwise, the hoie of the lan-guage in whih the methods are desribed may totally dominated and even distortthe disussion (f., e.g., the disussion of Kolmogorov Complexity in x1.3.4.2).Strings. We onsider �nite objets, eah represented by a �nite binary sequene,alled a string. For a natural number n, we denote by f0; 1gn the set of all stringsof length n, hereafter referred to as n-bit (long) strings. The set of all strings isdenoted f0; 1g�; that is, f0; 1g� = [n2Nf0; 1gn, where 0 2 N . For x2f0; 1g�, wedenote by jxj the length of x (i.e., x2f0; 1gjxj), and often denote by xi the ith bitof x (i.e., x = x1x2 � � �xjxj). For x; y2f0; 1g�, we denote by xy the string resultingfrom onatenation of the strings x and y.At times, we assoiate f0; 1g��f0; 1g� with f0; 1g�; the reader should merelyonsider an adequate enoding (e.g., the pair (x1 � � �xm; y1 � � � yn)2f0; 1g��f0; 1g�may be enoded by the string x1x1 � � �xmxm01y1 � � � yn 2 f0; 1g�). Likewise, wemay represent sequenes of strings (of �xed or varying length) as single strings.When we wish to emphasize that suh a sequene (or some other objet) is to beonsidered as a single objet we use the notation h�i (e.g., \the pair (x; y) is enodedas the string hx; yi").Numbers. Unless stated di�erently, natural numbers will be enoded by theirbinary expansion; that is, the string bn�1 � � � b1b0 2 f0; 1gn enodes the numberPn�1i=0 bi � 2i, where typially we assume that this representation has no leadingzeros (i.e., bn�1 = 1), exept when the number itself is zero. Rational numbers willbe represented as pairs of natural numbers. In the rare ases in whih one onsidersreal numbers as part of the input to a omputational problem, one atually meansrational approximations of these real numbers.Sets are usually represented as lists, whih means that the representation in-trodues an order that is not spei�ed by the set itself. Indeed, in general, therepresentation may have features that are not present in the represented objet.Funtions are usually represented as sets of argument{value pairs (i.e., funtionsare represented as binary relations, whih in turn are sets of ordered pairs).Speial symbols. We denote the empty string by � (i.e., � 2 f0; 1g� and j�j = 0),and the empty set by ;. It will be onvenient to use some speial symbols that arenot in f0; 1g�. One suh symbol is ?, whih typially denotes an indiation (e.g.,produed by some algorithm) that something is wrong.1.2 Computational TasksTwo fundamental types of omputational tasks are the so-alled searh problemsand deision problems. In both ases, the key notions are the problem's instanesand the problem's spei�ation.



1.2. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS 51.2.1 Searh ProblemsA searh problem onsists of a spei�ation of a (possibly empty) set of validsolutions for eah possible instane. Given an instane, one is required to �nd aorresponding solution (or to determine that no suh solution exists). For example,onsider the problem in whih one is given a system of equations and is asked to�nd a valid solution. Needless to say, muh of omputer siene is onerned withsolving various searh problems (e.g., �nding shortest paths in a graph, �nding anourrene of a given pattern in a given string, �nding the median value in a givenlist of numbers, et). Furthermore, searh problems orrespond to the daily notionof \solving a problem" (e.g., �nding one's way between two loations), and thus adisussion of the possibility and omplexity of solving searh problems orrespondsto the natural onerns of most people.In the following de�nition of solving searh problems, the potential solver is afuntion (whih may be thought of as a solving strategy), and the sets of possiblesolutions assoiated with eah of the various instanes are \paked" into a singlebinary relation.De�nition 1.1 (solving a searh problem): Let R � f0; 1g��f0; 1g� and R(x) def=fy : (x; y) 2 Rg denote the set of solutions for the instane x. A funtion f :f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� [ f?g solves the searh problem of R if for every x the followingholds: if R(x) 6= ; then f(x) 2 R(x) and otherwise f(x) = ?.Indeed, R = f(x; y) 2 f0; 1g� � f0; 1g� : y 2 R(x)g. The solver f is required to�nd a solution to the given instane x whenever suh a solution exists; that is,given x, the solver is required to output some y 2 R(x) whenever the set R(x) isnot empty. It is also required that the solver f never outputs a wrong solution;that is, if R(x) 6= ; then f(x) 2 R(x), and if R(x) = ; then f(x) = ?. Thismeans that f indiates whether or not x has any solution (sine f(x) 2 f0; 1g�if x has a solution, whereas f(x) = ? 62 f0; 1g� otherwise). Note that the solveris not neessarily determined by the searh problem (i.e., the solver is uniquelydetermined if and only if jR(x)j � 1 holds for every x).A speial ase of interest is the ase of searh problems having a unique solution(for eah possible instane); that is, the ase that jR(x)j = 1 for every x. In thisase, R is essentially a (total) funtion, and solving the searh problem of R meansomputing (or evaluating) the funtion R (or rather the funtion R0 de�ned byR0(x) def= y if and only if R(x) = fyg). Popular examples inlude sorting a sequeneof numbers, multiplying integers, �nding the prime fatorization of a ompositenumber, et.11For example, sorting is represented as a binary relation that ontains all pairs of sequenessuh that the seond sequene is a sorted version of the �rst sequene. That is, the pair((x1; :::; xn); (y1; :::; yn)) is in the relation if and only if there exists a permutation � over [n℄suh that yi = x�(i) and yi < yi+1 for every relevant i.



6 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELS1.2.2 Deision ProblemsA deision problem onsists of a spei�ation of a subset of the possible instanes.Given an instane, one is required to determine whether the instane is in the spe-i�ed set. For example, onsider the problem where one is given a natural number,and is asked to determine whether or not the number is a prime (i.e., whether ornot the given number is in the set of prime numbers). Note that one typiallypresents deision problems in terms of deiding whether a given objet has somepredetermined property, but this an always be viewed as deiding membership insome predetermined set (i.e., the set of objets having this property). For exam-ple, when talking about determining whether or not a given graph is onneted,we refer to deiding membership in the set of onneted graphs.One important type of deision problems are those derived from searh problemsby onsidering the set of instanes having a solution (with respet to some �xedsearh problem); that is, for any binary relation R � f0; 1g� � f0; 1g� we onsiderthe set fx : R(x) 6= ;g. Indeed, being able to determine whether or not a solutionexists is a prerequisite to being able to solve the orresponding searh problem (asper De�nition 1.1).In general, deision problems refer to the natural task of making binary dei-sions, a task that is not unommon in daily life (e.g., determining whether a traÆlight is red). In any ase, in the following de�nition of solving deision problems,the potential solver is again a funtion; spei�ally, in this ase the solver is aBoolean funtion, whih is supposed to indiate membership in a predeterminedset.De�nition 1.2 (solving a deision problem): Let S � f0; 1g�. A funtion f :f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g solves the deision problem of S (or deides membership in S) if forevery x it holds that f(x) = 1 if and only if x 2 S.That is, the solver f is required to indiate whether or not the instane x residesin the predetermined set S. This indiation is modeled by a binary value, where 1orresponds to a positive answer, and 0 orresponds to a negative answer. Thus,given x, the solver is required to output 1 if x 2 S, and output 0 otherwise (i.e., ifx 62 S).Note that the funtion that solves a deision problem is uniquely determined bythe deision problem; that is, if f solves (the deision problem of) S, then f equalsthe harateristi funtion of S (i.e., the funtion �S : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g de�ned suhthat �S(x) = 1 if and only if x 2 S).As hinted in Setion 1.2.1, the solver of a searh problem impliitly determinesmembership in the set of instanes that have solutions. That is, if f solves thesearh problem of R, then the Boolean funtion f 0 : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g de�ned byf 0(x) def= 1 if and only if f(x) 6= ? solves the deision problem of fx : R(x) 6= ;g.Terminology: We often identify the deision problem of a set S with S itself,and also identify S with its harateristi funtion. Likewise, we often identify thesearh problem of a relation R with R itself.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 7Reetion: Most people would onsider searh problems to be more natural thandeision problems: typially, people seeks solutions more often than they stop towonder whether or not solutions exist. De�nitely, searh problems are not lessimportant than deision problems, it is merely that their study tends to requiremore umbersome formulations. This is the main reason that most expositionshoose to fous on deision problems. The urrent book attempts to devote atleast a signi�ant amount of attention also to searh problems.1.2.3 Promise Problems (an advaned omment)Many natural searh and deision problems are aptured more naturally by theterminology of promise problems, in whih the domain of possible instanes is asubset of f0; 1g� rather than f0; 1g� itself. In partiular, note that the naturalformulation of many searh and deision problems refers to instanes of a ertaintype (e.g., a system of equations, a pair of numbers, a graph), whereas the naturalrepresentation of these objets uses only a strit subset of f0; 1g�. For the timebeing, we ignore this issue, but we shall re-visit it in Setion 5.1. Here we just notethat, in typial ases, the issue an be ignored by postulating that every stringrepresents some legitimate objet; for example, eah string that is not used in thenatural representation of these objets is postulated to be a representation of some�xed objet (e.g., when representing graphs, we may postulate that eah stringthat is not used in the natural representation of graphs is in fat a representationof the 1-vertex graph).1.3 Uniform Models (Algorithms)We �nally reah the heart of the urrent hapter, whih is the de�nition of (uniform)models of omputation. Before presenting these models, let us briey motivate theneed for their formal de�nitions.Indeed, we are all familiar with omputers and with the ability of omputerprograms to manipulate data. But this familiarity is rooted in positive experiene;that is, we have some experiene regarding some things that omputers an do. Inontrast, omplexity theory is foused at what omputers annot do, or rather withdrawing the line between what an be done and what annot be done. Drawingsuh a line requires a preise formulation of all possible omputational proesses;that is, we should have a lear de�nition of all possible omputational proesses(rather than some familiarity with some omputational proesses).We note that while the main motivation for de�ning formal models of ompu-tation is to apture the intuitive notion of an algorithm, suh models also providea useful perspetive on a wide variety of proesses that take plae in the world.Organization of Setion 1.3. We start, in Setion 1.3.1, with a general andabstrat disussion of the notion of omputation. Next, in Setion 1.3.2, we providea high-level desription of the model of Turing mahines. This is done merely forsake of providing a onrete model that supports the study of omputation and its



8 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSomplexity, whereas the material in this book will not depend on the spei�s of thismodel. In Setion 1.3.3 and Setion 1.3.4 we disuss two fundamental propertiesof any reasonable model of omputation: the existene of unomputable funtionsand the existene of universal omputations. The time (and spae) omplexityof omputation is de�ned in Setion 1.3.5. We also disuss orale mahines andrestrited models of omputation (in Setion 1.3.6 and Setion 1.3.7, respetively).1.3.1 Overview and General PriniplesBefore being formal, let us o�er a general and abstrat desription of the notionof omputation. This desription applies both to arti�ial proesses (taking plaein omputers) and to proesses that are aimed at modeling the evolution of thenatural reality (be it physial, biologial, or even soial).A omputation is a proess that modi�es an environment via repeated applia-tions of a predetermined rule. The key restrition is that this rule is simple: in eahappliation it depends and a�ets only a (small) portion of the environment, alledthe ative zone. We ontrast the a-priori bounded size of the ative zone (and ofthe modi�ation rule) with the a-priori unbounded size of the entire environment.We note that, although eah appliation of the rule has a very limited e�et, thee�et of many appliations of the rule may be very omplex. Put in other words, aomputation may modify the relevant environment in a very omplex way, althoughit is merely a proess of repeatedly applying a simple rule.As hinted, the notion of omputation an be used to model the \mehanial"aspets of the natural reality; that is, the rules that determine the evolution ofthe reality (rather than the spei� state of the reality at a spei� time). In thisase, the starting point of the study is the atual evolution proess that takes plaein the natural reality, and the goal of the study is �nding the (omputation) rulethat underlies this natural proess. In a sense, the goal of siene at large an bephrased as �nding (simple) rules that govern various aspets of reality (or ratherone's abstration of these aspets of reality).Our fous, however, is on arti�ial omputation rules designed by humans inorder to ahieve spei� desired e�ets on a orresponding arti�ial environment.Thus, our starting point is a desired funtionality, and our aim is to design ompu-tation rules that e�et it. Suh a omputation rule is referred to as an algorithm.Loosely speaking, an algorithm orresponds to a omputer program written in ahigh-level (abstrat) programming language. Let us elaborate.We are interested in the transformation of the environment as e�eted by theomputational proess (or the algorithm). Throughout (almost all of) this book, wewill assume that, when invoked on any �nite initial environment, the omputationhalts after a �nite number of steps. Typially, the initial environment to whihthe omputation is applied enodes an input string, and the end environment (i.e.,at termination of the omputation) enodes an output string. We onsider themapping from inputs to outputs indued by the omputation; that is, for eahpossible input x, we onsider the output y obtained at the end of a omputationinitiated with input x, and say that the omputation maps input x to output y.Thus, a omputation rule (or an algorithm) determines a funtion (omputed by



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 9it): this funtion is exatly the aforementioned mapping of inputs to outputs.In the rest of this book (i.e., outside the urrent hapter), we will also onsiderthe number of steps (i.e., appliations of the rule) taken by the omputation oneah possible input. The latter funtion is alled the time omplexity of the om-putational proess (or algorithm). While time omplexity is de�ned per input, wewill often onsiders it per input length, taking the maximum over all inputs of thesame length.In order to de�ne omputation (and omputation time) rigorously, one needsto speify some model of omputation; that is, provide a onrete de�nition ofenvironments and a lass of rules that may be applied to them. Suh a modelorresponds to an abstration of a real omputer (be it a PC, mainframe or net-work of omputers). One simple abstrat model that is ommonly used is thatof Turing mahines (see Setion 1.3.2). Thus, spei� algorithms are typiallyformalized by orresponding Turing mahines (and their time omplexity is repre-sented by the time omplexity of the orresponding Turing mahines). We stress,however, that almost all results in the Theory of Computation hold regardless ofthe spei� omputational model used, as long as it is \reasonable" (i.e., satis�esthe aforementioned simpliity ondition and an perform some apparently simpleomputations).What is being omputed? The foregoing disussion has impliitly referredto algorithms (i.e., omputational proesses) as means of omputing funtions.Spei�ally, an algorithm A omputes the funtion fA : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� [ f?gde�ned by fA(x) = y if, when invoked on input x, algorithm A halts with outputy. However, algorithms an also serve as means of \solving searh problems" or\making deisions" (as in De�nitions 1.1 and 1.2). Spei�ally, we will say thatalgorithm A solves the searh problem of R (resp., deides membership in S) if fAsolves the searh problem of R (resp., deides membership in S). In the rest of thisexposition we assoiate the algorithm A with the funtion fA omputed by it; thatis, we write A(x) instead of fA(x). For sake of future referene, we summarize theforegoing disussion in a de�nition.De�nition 1.3 (algorithms as problem-solvers): We denote by A(x) the outputof algorithm A on input x. Algorithm A solves the searh problem R (resp., thedeision problem S) if A, viewed as a funtion, solves R (resp., S).1.3.2 A Conrete Model: Turing MahinesThe model of Turing mahines o�er a relatively simple formulation of the notionof an algorithm. The fat that the model is very simple ompliates the design ofmahines that solve problems of interest, but makes the analysis of suh mahinessimpler. Sine the fous of omplexity theory is on the analysis of mahines and noton their design, the trade-o� o�ers by this model is suitable for our purposes. Westress again that the model is merely used as a onrete formulation of the intuitivenotion of an algorithm, whereas we atually are about the intuitive notion and



10 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSnot about its formulation. In partiular, all results mentioned in this book hold forany other \reasonable" formulation of the notion of an algorithm.The model of Turing mahines only provides an extremely oarse desription ofreal-life omputers. Indeed, Turing mahines are not meant to provide an aurateportrayal of real-life omputers, but rather to apture their inherent limitationsand abilities (i.e., a omputational task an be solved by a real-life omputer if andonly if it an be solved by a Turing mahine). In omparison to real-life omputers,the model of Turing mahines is extremely over-simpli�ed and abstrat away manyissues that are of great onern to omputer pratie. However, these issues areirrelevant to the higher-level questions addressed by omplexity theory. Indeed, asusual, good pratie requires more re�ned understanding than the one provided bya good theory, but one should �rst provide the latter.Historially, the model of Turing mahines was invented before modern om-puters were even built, and was meant to provide a onrete model of omputationand a de�nition of omputable funtions.2 Indeed, this onrete model lari�edfundamental properties of omputable funtions and plays a key role in de�ningthe omplexity of omputable funtions.The model of Turing mahines was envisioned as an abstration of the proessof an algebrai omputation arried out by a human using a sheet of paper. Insuh a proess, at eah time, the human looks at some loation on the paper, anddepending on what he/she sees and what he/she has in mind (whih is little...),he/she modi�es the ontents of this loation and shifts his/her look to an adjaentloation.1.3.2.1 The atual modelFollowing is a high-level desription of the model of Turing mahines. While thisdesription should suÆe for our purposes, more detailed (low-level) desriptionsan be found in numerous textbooks (e.g., [30℄). Reall that, in order to desribe aomputational model, we need to speify the set of possible environments, the setof mahines (or omputation rules), and the e�et of applying suh a rule on anenvironment.The environment. The main omponent in the environment of a Turing ma-hine is an in�nite sequene of ells, eah apable of holding a single symbol (i.e.,member of a �nite set � � f0; 1g). This sequene is envisioned as starting at aleft-most ell, and extending in�nitely to the right (f., Figure 1.1). In addition,the environment ontains the urrent loation of the mahine on this sequene, andthe internal state of the mahine (whih is a member of a �nite set Q). The afore-mentioned sequene of ells is alled the tape, and its ontents ombined with themahine's loation and its internal state is alled the instantaneous on�guration ofthe mahine.2In ontrast, the abstrat de�nition of \reursive funtions" yields a lass of \omputable"funtions without referring to any model of omputation (but rather based on the intuition thatany suh model should support reursive funtional omposition).
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----- - - -Figure 1.1: A single step by a Turing mahine.The mahine itself (i.e., the omputation rule). The main omponent inthe Turing mahine itself is a �nite rule (i.e., a �nite funtion), alled the transitionfuntion, whih is de�ned over the set of all possible symbol-state pairs. Spei�ally,the transition funtion is a mapping from � � Q to � � Q � f�1; 0;+1g, wheref�1;+1; 0g orrespond to a movement instrution (whih is either \left" or \right"or \stay", respetively). In addition, the mahine's desription spei�es an initialstate and a halting state, and the omputation of the mahine halts when themahine enters its halting state. (Envisioning the tape as in Figure 1.1, we use theonvention by whih if the mahine ever tries to move left of the end of the tapethen it is onsidered to have halted.)We stress that, in ontrast to the �nite desription of the mahine, the tape hasan a priori unbounded length (and is onsidered, for simpliity, as being in�nite).A single appliation of the omputation rule. A single omputation step ofsuh a Turing mahine depends on its urrent loation on the tape, on the ontentsof the orresponding ell, and on the internal state of the mahine. Based on thelatter two elements, the transition funtion determines a new symbol-state pair aswell as a movement instrution (i.e., \left" or \right" or \stay"). The mahinemodi�es the ontents of the said ell and its internal state aordingly, and movesas direted. That is, suppose that the mahine is in state q and resides in a ellontaining the symbol �, and suppose that the transition funtion maps (�; q) to(�0; q0; D). Then, the mahine modi�es the ontents of the said ell to �0, modi�esits internal state to q0, and moves one ell in diretion D. Figure 1.1 shows asingle step of a Turing mahine that, when in state `b' and seeing a binary symbol� 2 f0; 1g, replaes � with the symbol �+2, maintains its internal state, and movesone position to the right.3Formally, we de�ne the suessive on�guration funtion whih maps eah in-3Figure 1.1 orresponds to a mahine that, when in the initial state (i.e., `a'), replaes thesymbol � 2 f0; 1g by � + 4, modi�es its internal state to `b', and moves one position to theright. (See also Figure 1.2, whih depits multiple steps of this mahine.) Indeed, \marking" theleftmost ell (in order to allow for reognizing it in the future), is a ommon pratie in the designof Turing mahines.
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5 ----- - - -Figure 1.2: Multiple steps of the mahine depited in Figure 1.1.stantaneous on�guration to the one resulting by letting the mahine take a singlestep. This funtion modi�es its argument in a very minor manner, as desribedin the foregoing paragraph; that is, the ontents of at most one ell (i.e., at whihthe mahine urrently resides) is hanged, and in addition the internal state of themahine and its loation may hange too.Providing a onrete representation of the suessive on�guration funtionrequires providing a onrete representation of instantaneous on�gurations. Forexample, we may represent eah instantaneous on�guration of a mahine withsymbol set � and states set Q as a triple (�; q; i), where � 2 ��, q 2 Q and i 2f1; 2; :::; j�jg. Let T : ��Q! ��Q�f�1; 0;+1g be the transition funtion of themahine. Then, the suessive on�guration funtion maps (�; q; i) to (�0; q0; i+ d)suh that �0 di�ers from � only in the ith loation, whih is determined aordingto the �rst element in T (�i; q). The new state (i.e., q0) and the movement (i.e., d)are determined by the other two elements of T (�i; q). Spei�ally, exept for somepathologial ases, the suessive on�guration funtion maps (�; q; i) to (�0; q0; i+d) if and only if T (�i; q) = (�0i; q0; d) and �0j = �j for every j 6= i, where �j (resp.,�0j) denotes the jth symbol of � (resp., �0). The aforementioned pathologial asesrefer to ases in whih the mahine resides in one of the \boundary loations"and need to move further in that diretion. One suh ase is the ase that i = 1



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 13and d = �1, whih auses the mahine to halt (rather than move left of the leftboundary of the tape). The opposite ase refers to i = j�j and d = +1, where themahine moves to the right of the rightmost non-blank symbol, whih is representedby extending �0 with a blank symbol `-' (i.e., j�0j = j�j+ 1 and �0j�j+1 = -).Initial and �nal environments. The initial environment (or on�guration) ofa Turing mahine onsists of the mahine residing in the �rst (i.e., left-most) elland being in its initial state. Typially, one also mandates that, in the initial on-�guration, a pre�x of the tape's ells hold bit values, whih onatenated togetherare onsidered the input, and the rest of the tape's ells hold a speial (\blank")symbol (whih in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 is denoted by `-'). Thus, the initial on�g-uration of a Turing mahine has a �nite (expliit) desription. One the mahinehalts, the output is de�ned as the ontents of the ells that are to the left of itsloation (at termination time).4 Note, however, that the mahine need not haltat all (when invoked on some initial environment).5 Thus, eah mahine de�nesa (possibly partial) funtion mapping inputs to outputs, alled the funtion om-puted by the mahine. That is, the funtion omputed by mahine M maps x to yif, when invoked on input x, mahine M halts with output y, and is unde�ned onx if mahine M does halt on input x.As stated up-front, the Turing mahine model is only meant to provide anextremely oarse portrayal of real-life omputers. However, the model is intendedto reet the inherent limitations and abilities of real-life omputers. Thus, itis important to verify that the Turing mahine model is exatly as powerful as amodel that provides a more faithful portrayal of real-life omputers (see the \sanityhek" in x1.3.2.2); that is, a funtion an be omputed by a Turing mahine ifand only if it is omputable by a mahine of the latter model. For starters, onemay prove that a funtion an be omputed by a single-tape Turing mahine if andonly if it is omputable by a multi-tape (e.g., two-tape) Turing mahine (as de�nednext); see Exerise 1.3.Multi-tape Turing mahines. We omment that in most expositions, onerefers to the loation of the \head of the mahine" on the tape (rather than tothe \loation of the mahine on the tape"). The standard terminology is moreintuitive when extending the basi model, whih refers to a single tape, to a modelthat supports a onstant number of tapes. In the orresponding model of so-alledmulti-tape mahines, the mahine maintains a single head on eah suh tape, andeah step of the mahine depends and e�ets the ells that are at the mahine'shead loation on eah tape. The input is given on one designated tape, and theoutput is required to appear on some other designated tape. As we shall see in4By an alternative onvention, the mahine must halt when residing in the left-most ell, andthe output is de�ned as the maximal pre�x of the tape ontents that ontains only bit values. Insuh a ase, the speial non-Boolean output ? is indiated by the mahine's state (and indeed inthis ase the set of states, Q, ontains several halting states).5A simple example is a mahine that \loops forever" (i.e., it remains in the same state and thesame loation regardless of what it reads). Reall, however, that we shall be mainly interested inmahines that do halt after a �nite number of steps (when invoked on any initial environment).



14 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSSetion 1.3.5, the extension of the model to multi-tape Turing mahines is ruialto the de�nition of spae omplexity. A less fundamental advantage of the model ofmulti-tape Turing mahines is that it is easier to design multi-tape Turing mahinesthat ompute funtions of interest (see, e.g., Exerise 1.4).1.3.2.2 The Churh-Turing ThesisThe entire point of the model of Turing mahines is its simpliity. That is, inomparison to more \realisti" models of omputation, it is simpler to formu-late the model of Turing mahines and to analyze mahines in this model. TheChurh-Turing Thesis asserts that nothing is lost by onsidering the Turing ma-hine model: A funtion an be omputed by some Turing mahine if and only ifit an be omputed by some mahine of any other \reasonable and general" modelof omputation.This is a thesis, rather than a theorem, beause it refers to an intuitive notion(i.e., the notion of a reasonable and general model of omputation) that is left unde-�ned on purpose. The model should be reasonable in the sense that it should allowonly omputation rules that are \simple" in some intuitive sense. For example,we should be able to envision a mehanial implementation of these omputationrules. On the other hand, the model should allow to ompute \simple" funtionsthat are de�nitely omputable aording to our intuition. At the very least themodel should allow to emulate Turing mahines (i.e., ompute the funtion that,given a desription of a Turing mahine and an instantaneous on�guration, returnsthe suessive on�guration).A philosophial omment. The fat that a thesis is used to link an intuitiveonept to a formal de�nition is ommon pratie in any siene (or, more broadly,in any attempt to reason rigorously about intuitive onepts). Any attempt torigorously de�ne an intuitive onept yields a formal de�nition that neessarilydi�ers from the original intuition, and the question of orrespondene between thesetwo objets arises. This question an never be rigorously treated, beause one ofthe objets that it relates to is unde�ned. That is, the question of orrespondenebetween the intuition and the de�nition always transends a rigorous treatment(i.e., it always belongs to the domain of the intuition).A sanity hek: Turing mahines an emulate an abstrat RAM. To gainon�dene in the Churh-Turing Thesis, one may attempt to de�ne an abstratRandom-Aess Mahine (RAM), and verify that it an be emulated by a Turingmahine. An abstrat RAM onsists of an in�nite number of memory ells, eahapable of holding an integer, a �nite number of similar registers, one designatedas program ounter, and a program onsisting of instrutions seleted from a �niteset. The set of possible instrutions inludes the following instrutions:� reset(r), where r is an index of a register, results in setting the value ofregister r to zero.� in(r), where r is an index of a register, results in inrementing the ontentof register r. Similarly de(r) auses a derement.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 15� load(r1; r2), where r1 and r2 are indies of registers, results in loading toregister r1 the ontents of the memory loation m, where m is the urrentontents of register r2.� store(r1; r2), stores the ontents of register r1 in the memory, analogouslyto load.� ond-goto(r; `), where r is an index of a register and ` does not exeed theprogram length, results in setting the program ounter to `� 1 if the ontentof register r is non-negative.The program ounter is inremented after the exeution of eah instrution, andthe next instrution to be exeuted by the mahine is the one to whih the programounter points (and the mahine halts if the program ounter exeeds the program'slength). The input to the mahine may be de�ned as the ontents of the �rst nmemory ells, where n is plaed in a speial input register, and all other memoryells are assumed to be empty (i.e., ontain blanks).We note that the abstrat RAM model (as de�ned above) is as powerful asthe Turing mahine model (see the following details). However, in order to makethe RAM model loser to real-life omputers, we may augment it with additionalinstrutions that are available on real-life omputers like the instrution add(r1; r2)(resp., mult(r1; r2)) that results in adding (resp., multiplying) the ontents of reg-isters r1 and r2 (and plaing the result in register r1). Likewise, we may augmentthe model with expliit loop-onstruts (although suh onstruts are easily imple-mentable using the ond-goto instrution).We suggest proving that this abstrat RAM an be emulated by a Turing ma-hine: see Exerise 1.5. We emphasize this diretion of the equivalene of the twomodels, beause the RAM model is introdued in order to onvine the reader thatTuring mahines are not too weak (as a model of general omputation). The fatthat they are not too strong seems self-evident. Thus, it seems pointless to provethat the RAM model an emulate Turing mahines. (Still, note that this is indeedthe ase, by using the RAM's memory ells to store the ontents of the ells of theTuring mahine's tape, and holding its head loation in a speial register.)Reetions: Observe that the abstrat RAM model is signi�antly more um-bersome than the Turing mahine model. Furthermore, seeking a sound hoieof the instrution set (i.e., the instrutions to be allowed in the model) reatesa viious yle (beause the sound guideline for suh a hoie should have beenallowing only instrutions that orrespond to \simple" operations, whereas the lat-ter orrespond to easily omputable funtions...). This viious yle was avoided inthe foregoing paragraph by trusting the reader to inlude only instrutions that areavailable in some real-life omputer. (We omment that this empirial onsidera-tion is justi�able in the urrent ontext, beause our urrent goal is merely linkingthe Turing mahine model with the reader's experiene of real-life omputers.)



16 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELS1.3.3 Unomputable FuntionsStritly speaking, the urrent subsetion is not neessary for the rest of this book,but we feel that it provides a useful perspetive.1.3.3.1 On the existene of unomputable funtionsIn ontrast to what every layman would think, not all funtions are omputable.Indeed, an important message to be ommuniated to the world is that not everywell-de�ned task an be solved by applying a \reasonable" automated proedure(i.e., a proedure that has a simple desription that an be applied to any in-stane of the problem at hand). Furthermore, not only is it the ase that thereexist unomputable funtions, but it is rather the ase that most funtions areunomputable. In fat, only relatively few funtions are omputable.Theorem 1.4 (on the sarity of omputable funtions): The set of omputablefuntions is ountable, whereas the set of all funtions (from strings to strings) isnot ountable. Furthermore, the latter set has the same ardinality as the powerset of the natural numbers, whih in turn has the same ardinality as the set of realnumbers.We stress that the theorem holds for any reasonable model of omputation. Infat, it only relies on the postulate that eah mahine in the model has a �nitedesription (i.e., an be desribed by a string).Proof: Sine eah omputable funtion is omputable by a mahine that has a�nite desription, there is an injetion of the set of omputable funtions to theset of strings (whereas the set of all strings is in 1-1 orrespondene to the naturalnumbers). On the other hand, there is a 1-1 orrespondene between the set ofBoolean funtions (i.e., funtions from strings to a single bit) and the power setof the natural numbers. This orrespondene assoiates eah subset S 2 N to thefuntion f : N ! f0; 1g suh that f(i) = 1 if and only if i 2 S. Establishingthe remaining set theoreti fats is not really in the sope of the urrent book.Spei�ally, we refer to the following fats:1. The set of all Boolean funtions has the same ardinality as the set of allfuntions (from strings to strings).2. The power set of the natural numbers has the same ardinality as the set ofreal numbers.3. Eah of the foregoing sets (e.g., the real numbers) is not ountable.6The theorem follows.6Advaned omment: This fat is usually established by a \diagonalization" argument,whih is atually the ore of the proof of Theorem 1.5. For further disussion, the interestedreader is referred to [3, Chap. 2℄.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 171.3.3.2 The Halting ProblemIn ontrast to the disussion in Setion 1.3.1, at this point we onsider also mahinesthat may not halt on some inputs. The funtions omputed by suh mahines arepartial funtions that are de�ned only on inputs on whih the mahine halts. Again,we rely on the postulate that eah mahine in the model has a �nite desription,and denote the desription of mahine M by hMi 2 f0; 1g�. The halting funtion,h : f0; 1g� � f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g, is de�ned suh that h(hMi; x) def= 1 if and only if Mhalts on input x. The following result goes beyond Theorem 1.4 by pointing to anexpliit funtion (of natural interest) that is not omputable.Theorem 1.5 (undeidability of the halting problem): The halting funtion is notomputable.The term undeidability means that the orresponding deision problem annot besolved by an algorithm. That is, Theorem 1.5 asserts that the deision problemassoiated with the set h�1(1) = f(hMi; x) : h(hMi; x) = 1g is not solvable byan algorithm (i.e., there exists no algorithm that, given a pair (hMi; x), deideswhether or notM halts on input x). Atually, the following proof shows that thereexists no algorithm that, given hMi, deides whether or not M halts on inputhMi. The oneptual signi�ane of Theorem 1.5 is disussed in x1.3.3.3 (followingTheorem 1.6).Proof: We will show that even the restrition of h to its \diagonal" (i.e., the fun-tion d(hMi) def= h(hMi; hMi)) is not omputable. Note that the value of d(hMi)refers to the question of what happens when we feed M with its own desription,whih is indeed a \nasty" (but legitimate) thing to do. We will atually do some-thing \worse": towards the ontradition, we will onsider the value of d whenevaluated at a (mahine that is related to a) hypothetial mahine that supposedlyomputes d.We start by onsidering a related funtion, d0, and showing that this funtionis unomputable. The funtion d0 is de�ned on purpose so to foil any attempt toompute it; that is, for every mahine M , the value d0(hMi) is de�ned to di�erfrom M(hMi). Spei�ally, the funtion d0 : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g is de�ned suhthat d0(hMi) def= 1 if and only if M halts on input hMi with output 0. That is,d0(hMi) = 0 if either M does not halt on input hMi or its output does not equalthe value 0. Now, suppose, towards the ontradition, that d0 is omputable bysome mahine, denoted Md0 . Note that mahine Md0 is supposed to halt on everyinput, and so Md0 halts on input hMd0i. But, by de�nition of d0, it holds thatd0(hMd0i) = 1 if and only if Md0 halts on input hMd0i with output 0 (i.e., if andonly if Md0(hMd0i) = 0). Thus, Md0(hMd0i) 6= d0(hMd0i) in ontradition to thehypothesis that Md0 omputes d0.We next prove that d is unomputable, and thus h is unomputable (beaused(z) = h(z; z) for every z). To prove that d is unomputable, we show that if dis omputable then so is d0 (whih we already know not to be the ase). Indeed,suppose towards the ontradition that A is an algorithm for omputing d (i.e.,



18 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSA(hMi) = d(hMi) for every mahine M). Then, we onstrut an algorithm foromputing d0, whih given hM 0i, invokes A on hM 00i, where M 00 is de�ned tooperate as follows:1. On input x, mahine M 00 emulates M 0 on input x.2. If M 0 halts on input x with output 0 then M 00 halts.3. If M 0 halts on input x with an output di�erent from 0 then M 00 enters anin�nite loop (and thus does not halt).Otherwise (i.e., M 0 does not halt on input x), then mahine M 00 does nothalt (beause it just stays stuk in Step 1 forever).Note that the mapping from hM 0i to hM 00i is easily omputable (by augmentingM 0 with instrutions to test its output and enter an in�nite loop if neessary), andthat d(hM 00i) = d0(hM 0i), beause M 00 halts on x if and only if M 0 halts on x withoutput 0. We thus derived an algorithm for omputing d0 (i.e., transform the inputhM 0i into hM 00i and output A(hM 00i)), whih ontradits the already establishedfat by whih d0 is unomputable. Thus, our ontradition hypothesis that thereexists an algorithm (i.e., A) that omputes d is proved false, and the theoremfollows (beause if the restrition of h to its diagonal (i.e., d) is not omputable,then h itself is surely not omputable).Digest. The ore of the seond part of the proof of Theorem 1.5 is an algorithmthat solves one problem (i.e., omputes d0) by using as a subroutine an algorithmthat solves another problem (i.e., omputes d (or h)).7 In fat, the �rst algorithm isatually an algorithmi sheme that refers to a \funtionally spei�ed" subroutinerather than to an atual (implementation of suh a) subroutine, whih may notexist. Suh an algorithmi sheme is alled a Turing-redution (see formulationin Setion 1.3.6). Hene, we have Turing-redued the omputation of d0 to theomputation of d, whih in turn Turing-redues to h. The \natural" (\positive")meaning of a Turing-redution of f 0 to f is that, when given an algorithm foromputing f , we obtain an algorithm for omputing f 0. In ontrast, the proof ofTheorem 1.5 uses the \unnatural" (\negative") ounter-positive: if (as we know)there exists no algorithm for omputing f 0 = d0 then there exists no algorithm foromputing f = d (whih is what we wanted to prove). Jumping ahead, we mentionthat resoure-bounded Turing-redutions (e.g., polynomial-time redutions) play aentral role in omplexity theory itself, and again they are used mostly in a \nega-tive" way. We will de�ne suh redutions and extensively use them in subsequenthapters.1.3.3.3 A few more undeidability resultsWe briey review a few appealing results regarding undeidable problems.7The same holds also with respet to the �rst part of the proof, whih uses the fat thatthe ability to ompute h yields the ability to ompute d. However, in this ase the underlyingalgorithmi sheme is so obvious that we hose not to state it expliitly.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 19Rie's Theorem. The undeidability of the halting problem (or rather the fatthat the funtion d is unomputable) is a speial ase of a more general phe-nomenon: Every non-trivial deision problem regarding the funtion omputed bya given Turing mahine has no algorithmi solution. We state this fat next, lar-ifying the de�nition of the aforementioned lass of problems. (Again, we refer toTuring mahines that may not halt on all inputs.)Theorem 1.6 (Rie's Theorem): Let F be any non-trivial subset8 of the set of allomputable partial funtions, and let SF be the set of strings that desribe mahinesthat ompute funtions in F . Then deiding membership in SF annot be solved byan algorithm.Theorem 1.6 an be proved by a Turing-redution from d. We do not provide aproof beause this is too remote from the main subjet matter of the book. (Still,the interested reader is referred to Exerise 1.6.)We stress that Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 hold for any reasonable model of ompu-tation (referring both to the potential solvers and to the mahines the desriptionof whih is given as input to these solvers). Thus, Theorem 1.6 means that noalgorithm an determine any non-trivial property of the funtion omputed by agiven omputer program (written in any programming language). For example, noalgorithm an determine whether or not a given omputer program halts on eahpossible input. The relevane of this assertion to the projet of program veri�ationis obvious. See further disussion of this issue at the end of Setion 4.2.The Post Correspondene Problem. We mention that undeidability arisesalso outside of the domain of questions regarding omputing devies (given asinput). Spei�ally, we onsider the Post Correspondene Problem in whih the inputonsists of two sequenes of (non-empty) strings, (�1; :::; �k) and (�1; :::; �k), andthe question is whether or not there exists a sequene of indies i1; :::; i` 2 f1; :::; kgsuh that �i1 � � ��i` = �i1 � � ��i` . (We stress that the length of this sequene is nota priori bounded.)9Theorem 1.7 The Post Correspondene Problem is undeidable.Again, the omitted proof is by a Turing-redution from d (or h), and the interestedreader is referred to Exerise 1.8.1.3.4 Universal AlgorithmsSo far we have used the postulate that, in any reasonable model of omputation,eah mahine (or omputation rule) has a �nite desription. Furthermore, in theproof of Theorem 1.5, we also used the postulate that suh a model allows for easy8The set S is alled a non-trivial subset of U if both S and U n S are non-empty. Clearly, if Fis a trivial set of omputable funtions then the orresponding deision problem an be solved bya \trivial" algorithm that outputs the orresponding onstant bit.9In ontrast, the existene of an adequate sequene of a spei�ed length an be determined intime that is exponential in this length.



20 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSmodi�ation of a desription of a mahine that omputes a funtion into a desrip-tion of a mahine that omputes a losely related funtion. Here, we go one stepfurther and postulate that the desription of mahines (in this model) is \e�etive"in the following natural sense: there exists an algorithm that, given a desription ofa mahine (resp., omputation rule) and a orresponding environment, determinesthe environment that results from performing a single step of this mahine on thisenvironment (resp., the e�et of a single appliation of the omputation rule).10This algorithm an, in turn, be implemented in the said model of omputation(assuming this model is general; see the Churh-Turing Thesis). Suessive ap-pliations of this algorithm leads to the notion of a universal mahine, whih (foronreteness) is formulated next in terms of Turing mahines.De�nition 1.8 (universal mahines): A universal Turing mahine is a Turing ma-hine that when given a desription of a mahine M and a orresponding input xreturns the value of M(x) if M halts on x and otherwise does not halt.That is, a universal Turing mahine omputes the partial funtion u that is de-�ned on pairs (hMi; x) suh that M halts on input x, in whih ase it holds thatu(hMi; x) = M(x). That is, u(hMi; x) = M(x) if M halts on input x, and u isunde�ned on (hMi; x) otherwise. We note that if M halts on all possible inputsthen u(hMi; x) is de�ned for every x.1.3.4.1 The existene of universal algorithmsWe stress that the mere fat that we have de�ned something (i.e., a universal Turingmahine) does not mean that it exists. Yet, as hinted in the foregoing disussionand obvious to anyone who has written a omputer program (and thought aboutwhat he/she was doing), universal Turing mahines do exist.Theorem 1.9 There exists a universal Turing mahine.Theorem 1.9 asserts that the partial funtion u is omputable. In ontrast, it anbe shown that any extension of u to a total funtion is unomputable. That is, forany total funtion û that agrees with the partial funtion u on all the inputs onwhih the latter is de�ned, it holds that û is unomputable (see Exerise 1.10).Proof: Given a pair (hMi; x), we just emulate the omputation of mahine Mon input x. This emulation is straightforward, beause (by the e�etiveness of thedesription ofM) we an iteratively determine the next instantaneous on�gurationof the omputation of M on input x. If the said omputation halts, then we willobtain its output and an output it (and so, on input (hMi; x), our algorithmreturns M(x)). Otherwise, we turn out emulating an in�nite omputation, whihmeans that our algorithm does not halt on input (hMi; x). Thus, the foregoingemulation proedure onstitutes a universal mahine (i.e., yields an algorithm foromputing u).10For details, see Exerise 1.9.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 21As hinted already, the existene of universal mahines is the fundamental fatunderlying the paradigm of general-purpose omputers. Indeed, a spei� Turingmahine (or algorithm) is a devie that solves a spei� problem. A priori, solvingeah problem would have required building a new physial devie that allows forthis problem to be solved in the physial world (rather than as a thought experi-ment). The existene of a universal mahine asserts that it is enough to build onephysial devie; that is, a general purpose omputer. Any spei� problem anthen be solved by writing a orresponding program to be exeuted (or emulated)by the general-purpose omputer. Thus, universal mahines orrespond to general-purpose omputers, and provide the philosophial basis for separating hardwarefrom software. Furthermore, the existene of universal mahines says that softwarean be viewed as (part of the) input.In addition to their pratial importane, the existene of universal mahines(and their variants) has important onsequenes in the theories of omputing andomputational omplexity. To demonstrate the point, we note that Theorem 1.6implies that many questions about the behavior of a �xed (universal) mahine onertain input types are undeidable. For example, it follows that, for some �xedmahines (i.e., universal ones), there is no algorithm that determines whether ornot the (�xed) mahine halts on a given input (see Exerise 1.7). Also, revisitingthe proof of Theorem 1.7 (see Exerise 1.8), it follows that the Post CorrespondeneProblem remains undeidable even if the input sequenes are restrited to have aspei� length (i.e., k is �xed). A more important appliation of universal mahinesto the theory of omputing is presented next (i.e., in x1.3.4.2).1.3.4.2 A detour: Kolmogorov ComplexityThe existene of universal mahines, whih may be viewed as universal languagesfor writing e�etive and suint desriptions of objets, plays a entral role inKolmogorov Complexity. Loosely speaking, the latter theory is onerned with thelength of (e�etive) desriptions of objets, and views the minimum suh length asthe inherent \omplexity" of the objet; that is, \simple" objets (or phenomena)are those having short desription (resp., short explanation), whereas \omplex"objets have no short desription. Needless to say, these (e�etive) desriptionshave to refer to some �xed \language" (i.e., to a �xed mahine that, given a suintdesription of an objet, produes its expliit desription). Fixing any mahineM ,a string x is alled a desription of s with respet toM ifM(x) = s. The omplexityof s with respet to M , denoted KM (s), is the length of the shortest desriptionof s with respet to M . Certainly, we want to �x M suh that every string has adesription with respet to M , and furthermore suh that this desription is not\signi�antly" longer than the desription with respet to a di�erent mahineM 0.The following theorem makes it natural to use a universal mahine as the \pointof referene" (i.e., as the aforementionedM).Theorem 1.10 (omplexity w.r.t a universal mahine): Let U be a universal ma-hine. Then, for every mahine M 0, there exists a onstant  suh that KU (s) �KM 0(s) +  for every string s.



22 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSThe theorem follows by (setting  = O(jhM 0ij) and) observing that if x is a de-sription of s with respet to M 0 then (hM 0i; x) is a desription of s with respetto U . Here it is important to use an adequate enoding of pairs of strings (e.g.,the pair (�1 � � ��k ; �1 � � � �`) is enoded by the string �1�1 � � ��k�k01�1 � � � �`). Fix-ing any universal mahine U , we de�ne the Kolmogorov Complexity of a string s asK(s) def= KU (s). The reader may easily verify the following fats:1. K(s) � jsj+O(1), for every s.(Hint: apply Theorem 1.10 to a mahine that omputes the identity map-ping.)2. There exist in�nitely many strings s suh that K(s)� jsj.(Hint: onsider s = 1n. Alternatively, onsider any mahine M suh thatjM(x)j � jxj for every x.)3. Some strings of length n have omplexity at least n. Furthermore, for everyn and i, jfs 2 f0; 1gn : K(s) � n� igj < 2n�i+1(Hint: di�erent strings must have di�erent desriptions with respet to U .)It an be shown that the funtion K is unomputable: see Exerise 1.11. Theproof is related to the paradox aptured by the following \desription" of a nat-ural number: the smallest natural number that an not be desribed byan English sentene of up-to a thousand letters. (The paradox amountsto observing that if the foregoing number is well-de�ned then we reah ontradi-tion by noting that the foregoing sentene uses less than one thousand letters.)Needless to say, the foregoing sentene presupposes that any English sentene isa legitimate desription in some adequate sense (e.g., in the sense aptured byKolmogorov Complexity). Spei�ally, the foregoing sentene presupposes that wean determine the Kolmogorov Complexity of eah natural number, and thus thatwe an e�etively produe the smallest number that has Kolmogorov Complexityexeeding some threshold (by relying on the fat that natural numbers have arbi-trary large Kolmogorov Complexity). Indeed, the paradox suggests a proof to thefat that the latter task annot be performed; that is, there exists no algorithmthat given t produes the lexiographially �rst string s suh that K(s) > t, be-ause if suh an algorithm A would have existed then K(s) � O(jhAij) + log t inontradition to the de�nition of s.1.3.5 Time (and Spae) ComplexityFixing a model of omputation (e.g., Turing mahines) and fousing on algorithmsthat halt on eah input, we onsider the number of steps (i.e., appliations ofthe omputation rule) taken by the algorithm on eah possible input. The lat-ter funtion is alled the time omplexity of the algorithm (or mahine); that is,tA : f0; 1g� ! N is alled the time omplexity of algorithm A if, for every x, oninput x algorithm A halts after exatly tA(x) steps.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 23We will be mostly interested in the dependene of the time omplexity on theinput length, when taking the maximum over all inputs of the relevant length.That is, for tA as in the foregoing paragraph, we will onsider TA : N ! N de�nedby TA(n) def= maxx2f0;1gnftA(x)g. Abusing terminology, we sometimes refer to TAas the time omplexity of A.A small detour: linear speed-up and the O-notation. Many models of om-putation allow to speed-up omputation by any onstant fator; see Exerise 1.14,whih refers to the Turing mahine model. This motivates ignoring onstant fatorsin stating (time) omplexity upper bounds, and leads to an extensive usage of theorresponding O-notation in omputer siene. Reall that we say that f : N ! Nis O(g), where g : N ! N , if there exists a (positive) onstant  suh that forevery (suÆiently large) n 2 N it holds that f(n) �  � g(n). (The parenthetialaugmentations are intended to overome some pathologial ases, where one wishesto use natural bounding funtions that \misbehave" on �nitely many inputs; e.g.,g(n) = n evaluates to zero on 0, and g(n) = n log2 n evaluates to zero on 1).The time omplexity of a problem. As stated in the prefae, typially om-plexity theory is not onerned with the (time) omplexity of a spei� algorithm.It is rather onerned with the (time) omplexity of a problem, assuming that thisproblem is solvable at all (by some algorithm). Intuitively, the time omplexityof suh a problem is de�ned as the time omplexity of the fastest algorithm thatsolves this problem (assuming that the latter term is well-de�ned).11 Atually, weshall be interested in upper and lower bounds on the (time) omplexity of algo-rithms that solve the problem. Thus, when we say that a ertain problem � hasomplexity T , we atually mean that � has omplexity at most T . Likewise, whenwe say that � requires time T , we atually mean that � has time-omplexity atleast T .Reall that the foregoing disussion refers to some �xed model of omputa-tion. Indeed, the omplexity of a problem � may depend on the spei� modelof omputation in whih algorithms that solve � are implemented. The followingCobham-Edmonds Thesis asserts that the variation (in the time omplexity) is nottoo big, and in partiular is irrelevant to the P-vs-NP Question (as well as to almostall of the urrent fous of omplexity theory).The Cobham-Edmonds Thesis. As just stated, the time omplexity of a prob-lem may depend on the model of omputation. For example, deiding membershipin the set fxx : x 2 f0; 1g�g an be done in linear-time on a two-tape Turingmahine, but requires quadrati-time on a single-tape Turing mahine (see Exer-ise 1.13). On the other hand, any problem that has time omplexity t in the model11Advaned omment: We note that the naive assumption that a \fastest algorithm" (forsolving a problem) exists is not always justi�ed (even when ignoring onstant fators, see [13,Se. 4.2.2℄). On the other hand, the assumption is essentially justi�ed in some important ases(see, e.g., Theorem 5.5). But even in these ases the said algorithm is \fastest" (or \optimal")only up to a onstant fator.



24 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSof multi-tape Turing mahines, has omplexity O(t2) in the model of single-tapeTuring mahines (see Exerise 1.12). The Cobham-Edmonds Thesis asserts thatthe time-omplexities in any two \reasonable and general" models of omputationare polynomially related. That is, a problem has time-omplexity t in some \rea-sonable and general" model of omputation if and only if it has time omplexitypoly(t) in the model of (single-tape) Turing mahines.Indeed, the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis strengthens the Churh-Turing Thesis.It asserts not only that the lass of solvable problems is invariant as far as \rea-sonable and general" models of omputation are onerned, but also that the timeomplexity (of the solvable problems) in suh models is polynomially related.We note that, when ompared to the Churh-Turing Thesis, the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis relies on a more re�ned pereption of what onstitutes a reasonablemodel of omputation. Spei�ally, we should not allow unit-ost operations (i.e.,omputational steps) that e�et an unbounded amount of data, or alternatively weshould harge eah operation proportionally to the amount of data being e�etedby it. A typial example arises in the abstrat RAM model re-disussed next.Referring to the abstrat RAM model (as de�ned in x1.3.2.2), we note that aproblem has time-omplexity t in the abstrat RAM model if and only if it has timeomplexity poly(t) in the model of (single-tape) Turing mahines. While this asser-tion requires no quali�ation when referring to the bare model (whih only inludesthe operation reset(�), in(�), de(�), load(�; �), store(�; �), and ond-goto(�; �)),we need to be areful with respet to augmenting this instrution set with addi-tional (abstrat) instrutions that (orrespond to instrutions that) are availableon real-life omputers. Consider, for example, augmenting the instrution set withadd(r1; r2) (resp., mult(r1; r2)) that represents adding (resp., multiplying) the on-tents of registers r1 and r2 (and plaing the result in register r1). Note that usingthe addition instrution t times may inrease the length (of the bit representation)of the numbers stored in these registers by at most t units,12 but t appliationsof the multipliation instrution may inrease this length by a fator of 2t (via re-peated squaring). Thus, we should either restrit these operations to �xed-lengthintegers (as done in real-life omputers) or harge eah of these operations in pro-portion to the length of the atual ontents of the relevant (abstrat) registers.EÆient algorithms. As hinted in the foregoing disussions, muh of omplexitytheory is onerned with eÆient algorithms. The latter are de�ned as polynomial-time algorithms (i.e., algorithms that have time-omplexity that is upper-boundedby a polynomial in the length of the input). By the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis,the de�nition of this lass is invariant under the hoie of a \reasonable and gen-eral" model of omputation. For further disussion of the assoiation of eÆientalgorithms with polynomial-time omputation see Setion 2.1.12The same onsideration applies also to the other basi instrutions (e.g., in(�)), whih justi�esour ignoring the issue when disussing the basi instrution set. In fat, using only the basiinstrutions yields an even slower inrease in the length of the stored numbers.



1.3. UNIFORM MODELS (ALGORITHMS) 25Universal mahines, revisited. The notion of time omplexity gives rise toa time-bounded version of the universal funtion u (presented in Setion 1.3.4).Spei�ally, we de�ne u0(hMi; x; t) def= y if on input xmahineM halts within t stepsand outputs the string y, and u0(hMi; x; t) def= ? if on input x mahine M makesmore than t steps. Unlike u, the funtion u0 is a total funtion. Furthermore, unlikeany extension of u to a total funtion, the funtion u0 is omputable. Moreover,u0 is omputable by a mahine U 0 that, on input X = (hMi; x; t), halts afterpoly(jhMij+ jxj+ t) steps. Indeed, mahine U 0 is a variant of a universal mahine(i.e., on input X , mahine U 0 merely emulatesM for t steps rather than emulatingM till it halts (and potentially inde�nitely)). Note that the number of steps takenby U 0 depends on the spei� model of omputation (and that some overhead isunavoidable beause emulating eah step ofM requires reading the relevant portionof the desription of M).Spae omplexity. Another natural measure of the \omplexity" of an algo-rithm (or a task) is the amount of memory onsumed by the omputation. Werefer to the memory used for storing some intermediate results of the omputation.Sine omputations that utilize memory that is sub-linear in their input length areof natural interest, it is important to use a model in whih one an di�erentiatememory used for omputation from memory used for storing the initial input orthe �nal output. In the ontext of Turing mahines, this is done by onsideringmulti-tape Turing mahines suh that the input is presented on a speial read-onlytape (alled the input tape), the output is written on a speial write-only tape(alled the output tape), and intermediate results are stored on a work-tape. Thus,the input and output tapes annot be used for storing intermediate results. Thespae omplexity of suh a mahineM is de�ned as a funtion sM suh that sM (x)is the number of ells of the work-tape that are sanned by M on input x. As inthe ase of time omplexity, we will usually refer to SA(n) def= maxx2f0;1gnfsA(x)g.In this book we do not disuss spae omplexity any further, but rather refer theinterested reader to [13, Chap. 5℄.1.3.6 Orale Mahines and Turing RedutionsThe notion of Turing-redutions, whih was disussed in Setion 1.3.3, is apturedby the following de�nition of so-alled orale mahines. Loosely speaking, an oralemahine is a mahine that is augmented suh that it may pose questions to theoutside. We onsider the ase in whih these questions, alled queries, are answeredonsistently by some funtion f : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g�, alled the orale. That is, ifthe mahine makes a query q then the answer it obtains is f(q). In suh a ase, wesay that the orale mahine is given aess to the orale f . For an orale mahineM , a string x and a funtion f , we denote by Mf (x) the output of M on inputx when given aess to the orale f . (Re-examining the seond part of the proofof Theorem 1.5, observe that we have atually desribed an orale mahine thatomputes d0 when given aess to the orale d.)



26 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSOrale mahines provide a formulation of proedures that use \funtionallyspei�ed" subroutines. That is, the funtionality of the subroutine is spei�ed (bythe aforementioned funtion f), but its operation remains unspei�ed. In ontrast,the orale mahine (i.e., M) provides a full spei�ation of how the subroutine(represented by f) is used. Suh proedures (or rather suh eÆient proedures)are the subjet of Chapter 3, and further disussion will appear there. Our aim inthe urrent setion is merely introduing the basi framework, whih is analogousto our introduing the notion of algorithms in the urrent hapter whereas theentire book fouses on eÆient algorithms.The notion of an orale mahine extends the notion of a standard omputingdevie (mahine), and thus a rigorous formulation of the former extends a formalmodel of the latter. Spei�ally, extending the model of Turing mahines, we derivethe following model of orale Turing mahines.De�nition 1.11 (using an orale):� An orale mahine is a Turing mahine with a speial additional tape, alledthe orale tape, and two speial states, alled orale invoation and orale spoke.� The omputation of the orale mahine M on input x and aess to the oralef : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� is de�ned based on the suessive on�guration funtion.For on�gurations with state di�erent from orale invoation the next on�g-uration is de�ned as usual. Let  be a on�guration in whih the mahine'sstate is orale invoation and suppose that the atual ontents of the oraletape is q (i.e., q is the ontents of the maximal pre�x of the tape that holds bitvalues).13 Then, the on�guration following  is idential to , exept thatthe state is orale spoke, and the atual ontents of the orale tape is f(q).The string q is alled M 's query and f(q) is alled the orale's reply.� The output of the orale mahine M on input x when given orale aess tof is denote Mf (x).We stress that the running time of an orale mahine is the number of steps madeduring its (own) omputation, and that the orale's reply on eah query is obtainedin a single step. Combining De�nition 1.11 with the notion of solving a problem(see De�nitions 1.1 and 1.2), we obtain the de�nition of a Turing-redution.De�nition 1.12 (Turing redution): A problem � is Turing-reduible to a problem�0 if there exists an orale mahine M suh that for every funtion f that solves�0 it holds that Mf solves �.It follows that if there exists an algorithm for solving �0, then there exists an algo-rithm for solving �. Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 1.5 we used the ontrapositiveof the foregoing (i.e., if no algorithm an solve �, then no algorithm an solve �0).Reall that (eÆient) redutions are the subjet matter of Chapter 3, and so weshall return to them at greater length at that point.13This �ts the de�nition of the atual initial ontents of a tape of a Turing mahine (f.Setion 1.3.2). A ommon onvention is that the orale an be invoked only when the mahine'shead resides at the left-most ell of the orale tape.



1.4. NON-UNIFORM MODELS (CIRCUITS AND ADVICE) 271.3.7 Restrited ModelsWe mention that restrited models of omputation are often mentioned in theontext of a ourse on omputability, but they will play no role in the urrent book.One suh model is the model of �nite automata, whih in some variant oinideswith Turing mahines that have spae-omplexity zero (equiv., onstant).In our opinion, the most important motivation for the study of these restritedmodels of omputation is that they provide simple models for some natural (orarti�ial) phenomena. This motivation, however, seems only remotely related tothe study of the omplexity of various omputational tasks, whih alls for the on-sideration of general models of omputation and the evaluation of the omplexityof omputation with respet to suh models.1.4 Non-Uniform Models (Ciruits and Advie)In the urrent book, we only use non-uniform models of omputation as a soure ofsome natural omputational problems (f. Setion 4.3.1). Spei�ally, we will referto the satis�ability of Boolean iruits (de�ned in x1.4.1.1) and formulae (de�nedin x1.4.3.1). We mention, however, that these models are typially onsidered forother purposes (see a brief disussion that follows).By a non-uniform model of omputation we mean a model in whih for eahpossible input length a di�erent omputing devie is onsidered, while there isno \uniformity" requirement relating devies that orrespond to di�erent inputlengths. Furthermore, this olletion of devies is in�nite by nature, and (in abseneof a uniformity requirement) this olletion may not even have a �nite desription.Nevertheless, eah devie in the olletion has a �nite desription. In fat, therelationship between the size of the devie (resp., the length of its desription)and the length of the input that it handles will be of major onern. Spei�ally,the size of these devies gives rise to a omplexity measure that an be used toupper-bound the time omplexity of orresponding algorithms.Non-uniform models of omputation are onsidered either towards the develop-ment of tehniques for proving omplexity lower bounds or as providing simpli�edupper bounds on the ability of eÆient algorithms.14 In both ases, the uniformityondition is eliminated in the interest of simpliity and with the hope (and belief)that nothing substantial is lost as far as the issues at hand are onerned. In theontext of developing lower bounds, the hope is that the �niteness of all parameters(i.e., the input length and the devie's desription) will allow for the appliationof ombinatorial tehniques to analyze the limitations of ertain settings of param-eters. We mention that this hope has materialized in some restrited ases (seeSetion 1.4.3).14Advaned omment: The seond ase refers mainly to eÆient algorithms that are givena pair of inputs (of (polynomially) related length) suh that these algorithms are analyzed withrespet to �xing one input (arbitrarily) and varying the other input (typially, at random). Typialexamples inlude the ontext of de-randomization (f. [13, Se. 8.3℄) and the setting of zero-knowledge (f. [13, Se. 9.2℄).



28 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSWe will fous on two related models of non-uniform omputing devies: Booleaniruits (Setion 1.4.1) and \mahines that take advie" (Setion 1.4.2). The for-mer model is more adequate for the study of the evolution of omputation (i.e.,development of \lower bound tehniques"), whereas the latter is more adequate formodeling purposes (e.g., limiting the ability of eÆient algorithms).1.4.1 Boolean CiruitsThe most popular model of non-uniform omputation is the one of Boolean iruits.Historially, this model was introdued for the purpose of desribing the \logioperation" of real-life eletroni iruits. Ironially, nowadays this model providesthe stage for some of the most pratially removed studies in omplexity theory(whih aim at developing methods that may eventually lead to an understandingof the inherent limitations of eÆient algorithms).1.4.1.1 The basi modelA Boolean iruit is a direted ayli graph15 with labels on the verties, to bedisussed shortly. For sake of simpliity, we disallow isolated verties (i.e., vertieswith no inoming or outgoing edges), and thus the graph's verties are of threetypes: soures, sinks, and internal verties.1. Internal verties are verties having inoming and outgoing edges (i.e., theyhave in-degree and out-degree at least 1). In the ontext of Boolean ir-uits, internal verties are alled gates. Eah gate is labeled by a Booleanoperation, where the operations that are typially onsidered are ^, _ and :(orresponding to and, or and neg). In addition, we require that gates la-beled : have in-degree 1. The in-degree of ^-gates and _-gates may be anynumber greater than zero, and the same holds for the out-degree of any gate.2. The graph soures (i.e., verties with no inoming edges) are alled inputterminals. Eah input terminal is labeled by a natural number (whih is tobe thought of the index of an input variable). (For sake of de�ning formulae(see x1.4.3.1), we allow di�erent input terminals to be labeled by the samenumber.)163. The graph sinks (i.e., verties with no outgoing edges) are alled output ter-minals, and we require that they have in-degree 1. Eah output terminal islabeled by a natural number suh that if the iruit has m output terminalsthen they are labeled 1; 2; :::;m. That is, we disallow di�erent output ter-minals to be labeled by the same number, and insist that the labels of theoutput terminals are onseutive numbers. (Indeed, the labels of the outputterminals will orrespond to the indies of loations in the iruit's output.)15See Appendix A.1.16This is not needed in ase of general iruits, beause we an just feed outgoing edges of thesame input terminal to many gates. Note, however, that this is not allowed in ase of formulae,where all non-sinks are required to have out-degree exatly 1.



1.4. NON-UNIFORM MODELS (CIRCUITS AND ADVICE) 29See example in Figure 1.3. For sake of simpliity, we also mandate that the labelsof the input terminals are onseutive numbers.17
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Figure 1.3: A iruit omputing f(x1; x2; x3; x4) = (x1 � x2; x1 ^ :x2 ^ x4).A Boolean iruit with n di�erent input labels and m output terminals indues(and indeed omputes) a funtion from f0; 1gn to f0; 1gm de�ned as follows. Forany �xed string x 2 f0; 1gn, we iteratively de�ne the value of verties in the iruitsuh that the input terminals are assigned the orresponding bits in x = x1 � � �xnand the values of other verties are determined in the natural manner. That is:� An input terminal with label i 2 f1; :::; ng is assigned the ith bit of x (i.e.,the value xi).� If the hildren of a gate (of in-degree d) that is labeled^ have values v1; v2; :::; vd,then the gate is assigned the value ^di=1vi. The value of a gate labeled _ (or :)is determined analogously.Indeed, the hypothesis that the iruit is ayli implies that the followingnatural proess of determining values for the iruit's verties is well-de�ned:As long as the value of some vertex is undetermined, there exists a vertexsuh that its value is undetermined but the values of all its hildren aredetermined. Thus, the proess an make progress, and terminates when thevalues of all verties (inluding the output terminals) are determined.The value of the iruit on input x (i.e., the output omputed by the iruit oninput x) is y = y1 � � � ym, where yi is the value assigned by the foregoing proess17This onvention slightly ompliates the onstrution of iruits that ignore some of the inputvalues. Spei�ally, we use arti�ial gadgets that have inoming edges from the orrespondinginput terminals, and ompute an adequate onstant. To avoid having this onstant as an outputterminal, we feed it into an auxiliary gate suh that the value of the latter is determined by theother inoming edge (e.g., a onstant 0 fed into an _-gate). See example of dealing with x3 inFigure 1.3.



30 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSto the output terminal labeled i. We note that there exists a polynomial-timealgorithm that, given a iruit C and a orresponding input x, outputs the value ofC on input x. This algorithm determines the values of the iruit's verties, goingfrom the iruit's input terminals to its output terminals.We say that a family of iruits (Cn)n2N omputes a funtion f : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g�if for every n the iruit Cn omputes the restrition of f to strings of length n. Inother words, for every x 2 f0; 1g�, it must hold that Cjxj(x) = f(x).Bounded and unbounded fan-in. It is often natural to onsider iruits inwhih eah gate has at most two inoming edges.18 In this ase, the types of (two-argument) Boolean operations that we allow is immaterial (as long as we onsidera \full basis" of suh operations; i.e., a set of operations that an implement anyother two-argument Boolean operation). Suh iruits are alled iruits of boundedfan-in. In ontrast, other studies are onerned with iruits of unbounded fan-in,where eah gate may have an arbitrary number of inoming edges. Needless to say,in the ase of iruits of unbounded fan-in, the hoie of allowed Boolean operationsis important and one fouses on operations that are \uniform" (aross the numberof operands; e.g., ^ and _). Unless spei�ed di�erently, we shall refer to iruitsof unbounded fan-in; however, in many of the ases that we onsider, the hoie isimmaterial.1.4.1.2 Ciruit omplexityAs stated earlier, the Boolean iruit model is used in omplexity theory mainly as abasis for de�ning a (non-uniform) omplexity measure. Spei�ally, the omplexityof iruits is de�ned as their size.Ciruit size as a omplexity measure. The size of a iruit is the number ofits edges. When onsidering a family of iruits (Cn)n2N that omputes a funtionf : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g�, we are interested in the size of Cn as a funtion of n.Spei�ally, we say that this family has size omplexity s : N ! N if for every n thesize of Cn is s(n). The iruit omplexity of a funtion f , denoted sf , is the in�mumof the size omplexity of all families of iruits that ompute f . Alternatively, foreah n we may onsider the size of the smallest iruit that omputes the restritionof f to n-bit strings (denoted fn), and set sf (n) aordingly. We stress that non-uniformity is impliit in this de�nition, beause no onditions are made regardingthe relation between the various iruits used to ompute the funtion on di�erentinput lengths.1918Indeed, the term bounded fan-in suggests that the upper bound on the number of inomingedges may be any �xed onstant, but suh iruits an be emulated by iruits with two-argumentoperations while inurring only a onstant fator blow-up in their size. The same reason justi�esthe assertion that the hoie of a full basis is immaterial, beause eah suh basis allows to emulateany two-argument operation by a onstant size iruit. Indeed, in both ases, we disregardonstant fator hanges in the iruit size.19Advaned omment: We also note that, in ontrast to Footnote 11, the iruit model andthe orresponding (iruit size) omplexity measure support the notion of an optimal omputingdevie: eah funtion f has a unique size omplexity sf (and not merely upper and lower bounds



1.4. NON-UNIFORM MODELS (CIRCUITS AND ADVICE) 31On the iruit omplexity of funtions. We highlight some simple fats re-garding the iruit omplexity of funtions. These fats are in lear orrespondeneto fats regarding Kolmogorov Complexity mentioned in x1.3.4.2, and establishingthem is left as an exerise (see Exerise 1.15).1. Most importantly, any Boolean funtion an be omputed by some familyof iruits, and thus the iruit omplexity of any funtion is well-de�ned.Furthermore, eah funtion has at most exponential iruit omplexity.2. Some funtions have polynomial iruit omplexity. In partiular, any fun-tion that has time omplexity t (i.e., is omputed by an algorithm of timeomplexity t) has iruit omplexity at most poly(t). Furthermore, the or-responding iruit family is uniform (in a natural sense to be disussed in thenext paragraph).3. Almost all Boolean funtions require exponential iruit omplexity. Spei�-ally, the number of funtions mapping f0; 1gn to f0; 1g that an be omputedby some iruit of size s is smaller than s2s.Note that the �rst fat implies that families of iruits an ompute funtions thatare unomputable by algorithms. Furthermore, this phenomenon ours also whenrestriting attention to families of polynomial-size iruits. See further disussionin Setion 1.4.2 (and spei�ally Theorem 1.14).Uniform families. A family of polynomial-size iruits (Cn)n2N is alled uniformif given n one an onstrut the iruit Cn in poly(n)-time. Note that if a funtionis omputable by a uniform family of polynomial-size iruits then it is omputableby a polynomial-time algorithm. This algorithm �rst onstruts the adequate ir-uit (whih an be done in polynomial-time by the uniformity hypothesis), andthen evaluate this iruit on the given input (whih an be done in time that ispolynomial in the size of the iruit).Note that limitations on the omputing power of arbitrary families of polynomial-size iruits ertainly hold for uniform families (of polynomial-size iruits), whihin turn yield limitations on the omputing power of polynomial-time algorithms.Thus, lower bounds on the iruit-omplexity of funtions yield analogous lowerbounds on their time-omplexity. Furthermore, as is often the ase in mathematisand siene, disposing of an auxiliary ondition that is not well-understood (i.e.,uniformity) may turn out fruitful. Indeed, this has oured in the study of lassesof restrited iruits, whih is reviewed in Setion 1.4.3.1.4.2 Mahines That Take AdvieGeneral (non-uniform) iruit families and uniform iruit families are two extremeswith respet to the \amounts of non-uniformity" in the omputing devie. Intu-itively, in the former, non-uniformity is only bounded by the size of the devie,whereas in the latter the amounts of non-uniformity is zero. Here we onsider aon its omplexity).



32 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSmodel that allows to deouple the size of the omputing devie from the amountof non-uniformity, whih may range from zero to the devie's size. Spei�ally, weonsider algorithms that \take a non-uniform advie" that depends only on theinput length. The amount of non-uniformity will be de�ned to equal the length ofthe orresponding advie (as a funtion of the input length).De�nition 1.13 (taking advie): We say that algorithm A omputes the funtionf using advie of length ` : N ! N if there exists an in�nite sequene (an)n2N suhthat1. For every x 2 f0; 1g�, it holds that A(ajxj; x) = f(x).2. For every n 2 N , it holds that janj = `(n).The sequene (an)n2N is alled the advie sequene.Note that any funtion having iruit omplexity s an be omputed using advieof length O(s log s), where the length upper bound is due to the fat that a graphwith v verties and e edges an be desribed by a string of length 2e log2 v. Notethat the model of mahines that use advie allows for some sharper bounds thanthe ones stated in x1.4.1.2: every funtion an be omputed using advie of length` suh that `(n) = 2n, and some unomputable funtions an be omputed usingadvie of length 1.Theorem 1.14 (the power of advie): There exist funtions that an be omputedusing one-bit advie but annot be omputed without advie.Proof: Starting with any unomputable Boolean funtion f : N ! f0; 1g, onsiderthe funtion f 0 de�ned as f 0(x) = f(jxj); that is, the value of f 0(x) only dependson the length of x (and, spei�ally, equals f(jxj)). Note that f is Turing-reduibleto f 0 (e.g., on input n make any n-bit query to f 0, and return the answer).20Thus, f 0 annot be omputed without advie. On the other hand, f 0 an be easilyomputed by using the advie sequene (an)n2N suh that an = f(n); that is, thealgorithm merely outputs the advie bit (and indeed ajxj = f(jxj) = f 0(x), forevery x 2 f0; 1g�).1.4.3 Restrited ModelsThe model of Boolean iruits (f. x1.4.1.1) allows for the introdution of manynatural sublasses of omputing devies. Following is a laoni review of a few ofthese sublasses. (For further detail regarding the study of these sublasses, theinterested reader is referred to [1℄.)20Indeed, this Turing-redution is not eÆient (i.e., it runs in exponential time in jnj = log2 n),but this is immaterial in the urrent ontext.



1.4. NON-UNIFORM MODELS (CIRCUITS AND ADVICE) 331.4.3.1 Boolean formulaeIn (general) Boolean iruits the non-sink verties are allowed arbitrary out-degree.This means that the same intermediate value an be re-used without being re-omputed (and while inreasing the size omplexity by only one unit). Suh \free"re-usage of intermediate values is disallowed in Boolean formulae, whih are for-mally de�ned as Boolean iruits in whih all non-sink verties have out-degree 1.This means that the underlying graph of a Boolean formula is a tree (see Ap-pendix A.2), and it an be written as a Boolean expression over Boolean variablesby traversing this tree (and registering the verties' labels in the order traversed).Indeed, we have allowed di�erent input terminals to be assigned the same label inorder to allow formulae in whih the same variable ours multiple times.As in ase of general iruits, one is interested in the size of these restritediruits (i.e., the size of families of formulae omputing various funtions). Wemention that quadrati lower bounds are known for the formula size of simplefuntions (e.g., parity), whereas these funtions have linear iruit omplexity.This disrepany is depited in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Reursive onstrution of parity iruits and formulae.Formulae in CNF and DNF. A restrited type of Boolean formulae onsistsof formulae that are in onjuntive normal form (CNF). Suh a formula onsists of aonjuntion of lauses, where eah lause is a disjuntion of literals eah being eithera variable or its negation. That is, suh formulae are represented by layered iruitsof unbounded fan-in in whih the �rst layer onsists of neg-gates that ompute thenegation of input variables, the seond layer onsist of or-gates that ompute thelogial-or of subsets of inputs and negated inputs, and the third layer onsists of asingle and-gate that omputes the logial-and of the values omputed in the seondlayer. Note that eah Boolean funtion an be omputed by a family of CNFformulae of exponential size (see Exerise 1.17), and that the size of CNF formulaemay be exponentially larger than the size of ordinary formulae omputing the samefuntion (e.g., parity).21 For a onstant k (e.g., k = 2; 3), a formula is said to be21See Exerise 1.18.



34 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELSin kCNF if its CNF has disjuntions of size at most k. An analogous restrited typeof Boolean formulae refers to formulae that are in disjuntive normal form (DNF).Suh a formula onsists of a disjuntion of a onjuntions of literals, and when eahonjuntion has at most k literals we say that the formula is in kDNF. (Figure 1.5depits a 3DNF formula that omputes the parity of three variables.)
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1Figure 1.5: A 3DNF formula omputing x1�x2�x3 as (x1 ^x2 ^x3)_ (x1 ^:x2 ^:x3) _ (:x1 ^ x2 ^ :x3) _ (:x1 ^ :x2 ^ x3).1.4.3.2 Other restrited lasses of iruitsTwo other restrited lasses of iruits, whih have reeived a lot of attention inomplexity theory (but are not used in this book), are the lasses of onstant-depthiruits and monotone iruits.Constant-depth iruits. Ciruits have a \natural struture" (i.e., their stru-ture as graphs). One natural parameter regarding this struture is the depth of airuit, whih is de�ned as the longest direted path from any soure to any sink. Ofspeial interest are onstant-depth iruits of unbounded fan-in. We mention thatsub-exponential lower bounds are known for the size of suh iruits that omputea simple funtion (e.g., parity).Monotone iruits. The iruit model also allows for the onsideration of mono-tone omputing devies: a monotone iruit is one having only monotone gates(e.g., gates omputing ^ and _, but no negation gates (i.e., :-gates)). Needlessto say, monotone iruits an only ompute monotone funtions, where a funtionf : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g is alled monotone if for any x � y it holds that f(x) � f(y)(where x1 � � �xn � y1 � � � yn if and only if for every bit position i it holds thatxi � yi). One natural question is whether, as far as monotone funtions are on-erned, there is a substantial loss in using only monotone iruits. The answer is



1.5. COMPLEXITY CLASSES 35yes: there exist monotone funtions that have polynomial iruit omplexity butrequire sub-exponential size monotone iruits.1.5 Complexity ClassesComplexity lasses are sets of omputational problems. Typially, suh lasses arede�ned by �xing three parameters:1. A type of omputational problems (see Setion 1.2). Indeed, the most stan-dard omplexity lasses refer to deision problems, but lasses of searh prob-lems, promise problems, and other types of problems are also onsidered.2. A model of omputation, whih may be either uniform (see Setion 1.3) ornon-uniform (see Setion 1.4).3. A omplexity measure and a limiting funtion (or a set of funtions), whihwhen put together limit the lass of omputations of the previous item; thatis, we refer to the lass of omputations that have omplexity not exeedingthe spei�ed funtion (or set of funtions).For example, in Setion 1.3.5, we mentioned time-omplexity and spae-omplexity, whih apply to any uniform model of omputation. We alsomentioned polynomial-time omputations, whih are omputations in whihthe time-omplexity (as a funtion) does not exeed some polynomial (i.e., isa member of the set of polynomial funtions).The most ommon omplexity lasses refer to deision problems, and are sometimesde�ned as lasses of sets rather than lasses of the orresponding deision problems.That is, one often says that a set S � f0; 1g� is in the lass C rather than sayingthat the problem of deiding membership in S is in the lass C. Likewise, one talksof lasses of relations rather than lasses of the orresponding searh problems (i.e.,saying that R � f0; 1g��f0; 1g� is in the lass C means that the searh problem ofR is in the lass C).ExerisesExerise 1.1 (a quiz)1. What is the default representation of integers (in omplexity theory)?2. What are searh and deision problems?3. What is the motivation for onsidering the model of Turing mahines?4. What does the Churh-Turing Thesis assert?5. What is a universal algorithm?6. What does undeidability mean?7. What is the time omplexity of an algorithm?8. What does the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis assert?



36 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELS9. What are Boolean iruits and formulae?Exerise 1.2 Prove that any funtion that an be omputed by a Turing mahinean be omputed by a mahine that never moves left of the end of the tape.Guideline: Modify the original mahine by \marking" the leftmost ell of the tape (byusing speial symbols suh that the original ontents is maintained). Needless to say, thismarking orresponds to an extension of the tape's symbols.Exerise 1.3 (single-tape versus multi-tape Turing mahines) Prove thata funtion an be omputed by a single-tape Turing mahine if and only if it isomputable by a multi-tape (e.g., two-tape) Turing mahine.Guideline: The emulation of the multi-tape Turing mahine on a single-tape mahine isbased on storing all the original tapes on a single tape suh that the ith ell of the singletape reords the ontents of the ith ell of eah of the original tapes. In addition, the ithell of the single tape reords an indiation as to whih of the original heads reside inthe ith ell of the orresponding original tapes. To emulate a single step of the originalmahine, the new mahine sans its tape, �nds all original head loations, and retrievesthe orresponding ell ontents. Based on this information, the emulating mahine e�etsthe orresponding step (aording to the original transition funtion), by modifying its(single) tape's ontents in an analogous manner.Exerise 1.4 (omputing the sum of natural numbers) Prove that a Tur-ing mahine an add natural numbers; that is, outline a (multi-tape) Turing ma-hine that on input a pair of integers (in binary representation), outputs their sum.Spei�ally, show that the straightforward addition algorithm an be implementedin linear time by a multi-tape Turing mahine.Guideline: A straightforward implementation of addition on a two-tape Turing mahinestarts by opying the two (input) integers (from the input tape) to the seond tape suhthat the ith least signi�ant bits of both integers resides in the ith ell (of the seondtape).Exerise 1.5 (Turing mahines vs abstrat RAM) Prove that an abstrat RAMan be emulated by a Turing mahine.Guideline: Reall that by our onventions, the abstrat RAM omputation is initializedsuh that only a pre�x of the memory ells ontains meaningful data, and (the length of)this pre�x is spei�ed in a speial register. Thus, during the emulation (of the abstratRAM), we only need to keep trak of the ontents of these memory ells as well as theontents of any other memory ells that were aessed during the omputation (and theontents of all registers). Consequently, during the emulation, the Turing mahine's tapewill ontain a list of the RAM's memory ells that were aessed so far as well as theirurrent ontents. When we emulate a RAM instrution that refers to some memoryloation (whih is spei�ed in the ontents of a �xed register), we �rst hek whetherthe relevant RAM ell appears on our list, and aordingly either augment the list by aorresponding entry or modify this entry as required.



1.5. COMPLEXITY CLASSES 37Exerise 1.6 (Rie's Theorem (Theorem 1.6)) Let F and SF be as in The-orem 1.6. Present a Turing-redution of d to SF .Guideline: Let f? denote the funtion that is unde�ned on all inputs. Assume, withoutloss of generality, that f? 62 F , let f1 denote an arbitrary funtion in F , and let M1 bean arbitrary �xed mahine that omputes f1. Then, the redution maps an input hMifor d to the input hM 0i for SF suh that mahine M 0 operates as follows on input x:1. First, mahine M 0 emulates M on input hMi.2. If M halts (in Step 1), then M 0 emulates M1(x), and outputs whatever it does.Note that the mapping from hMi to hM 0i is easily omputable (by augmenting M withthe �xed mahine M1). Now, if d(hMi) = 1, then mahine M 0 reahes Step 2, and thusM 0(x) = f1(x) for every x, whih in turn implies hM 0i 2 SF (beause M 0 omputesf1 2 F). On the other hand, if d(hMi) = 0, then mahine M 0 remains stuk in Step 1,and thus M 0 does not halt on any x, whih in turn implies hM 0i 62 SF (beause M 0omputes f? 62 F).Exerise 1.7 Prove that there exists a Turing mahine M suh that there is noalgorithm that determines whether or not M halts on a given input.Guideline: Let M be a universal mahine, and present a Turing-redution from h to hM ,where hM (x) = h(hMi; x).Exerise 1.8 (Post Correspondene Problem (Theorem 1.7)) The follow-ing exerise is signi�antlymore diÆult than the norm. Present a Turing-redutionof h to the Post Correspondene Problem, denoted PCP. Furthermore, use a redu-tion that maps an instane (hMi; x) of h to a pair of sequenes ((�1; :::; �k); (�1; :::; �k))suh that only �1 and �1 depend on x, whereas k as well as the other strings dependonly on M .Guideline: Consider a modi�ed version of the Post Correspondene Problem, denotedMPCP, in whih the �rst index in the solution sequene must equal 1 (i.e., i1 = 1). Redue hto MPCP, and next redue MPCP to PCP. The main redution (i.e., of h to MPCP) maps (hMi; x)to ((�1; :::; �k); (�1; :::; �k)) suh that a solution sequene (i.e., i1; :::; i` s.t. �i1 � � ��i` =�1 � � � �i`) yields a full desription of the omputation of M on input x (i.e., the sequeneof all instantaneous on�gurations in this omputation). Spei�ally, �1 will desribe theinitial on�guration of M on input x, whereas �1 will be essentially empty (exept for adelimiter, denoted #, whih is also used at the beginning and at the end of �1). Assumingthat the set of tape-symbols and the set of states of M are disjoint (i.e., � \ Q = ;),on�gurations will be desribed as sequenes over their union (i.e., sequenes over �\Q,where # 62 � [Q). Other pairs (�i; �i) inlude� For every tape-symbol �, we shall have �i = �i = � (for some i). We shall alsohave �i = �i = # (for some i). Suh pairs reet the preservation of the tape'sontents (whenever the head loation is not present at the urrent ell).� For every non-halting state q and every transition regarding q, we shall have a pairreeting this transition. For example, if the transition funtion maps (q; �) to(q0; �0;+1), then we have �i = q� and �i = �0q0 (for some i). For left movement(i.e., if the transition funtion maps (q; �) to (q0; �0;�1)) we have �i = �q� and�i = q0��0. Assuming that blank symbols (i.e., ) are only written to the left ofother blak symbols (and when moving left), if the transition funtion maps (q; �)to (q0; ;�1), then we have �i = �q� and �i = q0� (rather than �i = q0� ).



38 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELS� Assuming that the mahine halts in state p only when it resides in the leftmost ell(and after writing blanks in all ells), we have �i = p ## and �i = # (for some i).Note that in a solution sequene i1; :::; i` suh that �i1 � � ��i` = �1 � � � �i` , for every t < `it holds that �i1 � � � �it is a pre�x of �i1 � � ��it suh that the latter ontains exatly oneon�guration less than the former. The relations between the pairs (�i; �i) guaranteethat these pre�xes are pre�xes of the sequene of all instantaneous on�gurations in theomputation of M on input x, and a solution an be ompleted only if this omputationhalts. For details see [16, Se. 8.5℄ or [30, Se. 5.2℄.Exerise 1.9 (total funtions extending the universal funtion) Present analgorithm that, given a desription of a Turning mahine and a orresponding in-stantaneous on�guration, determines the instantaneous on�guration that resultsby performing a single step of the given mahine on the given instantaneous on�g-uration. Note that this exerise requires �xing a onrete representation of Turingmahines and orresponding on�gurations.Guideline: Use the representation of on�gurations provided in x1.3.2.1.Exerise 1.10 (total funtions extending the universal funtion) Let u bethe funtion omputed by any universal mahine (for a �xed reasonable model ofomputation). Prove that any extension of u to a total funtion (i.e., any totalfuntion û that agrees with the partial funtion u on all the inputs on whih thelatter is de�ned) is unomputable.Guideline: The laim is easy to prove for the speial ase of the total funtion û thatextends u suh that the speial symbol ? is assigned to inputs on whih u is unde�ned(i.e., û(hMi; x) def= ? if u is not de�ned on (hMi; x) and û(hMi; x) def= u(hMi; x) otherwise).In this ase h(hMi; x) = 1 if and only if û(hMi; x) 6= ?, and so the halting funtion h isTuring-reduible to û. In the general ase, we may adapt the proof of Theorem 1.5 byusing the fat that, for any mahineM that halts on every input, it holds that û(hMi; x) =u(hMi; x) for every x (and in partiular for x = hMi).Exerise 1.11 (unomputability of Kolmogorov Complexity) Prove that Kol-mogorov Complexity funtion, denoted K, is unomputable.Guideline: Consider, for every integer t, the string st that is de�ned as the lexiograph-ially �rst string of Kolmogorov Complexity exeeding t (i.e., st def= mins2f0;1g�fK(s) >tg). Note that st is well de�ned and has length at most t (see Fat 3 in x1.3.4.2). Assumingthat K is omputable, we reah a ontradition by noting that st has desription lengthO(1) + log2 t (beause it may be desribed by ombining a �xed mahine that omputesK with the integer t).Exerise 1.12 (single-tape versus multi-tape Turing mahines, re�ned) Inontinuation of Exerise 1.3, show that any funtion that an be omputed by amulti-tape Turing mahine in time omplexity t, an be omputed by a single-tapeTuring mahine in time omplexity O(t2).



1.5. COMPLEXITY CLASSES 39Exerise 1.13 (single-tape vs two-tape Turing mahines, a omplexity gap)The following exerise is signi�antly more diÆult than the norm. Show that theemulation upper bound stated in Exerise 1.12 is optimal. Spei�ally, prove thatdeiding membership in the set fxx : x 2 f0; 1g�g requires quadrati-time on asingle-tape Turing mahine, and note that this deision problem an be solved inlinear-time on a two-tape Turing mahine.Guideline: Proving the quadrati-time lower bound is quite non-trivial. One proof isby a \redution" from a ommuniation omplexity problem [19, Se. 12.2℄. Intuitively,a single-tape Turing mahine that deides membership in the aforementioned set an beviewed as a hannel of ommuniation between the two parts of the input. Spei�ally,fousing our attention on inputs of the form y0nz0n, for y; z 2 f0; 1gn, note that eahtime that the mahine passes from the one part to the other part it arries O(1) bits ofinformation (in its internal state) while making at least n steps. The proof is ompleted byinvoking the linear lower bound on the ommuniation omplexity of the (two-argument)identity funtion (i.e, id(y; z) = 1 if y = z and id(y; z) = 0 otherwise); f. [19, Chap. 1℄.Exerise 1.14 (linear speed-up of Turing mahine) Prove that any problemthat an be solved by a two-tape Turing mahine that has time-omplexity t anbe solved by another two-tape Turing mahine having time-omplexity t0, wheret0(n) = O(n) + (t(n)=2). Prove an analogous result for one-tape Turing mahine,where t0(n) = O(n2) + (t(n)=2).Guideline: Consider a mahine that uses a larger alphabet, apable of enoding a on-stant (denoted ) number of symbols of the original mahine, and thus apable of emu-lating  steps of the original mahine in O(1) steps, where the onstant in the O-notationis a universal onstant (independent of ). Note that the O(n) term aounts to a pre-proessing that onverts the binary input to work-alphabet of the new mahine (whihenodes  input bits in one alphabet symbol). Thus, a similar result for one-tape Turingmahine seems to require an additive O(n2) term.Exerise 1.15 (on the iruit omplexity of funtions) Prove the followingfats:1. The iruit omplexity of any Boolean funtion is at most exponential.Guideline: fn : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g an be omputed by a iruit of size O(n2n)that implements a look-up table. See also Exerise 1.17.2. Some funtions have polynomial iruit omplexity. In partiular, any fun-tion that has time omplexity t (i.e., is omputed by an algorithm of timeomplexity t), has iruit omplexity poly(t). Furthermore, the orrespond-ing iruit family is uniform.Guideline: Consider a Turing mahine that omputes the funtion, and onsiderits omputation on a generi n-bit long input. The orresponding omputation anbe emulated by a iruit that onsists of t(n) layers suh that eah layer representsan instantaneous on�guration of the mahine, and the relation between onseutiveon�gurations is aptured by (\uniform") loal gadgets in the iruit. For furtherdetails see the proof of Theorem 4.5, whih presents a similar emulation.



40 CHAPTER 1. COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND MODELS3. Almost all Boolean funtions require exponential iruit omplexity. Spei�-ally, show that the number of funtions mapping f0; 1gn to f0; 1g that an beomputed by some iruit of size s is smaller than s2s, whih is smaller than22n unless 2s log2 s � 2n. Note that the total number of funtions mappingf0; 1gn to f0; 1g is 22n .Guideline: Show that, without loss of generality, we may onsider iruits ofbounded fan-in. The number of suh iruits having v verties is at most �2 � �v2�+ v�v,where for eah gate we either have a hoie of binary operation (i.e., ^ or _) andtwo feeding verties or a hoie of a single feeding vertex (for a :-gate). Note thatthe input terminals have eah a hoie of an index of an input variable in [n℄, andby our onventions v � n.Exerise 1.16 (the lass P=poly) We denote by P=` the lass of deision prob-lems that an be solved in polynomial-time with advie of length `, and by P=polythe union of P=p taken over all polynomials p. Prove that a deision problem is inP=poly if and only if it has polynomial iruit omplexity.Guideline: Suppose that a problem an be solved by a polynomial-time algorithmA using the polynomially bounded advie sequene (an)n2N. We obtain a family ofpolynomial-size iruits that solves the same problem by observing that the omputa-tion of A(ajxj; x) an be emulated by a iruit of poly(jxj)-size, whih inorporates ajxjand is given x as input. That is, we onstrut a iruit Cn suh that Cn(x) = A(an; x)holds for every x 2 f0; 1gn (analogously to the way Cx is onstruted in the proof ofTheorem 4.5, where it holds that Cx(y) = MR(x; y) for every y of adequate length). Onthe other hand, given a family of polynomial-size iruits, we obtain a polynomial-timeadvie-taking mahine that emulates this family when using advie that provide the de-sription of the relevant iruits. (Indeed, we use the fat that a iruit of size s an bedesribed by a string of length O(s log s).)Exerise 1.17 (generi DNF and CNF formulae) Prove that every Booleanfuntion an be omputed by a family of DNF (resp., CNF) formulae of exponentialsize.Guideline: For any a 2 f0; 1gn, onsider the funtion Æa : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g suh thatÆa(x) = 1 if x = a and Æa(x) = 0 otherwise. Note that any funtion Æa an be omputed bya single onjuntion of n literals, and that any Boolean funtion f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g anbe written as Wa:f(a)=1 Æa. A orresponding CNF formula an be obtained by applyingde-Morgan's Law to the DNF obtained for :f .Exerise 1.18 (on the size of general vs DNF formulae) Prove that everyDNF (resp., CNF) formulae for omputing parity must have exponential size. Onthe other hand, show that parity has quadrati size formulae (and linear size ir-uits).Guideline: For the lower bound, observe that eah onjuntion in the andidate DNFmust ontain a literal for eah variable. The upper bound follows by Figure 1.4.



Chapter 2The P versus NP QuestionOverview: Our daily experiene is that it is harder to solve problemsthan it is to hek the orretness of solutions to these problems. Is thisexperiene merely a oinidene or does it represent a fundamental fatof life (or a property of the world)? This is the essene of the P versusNP Question, where P represents searh problems that are eÆientlysolvable and NP represents searh problems for whih solutions an beeÆiently heked.Another natural question aptured by the P versus NP Question iswhether proving theorems is harder that verifying the validity of theseproofs. In other words, the question is whether deiding membershipin a set is harder than being onvined of this membership by an ad-equate proof. In this ase, P represents deision problems that areeÆiently solvable, whereas NP represents sets that have eÆiently ver-i�able proofs of membership.These two formulations of the P versus NP Question are indeed equiv-alent, and the ommon belief is that P is di�erent from NP. That is,we believe that solving searh problems is harder than heking theorretness of solutions for them and that �nding proofs is harder thanverifying their validity.Organization. The two formulations of the P versus NP Question arerigorously presented and disussed in Setions 2.2 and 2.3, respetively.The equivalene of these formulations is shown in Setion 2.4, and theommon belief that P is di�erent from NP is further disussed in Se-tion 2.7. We start by disussing the notion of eÆient omputation (seeSetion 2.1). 41



42 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONTeahing NotesMost students have heard of P and NP before, but we suspet that many of themhave not obtained a good explanation of what the P-vs-NP Question atually repre-sents. This unfortunate situation is due to using the standard tehnial de�nition ofNP (whih refers to the �titious and onfusing devie alled a non-deterministipolynomial-time mahine). Instead, we advoate the use of slightly more um-bersome de�nitions, skethed in the foregoing paragraphs (and elaborated in Se-tions 2.2 and 2.3), whih learly apture the fundamental nature of NP. Indeed,we advoate ommuniating the fundamental nature of the P-vs-NP Question byusing two equivalent formulations, whih refer to searh problems (Setion 2.2) anddeision problems (Setion 2.3) respetively.On the searh problems formulation. Complexity theorists are so aus-tomed to fous on deision problems that they seem to forget that searh problemsare at least as natural as deision problems. Furthermore, to many non-experts,searh problems may seem even more natural than deision problems: Typially,people seek solutions more often than they pause to wonder whether or not so-lutions exist. Thus, we reommend starting with a formulation of the P-vs-NPQuestion in terms of searh problems. Admittingly, the ost is more umbersomeformulations, but it is more than worthwhile.In order to reet the importane of the searh version as well as to faili-tate less umbersome formulations, we hose to introdue onise notations for thetwo lasses of searh problems that orrespond to P and NP: these lasses are de-noted PF and PC (standing for Polynomial-time Find and Polynomial-time Chek,respetively). The teaher may prefer using notations and terms that are moreevoative of P and NP (suh as P-searh and NP-searh), and atually we also doso in some motivational disussions. (Still, in our opinion, in the long run, thestudents and the �eld may be served better by using standard-looking notations.)On the deision problems formulation. When presenting the P-vs-NP Ques-tion in terms of deision problems, we de�ne NP as a lass of sets having eÆientlyveri�able proofs of membership (see De�nition 2.5). This de�nition lari�es thefundamental nature of the lass NP, but is admittingly more umbersome thanthe more traditional de�nition of NP in terms of �titious \non-deterministi ma-hines" (see De�nition 2.7).Although De�nitions 2.5 and 2.7 are equivalent (see Theorem 2.8), we believethat it is important to present NP as in De�nition 2.5. Coneptually, this is theright hoie beause De�nition 2.5 lari�es the fundamental nature of the lassNP, whereas De�nition 2.7 fails to do it. Indeed, a �titious model an provide abasis for a sound de�nition, but it typially fails to provide motivation for its study(whih may be provided by an equivalene to a natural de�nition). Furthermore,not all sound de�nitions are equally aessible. Spei�ally, many students �ndDe�nition 2.7 quite onfusing, beause they assume that it represents some naturalmodel of omputation and onsequently they allow themselves to be fooled by their



2.1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION 43intuition regarding suh models. (Needless to say, the students' intuition regardingomputation is irrelevant when applied to a �titious model.) Thus, De�nition 2.5is preferable to De�nition 2.7 also from a tehnial point of view.2.1 EÆient ComputationAs hinted in the foregoing disussions, muh of omplexity theory is onernedwith eÆient algorithms. The latter are de�ned as polynomial-time algorithms(i.e., algorithms that have time-omplexity that is upper-bounded by a polynomialin the length of the input). By the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis (see Setion 1.3.5), thede�nition of this lass is invariant under the hoie of a \reasonable and general"model of omputation. The assoiation of eÆient algorithmswith polynomial-timeomputation is grounded in the following two onsiderations:� Philosophial onsideration: Intuitively, eÆient algorithms are those thatan be implemented within a number of steps that is a moderately growingfuntion of the input length. To allow for reading the entire input, at leastlinear time should be allowed. On the other hand, apparently slow algorithmsand in partiular \exhaustive searh" algorithms, whih take exponentialtime, must be avoided. Furthermore, a good de�nition of the lass of eÆientalgorithms should be losed under natural omposition of algorithms (as wellas be robust with respet to reasonable models of omputation and withrespet to simple hanges in the enoding of problems' instanes).Choosing polynomials as the set of time-bounds for eÆient algorithms sat-isfy all the foregoing requirements: polynomials onstitute a \losed" set ofmoderately growing funtions, where \losure" means losure under addition,multipliation and funtional omposition. These losure properties guaran-tee the losure of the lass of eÆient algorithm under natural ompositionof algorithms (as well as its robustness with respet to any reasonable andgeneral model of omputation). Furthermore, polynomial-time algorithmsan ondut omputations that are apparently simple (although not nees-sarily trivial), and on the other hand they do not inlude algorithms that areapparently ineÆient (like exhaustive searh).� Empirial onsideration: It is lear that algorithms that are onsidered eÆ-ient in pratie have running-time that is bounded by a small polynomial(at least on the inputs that our in pratie). The question is whether anypolynomial-time algorithm an be onsidered eÆient in an intuitive sense.The belief, whih is supported by past experiene, is that every natural prob-lem that an be solved in polynomial-time also has a \reasonably eÆient"algorithm.Although the assoiation of eÆient algorithms with polynomial-time omputationis entral to our exposition, we wish to highlight the fat that this assoiationis not the soure of any of the phenomena disussed in this book. That is, thesame phenomena our also when using other reasonable interpretations of the



44 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONonept of eÆient algorithms. A related omment applies to the formulation ofomputational problems that refer only to instanes of a ertain predeterminedtype. Both issues are further disussed in the following advaned omments.On other notions of eÆient algorithms. We stress that the assoiation ofeÆient algorithms with polynomial-time omputation is not essential to most ofthe notions, results and questions of omplexity theory. Any other lass of algo-rithms that supports the aforementioned losure properties and allows to ondutsome simple omputations but not overly omplex ones gives rise to a similar the-ory, albeit the formulation of suh a theory may be more ompliated. Spei�ally,all results and questions treated in this book are onerned with the relation amongthe omplexities of di�erent omputational tasks (rather than with providing abso-lute assertions about the omplexity of some omputational tasks). These relationsan be stated expliitly, by stating how any upper bound on the time omplexityof one task gets translated to an upper bound on the time omplexity of anothertask.1 Suh umbersome statements will maintain the ontents of the standardstatements; they will merely be muh more ompliated. Thus, we follow the tra-dition of fousing on polynomial-time omputations, while stressing that this fousis both natural and provides the simplest way of addressing the fundamental issuesunderlying the nature of eÆient omputation.On the representation of problem instanes. As noted in Setion 1.2.3,many natural (searh and deision) problems are aptured more naturally by theterminology of promise problems (f. Setion 5.1), where the domain of possible in-stanes is a subset of f0; 1g� rather than f0; 1g� itself. For example, omputationalproblems in graph theory presume some simple enoding of graphs as strings, butthis enoding is typially not onto (i.e., not all strings enode graphs), and thus notall strings are legitimate instanes. However, in these ases, the set of legitimateinstanes (e.g., enodings of graphs) is eÆiently reognizable (i.e., membershipin it an be deided in polynomial-time). Thus, arti�ially extending the set ofinstanes to the set of all possible strings (and allowing trivial solutions for theorresponding dummy instanes) does not hange the omplexity of the originalproblem. We further disuss this issue in Setion 5.1.Summary. We assoiate eÆient omputation with polynomial-timealgorithms.2Reall that this assoiation is justi�ed by the fat that polynomials are moderately1For example, the NP-ompleteness of SAT (f. Theorem 4.6) implies that any algorithm solvingSAT in time T yields an algorithm that fators omposite numbers in time T 0 suh that T 0(n) =poly(n) � (1 + T (poly(n))). (More generally, if the orretness of solutions for n-bit instanes ofsome searh problem R an be veri�ed in time t(n) then the hypothesis regarding SAT impliesthat solutions (for n-bit instanes of R) an be found in time T 0 suh that T 0(n) = t(n) � (1 +T (O(t(n))2)).)2Advaned omment: In this book, we onsider deterministi (polynomial-time) algorithmsas the basi model of eÆient omputation. A more liberal view inludes also probabilisti(polynomial-time) algorithms (see [25℄ or [13, Chap. 6℄). We stress that the most important fatsand questions that are addressed in the urrent book have parallels with respet to probabilistipolynomial-time algorithms.



2.2. THE SEARCH VERSION: FINDING VERSUS CHECKING 45growing funtions and the set of polynomials is losed under operations that orre-spond to natural omposition of algorithms. Furthermore, the lass of polynomial-time algorithms is independent of the spei� model of omputation, as long as thelatter is \reasonable" (f. the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis).A word about ineÆient omputations and intratability. Computationsrequiring more that polynomial time are onsidered ineÆient or intratable. Wetypially refer to these terms only in motivational disussions, when disussingtasks that annot be performed by eÆient algorithms. Our fous is on eÆientomputations, and the tehnial presentation refers only to them.2.2 The Searh Version: Finding Versus Chek-ingMuh of omputer siene is onerned with solving various searh problems (asin De�nition 1.1). A few examples, whih will serve us throughout the book, arepresented next.3 In eah of these examples, if no solution exists, then the solvershould indiate that this is the ase.� Solving linear (or polynomial) systems of equations: Given a system of linear(or polynomial) equations, �nd an assignment to the variables that satis�esall equations.Formulae satis�ability is a related problem in whih one is given a Booleanformula and is required to �nd an assignment that satis�es it. (When theformula is in CNF, this an be viewed as �nding an assignment that satis�esa system of Boolean equations (whih arise from the individual lauses).)� Integer fatorization: Given a natural number, �nd a non-trivial fator of thisnumber.� Finding a spanning tree: Given a (onneted) graph, �nd a spanning tree init (i.e., a onneted subgraph that ontains all verties of the original graphbut ontains no simple yles).� Finding a Hamiltonian path (or yle): Given a (onneted) graph, �nd asimple path (yle) that traverses all the verties of the graph. Indeed, aHamiltonian path is a spanning tree in whih eah intermediate vertex hasdegree 2.� The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP): Given a matrix of distanes betweenities and a threshold, �nd a tour that passes all ities and overs a totaldistane that does not exeed the threshold. Indeed, the Hamiltonian y-le problem is a speial ase of TSP, where the distanes are in f0; 1g andrepresent the existene of the various edges in the graph.43See Appendix A for further details.4That is, in the TSP instane the distane between i and j equals 1 if fi; jg is an edge in thegraph, and equals 0 otherwise.



46 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTION� Job Sheduling: This term atually refers to a variety of problems, in whihone is given a set of sheduling onstraints and is required to �nd a shedulingof jobs to mahines suh that the given onstraints are all satis�ed.In addition to the dominant role of searh problems in omputer siene, solvingsearh problems orresponds to the daily notion of \solving problems". Thus,searh problems are of natural general interest. In the urrent setion, we willonsider the question of whih searh problems an be solved eÆiently.Indeed, eÆiently solvable searh problems are the subjet matter of most basiourses on algorithmi design. Examples inlude sorting, �nding patterns in strings,�nding (rational) solutions to linear systems of (rational) equations, �nding shortestpaths in graphs, and many other graph theoreti searh problems. In ontrast tothese ourses, our fous will be on searh problems that annot be solved eÆiently.A neessary ondition for eÆient solvability. One type of searh problemsthat annot be solved eÆiently onsists of searh problems for whih the solutionsare too long in terms of the length of the problem's instanes. In suh a ase,merely typing the solution amounts to an ativity that is deemed ineÆient, andso this ase is not really interesting (from a omputational point of view). Thus,we onsider only searh problems in whih the length of the solution is boundedby a polynomial in the length of the instane. Realling that searh problems areassoiated with binary relations (see De�nition 1.1), we fous our attention onpolynomially bounded relations.De�nition 2.1 (polynomially bounded relations): We say that R � f0; 1g� �f0; 1g� is polynomially-bounded if there exists a polynomial p suh that for every(x; y) 2 R it holds that jyj � p(jxj).Reall that (x; y) 2 R means that y is a solution to the problem instane x, whereR represents the problem itself. For example, in the ase of �nding a prime fatorof a given integer, we refer to a relation R suh that (x; y) 2 R if the integer y is aprime fator of the integer x. Likewise, in the ase of �nding a spanning tree in agiven graph, we refer to a relation R suh that (x; y) 2 R if y is a spanning tree ofthe graph x.For a polynomially bounded relation R it makes sense to ask whether or not,given a problem instane x, one an eÆiently �nd an adequate solution y (i.e.,�nd y suh that (x; y) 2 R). The polynomial bound on the length of the solution(i.e., y) guarantees that a negative answer is not merely due to the length of therequired solution.2.2.1 The Class P as a Natural Class of Searh ProblemsReall that we are interested in the lass of searh problems that an be solved ef-�iently; that is, problems for whih solutions (whenever they exist) an be foundeÆiently. Restriting our attention to polynomially bounded relations, we identifythe orresponding fundamental lass of searh problems (or binary relations), de-noted PF (standing for \Polynomial-time Find"). (The relationship between PF



2.2. THE SEARCH VERSION: FINDING VERSUS CHECKING 47and the standard de�nition of P will be disussed in Setions 2.4 and 3.3.) Thefollowing de�nition refers to the formulation of solving searh problems providedin De�nition 1.1.De�nition 2.2 (eÆiently solvable searh problems):� The searh problem of a polynomially bounded relation R � f0; 1g� � f0; 1g�is eÆiently solvable if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm A suh that,for every x, it holds that if R(x) def= fy : (x; y) 2 Rg is not empty, thenA(x) 2 R(x), and otherwise A(x) = ? (indiating that x has no solution).5� We denote by PF the lass of (polynomially bounded) searh problems thatare eÆiently solvable. That is, R 2 PF if R is polynomially bounded andthere exists a polynomial-time algorithm that solves R.Note that R(x) denotes the set of valid solutions for the problem instane x. Thus,the solver A is required to �nd a valid solution (i.e., satisfy A(x) 2 R(x)) wheneversuh a solution exists (i.e., R(x) is not empty). On the other hand, if the instanex has no solution (i.e., R(x) = ;) then learly A(x) 62 R(x). The extra ondition(also made in De�nition 1.1) requires that in this ase A(x) = ?. Thus, algorithmA always outputs a orret answer, whih is a valid solution in the ase that suha solution exists (and provides an indiation that no solution exists otherwise).We have de�ned a fundamental lass of problems, and we do know of many nat-ural problems in this lass (e.g., solving linear equations over the rationals, �ndingshortest paths in graphs, �nding patterns in strings, �nding a perfet mathingin a graph, and a variety of other searh problems that are the fous of variousourses on algorithms). However, these fats per se do not mean that we are ableto haraterize natural problems with respet to membership in this lass. Forexample, we do not know whether or not the problem of �nding the prime fatorsof a given integer is in this lass (i.e., in PF).In fat, urrently, we do not have a good understanding regarding the atualontents of the lass PF ; that is, we are unable to haraterize many naturalproblems with respet to membership in this lass. This situation is quite ommonin omplexity theory, and seems to be a onsequene of the fat that omplexitylasses are de�ned in terms of the \external behavior" (of potential algorithms)rather than in terms of the \internal struture" (of the problem).Turning bak to PF , we note that, while it ontains many natural searh prob-lems, there are also many natural searh problems that are not known to be in PF .A natural lass ontaining a host of suh problems is presented next.2.2.2 The Class NP as Another Natural Class of SearhProblemsNatural searh problems have the property that valid solutions (for them) an beeÆiently reognized. That is, given an instane x of the problemR and a andidate5Reall that by De�nition 1.1 this means that A solves R.



48 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONsolution y, one an eÆiently determine whether or not y is a valid solution forx (with respet to the problem R; i.e., whether or not y 2 R(x)). For example,andidate solutions for a system of linear (or polynomial) equations an be easilyveri�ed for validity by instantiation and arithmeti manipulation. Likewise, it iseasy to verify whether a given sequene of verties onstitutes a Hamiltonian pathin a given graph.The lass of all searh problems allowing for eÆient reognizable (valid) solu-tions is a natural lass per se, beause it is not lear why one should are abouta solution unless one an reognize a valid solution one given. Furthermore, thislass is a natural domain of andidates for PF , beause the ability to eÆientlyreognize a valid solution seems to be a natural (albeit not absolutely neessary)prerequisite for a disussion regarding the omplexity of �nding suh solutions.We restrit our attention again to polynomially bounded relations, and onsiderthe lass of relations for whih membership of pairs in the relation an be deidedeÆiently. We stress that we onsider deiding membership of given pairs of theform (x; y) in a �xed relation R, and not deiding membership of x in the setSR def= fx : R(x) 6= ;g. (The relationship between the following de�nition and thestandard de�nition of NP will be disussed in Setions 2.4{2.6 and 3.3.)De�nition 2.3 (searh problems with eÆiently hekable solutions):� The searh problem of a polynomially bounded relation R � f0; 1g� � f0; 1g�has eÆiently hekable solutions if there exists a polynomial time algorithm Asuh that, for every x and y, it holds that A(x; y) = 1 if and only if (x; y) 2 R.� We denote by PC (standing for \Polynomial-time Chek") the lass of searhproblems that orrespond to polynomially-bounded binary relations that haveeÆiently hekable solutions. That is, R 2 PC if the following two onditionshold:1. For some polynomial p, if (x; y) 2 R then jyj � p(jxj).2. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given (x; y) determineswhether or not (x; y) 2 R.Note that the algorithm postulated in Item 2 must also handle inputs of the form(x; y) suh that jyj > p(jxj). Suh inputs, whih are evidently not in R (by Item 1),are easy to handle by merely determining jxj; jyj and p(jxj). Thus, the rux ofItem 2 is typially in the ase that the input (x; y) satis�es jyj � p(jxj).The lass PC ontains thousands of natural problems (e.g., �nding a travelingsalesman tour of length that does not exeed a given threshold, �nding the primefatorization of a given omposite, �nding a truth assignment that satis�es a givenBoolean formula, et). In eah of these natural problems, the orretness of solu-tions an be heked eÆiently (e.g., given a traveling salesman tour it is easy toompute its length and hek whether or not it exeeds the given threshold); seeExerise 2.4.The lass PC is the natural domain for the study of whih problems are in PF ,beause the ability to eÆiently reognize a valid solution is a natural prerequisite



2.3. THE DECISION VERSION: PROVING VERSUS VERIFYING 49for a disussion regarding the omplexity of �nding suh solutions. We warn, how-ever, that PF ontains (unnatural) problems that are not in PC (see Exerise 2.2).2.2.3 The P Versus NP Question in Terms of Searh Prob-lemsIs it the ase that every searh problem in PC is in PF? That is, is it the asethat the ability to eÆiently hek the orretness of solutions, with respet tosome (polynomially-bounded) relation R, implies the ability to �nd solutions withrespet to R? In other words, if it is easy to hek whether or not a given solutionfor a given instane is orret, then is it also easy to �nd a solution to a giveninstane?If PC � PF then this would mean that whenever solutions to given instanesan be eÆiently heked (for orretness) it is also the ase that suh solutionsan be eÆiently found (when given only the instane). This would mean that allreasonable searh problems (i.e., all problems in PC) are easy to solve. Needless tosay, suh a situation would ontradit the intuitive feeling (and the daily experiene)that some reasonable searh problems are hard to solve. Furthermore, in suh aase, the notion of \solving a problem" would lose its meaning (beause �nding asolution will not be signi�antly more diÆult than heking its validity).On the other hand, if PC nPF 6= ; then there exist reasonable searh problems(i.e., some problems in PC) that are hard to solve. This onforms with our basiintuition by whih some reasonable problems are easy to solve whereas others arehard to solve. Furthermore, it reon�rms the intuitive gap between the notions ofsolving and heking (asserting that at least in some ases \solving" is signi�antlyharder than \heking").To illustrate the foregoing paragraph, onsider various puzzles like Jigsaw puz-zles, mazes, rossword puzzles, Sudoku puzzles, et. In eah of these puzzles hek-ing the orretness of a solution is very easy, whereas �nding a solution is sometimesextremely hard.As was mentioned in the various overviews, it is widely believed that �ndingsolutions to searh problems is, in general, harder than verifying the orretnessof suh solutions; that is, it is widely believed that PC n PF 6= ;. However, asalso mentioned before, this is only a belief, not a fat. For further disussion seeSetion 2.7.2.3 The Deision Version: Proving Versus Veri-fyingAs we shall see in Setion 2.4 (and further in Setion 3.3), the study of searhproblems (e.g., the PC-vs-PF Question) an be \redued" to the study of deisionproblems. Sine the latter problems have a less umbersome terminology, om-plexity theory tends to fous on them (and maintains its relevane to the study



50 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONof searh problems via the aforementioned redution). Thus, the study of deisionproblems provides a onvenient way for studying searh problems. For example, thestudy of the omplexity of deiding the satis�ability of Boolean formulae providesa onvenient way for studying the omplexity of �nding satisfying assignments forsuh formulae.We wish to stress, however, that deision problems are interesting and naturalper se (i.e., beyond their role in the study of searh problems). After all, somepeople do are about the truth, and so determining whether ertain laims are trueis a natural omputational problem. Spei�ally, determining whether a given ob-jet (e.g., a Boolean formula) has some predetermined property (e.g., is satis�able)onstitutes an appealing omputational problem. The P-vs-NP Question refers tothe omplexity of solving suh problems for a wide and natural lass of propertiesassoiated with the lass NP. The latter lass refers to properties that have \eÆ-ient proof systems" allowing for the veri�ation of the laim that a given objethas a predetermined property (i.e., is a member of a predetermined set). Jumpingahead, we mention that the P-vs-NP Question refers to the question of whetherproperties that have eÆient proof systems an also be deided eÆiently (withoutproofs). Let us larify all these notions.Properties of objets are modeled as subsets of the set of all possible objets(i.e., a property is assoiated with the set of objets having this property). Forexample, the property of being a prime is assoiated with the set of prime numbers,and the property of being onneted (resp., having a Hamiltonian path) is asso-iated with the set of onneted (resp., Hamiltonian) graphs. Thus, we fous ondeiding membership in sets (as in De�nition 1.2). The standard formulation of theP-vs-NP Question refers to the questionable equality of two natural lasses of dei-sion problems, denoted P and NP (and de�ned in Setion 2.3.1 and Setion 2.3.2,respetively).2.3.1 The Class P as a Natural Class of Deision ProblemsNeedless to say, we are interested in the lass of deision problems that are eÆientlysolvable. This lass is traditionally denoted P (standing for Polynomial-time). Thefollowing de�nition refers to the formulation of solving deision problems (providedin De�nition 1.2).De�nition 2.4 (eÆiently solvable deision problems):� A deision problem S � f0; 1g� is eÆiently solvable if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm A suh that, for every x, it holds that A(x) = 1 if and only ifx 2 S.� We denote by P the lass of deision problems that are eÆiently solvable.Without loss of generality, for an algorithm A as in the �rst item, it holds thatA(x) = 0 whenever x 62 S, beause we an modify any output di�erent from 1 to 0.(Thus, A solves the deision problem S as per De�nition 1.2.)



2.3. THE DECISION VERSION: PROVING VERSUS VERIFYING 51As in the ase of De�nition 2.2, we have de�ned a fundamental lass of problems,whih ontains many natural problems (e.g., determining whether or not a givengraph is onneted), but we do not have a good understanding regarding its atualontents (i.e., we are unable to haraterize many natural problems with respetto membership in this lass). In fat, there are many natural deision problemsthat are not known to reside in P , and a natural lass ontaining a host of suhproblems is presented next. This lass of deision problems is denoted NP (forreasons that will beome evident in Setion 2.6).2.3.2 The Class NP and NP-Proof SystemsWe de�ne NP as the lass of deision problems that have eÆiently veri�able proofsystems. This de�nitional path requires larifying the notion of a proof system.Loosely speaking, we say that a set S has a proof system if instanes in S havevalid proofs of membership (i.e., proofs aepted as valid by the system), whereasinstanes not in S have no valid proofs. Indeed, proofs are de�ned as stringsthat (when aompanying the instane) are aepted by the (eÆient) veri�ationproedure. That is, we say that V is a veri�ation proedure for membership in Sif it satis�es the following two onditions:1. Completeness: True assertions have valid proofs (i.e., proofs aepted as validby V ). Bearing in mind that assertions refer to membership in S, this meansthat for every x 2 S there exists a string y suh that V (x; y) = 1; that is, Vaepts y as a valid proof for the membership of x in S.2. Soundness: False assertions have no valid proofs. That is, for every x 62 Sand every string y it holds that V (x; y) = 0, whih means that V rejets y asa proof for the membership of x in S.We note that the soundness ondition aptures the \seurity" of the veri�ationproedure, that is, its ability not to be fooled (by anything) into prolaiming awrong assertion. The ompleteness ondition aptures the \viability" of the veri-�ation proedure, that is, its ability to be onvined of any valid assertion (whenpresented with an adequate proof).We stress that, in general, proof systems are de�ned in terms of their veri�ationproedures, whih must satisfy adequate ompleteness and soundness onditions.Our fous here is on eÆient veri�ation proedures that utilize relatively shortproofs (i.e., proofs that are of length that is polynomially bounded by the lengthof the orresponding assertion).66Advaned omment: In ontinuation of Footnote 2, we note that in this book we onsiderdeterministi (polynomial-time) veri�ation proedures, and onsequently the ompleteness andsoundness onditions that we state here are error-less. In ontrast, we mention that various typesof probabilisti (polynomial-time) veri�ation proedures as well as probabilisti ompleteness andsoundness onditions are also of interest (see Setion 4.3.5 and [13, Chap. 9℄). A ommon themethat underlies both treatments is that eÆient veri�ation is interpreted as meaning veri�ationby a proess that runs in time that is polynomial in the length of the assertion. In the urrentbook, we use the equivalent formulation that onsiders the running time as a funtion of the totallength of the assertion and the proof, but require that the latter has length that is polynomiallybounded by the length of the assertion. (The latter issue is disussed in Setion 2.5.)



52 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONLet us onsider a ouple of examples before turning to the atual de�nition (ofeÆiently veri�able proof systems). Starting with the set of Hamiltonian graphs,we note that this set has a veri�ation proedure that, given a pair (G; �), aepts ifand only if � is a Hamiltonian path in the graph G. In this ase � serves as a proofthat G is Hamiltonian. Note that suh proofs are relatively short (i.e., the path isatually shorter than the desription of the graph) and are easy to verify. Needlessto say, this proof system satis�es the aforementioned ompleteness and soundnessonditions. Turning to the ase of satis�able Boolean formulae, given a formula �and a truth assignment � , the veri�ation proedure instantiates � (aording to�), and aepts if and only if simplifying the resulting Boolean expression yieldsthe value true. In this ase � serves as a proof that � is satis�able, and the allegedproofs are indeed relatively short and easy to verify.De�nition 2.5 (eÆiently veri�able proof systems):� A deision problem S � f0; 1g� has an eÆiently veri�able proof system ifthere exists a polynomial p and a polynomial-time (veri�ation) algorithm Vsuh that the following two onditions hold:1. Completeness: For every x 2 S, there exists y of length at most p(jxj)suh that V (x; y) = 1.(Suh a string y is alled an NP-witness for x 2 S.)2. Soundness: For every x 62 S and every y, it holds that V (x; y) = 0.Thus, x 2 S if and only if there exists y of length at most p(jxj) suh thatV (x; y) = 1.In suh a ase, we say that S has an NP-proof system, and refer to V as itsveri�ation proedure (or as the proof system itself).� We denote by NP the lass of deision problems that have eÆiently veri�ableproof systems.We note that the term NP-witness is ommonly used.7 In some ases, V (or theset of pairs aepted by V ) is alled a witness relation of S. We stress that the sameset S may have many di�erent NP-proof systems (see Exerise 2.5), and that insome ases the di�erene is not arti�ial (see Exerise 2.6).Typially, for natural deision problems in NP , it is easy to show that theseproblems are in NP by using De�nition 2.5. This is done by designing adequateNP-proofs of membership, whih are typially quite straightforward, beause nat-ural deision problems are typially phrased as asking about the existene of astruture (or an objet) that an be easily veri�ed as valid. For example, SAT isde�ned as the set of satis�able Boolean formulae, whih means asking about theexistene of satisfying assignments. Indeed, we an eÆiently hek whether a given7In most ases this is done without expliitly de�ning V , whih is understood from the ontextand/or by ommon pratie. In many texts, V is not alled a proof system (nor a veri�ationproedure of suh a system), although this term is most adequate.



2.3. THE DECISION VERSION: PROVING VERSUS VERIFYING 53assignment satis�es a given formula, whih means that we have (a veri�ation pro-edure for) an NP-proof system for SAT. Likewise, Hamiltonian graphs are de�nedas graphs ontaining simple paths that passes through all verties.Note that for any searh problem R in PC, the set of instanes that have a so-lution with respet to R (i.e., the set SR def= fx : R(x) 6= ;g) is in NP . Spei�ally,for any R 2 PC, onsider the veri�ation proedure V suh that V (x; y) def= 1 if andonly if (x; y) 2R, and note that the latter ondition an be deided in poly(jxj)-time. Thus, any searh problem in PC an be viewed as a problem of searhingfor (eÆiently veri�able) proofs (i.e., NP-witnesses for membership in the set ofinstanes having solutions). On the other hand, any NP-proof system gives rise toa natural searh problem in PC, that is, the problem of searhing for a valid proof(i.e., an NP-witness) for the given instane. (Spei�ally, the veri�ation proedureV yields the searh problem that orresponds to R = f(x; y) : V (x; y)=1g.) Thus,S 2 NP if and only if there exists R 2 PC suh that S = fx : R(x) 6= ;g.The last paragraph suggests another easy way of showing that natural deisionproblems are in NP : just thinking of the orresponding natural searh problem.The point is that natural deision problems (in NP) are phrased as referring towhether a solution exists for the orresponding natural searh problem. (For exam-ple, in the ase of SAT, the question is whether there exists a satisfying assignmentto given Boolean formula, and the orresponding searh problem is �nding suhan assignment.) In all these ases, it is easy to hek the orretness of solutions;that is, the orresponding searh problem is in PC, whih implies that the deisionproblem is in NP .Observe that P � NP holds: A veri�ation proedure for laims of member-ship in a set S 2 P may just ignore the alleged NP-witness and run the dei-sion proedure that is guaranteed by the hypothesis S 2 P ; that is, we may letV (x; y) = A(x), where A is the aforementioned deision proedure. Indeed, thelatter veri�ation proedure is quite an abuse of the term (beause it makes nouse of the proof); however, it is a legitimate one. As we shall shortly see, theP-vs-NP Question refers to the question of whether suh proof-oblivious veri�a-tion proedures an be used for every set that has some eÆiently veri�able proofsystem. (Indeed, given that P � NP holds, the P-vs-NP Question is whether ornot NP � P .)2.3.3 The P Versus NP Question in Terms of Deision Prob-lemsIs it the ase that NP-proofs are useless? That is, is it the ase that for everyeÆiently veri�able proof system one an easily determine the validity of asser-tions without looking at the proof? If that were the ase, then proofs would bemeaningless, beause they would o�er no fundamental advantage over diretly de-termining the validity of the assertion. The onjeture P 6= NP asserts that proofsare useful: there exists sets in NP that annot be deided by a polynomial-timealgorithm, whih means that for these sets obtaining a proof of membership (forsome instanes) is useful (beause we annot eÆiently determine membership in



54 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONthese sets by ourselves).In the foregoing paragraph we viewed P 6= NP as asserting the advantage ofobtaining proofs over deiding the truth by ourselves. That is, P 6= NP assertsthat (at least in some ases) verifying is easier than deiding. A slightly di�erentperspetive is that P 6= NP asserts that �nding proofs is harder than verifyingtheir validity. This is the ase beause, for any set S that has an NP-proof system,the ability to eÆiently �nd proofs of membership with respet to this system (i.e.,�nding an NP-witness of membership in S for any given x 2 S), yields the abilityto deide membership in S. Thus, for S 2 NP nP , it must be harder to �nd proofsof membership in S than to verify the validity of suh proofs (whih an be donein polynomial-time).As was mentioned in the various overviews, it is widely believed that P 6= NP .For further disussion see Setion 2.7.2.4 Equivalene of the two FormulationsAs hinted several times, the two formulations of the P-vs-NP Questions are equiva-lent. That is, every searh problem having eÆiently hekable solutions is solvablein polynomial time (i.e., PC � PF) if and only if membership in any set that hasan NP-proof system an be deided in polynomial time (i.e., NP � P). Reallingthat P � NP (whereas PF is not ontained in PC (Exerise 2.2)), we prove thefollowing.Theorem 2.6 PC � PF if and only if P = NP.Proof: Suppose, on the one hand, that the inlusion holds for the searh version(i.e., PC � PF). We will show that, for any set in NP , this hypothesis impliesthe existene of an eÆient algorithm for �nding NP-witnesses for this set, whihin turn implies that this set is in P . Spei�ally, let S be an arbitrary set in NP ,and V be the orresponding veri�ation proedure (i.e., satisfying the onditionsin De�nition 2.5). Without loss of generality, there exists a polynomial p suh thatV (x; y) = 1 holds only if jyj � p(jxj). Considering the (polynomially bounded)relation R def= f(x; y) : V (x; y) = 1g ; (2.1)note that R is in PC (sine V deides membership in R). Using the hypothesisPC � PF it follows that the searh problem of R is solvable in polynomial time.Denoting by A the polynomial-time algorithm solving the searh problem of R, wedeide membership in S in the obvious way: That is, on input x, we output 1 ifand only if A(x) 6= ?. Note that A(x) 6= ? holds if and only if A(x) 2 R(x), whihin turn ours if and only if R(x) 6= ; (equiv., x 2 S).8 Thus, S 2 P . Sine westarted with an arbitrary set in NP , it follows NP � P (and NP = P).8Indeed, an alternative deision proedure outputs 1 if and only if (x;A(x)) 2 R, whih in turnholds if and only if V (x;A(x)) = 1. The latter alternative appears as Alternative 2 in Figure 2.1.



2.4. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMULATIONS 55Input: xSubroutine: a solver A for the searh problem of R.Alternative 1: Output 1 if A(x) 6= ? and 0 otherwise.Alternative 2: Output V (x;A(x)).Figure 2.1: Solving S by using a solver for R.Suppose, on the other hand, that NP = P . We will show that, for anysearh problem in PC, this hypothesis implies an eÆient algorithm for determin-ing whether a given string y0 is a pre�x of some solution to a given instane x ofthis searh problem, whih in turn yields an eÆient algorithm for �nding solutions(for this searh problem). Spei�ally, let R be an arbitrary searh problem in PC.Considering the set S0R def= fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00)2Rg ; (2.2)note that S0R is in NP (beause R 2 PC). Using the hypothesis NP � P it followsthat S0R is in P . This yields a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the searhproblem of R, by extending a pre�x of a potential solution bit-by-bit while usingthe deision proedure to determine whether or not the urrent pre�x is valid. Thatis, on input x, we �rst hek whether or not hx; �i 2 S0R and output ? (indiatingR(x) = ;) in ase hx; �i 62 S0R. Otherwise, hx; �i 2 S0R, and we set y0  �. Next, weproeed in iterations, maintaining the invariant that hx; y0i 2 S0R. In eah iteration,we set y0  y00 if hx; y00i 2 S0R and y0  y01 if hx; y01i 2 S0R. If none of theseonditions hold (whih happens after at most polynomially many iterations) thenthe urrent y0 satis�es (x; y0) 2 R. (An alternative termination ondition amountsto heking expliitly whether the urrent y0 satis�es (x; y0) 2 R; see Figure 2.2.)Thus, for every x 2 SR (i.e., x suh that R(x) 6= ;), we output some string in R(x).It follows that, for an arbitrary R 2 PC, we have R 2 PF , and hene PC � PF .Reetion: The �rst part of the proof of Theorem 2.6 assoiates with eah set SinNP a natural relationR (in PC). Spei�ally, R (as de�ned in Eq. (2.1)) onsistsof all pairs (x; y) suh that y is an NP-witness for membership of x in S. Thus,the searh problem of R onsists of �nding suh an NP-witness, when given x asinput. Indeed, R is alled the witness relation of S, and solving the searh problemof R allows to deide membership in S. Thus, R 2 PC � PF implies S 2 P . Inthe seond part of the proof, we assoiate with eah R 2 PC a set S0R (in NP),but S0R is more \expressive" than the set SR def= fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2 Rg (whihis the natural NP-set arising from R). Spei�ally, S0R (as de�ned in Eq. (2.2))onsists of strings that enode pairs (x; y0) suh that y0 is a pre�x of some stringin R(x) = fy : (x; y) 2 Rg. The key observation is that deiding membership inS0R allows to solve the searh problem of R; that is, S0R 2 P implies R 2 PF .



56 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONInput: x(Cheking whether solutions exists)If hx; �i 62 S0R then halt with output ?.(Comment: hx; �i 62 S0R if and only if R(x) = ;.)(Finding a solution (i.e., a string in R(x) 6= ;))Initialize y0  �.While (x; y0) 62 R repeatIf hx; y00i 2 S0R then y0  y00 else y0  y01.(Comment: Sine hx; y0i 2 S0R but (x; y0) 62 R,either hx; y00i or hx; y01i must be in S0R.)Output y0 (whih is indeed in R(x)).Figure 2.2: Solving R by using a solver for S0R.Conlusion: Theorem 2.6 justi�es the traditional fous on the deision versionof the P-vs-NP Question. Indeed, given that both formulations of the question areequivalent, we may just study the less umbersome one.2.5 Tehnial Comments Regarding NPThe following omments are rather tehnial, and only the �rst one is used in therest of this book.A simplifying onvention. We shall often assume that the length of solutionsfor any searh problem in PC (resp., NP-witnesses for a set in NP) is determined(rather than upper-bounded) by the length of the instane. That is, for any R 2 PC(resp., veri�ation proedure V for a set in NP), we shall assume that, for some�xed polynomial p, if (x; y) 2 R (resp., V (x; y) = 1) then jyj = p(jxj) rather thanjyj � p(jxj). This assumption an be justi�ed by a trivial modi�ation of R (resp.,V ); see Exerise 2.7.Solving problems in NP via exhaustive searh. Every problem in PC (resp.,NP) an be solved in exponential-time (i.e., time exp(poly(jxj)) for input x). Thisan be done by an exhaustive searh among all possible andidate solutions (resp.,all possible andidate NP-witnesses). Thus, NP � EXP , where EXP denotesthe lass of deision problems that an be solved in exponential-time (i.e., timeexp(poly(jxj)) for input x).An alternative formulation. Reall that when de�ning PC (resp., NP) wehave expliitly on�ned our attention to searh problems of polynomially boundedrelations (resp., NP-witnesses of polynomial length). In this ase a polynomial-timealgorithm that deides membership of a given pair (x; y) in a relationR 2 PC (resp.,



2.6. THE TRADITIONAL DEFINITION OF NP 57hek the validity of an NP-witness y for membership of x in S 2 NP) runs intime that is polynomial in the length of x. This observation leads to an alternativeformulation of the lass PC (resp., NP), in whih one allows solutions (resp., NP-witnesses) of arbitrary length but requires that the orresponding algorithms runin time that is polynomial in the length of x rather than polynomial in the length of(x; y). That is, by the alternative formulation a binary relation R is in PC (resp.,S 2 NP) if membership of (x; y) in R an be deided in time that is polynomial inthe length of x (resp., the veri�ation of a andidate NP-witness y for membershipof x in S is required to be performed in poly(jxj)-time). Although this alternativeformulation does not upper-bound the length of the solutions (resp., NP-witnesses),suh an upper bound e�etively follows in the sense that it suÆes to inspet apoly(jxj)-bit long pre�x of the solution (resp., NP-witness) in order to determineits validity. Indeed, suh a pre�x is as good as the full-length solution (resp., NP-witness) itself. Thus, the alternative formulation is essentially equivalent to theoriginal one.2.6 The Traditional De�nition of NPUnfortunately, De�nition 2.5 is not the most ommonly used de�nition of NP . In-stead, traditionally, NP is de�ned as the lass of sets that an be deided by a �-titious devie alled a non-deterministi polynomial-time mahine (whih explainsthe soure of the notation NP). The reason that this lass of �titious devies isinteresting is due to the fat that it aptures (indiretly) the de�nition of NP-proofsystems (i.e., De�nition 2.5). Sine the reader may ome aross the traditionalde�nition of NP when studying di�erent works, we feel obliged to provide thetraditional de�nition as well as a proof of its equivalene to De�nition 2.5.De�nition 2.7 (non-deterministi polynomial-time Turing mahines):� A non-deterministi Turing mahine is de�ned as in Setion 1.3.2, exept thatthe transition funtion maps symbol-state pairs to subsets of triples (ratherthan to a single triple) in ��Q�f�1; 0;+1g. Aordingly, the on�gurationfollowing a spei� instantaneous on�guration may be one of several possi-bilities, eah determined by a di�erent possible triple. Thus, the omputationsof a non-deterministi mahine on a �xed input may result in di�erent outputs.In the ontext of deision problems one typially onsiders the question ofwhether or not there exists a omputation that halts with output 1 after start-ing with a �xed input. This leads to the following notions:{ We say that the non-deterministi mahine M aepts x if there exists aomputation of M , on input x, that halts with output 1.{ The set aepted by a non-deterministi mahine is the set of inputs thatare aepted by the mahine.� A non-deterministi polynomial-time Turing mahine is de�ned as one that haltsafter a number of steps that is no more than a �xed polynomial in the length



58 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONof the input. Traditionally, NP is de�ned as the lass of sets that are eahaepted by some non-deterministi polynomial-time Turing mahine.We stress that De�nition 2.7 refers to a �titious model of omputation. Speif-ially, De�nition 2.7 makes no referene to the number (or fration) of possibleomputations of the mahine (on a spei� input) that yield a spei� output.9De�nition 2.7 only refers to whether or not omputations leading to a ertain out-put exist (for a spei� input). The question of what does the mere existene ofsuh possible omputations mean (in terms of real-life) is not addressed, beausethe model of a non-deterministi mahine is not meant to provide a reasonablemodel of a (real-life) omputer. The model is meant to apture something om-pletely di�erent (i.e., it is meant to provide an \elegant" de�nition of the lassNP ,while relying on the fat that De�nition 2.7 is equivalent to De�nition 2.5).10Note that, unlike other de�nitions in this book, De�nition 2.7 makes expliitreferene to a spei� model of omputation. Still, a similar (non-deterministi)extension an be applied to other models of omputation by onsidering adequatenon-deterministi omputation rules. Also note that, without loss of generality, wemay assume that the transition funtion maps eah possible symbol-state pair toexatly two triples (see Exerise 2.11).Theorem 2.8 De�nition 2.5 is equivalent to De�nition 2.7. That is, a set S hasan NP-proof system if and only if there exists a non-deterministi polynomial-timemahine that aepts S.Proof: Suppose, on the one hand, that the set S has an NP-proof system, and letus denote the orresponding veri�ation proedure by V . Let p be a polynomial thatdetermines the length of NP-witnesses with respet to V (i.e., V (x; y) = 1 impliesjyj = p(jxj)).11 Consider the following non-deterministi polynomial-time mahine,denoted M , that (on input x) �rst produes non-deterministially a potential NP-witness (i.e., y 2 f0; 1gp(jxj)) and then aepts if and only if this witness is indeedvalid (i.e., V (x; y) = 1). That is, on input x, mahine M proeeds as follows:1. Makes m = p(jxj) non-deterministi steps, produing (non-deterministially)a string y 2 f0; 1gm.2. Emulates V (x; y) and outputs whatever it does.We stress that the non-deterministi steps (taken in Step 1) may result in produingany m-bit string y. Reall that x 2 S if and only if there exists y 2 f0; 1gp(jxj) suhthat V (x; y) = 1. It follows that x 2 S if and only if there exists a omputation of9Advaned omment: In ontrast, the de�nition of a probabilisti mahine refers to thisnumber (or, equivalently, to the probability that the mahine produes a spei� output, when theprobability is taken (essentially) uniformly over all possible omputations). Thus, a probabilistimahine refers to a natural model of omputation that an be realized provided we an equip themahine with a soure of randomness. For details, see [13, Se. 6.1℄.10Whether or not De�nition 2.7 is elegant is a matter of taste. For sure, many students �ndDe�nition 2.7 quite onfusing; see further disussion in the teahing notes to this hapter.11See the simplifying onvention in Setion 2.5.



2.7. IN SUPPORT OF P BEING DIFFERENT FROM NP 59M on input x that halts with output 1 (and thus x 2 S if and only ifM aepts x).This implies that the set aepted by M equals S. Sine M is a non-deterministipolynomial-time mahine, it follows that S is in NP aording to De�nition 2.7.Suppose, on the other hand, that there exists a non-deterministi polynomial-time mahineM that aepts the set S, and let p be a polynomial upper-boundingthe time-omplexity of M . Consider the following deterministi polynomial-timemahine, denoted M 0, that on input (x; y) views y as a desription of the non-deterministi hoies of mahine M on input x, and emulates the orrespondingomputation. That is, on input (x; y), where y has length m = p(jxj), mahineM 0emulates a omputation of M on input x while using the bits of y to determinethe non-deterministi steps of M . Spei�ally, the ith step of M on input x isdetermined by the ith bit of y suh that the ith step ofM follows the �rst possibility(in the transition funtion) if and only if ith bit of y equals 1. Note that x 2 S ifand only if there exists y of length p(jxj) suh that M 0(x; y) = 1. Thus, M 0 givesrise to an NP-proof system for S, and so S is in NP aording to De�nition 2.5.2.7 In Support of P Being Di�erent from NPIntuition and onepts onstitute... the elements of all our knowl-edge, so that neither onepts without an intuition in some wayorresponding to them, nor intuition without onepts, an yieldknowledge. Immanuel Kant (1724{1804)Kant speaks of the importane of both philosophial onsiderations (referred toas \onepts") and empirial onsiderations (referred to as \intuition") to siene(referred to as (sound) \knowledge"). We shall indeed follow his lead.It is widely believed that P is di�erent than NP; that is, that PC ontainssearh problems that are not eÆiently solvable, and that there are NP-proof sys-tems for sets that annot be deided eÆiently. This belief is supported by bothphilosophial and empirial onsiderations.Philosophial onsiderations: Both formulations of the P-vs-NP Question re-fer to natural questions about whih we have strong oneptions. The notion ofsolving a (searh) problem seems to presume that, at least in some ases (or in gen-eral), �nding a solution is signi�antly harder than heking whether a presentedsolution is orret. This translates to PC nPF 6= ;. Likewise, the notion of a proofseems to presume that, at least in some ases (or in general), the proof is useful indetermining the validity of the assertion; that is, that verifying the validity of anassertion may be made signi�antly easier when provided with a proof. This trans-lates to P 6= NP , whih also implies that it is signi�antly harder to �nd proofsthan to verify their orretness, whih again oinides with the daily experiene ofresearhers and students.



60 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONEmpirial onsiderations: The lass NP (or rather PC) ontains thousandsof di�erent problems for whih no eÆient solving proedure is known. Many ofthese problems have arisen in vastly di�erent disiplines, and were the subjet ofextensive researh of numerous di�erent ommunities of sientists and engineers.These essentially independent studies have all failed to provide eÆient algorithmsfor solving these problems, a failure that is extremely hard to attribute to sheeroinidene or to a strike of bad luk.We mention that for many of the aforementioned problems the best knownalgorithms are not signi�antly faster than an exhaustive searh (for a solution);that is, the omplexity of the best known algorithm is polynomially related to theomplexity of an exhaustive searh. Indeed, it is widely believed that for someproblems in NP, no algorithm an be signi�antly faster than an exhaustive searh.The ommon belief (or onjeture) that P 6= NP is indeed very appealing andintuitive. The fat that this natural onjeture is unsettled seems to be one of thesoures of frustration of omplexity theory. The author's opinion, however, is thatthis feeling of frustration is not in plae (and merely reets a naive underestimationof the issues at hand). In ontrast, the fat that omplexity theory evolves aroundnatural and simply-stated questions that are so diÆult to resolve makes its studyvery exiting.Throughout the rest of this book, we will adopt the onjeture that P is di�erentfrom NP. In few plaes, we will expliitly use this onjeture, whereas in other plaeswe will present results that are interesting (if and) only if P 6= NP (e.g., the entiretheory of NP-ompleteness beomes uninteresting if P = NP).2.8 Philosophial MeditationsWhoever does not value preoupation with thoughts, an skip this hapter.Robert Musil, The Man without Qualities, Chap. 28The inherent limitations of our sienti� knowledge were artiulated by Kant, whoargued that our knowledge annot transend our way of understanding. The \waysof understanding" are predetermined; they preede any knowledge aquisition andare the preondition to suh aquisition. In a sense, Wittgenstein re�ned theanalysis, arguing that knowledge must be formulated in a language, and the lattermust be subjet to a (sound) mehanism of assigning meaning. Thus, the inherentlimitations of any possible \meaning assigning mehanism" impose limitations onwhat an be (meaningfully) said.Both philosophers spoke of the relation between the world and our thoughts.They took for granted (or rather assumed) that, in the domain of well-formulatedthoughts (e.g., logi), every valid onlusion an be e�etively reahed (i.e., everyvalid assertion an be e�etively proved). Indeed, this naive assumption was refutedby G�odel. In a similar vain, Turing's work asserts that there exist well-de�nedproblems that annot be solved by well-de�ned methods.



2.8. PHILOSOPHICAL MEDITATIONS 61Turing's assertion transends the philosophial onsiderations of the �rst para-graph: It asserts that the limitations of our ability are not only due to the gapbetween the \world as is" and our model of it. In ontrast, Turing's assertionrefers to inherent limitations on any rational proess even when this proess isapplied to well-formulated information and is aimed at a well-formulated goal. In-deed, in ontrast to naive presumptions, not every well-formulated problem an be(e�etively) solved.The P 6= NP onjeture goes even beyond Turing's assertion. It limits thedomain of the disussion to \fair" problems; that is, to problems for whih validsolutions an be eÆiently reognized as suh. Indeed, there is something feigned inproblems for whih one annot eÆiently reognize valid solutions. Avoiding suhfeigned and/or unfair problems, P 6= NP means that (even with this limitation)there exist problems that are inherently unsolvable in the sense that they annotbe solved eÆiently. That is, in ontrast to naive presumptions, not every problemthat refers to eÆiently reognizable solutions an be solved eÆiently. In fat, thegap between the omplexity of reognizing solutions and the omplexity of �ndingthem vouhes for the meaningfulness of the notion of a problem.ExerisesExerise 2.1 (a quiz)1. What are the justi�ations for assoiating eÆient omputation with polynomial-time algorithms?2. What are the lasses PF and PC?3. What are the lasses P and NP?4. List a few omputational problems in PF (resp., P).5. Going beyond the list of the previous question, list a few problems in PC(resp., NP).6. What does PC 6� PF mean in intuitive terms?7. What does P 6= NP mean in intuitive terms?8. Is it the ase that PC 6� PF if and only if P 6= NP?9. What are the justi�ations for believing that P 6= NP?Exerise 2.2 (PF ontains problems that are not in PC) Show that PF on-tains some (unnatural) problems that are not in PC.Guideline: Consider the relation R = f(x; 1) : x 2 f0; 1g�g [ f(x; 0) : x 2 Sg, where S issome undeidable set. Note that R is the disjoint union of two binary relations, denotedR1 and R2, where R1 is in PF whereas R2 is not in PC. Furthermore, for every x it holdsthat R1(x) 6= ;.Exerise 2.3 In ontrast to Exerise 2.2, show that if R 2 PF and eah instaneof R has at most one solution (i.e., jR(x)j � 1 for every x), then R 2 PC.



62 CHAPTER 2. THE P VERSUS NP QUESTIONExerise 2.4 Show that the following searh problems are in PC.1. Finding a traveling salesman tour of length that does not exeed a giventhreshold (when also given a matrix of distanes between ities);2. Finding the prime fatorization of a given natural number;3. Solving a given system of quadrati equations over a �nite �eld;4. Finding a truth assignment that satis�es a given Boolean formula.(For Item 2, use the fat that primality an be tested in polynomial-time.)Exerise 2.5 Show that any S 2 NP has many di�erent NP-proof systems (i.e.,veri�ation proedures V1; V2; ::: suh that Vi(x; y) = 1 does not imply Vj(x; y) = 1for i 6= j).Guideline: For V and p be as in De�nition 2.5, de�ne Vi(x; y) = 1 if jyj = p(jxj)+ i andthere exists a pre�x y0 of y suh that V (x; y0) = 1.Exerise 2.6 Relying on the fat that primality is deidable in polynomial-timeand assuming that there is no polynomial-time fatorization algorithm, present two\natural but fundamentally di�erent" NP-proof systems for the set of ompositenumbers.Guideline: Consider the following veri�ation proedures V1 and V2 for the set of om-posite numbers. Let V1(n; y) = 1 if and only if y = n and n is not a prime, andV2(n;m) = 1 if and only if m is a non-trivial divisor of n. Show that valid proofs withrespet to V1 are easy to �nd, whereas valid proofs with respet to V2 are hard to �nd.Exerise 2.7 Show that for every R 2 PC there exists R0 2 PC and a polynomialp suh that for every x it holds that R0(x) � f0; 1gp(jxj), and R0 2 PF if and onlyif R 2 PF . Formulate and prove a similar fat for NP-proof systems.Guideline: Note that for every R 2 PC there exists a polynomial p suh that for every(x; y) 2 R it holds that jyj < p(jxj). De�ne R0 suh that R0(x) def= fy01p(jxj)�(jyj+1) :(x; y) 2 Rg, and prove that R0 2 PF if and only if R 2 PF .Exerise 2.8 In ontinuation of Exerise 2.7, show that for every set S 2 NP andevery suÆiently large polynomial p there exists an NP-proof system V suh thatall NP-witnesses to x 2 S are of length p(jxj) (i.e., if V (x; y) = 1 then jyj = p(jxj)).Guideline: Start with an NP-proof system V0 for S and a polynomial p0 suh thatV0(x; y) = 1 implies jyj � p0(jxj). For every polynomial p > p0 (i.e., p(n) > p0(n) for alln 2 N), de�ne V suh that V (x; y001p(jxj)�(jy0j+1)) = 1 if V0(x; y0) = 1 and V (x; y) = 0otherwise.Exerise 2.9 In ontinuation of Exerise 2.8, show that for every set S 2 NPand every \nie" ` : N ! N there exists set S0 2 NP suh that (1) S0 2 P ifand only if S0 2 P , and (2) there exists an NP-proof system V 0 suh that all NP-witnesses to x 2 S0 are of length `(jxj). Spei�ally, onsider as nie any funtion



2.8. PHILOSOPHICAL MEDITATIONS 63` : N ! N suh that ` is monotonially non-dereasing, omputable in polynomial-time,12 and satis�es `(n) � poly(n) and n � poly(`(n)) (for every n 2 N). Notethat the novelty here (w.r.t Exerise 2.8) is that ` may be a sublinear funtion(e.g., `(n) = pn).Guideline: For an adequate polynomial p0, onsider S0 def= fx0p0(jxj)�jxjg and the NP-proof system V 0 suh that V 0(x0p0(jxj)�jxj; y) = V (x; y) and V 0(x0; y) = 0 if jx0j 62 fp0(n) :n 2 Ng. Now, use Exerise 2.8.Exerise 2.10 Show that for every S 2 NP there exists an NP-proof system Vsuh that the witness sets Wx def= fy : V (x; y) = 1g are disjoint.Guideline: Starting with an NP-proof system V0 for S, onsider V suh that V (x; y) = 1if y = hx; y0i and V0(x; y0) = 1 (and V (x; y) = 0 otherwise).Exerise 2.11 Regarding De�nition 2.7, show that if S is aepted by some non-deterministimahine of time omplexity t then it is aepted by a non-deterministimahine of time omplexityO(t) that has a transition funtion that maps eah pos-sible symbol-state pair to exatly two triples.Guideline: First note that a k-way (non-deterministi) hoie an be emulated by log2 k(non-deterministi) binary hoies. (Indeed this requires reating O(k) new states foreah suh k-way hoie.) Also note that one an introdue �titious (non-deterministi)hoies by dupliating the set of states of the mahine.

12In fat, it suÆes to require that the mapping n 7! `(n) an be omputed in time poly(n).
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Chapter 3Polynomial-time RedutionsOverview: Redutions are proedures that use \funtionally spei�ed"subroutines. That is, the funtionality of the subroutine is spei�ed,but its operation remains unspei�ed and its running-time is ountedat unit ost. Thus, a redution solves one omputational problem byusing orale (or subroutine) alls to another omputational problem.Analogously to our fous on eÆient (i.e., polynomial-time) algorithms,here we fous on eÆient (i.e., polynomial-time) redutions.We present a general notion of (polynomial-time) redutions amongomputational problems, and view the notion of a \Karp-redution"(a.k.a. \many-to-one redution") as an important speial ase that suf-�es (and is more onvenient) in many ases. Redutions play a keyrole in the theory of NP-ompleteness, whih is the topi of Chapter 4.In the urrent hapter, we stress the fundamental nature of the no-tion of a redution per se and highlight two spei� appliations: re-duing searh problems and optimization problems to deision prob-lems. Furthermore, in these appliations, it will be important to usethe general notion of a redution (i.e., \Cook-redution" rather than\Karp-redution"). We omment that the aforementioned redutionsof searh and optimization problems to deision problems, further jus-tify the ommon fous on the study of the deision problems.Organization. We start by presenting the general notion of a polynomial-time redution and important speial ases of it (see Setion 3.1). InSetion 3.2 we present the notion of optimization problems and re-due suh problems to orresponding searh problems. In Setion 3.3,we disuss the redution of searh problems to orresponding deisionproblems, while emphasizing the speial ase in whih the searh prob-lem is redued to the deision problem that is impliit in it. (In suh aase, we say that the searh problem is self-reduible.)65



66 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONSTeahing NotesWe assume that many students have heard of redutions, but we fear that most haveobtained a oneptually distorted view of their fundamental nature. In partiular,we fear that redutions are identi�ed with the theory of NP-ompleteness, whileredutions have numerous other important appliations that have little to do withNP-ompleteness (or ompleteness with respet to any other lass). In partiular,we believe that it is important to show that (natural) searh and optimizationproblems an be redued to (natural) deision problems.On our terminology. We prefer the terms Cook-redutions and Karp-redutionsover the terms \general (polynomial-time) redutions" and \many-to-one (polynomial-time) redutions". Also, we use the term self-reduibility in a non-traditional way;that is, we say that the searh problem of R is self-reduible if it an be reduedto the deision problem of SR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y)2Rg, whereas traditionally self-reduibility refers to deision problems and oinides with our notion of downwardsself-reduible (presented in Exerise 3.16).A minor warning. In Setion 3.3.2, whih is an advaned setion, we assumethat the students have heard of NP-ompleteness. Atually, we only need thestudents to know the de�nition of NP-ompleteness. Yet, the teaher may preferpostponing the presentation of this material to Setion 4.1 (or even to a later stage).3.1 The General Notion of a RedutionRedutions are proedures that use \funtionally spei�ed" subroutines. That is,the funtionality of the subroutine is spei�ed, but its operation remains unspei�edand its running-time is ounted at unit ost. Analogously to algorithms, whihare modeled by Turing mahines, redutions an be modeled as orale (Turing)mahines. A redution solves one omputational problem (whih may be eithera searh problem or a deision problem) by using orale (or subroutine) alls toanother omputational problem (whih again may be either a searh or a deisionproblem). Thus, suh a redution yields a (simple) transformation of algorithmsthat solve the latter problem into algorithms that solve the former problem.3.1.1 The Atual FormulationThe notion of a general algorithmi redution was disussed in Setion 1.3.3 andformally de�ned in Setion 1.3.6. These redutions, alled Turing-redutions andmodeled by orale mahines (f. Setion 1.3.6), made no referene to the timeomplexity of the main algorithm (i.e., the orale mahine). Here, we fous oneÆient (i.e., polynomial-time) redutions, whih are often alled Cook redutions.That is, we onsider orale mahines (as in De�nition 1.11) that run in time thatis polynomial in the length of their input. We stress that the running time of an



3.1. THE GENERAL NOTION OF A REDUCTION 67orale mahine is the number of steps made during its (own) omputation, andthat the orale's reply on eah query is obtained in a single step.The key property of eÆient redutions is that they allow for the transformationof eÆient implementations of the subroutine (or the orale) into eÆient imple-mentations of the task redued to it. That is, as we shall see, if one problem isCook-reduible to another problem and the latter is polynomial-time solvable thenso is the former.The most popular ase is that of reduing deision problems to deision prob-lems, but we will also expliitly onsider reduing searh problems to searh prob-lems and reduing searh problems to deision problems. Note that when reduingto a deision problem, the orale is determined as the unique valid solver of the de-ision problem (sine the funtion f : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g solves the deision problemof membership in S if, for every x, it holds that f(x) = 1 if x 2 S and f(x) = 0 oth-erwise). In ontrast, when reduing to a searh problem the orale is not uniquelydetermined, beause there may be many di�erent valid solvers (sine the funtionf : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� [ f?g solves the searh problem of R if, for every x, it holdsthat f(x) 2 R(x) def= fy : (x; y) 2 Rg if R(x) 6= ; and f(x) = ? otherwise).1 Weapture both ases in the following de�nition.De�nition 3.1 (Cook redution): A problem � is Cook-reduible to a problem �0if there exists a polynomial-time orale mahine M suh that for every funtion fthat solves �0 it holds that Mf solves �, where Mf (x) denotes the output of M oninput x when given orale aess to f .Note that � (resp., �0) may be either a searh problem or a deision problem (oreven a yet unde�ned type of a problem). At this point the reader should verifythat if � is Cook-reduible to �0 and �0 is solvable in polynomial-time, then so is�; see Exerise 3.2 (whih also asserts other properties of Cook-redutions).We highlight the fat that a Cook-redution of � to �0 yields a simple trans-formation of eÆient algorithms that solve the problem �0 into eÆient algorithmsthat solve the problem �. The transformation onsists of ombining the ode (ordesription) of any algorithm that solves �0 with the ode of redution, yielding aode of an algorithm that solves �.An important example. Observe that the seond part of the proof of Theo-rem 2.6 is atually a Cook-redution of the searh problem of any R in PC to adeision problem regarding a related set S0R = fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00) 2 Rg,whih in NP . Thus, that proof establishes the following result.Theorem 3.2 Every searh problem in PC is Cook-reduible to some deisionproblem in NP.We shall see a tighter relation between searh and deision problems in Setion 3.3;that is, in some ases, R will be redued to SR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2Rg ratherthan to S0R.1Indeed, the solver is unique only if for every x it holds that jR(x)j � 1.



68 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONS3.1.2 Speial CasesWe shall onsider two restrited types of Cook-redutions, where the �rst typeapplies only to deision problems, whereas the seond type applies only to searhproblems. In both ases, the redutions are restrited to make a single query.Restrited redutions among deision problems. A Karp-redution is arestrited type of a redution (from one deision problem to another deision prob-lem) that makes a single query, and furthermore replies with the very answer thatit has reeived. Spei�ally, for deision problems S and S0, we say that S is Karp-reduible to S0 if there is a Cook-redution of S to S0 that operates as follows: Oninput x (an instane for S), the redution omputes x0, makes query x0 to the oraleS0 (i.e., invokes the subroutine for S0 on input x0), and answers whatever the latterreturns. This redution is often represented by the polynomial-time omputablemapping of x to x0; that is, the standard de�nition of a Karp-redution is atuallyas follows.De�nition 3.3 (Karp redution): A polynomial-time omputable funtion f isalled a Karp-redution of S to S0 if, for every x, it holds that x 2 S if and only iff(x) 2 S0.Thus, syntatially speaking, a Karp-redution is not a Cook-redution, but ittrivially gives rise to one (i.e., on input x, the orale mahine makes query f(x), andreturns the orale answer; see Figure 3.1). Being slightly inaurate but essentiallyorret, we shall say that Karp-redutions are speial ases of Cook-redutions.
x f f(x)

oracle for S’Figure 3.1: The Cook-redution that arises from a Karp-redutionNeedless to say, Karp-redutions onstitute a very restrited ase of Cook-redutions. Spei�ally, Karp-redutions refer only to redutions among deisionproblems, and are restrited to a single query (and to the way in whih the answeris used). Still, Karp-redutions suÆe for many appliations (most importantly,for the theory of NP-ompleteness (when developed for deision problems)). Onthe other hand, due to purely tehnial (or syntati) reasons, Karp-redutionsare not adequate for reduing searh problems to deision problems. Furthermore,Cook-redutions that make a single query are inadequate for reduing (hard) searh



3.1. THE GENERAL NOTION OF A REDUCTION 69problems to any deision problem (see Exerise 3.12).2 We note that, even withinthe domain of redutions among deision problems, Karp-redutions are less pow-erful than Cook-redutions. Spei�ally, whereas eah deision problem is Cook-reduible to its omplement, some deision problems are not Karp-reduible totheir omplement (see Exerises 3.4 and 5.10).Augmentation for redutions among searh problems. Karp-redutionsmay (and should) be augmented in order to handle redutions among searh prob-lems. The augmentation should provide a way of obtaining a solution for theoriginal instane from any solution for the redued instane. Indeed, suh an re-dution of the searh problem of R to the searh problem of R0 operates as follows:On input x (an instane for R), the redution omputes x0, makes query x0 to theorale R0 (i.e., invokes the subroutine for searhing R0 on input x0) obtaining y0suh that (x0; y0) 2 R0, and uses y0 to ompute a solution y to x (i.e., y 2 R(x)).Thus, suh a redution an be represented by two polynomial-time omputablemappings, f and g, suh that (x; g(x; y0)) 2 R for any y0 that is a solution off(x) (i.e., for y0 that satis�es (f(x); y0) 2 R0). Indeed, f is a Karp-redution (ofSR = fx : R(x) 6= ;g to SR0 = fx0 : R0(x0) 6= ;g), but (unlike in the ase ofdeision problems) the funtion g may be non-trivial (i.e., we may not always haveg(x; y0) = y0). This type of redution is alled a Levin-redution and, analogouslyto the ase of a Karp-redution, it is often identi�ed with the two aforementionedmappings themselves (i.e., the (polynomial-time omputable) mappings f of x tox0, and the (polynomial-time omputable) mappings g of (x; y0) to y).De�nition 3.4 (Levin redution): A pair of polynomial-time omputable fun-tions, f and g, is alled a Levin-redution of R to R0 if f is a Karp redution ofSR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2 Rg to SR0 = fx0 : 9y0 s.t. (x0; y0) 2 R0g and for everyx 2 SR and y0 2 R0(f(x)) it holds that (x; g(x; y0)) 2 R, where R0(x0) = fy0 :(x0; y0)2R0g.Indeed, the funtion f preserves the existene of solutions; that is, for any x, itholds that R(x) 6= ; if and only if R0(f(x)) 6= ;, whih means that f is a Karp-redution of SR to SR0 . As for the seond funtion (i.e., g), it maps any solution y0for the redued instane f(x) to a solution for the original instane x (where thismapping may also depend on x). We mention that it is natural to onsider also athird funtion that maps solutions for R to solutions for R0 (see Exerise 4.20).Again, syntatially speaking, a Levin-redution is not a Cook-redution, butit trivially gives rise to one (i.e., on input x, the orale mahine makes query f(x),and returns g(x; y0) if the orale answers with y 6= ? (and returns ? otherwise);see Figure 3.2).2Cook-redutions that make a single query overome the tehnial reason that makes Karp-redutions inadequate for reduing searh problems to deision problems. (Reall that Karp-redutions are a speial ase of Cook-redutions that make a single query; f. Exerise 3.11.)



70 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONS
f f(x)

oracle for R’

g
y’

g(x,y’)

x

(in R’(f(x)))

Figure 3.2: The Cook-redution that arises from a Levin-redution3.1.3 Terminology and a Brief DisussionCook-redutions are often alled general (polynomial-time) redutions, whereas Karp-redutions are often alledmany-to-one (polynomial-time) redutions. Indeed, through-out the urrent hapter, whenever we neglet to mention the type of a redution,we atually mean a Cook-redution.Two ompound notions. The following terms, whih refer to the existene ofseveral redutions, are often used in advaned studies.1. We say that two problems are omputationally equivalent if they are reduibleto one another. This means that the two problems are essentially as hard (oras easy). Note that omputationally equivalent problems need not reside inthe same omplexity lass.For example, as we shall see in Setion 3.3, for many natural relationsR 2 PC,the searh problem of R and the deision problem of SR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y)2Rg are omputationally equivalent, although (even syntatially) the twoproblems do not belong to the same lass (i.e., R 2 PC whereas SR 2 NP).Also, eah deision problem is omputationally equivalent to its omplement,although the two problems may not belong to the same lass (see, e.g., Se-tion 5.3).2. We say that a lass of problems, C, is reduible to a problem �0 if everyproblem in C, is reduible to �0. We say that the lass C is reduible to thelass C0 if for every � 2 C there exists �0 2 C0 suh that � is reduible to �0.For example, Theorem 3.2 asserts that PC is reduible to NP . Also note thatNP is reduible to PC (see Exerise 3.9).On the greater exibility of Cook-redutions. The fat that we allow Cook-redutions (rather than on�ning ourselves to Karp-redutions) is essential to var-ious important onnetions between deision problems and other omputational



3.2. REDUCING OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS TO SEARCH PROBLEMS 71problems. For example, as will be shown in Setion 3.2, a natural lass of opti-mization problems is reduible to NP . Also reall that PC is reduible to NP (f.Theorem 3.2). Furthermore, as will be shown in Setion 3.3, many natural searhproblems in PC are reduible to a orresponding natural deision problem in NP(rather than merely to some problem in NP). In all these results, the redutionsin use are (and must be) Cook-redutions.Reall that we motivated the de�nition of Cook-redutions by referring to theirnatural (\positive") appliation, whih o�ers a transformation of eÆient imple-mentations of the orale into eÆient algorithms for the redued problem. Note,however, that one de�ned, redutions have a life of their own. In fat, the atualde�nition of a redution does not refer to the aforementioned natural appliation,and redutions may be (and are) also used towards other appliations. For furtherdisussion, see Setion 3.4.3.2 Reduing Optimization Problems to SearhProblemsMany searh problems refer to a set of potential solutions, assoiated with eahproblem instane, suh that di�erent solutions are assigned di�erent \values" (resp.,\osts"). For example, in the ontext of �nding a lique in a given graph, the sizeof the lique may be onsidered the value of the solution. Likewise, in the ontextof �nding a 2-partition of a given graph, the number of edges with both endpointsin the same side of the partition may be onsidered the ost of the solution. Insuh ases, one may be interested in �nding a solution that has value exeedingsome threshold (resp., ost below some threshold). Alternatively, one may seek asolution of maximum value (resp., minimum ost).For simpliity, let us fous on the ase of a value that we wish to maximize.Still, the two di�erent aforementioned objetives (i.e., exeeding a threshold andoptimization), give rise to two di�erent (auxiliary) searh problems related to thesame relation R. Spei�ally, for a binary relation R and a value funtion f :f0; 1g� � f0; 1g� ! R, we onsider two searh problems.1. Exeeding a threshold: Given a pair (x; v) the task is to �nd y 2 R(x) suhthat f(x; y) � v, where R(x) = fy : (x; y) 2 Rg. That is, we are atuallyreferring to the searh problem of the relationRf def= f(hx; vi; y) : (x; y)2R ^ f(x; y) � vg; (3.1)where hx; vi denotes a string that enodes the pair (x; v).2. Maximization: Given x the task is to �nd y 2 R(x) suh that f(x; y) = vx,where vx is the maximum value of f(x; y0) over all y0 2 R(x). That is, we areatually referring to the searh problem of the relationR0f def= f(x; y)2R : f(x; y) = maxy02R(x)ff(x; y0)gg: (3.2)(If R(x) = ;, then we de�ne R0f (x) = ;.)



72 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONSExamples of value funtions inlude the size of a lique in a graph, the amount ofow in a network (with link apaities), et. The task may be to �nd a lique ofsize exeeding a given threshold in a given graph or to �nd a maximum-size liquein a given graph. Note that, in these examples, the \base" searh problem (i.e.,the relation R) is quite easy to solve, and the diÆulty arises from the auxiliaryondition on the value of a solution (presented in Rf and R0f ). Indeed, one maytrivialize R (i.e., let R(x) = f0; 1gpoly(jxj) for every x), and impose all neessarystruture by the funtion f (see Exerise 3.6).We on�ne ourselves to the ase that f is (rational-valued and) polynomial-timeomputable, whih in partiular means that f(x; y) an be represented by a rationalnumber of length polynomial in jxj + jyj. We will show next that, in this ase,the two aforementioned searh problems (i.e., of Rf and R0f ) are omputationallyequivalent.Theorem 3.5 For any polynomial-time omputable f : f0; 1g��f0; 1g�!Q anda polynomially bounded binary relation R, let Rf and R0f be as in Eq. (3.1) andEq. (3.2), respetively. Then, the searh problems of Rf and R0f are omputationallyequivalent.Note that, for R 2 PC and polynomial-time omputable f , it holds that Rf 2 PC.Combining Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, it follows that in this ase both Rf and R0f arereduible to NP . We note, however, that even in this ase it does not neessarilyhold that R0f 2 PC (unless, of ourse, P = NP). See further disussion followingthe proof.Proof: The searh problem of Rf is redued to the searh problem of R0f by�nding an optimal solution (for the given instane) and omparing its value to thegiven threshold value. That is, we onstrut an orale mahine that solves Rf bymaking a single query to R0f . Spei�ally, on input (x; v), the mahine issues thequery x (to a solver for R0f ), obtaining the optimal solution y (or an indiation ?that R(x) = ;), omputes f(x; y), and returns y if f(x; y) � v. Otherwise (i.e.,either y = ? or f(x; y) < v), the mahine returns an indiation that Rf (hx; vi) = ;.Turning to the opposite diretion, we redue the searh problem of R0f to thesearh problem ofRf by �rst �nding the optimal value vx = maxy2R(x)ff(x; y)g (bybinary searh on its possible values), and next �nding a solution of value vx. In bothsteps, we use orale alls to Rf . For simpliity, we assume that f assigns positiveinteger values (see Exerise 3.7), and let ` = poly(jxj) be suh that f(x; y) � 2`�1for every y 2 R(x). Then, on input x, we �rst �nd vx = maxff(x; y) : y2R(x)g,by making orale alls of the form hx; vi. The point is that vx < v if any only ifRf (hx; vi) = ;, whih in turn is indiated by the orale answer ? (to the queryhx; vi). Making ` queries, we determine vx (see Exerise 3.8). Note that in aseR(x) = ;, all the answers will indiate that Rf (hx; vi) = ;, and we halt indiatingthat R0f (x) = ; (whih is indeed due to R(x) = ;). Thus, we ontinue only if vx > 0,whih indiates that R0f (x) 6= ;. At this point, we make the query (x; vx), and haltreturning the orale's answer, whih is a string y 2 R(x) suh that f(x; y) = vx.



3.3. SELF-REDUCIBILITY OF SEARCH PROBLEMS 73Comments regarding the proof of Theorem 3.5. The �rst diretion of theproof uses the hypothesis that f is polynomial-time omputable, whereas the op-posite diretion only used the fat that the optimal value lies in a �nite spaeof exponential size that an be \eÆiently searhed". While the �rst diretion isproved using a Levin-redution, this seems impossible for the opposite diretion(i.e., �nding an optimal solution does not seem to be Levin-reduible to �nding asolution exeeding a threshold).On the omplexity of Rf and R0f . Here, we fous on the natural ase in whihR 2 PC and f is polynomial-time omputable. In this ase, Theorem 3.5 assertsthat Rf and R0f are omputationally equivalent. A loser look reveals, however,that Rf 2 PC always holds, whereas R0f 2 PC does not neessarily hold. Thatis, the problem of �nding a solution (for a given instane) that exeeds a giventhreshold is in the lass PC, whereas the problem of �nding an optimal solutionis not neessarily in the lass PC. For example, the problem of �nding a liqueof a given size K in a given graph G is in PC, whereas the problem of �nding amaximum size lique in a given graph G is not known (and is quite unlikely)3 tobe in PC (although it is Cook-reduible to PC).The foregoing disussion suggests that the lass of problems that are reduibleto PC, whih seems di�erent from PC itself, is a natural and interesting lass.Indeed, for every R 2 PC and polynomial-time omputable f , the former lassontains R0f .3.3 Self-Reduibility of Searh ProblemsThe results to be presented in this setion further justify the fous on deisionproblems. Loosely speaking, these results show that for many natural relations R,the question of whether or not the searh problem of R is eÆiently solvable (i.e.,is in PF) is equivalent to the question of whether or not the \deision problemimpliit in R" (i.e., SR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2 Rg) is eÆiently solvable (i.e.,is in P). In fat, we will show that these two omputational problems (i.e., Rand SR) are omputationally equivalent. Note that the deision problem of SRis easily reduible to the searh problem of R, and so our fous is on the otherdiretion. That is, we are interested in relations R for whih the searh problemof R is reduible to the deision problem of SR. In suh a ase, we say that R isself-reduible.4De�nition 3.6 (the deision impliit in a searh and self-reduibility): The dei-sion problem impliit in the searh problem of R is deiding membership in the set3See Exerise 5.13.4Our usage of the term self-reduibility di�ers from the traditional one. Traditionally, adeision problem is alled (downwards) self-reduible if it is Cook-reduible to itself via a redutionthat on input x only makes queries that are smaller than x (aording to some appropriate measureon the size of instanes). Under some natural restritions (i.e., the redution takes the disjuntionof the orale answers) suh redutions yield redutions of searh to deision (as disussed in themain text). For further details, see Exerise 3.16.



74 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONSSR = fx : R(x) 6= ;g, where R(x) = fy : (x; y) 2 Rg. The searh problem of R isalled self-reduible if it an be redued to the deision problem of SR.Note that the searh problem of R and the problem of deiding membership inSR refer to the same instanes: The searh problem requires �nding an adequatesolution (i.e., given x �nd y 2 R(x)), whereas the deision problem refers to thequestion of whether suh solutions exist (i.e., given x determine whether or notR(x) is non-empty). Thus, SR orresponds to the intuitive notion of a \deisionproblem impliit in R," beause SR is a deision problem that one impliitly solveswhen solving the searh problem of R. Indeed, for any R, the deision problem ofSR is easily reduible to the searh problem for R (see Exerise 3.10). It followsthat if a searh problem R is self-reduible then it is omputationally equivalent tothe deision problem SR.Note that the general notion of a redution (i.e., Cook-redution) seems inher-ent to the notion of self-reduibility. This is the ase not only due to syntationsiderations, but rather due to the following inherent reason. An orale to anydeision problem returns a single bit per invoation, while the intratability of asearh problem in PC must be due to lakingmore than a \single bit of information"(see Exerise 3.12).We shall see that self-reduibility is a property of many natural searh problems(inluding all NP-omplete searh problems). This justi�es the relevane of deisionproblems to searh problems in a stronger sense than established in Setion 2.4:Reall that in Setion 2.4 we showed that the fate of the searh problem lass PC(w.r.t PF) is determined by the fate of the deision problem lass NP (w.r.t P).Here we show that, for many natural searh problems in PC (i.e., self-reduibleones), the fate of suh an individual problem R (w.r.t PF) is determined by thefate of the individual deision problem SR (w.r.t P), where SR is the deisionproblem impliit in R. (Reall that R 2 PC implies SR 2 NP .) Thus, here wehave \fate redutions" at the level of individual problems, rather than only at thelevel of lasses of problems (as established in Setion 2.4).3.3.1 ExamplesWe now present a few searh problems that are self-reduible. We start with SAT(see Setion A.2), the set of satis�able Boolean formulae (in CNF), and onsider thesearh problem in whih given a formula one should �nd a truth assignment thatsatis�es it. The orresponding relation is denoted RSAT; that is, (�; �) 2 RSATif � is a satisfying assignment to the formula �. Indeed, the deision problemimpliit in RSAT is SAT. Note that RSAT is in PC (i.e., it is polynomially-boundedand membership of (�; �) in RSAT is easy to deide (by evaluating a Booleanexpression)).Proposition 3.7 (RSAT is self-reduible): The searh problem of RSAT is reduibleto SAT.Thus, the searh problem of RSAT is omputationally equivalent to deiding mem-bership in SAT. Hene, in studying the omplexity of SAT, we also address the



3.3. SELF-REDUCIBILITY OF SEARCH PROBLEMS 75omplexity of the searh problem of RSAT.Proof: We present an orale mahine that solves the searh problem of RSAT bymaking orale alls to SAT. Given a formula �, we �nd a satisfying assignment to �(in ase suh an assignment exists) as follows. First, we query SAT on � itself, andreturn an indiation that there is no solution if the orale answer is 0 (indiating� 62 SAT). Otherwise, we let � , initiated to the empty string, denote a pre�x of asatisfying assignment of �. We proeed in iterations, where in eah iteration weextend � by one bit (as long as � does not set all variables of �). This is done asfollows: First we derive a formula, denoted �0, by setting the �rst j� j+1 variablesof � aording to the values �0. We then query SAT on �0 (whih means that weask whether or not �0 is a pre�x of a satisfying assignment of �). If the answeris positive then we set �  �0 else we set �  �1. This proedure relies on thefat that if � is a pre�x of a satisfying assignment of � and �0 is not a pre�x of asatisfying assignment of � then �1 must be a pre�x of a satisfying assignment of �.We wish to highlight a key point that has been blurred in the foregoing de-sription. Reall that the formula �0 is obtained by replaing some variables byonstants, whih means that �0 per se ontains Boolean variables as well as Booleanonstants. However, the standard de�nition of SAT disallows Boolean onstants inits instanes.5 Nevertheless, �0 an be simpli�ed suh that the resulting formulaontains no Boolean onstants. This simpli�ation is performed aording to thestraightforward Boolean rules: That is, the onstant false an be omitted fromany lause, but if a lause ontains only ourrenes of the onstant false thenthe entire formula simpli�es to false. Likewise, if the onstant true appears ina lause then the entire lause an be omitted, and if all lauses are omitted thenthe entire formula simpli�es to true. Needless to say, if the simpli�ation proessyields a Boolean onstant then we may skip the query, and otherwise we just usethe simpli�ed form of �0 as our query.Other examples: Redutions analogous to the one used in the proof of Propo-sition 3.7 an be presented also for other searh problems (and not only for NP-omplete ones). Two suh examples are searhing for a 3-oloring of a given graphand searhing for an isomorphism between a given pair of graphs (where the �rstproblem is known to be NP-omplete and the seond problem is believed not tobe NP-omplete). In both ases, the redution of the searh problem to the or-responding deision problem onsists of iteratively extending a pre�x of a validsolution, by making suitable queries in order to deide whih extension to use.Note, however, that in these two ases the proess of getting rid of onstants (rep-resenting partial solutions) is more involved. Spei�ally, in the ase of Graph3-Colorability (resp., Graph Isomorphism) we need to enfore a partial oloring ofa given graph (resp., a partial isomorphism between a given pair of graphs); seeExerises 3.13 and 3.14, respetively.5While the problem seems rather tehnial in the urrent setting (sine it merely amounts towhether or not the de�nition of SAT allows Boolean onstants in its instanes), the analogousproblem is far from being so tehnial in other ases (see Exerises 3.13 and 3.14).



76 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONSReetion: The proof of Proposition 3.7 (as well as the proofs of similar results)onsists of two observations.1. For every relation R in PC, it holds that the searh problem of R is reduibleto the deision problem of S0R = fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00) 2 Rg. Suh aredution is expliit in the proof of Theorem 2.6 and is impliit in the proofof Proposition 3.7.2. For spei� R 2 PC (e.g., SSAT), deiding membership in S0R is reduible todeiding membership in SR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2 Rg. This is where thespei� struture of SAT was used, allowing for a diret and natural transfor-mation of instanes of S0R to instanes of SR.We omment that if SR is NP-omplete, then S0R, whih is always in NP , isreduible to SR by the mere hypothesis that SR is NP-omplete; this ommentis elaborated in the following Setion 3.3.2.For an arbitraryR 2 PC, deiding membership in S0R is not neessarily reduible todeiding membership in SR. Furthermore, deiding membership in S0R is not ne-essarily reduible to the searh problem of R. (See Exerises 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20.)In general, self-reduibility is a property of the searh problem and not of thedeision problem impliit in it. Furthermore, under plausible assumptions (e.g.,the intratability of fatoring), there exists relations R1; R2 2 PC having the sameimpliit-deision problem (i.e., fx : R1(x) 6= ;g = fx : R2(x) 6= ;g) suh that R1 isself-reduible but R2 is not (see Exerise 3.21). However, for many natural deisionproblems this phenomenon does not arise; that is, for many natural NP-deisionproblems S, any NP-witness relation assoiated with S (i.e., R 2 PC suh thatfx : R(x) 6= ;g = S) is self-reduible. For details, see the following Setion 3.3.2.3.3.2 Self-Reduibility of NP-Complete ProblemsIn this setion, we assume that the reader has heard of NP-ompleteness. Atually,we only need the reader to know the de�nition of NP-ompleteness (i.e., a set Sis NP-omplete if S 2 NP and every set in NP is reduible to S). Indeed, thereader may prefer to skip this setion and return to it after reading Setion 4.1 (oreven later).Reall that, in general, self-reduibility is a property of the searh problem Rand not of the deision problem impliit in it (i.e., SR = fx : R(x) 6= ;g). Inontrast, in the speial ase of NP-omplete problems, self-reduibility holds forany witness relation assoiated with the (NP-omplete) deision problem. That is,all searh problems that refer to �nding NP-witnesses for any NP-omplete deisionproblem are self-reduible.Theorem 3.8 For every R in PC suh that SR is NP-omplete, the searh problemof R is reduible to deiding membership in SR.In many ases, as in the proof of Proposition 3.7, the redution of the searhproblem to the orresponding deision problem is quite natural. The followingproof presents a generi redution (whih may be \unnatural" in some ases).



3.4. DIGEST AND GENERAL PERSPECTIVE 77Proof: In order to redue the searh problem of R to deiding SR, we omposethe following two redutions:1. A redution of the searh problem of R to deiding membership in S0R =fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00)2Rg.As stated in Setion 3.3.1 (in the paragraph titled \reetion"), suh a re-dution is impliit in the proof of Proposition 3.7 (as well as being expliit inthe proof of Theorem 2.6).2. A redution of S0R to SR.This redution exists by the hypothesis that SR is NP-omplete and the fatthat S0R 2 NP . (Note that we need not assume that this redution is aKarp-redution, and furthermore it may be an \unnatural" redution).The theorem follows.3.4 Digest and General PerspetiveReall that we presented (polynomial-time) redutions as (eÆient) algorithms thatuse funtionally spei�ed subroutines. That is, an eÆient redution of problem �to problem �0 is an eÆient algorithm that solves � while making subroutine allsto any proedure that solves �0. This presentation �ts the \natural" (\positive")appliation of suh a redution; that is, ombining suh a redution with an eÆientimplementation of the subroutine (that solves �0), we obtain an eÆient algorithmfor solving �.We note that the existene of a polynomial-time redution of � to �0 atuallymeans more than the latter impliation. For example, also a moderately ineÆientalgorithm for solving �0 yields something for �; that is, if �0 is solvable in timet0 then � is solvable in time t suh that t(n) = poly(n) � t0(poly(n)); for example,if t0(n) = nlog2 n then t(n) = poly(n)1+log2 poly(n) = nO(logn). Thus, the existeneof a polynomial-time redution of � to �0 yields a general upper bound on thetime-omplexity of � in terms of the time-omplexity of �0.We note that tighter relations between the omplexity of � and �0 an beestablished whenever the redution satis�es additional properties. For example,suppose that � is polynomial-time reduible to �0 by a redution that makes queriesof linear-length (i.e., on input x eah query has length O(jxj)). Then, if �0 issolvable in time t0 then � is solvable in time t suh that t(n) = poly(n) � t0(O(n));for example, if t0(n) = 2pn then t(n) = 2O(logn)+pO(n) = 2O(pn). We furthernote that bounding other omplexity measures of the redution (e.g., its spae-omplexity) allows to relate the orresponding omplexities of the problems.In ontrast to the foregoing \positive" appliations of polynomial-time redu-tions, the theory of NP-ompleteness (presented in Chapter 4) is famous for its\negative" appliation of suh redutions. Let us elaborate. The fat that � ispolynomial-time reduible to �0 means that if solving �0 is feasible then solving �is feasible. The diret \positive" appliation starts with the hypothesis that �0 is



78 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONSfeasibly solvable and infers that so is �. In ontrast, the \negative" appliationuses the ounter-positive: it starts with the hypothesis that solving � is infeasibleand infers that the same holds for �0.ExerisesExerise 3.1 (a quiz)1. What are Cook-redutions?2. What are Karp-redutions and Levin-redutions?3. What is the motivation for de�ning all these types of redutions?4. Can any problem in PC be redued to some problem in NP?5. What is self-reduibility and how does it relate to the previous question?6. List �ve searh problems that are self-reduible. (See Exerise 3.15.)Exerise 3.2 Verify the following properties of Cook-redutions:1. Cook-redutions preserve eÆient solvability: If � is Cook-reduible to �0and �0 is solvable in polynomial-time, then so is �.2. Cook-redutions are transitive: If � is Cook-reduible to �0 and �0 is Cook-reduible to �00, then � is Cook-reduible to �00.3. Cook-redutions generalize eÆient deision proedures: If � is solvable inpolynomial-time then it is Cook-reduible to any problem �0.In ontinuation of the last item, show that a problem � is solvable in polynomial-time if and only if it is Cook-reduible to a trivial problem (e.g., deiding member-ship in the empty set).Exerise 3.3 Show that Karp-redutions (and Levin-redutions) are transitive.Exerise 3.4 Show that some deision problems are not Karp-reduible to theiromplement (e.g., the empty set is not Karp-reduible to f0; 1g�).A popular exerise of dubious nature is showing that any deision problem in Pis Karp-reduible to any non-trivial deision problem, where the deision problemregarding a set S is alled non-trivial if S 6= ; and S 6= f0; 1g�. It follows thatevery non-trivial set in P is Karp-reduible to its omplement.Exerise 3.5 (Exerise 2.7, reformulated) Show that for every searh prob-lem R 2 PC there exists a polynomial p and a searh problem R0 2 PC that is om-putationally equivalent to R suh that for every x it holds that R0(x) � f0; 1gp(jxj).Formulate and prove a similar fat for NP-proof systems. Similarly, revisit Exer-ise 2.9.Exerise 3.6 (reduing searh problems to optimization problems) For ev-ery polynomially bounded relation R (resp., R 2 PC), present a funtion f (resp.,a polynomial-time omputable funtion f) suh that the searh problem of R isomputationally equivalent to the searh problem in whih given (x; v) one has to�nd a y 2 f0; 1gpoly(jxj) suh that f(x; y) � v.Guideline: Let f(x; y) = 1 if (x; y) 2 R and f(x; y) = 0 otherwise.



3.4. DIGEST AND GENERAL PERSPECTIVE 79Exerise 3.7 In the proof of the seond diretion of Theorem 3.5, we made thesimplifying assumption that f assigns values that are both integral and positive.1. Justify the aforementioned assumption by showing that for any rational-valued funtion f there exists a funtion g as in the assumption suh thatRf (resp., R0f ) is omputationally equivalent to Rg (resp., R0g), where Rf ; R0fand Rg ; R0g are as in Theorem 3.5.2. Extend the urrent proof of Theorem 3.5 so that it applies also to the generalase in whih f is rational-valued.Indeed, the two items provide alternative justi�ations for the simplifying assump-tion made in the said proof.Exerise 3.8 (an appliation of binary searh) Show that using ` binary queriesof the form \is z < v" it is possible to determine the value of an integer z that isa priori known to reside in the interval [0; 2` � 1℄.Guideline: Consider a proess that iteratively halves the interval in whih z is knownto reside in.Exerise 3.9 Prove that NP is reduible to PC.Guideline: Consider the searh problem de�ned in Eq. (2.1).Exerise 3.10 Prove that for any R, the deision problem of SR is easily reduibleto the searh problem for R, and that if R is in PC then SR is in NP.Guideline: Consider a redution that invokes the searh orale and answer 1 if and onlyif the orale returns some string (rather than the \no solution" symbol).Exerise 3.11 (Cook-redutions that make a single query) LetM be a polynomial-time orale mahine that makes at most one query. Show that the omputation ofM an be represented by two polynomial-time omputable funtions f and g suhthat MF (x) = g(x; F (f(x))), where MF (x) denotes the output of M on input xwhen given orale aess to the funtion F . Disuss the relationship between suhCook-redutions and Karp-redutions (resp., Levin-redutions).Exerise 3.12 Prove that if R 2 PC is reduible to SR by a Cook-redution thatmakes a logarithmi number of queries, then R 2 PF . Thus, self-reduibility forproblems in PC n PF requires making more than logarithmially many queries.More generally, prove that if R 2 PC n PF is Cook-reduible to any deisionproblem, then this redution makes more than a logarithmi number of queries.Guideline: Note that the orale answers an be emulated by trying all possibilities, andthat (for R 2 PC) the orretness of the output of the orale mahine an be eÆientlytested.



80 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONSExerise 3.13 Show that the standard searh problem of Graph 3-Colorability6is self-reduible, where this searh problem onsists of �nding a 3-oloring for agiven input graph.Guideline: Iteratively extend the urrent pre�x of a 3-oloring of the graph by makingadequate orale alls to the deision problem of Graph 3-Colorability. Spei�ally, enodethe question of whether or not (�1; :::; �t) 2 f1; 2; 3gt is a pre�x of a 3-oloring of the graphG as a query regarding the 3-olorability of an auxiliary graph G0. Note that we merelyneed to hek whether G has a 3-oloring in whih the equalities and inequalities induedby the (pre�x of the) oloring (�1; :::; �t) hold. This an be done by adequate gadgets (e.g.,inequality is enfored by an edge between the orresponding verties, whereas equality isenfored by an adequate subgraph that inludes the relevant verties as well as auxiliaryverties).Exerise 3.14 Show that the standard searh problem of Graph Isomorphism7is self-reduible, where this searh problem onsists of �nding an isomorphismbetween a given pair of graphs.Guideline: Iteratively extend the urrent pre�x of an isomorphism between the twoN -vertex graphs by making adequate orale alls to the deision problem of Graph Iso-morphism. Spei�ally, enode the question of whether or not (�1; :::; �t) 2 [N ℄t is apre�x of an isomorphism between G1 = ([N ℄; E1) and G2 = ([N ℄; E2) as a query regard-ing isomorphism between two auxiliary graphs G01 and G02. This an be done by attahingadequate gadgets to pairs of verties that we wish to be mapped to one another (by theisomorphism). For example, we may onnet eah of the verties in the ith pair to anauxiliary star onsisting of (N + i) verties.Exerise 3.15 List �ve searh problems that are self-reduible.Guideline: Note that three suh problems were mentioned in Setion 3.3.1. Additionalexamples may inlude any NP-omplete searh problem (see Setion 3.3.2) as well as anyproblem in PF .Exerise 3.16 (downwards self-reduibility) We say that a set S is down-wards self-reduible if there exists a Cook-redution of S to itself that only makesqueries that are eah shorter than the redution's input (i.e., if on input x theredution makes the query q then jqj < jxj).81. Show that SAT is downwards self-reduible with respet to a natural enodingof CNF formulae. Note that this enoding should have the property thatinstantiating a variable in a formula results in a shorter formula.A harder exerise onsists of showing that Graph 3-Colorability is downwardsself-reduible with respet to some reasonable enoding of graphs. Note thatthis enoding has to be seleted arefully.6See Appendix A.1.7See Appendix A.1.8Note that on some instanes the redution may make no queries at all. (This option preventsa possible non-viability of the de�nition due to very short instanes.)



3.4. DIGEST AND GENERAL PERSPECTIVE 81Guideline: For the ase of SAT use the fat that � 2 SAT if and only if either�0 2 SAT or �1 2 SAT, where �� denotes the formula � with the �rst variableinstantiated to �. For the ase of Graph 3-Colorability, partition all possible 3-olorings aording to whether or not they assign the �rst pair of unonnetedverties the same olor. Enfore an inequality onstraint by onneting the twoverties, and enfore an equality onstraint by ombining the two verties (ratherthan by onneting them via a gadget that ontains auxiliary verties as suggested inthe guideline to Exerise 3.13). Use an enoding that guarantees that any (n+ 1)-vertex graph has a longer desription than any n-vertex graph, and that addingedges dereases the desription length.92. Suppose that S is downwards self-reduible by a redution that outputs thedisjuntion of the orale answers.10 Show that, in this ase, S is haraterizedby a witness relation R 2 PC (i.e., S = fx : R(x) 6= ;g) that is self-reduible(i.e., the searh problem of R is Cook-reduible to S). Needless to say, itfollows that S 2 NP .Guideline: De�ne R suh that (x0; hx1; :::; xti) is in R if xt 2 S \ f0; 1gO(1) and,for every i 2 f0; 1; :::; t�1g, on input xi the self-redution makes a set of queries thatontains the string xi+1. Prove that if x0 2 S then a sequene (x0; hx1; :::; xti) 2 Rexists (by forward indution (whih selets for eah xi 2 S a query xi+1 in S)).Next, prove that (x0; hx1; :::; xti) 2 R implies x0 2 S (by bakward indution fromxt 2 S (whih infers from the hypothesis xi+1 2 S that xi is in S))). Finally, provethat R 2 PC (by noting that t � jx0j).Note that the notion of downwards self-reduibility may be generalized in somenatural ways. For example, we may say that S is downwards self-reduible alsoin ase it is omputationally equivalent via Karp-redutions to some set that isdownwards self-reduible (in the foregoing strit sense). Note that Part 2 stillholds.Exerise 3.17 (ompressing Karp-redutions) In ontinuation of Exerise 3.16,we onsider downwards self-redutions that make at most one query (i.e., Cook-redutions of deision problems to themselves that make at most one query suhthat this query is shorter than the redution's input). Note that ompressing Karp-redutions are a speial ase, where the Karp-redution f is alled ompressing ifjf(x)j < jxj holds for all but �nitely many x's. Prove that if S is downwardsself-reduible by a Cook-redution that makes at most one query, then S 2 P .Guideline: Consider �rst the speial ase of ompressing Karp-redutions. Observe that,for every x and i (whih may depend on x), it holds that x 2 S if and only if f i(x) 2 S,where f i(x) denotes the Karp-redution f iterated i times. When extending the argumentto the general ase, use Exerise 3.11.Exerise 3.18 (NP problems that are not self-reduible)9For example, enode any n-vertex graph that has m edges as an (n3 � 2m log2 n)-bit longstring that ontains the (adequately padded) list of all pairs of unonneted verties.10Note that this ondition holds for both problems onsidered in the previous item.



82 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTIONS1. Prove that if a searh problem R is not self-reduible then (1) R 62 PF and(2) the set S0R = fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00) 2 Rg is not Cook-reduible toSR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y)2Rg.2. Assuming that P 6= NP \ oNP , where oNP def= ff0; 1g�nS : S 2 NPg,show that there exists a searh problem that is in PC but is not self-reduible.Guideline: Given S 2 (NP \ oNP) n P, present relations R1; R2 2 PC suhthat S = fx : R1(x) 6= ;g = fx : R2(x) = ;g. Then, onsider the relationR = f(x; 1y) : (x; y) 2 R1g [ f(x; 0y) : (x; y) 2 R2g, and prove that R 2 PC n PF .Noting that SR = f0; 1g�, infer that R is not self-reduible. (Atually, R = R1[R2will work too.)Exerise 3.19 (extending generi solutions' pre�xes versus PC and PF)In ontrast to what one may guess, extending solutions' pre�xes (equiv., deidingmembership in S0R = fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00) 2 Rg) may not be easy even if�nding solutions is easy (i.e., R 2 PF). Spei�ally, assuming that P 6= NP ,present a searh problem R in PC \ PF suh that deiding S0R is not reduible tothe searh problem of R.Guideline: Consider the relation R = f(x; 0x) : x 2 f0; 1g�g [ f(x; 1y) : (x; y) 2 R0g,where R0 is an arbitrary relation in PC nPF , and note that R 2 PC. Prove that R 2 PFbut S0R 62 P.Exerise 3.20 In ontinuation of Exerise 3.18, present a natural searh problemR in PC suh that if fatoring integers is intratable, then the searh problem R(and so also S0R) is not reduible to SR.Guideline: As in Exerise 2.6, onsider the relation R suh that (n; q) 2 R if the integerq is a non-trivial divisor of the integer n. Use the fat that the set of prime numbers isin P.Exerise 3.21 In ontinuation of Exerises 3.18 and 3.20, show that under suitableassumptions there exists relations R1; R2 2 PC having the same impliit-deisionproblem (i.e., fx : R1(x) 6= ;g = fx : R2(x) 6= ;g) suh that R1 is self-reduiblebut R2 is not. Spei�ally:1. Prove the existene of suh relations assuming that P 6= NP \ oNP ;2. Present natural relations assuming the intratability of fatoring. Hint: seeExerise 2.6.Exerise 3.22 Using Theorem 3.2, provide an alternative (presentation of the)proof of Theorem 3.8 without referring to the set S0R = fhx; y0i : 9y00 s.t. (x; y0y00)2Rg.11Guideline: Theorem 3.2 implies that R is Cook-reduible to some deision problem inNP, whih in turn is reduible to SR (due to the NP-ompleteness of SR).
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S’R RSFigure 3.3: The three proofs of Theorem 3.8: The original proof of Theorem 3.8 isdepited on the left, the outline of Exerise 3.22 is in the middle, and the outlineof Exerise 3.23 is on the right. The upper ellipses represent the lass PC, and thelower ellipses represent NP .Exerise 3.23 (Theorem 3.8, revisited) In ontinuation of Exerise 3.22, us-ing Proposition 3.7 and the fat that RSAT is PC-omplete (as per De�nition 4.2),provide an alternative proof of Theorem 3.8 (again, without referring to the setS0R).Guideline: Redue the searh problem of R to deiding SR, by omposing the followingthree redutions: (1) a redution of the searh problem of R to the searh problem ofRSAT, (2) a redution of the searh problem of RSAT to SAT, and (3) a redution of SATto SR.

11Indeed, this is merely a matter of presentation, sine the proof of Theorem 3.2 refers to S0R.Thus, when using Theorem 3.2 the deision problem (in NP) to whih we redue R is arbitraryonly from the perspetive of the theorem's statement (but not from the perspetive of its proof).
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Chapter 4NP-CompletenessOverview: In light of the diÆulty of settling the P-vs-NP Question,when faed with a hard problem H in NP, we annot expet to provethat H is not in P (unonditionally). The best we an expet is aonditional proof that H is not in P, based on the assumption that NPis di�erent from P. The ontrapositive is proving that if H is in P, thenso is any problem in NP (i.e., NP equals P). One possible way of provingsuh an assertion is showing that any problem in NP is polynomial-timereduible to H. This is the essene of the theory of NP-ompleteness.In this hapter we prove the existene of NP-omplete problems; thatis, the existene of individual problems that \e�etively enode" a widelass of seemingly unrelated problems (i.e., all problems in NP). Wealso prove that deiding the satis�ability of a given Boolean formula isNP-omplete. Other NP-omplete problems inlude deiding whether agiven graph is 3-olorable, and deiding whether a given graph ontainsa lique of a given size. The ore of establishing the NP-ompletenessof these problems is showing that eah of them an enode any otherproblem in NP. Thus, these demonstration provide a method of enod-ing instanes of any NP problem as instanes of the target NP-ompleteproblem.Organization. We start by de�ning NP-omplete problems (see Se-tion 4.1) and demonstrating their existene (see Setion 4.2). Next, inSetion 4.3, we present several natural NP-omplete problems, inlud-ing iruit and formula satis�ability (i.e., CSAT and SAT), set over,and graph 3-olorability. In Setion 4.4, assuming that P 6= NP , weprove the existene NP problems that are neither in P nor NP-omplete.85



86 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSTeahing NotesWe are sure that many students have heard of NP-ompleteness before, but we sus-pet that most of them have missed some important oneptual points. Spei�ally,we fear that they have missed the point that the mere existene of NP-ompleteproblems is amazing (let alone that these problems inlude natural ones suh asSAT). We believe that this situation is a onsequene of presenting the detailedproof of Cook's Theorem right after de�ning NP-ompleteness. In ontrast, wesuggest starting with a proof that Bounded Halting is NP-omplete.We suggest establishing the NP-ompleteness of SAT by a redution from theiruit satisfation problem (CSAT), after establishing the NP-ompleteness of thelatter. Doing so allows to deouple two important parts of the proof of the NP-ompleteness of SAT: the emulation of Turing mahines by iruits, and the emu-lation of iruits by formulae with auxiliary variables.In view of the importane that we attah to searh problems, we also addressthe NP-ompleteness of the orresponding searh problems. While it ould havebeen more elegant to derive the NP-ompleteness of the various deision problemsby an immediate orollary to the NP-ompleteness of the orresponding searhproblems (see Exerise 4.2), we hose not to do so. Instead, we �rst derive thestandard results regarding deision problems, and next augment this treatment inorder to derive the orresponding results regarding searh problems. We believethat our hoie will better serve most students.The purpose of Setion 4.3.2 is to expose the students to a sample of NP-ompleteness results and proof tehniques. We believe that this traditionalmaterialis insightful, but one may skip it if pressed for time.We mention that the redution presented in the proof of Proposition 4.10 isnot the \standard" one, but is rather adapted from the FGLSS-redution [10℄.This is done in antiipation of the use of the FGLSS-redution in the ontext ofthe study of the omplexity of approximation (f., e.g., [15℄ or [13, Se. 10.1.1℄).Furthermore, although this redution reates a larger graph, we �nd it more learthan the \standard" redution.Setion 4.3.5 provides a high-level disussion of some positive appliations ofNP-ompleteness. The ore of this setion is a brief desription of three types ofprobabilisti proof systems and the role of NP-ompleteness in establishing threefundamental results regarding them. For further details on probabilisti proof sys-tems, we refer the interested reader to [13, Chap. 9℄. Sine probabilisti proofsystems provide natural extensions of the notion of an NP-proof system, whihunderlies our de�nition of NP , we reommend Setion 4.3.5 (with a possible aug-mentation based on [13, Chap. 9℄) as the most appropriate hoie of advanedmaterial that may aompany the basi material overed in this book.This hapter ontains some additional advaned material that is not intendedfor presentation in lass. One suh example is the assertion of the existene ofproblems in NP that are neither in P nor NP-omplete (i.e., Theorem 4.12). Indeed,we reommend either stating Theorem 4.12 without a proof or merely presentingthe proof idea. Another example is Setion 4.5, whih seems unsuitable for mostundergraduate students. Needless to say, Setion 4.5 is de�nitely inappropriate for



4.1. DEFINITIONS 87presentation in an undergraduate lass, but it may be useful for guiding a disussionin a small group of interested students.4.1 De�nitionsLoosely speaking, a problem in NP is alled NP-omplete if any eÆient algorithmfor it an be onverted into an eÆient algorithm for any other problem in NP.Hene, if NP is di�erent from P, then no NP-omplete problem an be in P. Theaforementioned onversion of an eÆient algorithm for one NP-problem1 into eÆ-ient algorithms for other NP-problems is atually performed by a redution. Thus,a problem (in NP) is NP-omplete if any problem in NP is eÆiently reduible toit, whih means that eah individual NP-omplete problem \enode" all problemsin NP.The standard de�nition of NP-ompleteness refers to deision problems. Belowwe will also present a de�nition of NP-omplete (or rather PC-omplete) searhproblems. In both ases, NP-ompleteness of a problem � ombines two onditions:1. � is in the lass (i.e., � being in NP or PC, depending on whether � is adeision or a searh problem).2. Eah problem in the lass is reduible to �. This ondition is alled NP-hardness.Although a perfetly good de�nition of NP-hardness ould have allowed arbitraryCook-redutions, it turns out that Karp-redutions (resp., Levin-redutions) suÆefor establishing the NP-hardness of all natural NP-omplete deision (resp., searh)problems. Consequently, NP-ompleteness is usually de�ned using this restritednotion of a polynomial-time redution.De�nition 4.1 (NP-ompleteness of deision problems, restrited notion): A setS is NP-omplete if it is in NP and every set in NP is Karp-reduible to S.A set is NP-hard if every set in NP is Karp-reduible to it (i.e., the lass NPis Karp-reduible to it). Indeed, there is no reason to insist on Karp-redutions(rather than using arbitrary Cook-redutions), exept that the restrited notionsuÆes for all known demonstrations of NP-ompleteness and is easier to workwith. An analogous de�nition applies to searh problems.De�nition 4.2 (NP-ompleteness of searh problems, restrited notion): A binaryrelation R is PC-omplete if it is in PC and every relation in PC is Levin-reduibleto R.Throughout the book, we will sometimes abuse the terminology and refer to searhproblems as NP-omplete (rather than PC-omplete). Likewise, we will say that a1I.e., a problem in NP.



88 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSsearh problem is NP-hard (rather than PC-hard) if every relation in PC is Levin-reduible to it. Note that if R is PC-omplete, then SR is NP-omplete, whereSR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y)2Rg (see Exerise 4.2).We stress that the mere fat that we have de�ned a property (i.e., NP-ompleteness)does not mean that there exist objets that satisfy this property. It is indeed re-markable that NP-omplete problems do exist. Suh problems are \universal" in thesense that eÆiently solving them allows to eÆiently solve any other (reasonable)problem (i.e., problems in NP).4.2 The Existene of NP-Complete ProblemsWe suggest not to onfuse the mere existene of NP-omplete problems, whihis remarkable by itself, with the even more remarkable existene of \natural" NP-omplete problems. The following proof delivers the �rst message as well as fouseson the essene of NP-ompleteness, rather than on more ompliated tehnialdetails. The essene of NP-ompleteness is that a single omputational problemmay \e�etively enode" a wide lass of seemingly unrelated problems.Theorem 4.3 There exist NP-omplete relations and sets.Proof: The proof (as well as any other NP-ompleteness proofs) is based on theobservation that some deision problems in NP (resp., searh problems in PC) are\rih enough" to enode all deision problems in NP (resp., all searh problemsin PC). This fat is most obvious for the \generi" deision and searh problems,denoted Su and Ru (and de�ned next), whih are used to derive the simplest proofof the urrent theorem.We onsider the following relation Ru and the deision problem Su impliit inRu (i.e., Su = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y)2Rug). Both problems refer to the same type ofinstanes, whih in turn have the form x = hM;x; 1ti, whereM is a desription of a(standard deterministi) Turing mahine, x is a string, and t is a natural number.The number t is given in unary (rather than in binary) in order to guaranteethat bounds of the form poly(t) are polynomial (rather than exponential) in theinstane's length. (This implies that various omplexity measures (e.g., time andlength) that an be upper-bounded by a polynomial in t yield upper bounds thatare polynomial in the length of the instane (i.e., jhM;x; 1tij, whih is linearlyrelated to jM j + jxj + t).) A solution to the instane x = hM;x; 1ti (of Ru) is astring y (of length at most t)2 suh that M aepts the input pair (x; y) within tsteps.2Instead of requiring that jyj � t, one may require that M is \anonial" in the sense that itreads its entire input before halting. Thus, if jyj > t, then suh a anonial mahine M does nothalt (let alone aept) within t steps when given the input pair (x; y).



4.2. THE EXISTENCE OF NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 89De�nition: The relation Ru onsists of pairs (hM;x; 1ti; y) suh that M aeptsthe input pair (x; y) within t steps, where jyj � t.The orresponding set Su def= fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2 Rug onsists of triples hM;x; 1tisuh that mahine M aepts some input of the form (x; �) within t steps.It is easy to see that Ru is in PC and that Su is in NP . Indeed, Ru isreognizable by a universal Turing mahine, whih on input (hM;x; 1ti; y) emulates(t steps of) the omputation of M on (x; y). Note that this emulation an beonduted in poly(jM j + jxj + t) = poly(j(hM;x; 1ti; y)j) steps, and reall thatRu is polynomially bounded (by its very de�nition). (The fat that Su 2 NPfollows similarly.)3 We omment that u indeed stands for universal (i.e., universalmahine), and the proof extends to any reasonable model of omputation (whihhas adequate universal mahines).We now turn to show that Ru and Su are NP-hard in the adequate sense (i.e.,Ru is PC-hard and Su is NP-hard). We �rst show that any set in NP is Karp-reduible to Su. Let S be a set in NP and let us denote its witness relation byR; that is, R is in PC and x 2 S if and only if there exists y suh that (x; y) 2 R.Let pR be a polynomial bounding the length of solutions in R (i.e., jyj � pR(jxj)for every (x; y) 2 R), let MR be a polynomial-time mahine deiding membership(of alleged (x; y) pairs) in R, and let tR be a polynomial bounding its running-time. Then, the desired Karp-redution maps an instane x (for S) to the instanehMR; x; 1tR(jxj+pR(jxj))i (for Su); that is,x 7! f(x) def= hMR; x; 1tR(jxj+pR(jxj))i: (4.1)Note that this mapping an be omputed in polynomial time, and that x 2 S ifand only if f(x) = hMR; x; 1tR(jxj+pR(jxj))i 2 Su. Details follow.First, note that the mapping f does depend (of ourse) on S, and so it maydepend on the �xed objetsMR, pR and tR (whih depend on S). Thus, omputingf on input x alls for printing the �xed stringMR, opying x, and printing a numberof 1's that is a �xed polynomial in the length of x. Hene, f is polynomial-timeomputable. Seond, reall that x 2 S if and only if there exists y suh thatjyj � pR(jxj) and (x; y) 2 R. Sine MR aepts (x; y) 2 R within tR(jxj + jyj)steps, it follows that x 2 S if and only if there exists y suh that jyj � pR(jxj) andMR aepts (x; y) within tR(jxj + jyj) steps.4 It follows that x 2 S if and only iff(x) 2 Su.We now turn to the searh version. For reduing the searh problem of anyR 2 PC to the searh problem of Ru, we use essentially the same redution. Oninput an instane x (for R), we make the query hMR; x; 1tR(jxj+pR(jxj))i to thesearh problem of Ru and return whatever the latter returns. Note that if x 62 Sthen the answer will be \no solution", whereas for every x and y it holds that(x; y) 2 R if and only if (hMR; x; 1tR(jxj+pR(jxj))i; y) 2 Ru. Thus, a Levin-redution3Alternatively, Su 2 NP follows from Ru 2 PC, beause for every R 2 PC it holds thatSR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y) 2 Rg is in NP .4This presentation assumes that pR and tR are monotonially non-dereasing, whih holdswithout loss of generality.



90 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSof R to Ru onsists of the pair of funtions (f; g), where f is the foregoing Karp-redution and g(x; y) = y. Note that, indeed, for every (f(x); y) 2 Ru, it holdsthat (x; g(x; y)) = (x; y) 2 R.Digest: generi redutions. The redution presented in the proof of The-orem 4.3 is alled \generi" beause it (expliitly) refers to any (generi) NP-problem. That is, we atually presented a sheme for the design of redutions fromany set S in NP (resp., relation R in PC) to the set Su (resp., relation Ru). Whenplugging-in a spei� set S (resp., relation R), or rather by providing the orre-sponding mahineMR and polynomials pR; tR, we obtain a spei� Karp-redutionf (as desribed in the proof). Note that the fat that we not only provide a Karp-redution of eah S 2 NP to Su, but rather provide a sheme for deriving suhredutions, is more than required in the de�nition of NP-ompleteness.5Digest: the role of 1t in the de�nition of Ru. The role inluding 1t inthe desription of the problem instane is to allow plaing Ru in PC (resp., Suin NP). In ontrast, onsider the relation R0u that onsists of pairs (hM;x; ti; y)suh that M aepts hx; yi within t steps. Indeed, the di�erene between Ru andR0u is that in Ru the time-bound t appears in unary notation, whereas in R0uit appears in binary. Note that, although R0u is PC-hard (see Exerise 4.3), itis not in PC (beause membership in R0u annot be deided in polynomial time(see [13, x4.2.1.2℄)). Going even further, we note that omitting t altogether fromthe problem instane yields a searh problem that is not solvable at all. Thatis, onsider the relation RH def= f(hM;xi; y) : M(x; y) = 1g (whih is related tothe halting problem). Indeed, the searh problem of any relation in PC is Karp-reduible to the searh problem of RH , but RH is not solvable at all (i.e., thereexists no algorithm that halts on every input suh that on input x = hM;xi thealgorithm outputs a string y in RH(x) if suh a y exists).Bounded Halting and Non-HaltingWe note that the problem shown to be NP-omplete in the proof of Theorem 4.3is related to the following two problems, alled Bounded Halting and BoundedNon-Halting. Fixing any programming language, the instane to eah of theseproblems onsists of a program � and a time bound t (presented in unary).1. The deision version of Bounded Halting onsists of determining whether ornot there exists an input (of length at most t) on whih the program � haltsin t steps, whereas the searh problem onsists of �nding suh an input.5Advaned omment: We omment that it is hard to oneive a demonstration of NP-ompleteness that does not yield a sheme for the design of redutions from any given NP-problem to the target NP-omplete problem. On the other hand, our sheme requires knowledgeof a mahine MR and polynomials pR; tR that orrespond to the given relation R, rather thanonly knowledge of the relation R itself. But, again, it is hard to oneive of an alternative (i.e.,how is R to be represented to us otherwise?).



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 912. The deision version of Bounded Non-Halting onsists of determining whetheror not there exists an input (of length at most t) on whih the program � doesnot halt in t steps, whereas the searh problem onsists of �nding suh aninput.It is easy to prove that both problems are NP-omplete (see Exerise 4.4). Notethat the two (deision) problems are not omplementary (i.e., (�; 1t) may be ayes-instane of both deision problems).6The deision version of Bounded Non-Halting refers to a fundamental ompu-tational problem in the area of program veri�ation; spei�ally, to the problemof determining whether a given program halts within a given time-bound on all in-puts of a given length.7 We have mentioned Bounded Halting beause it is oftenreferred to in the literature, but we believe that Bounded Non-Halting is muhmore relevant to the projet of program veri�ation (beause one seeks programsthat halt on all inputs (i.e., no-instanes of Bounded Non-Halting) rather thanprograms that halt on some input).Reetion: The fat that Bounded Non-Halting is probably intratable (i.e., isintratable provided that P 6= NP) is even more relevant to the projet of programveri�ation than the fat that the Halting Problem is undeidable. The reasonbeing that the latter problem (as well as other related undeidable problems) refersto arbitrarily long omputations, whereas the former problem refers to an expliitlybounded number of omputational steps. Spei�ally, Bounded Non-Halting isonerned with the existene of an input that auses the program to violate a ertainondition (i.e., halting) within a given time-bound.In light of the foregoing disussion, the ommon pratie of bashing Bounded(Non-)Halting as an \unnatural" problem seems very odd at an age in whih om-puter programs plays suh a entral role. (Nevertheless, we will use the term\natural" in this traditionally and odd sense in the next title, whih atually refersto natural omputational problems that seem unrelated to omputation.)4.3 Some Natural NP-Complete ProblemsHaving established the mere existene of NP-omplete problems, we now turn toprove the existene of NP-omplete problems that do not (expliitly) refer to om-6Indeed, (�; 1t) an not be a no-instane of both deision problems, but this does not make theproblems omplementary. In fat, the two deision problems yield a three-way partition of theinstanes (�; 1t): (1) pairs (�; 1t) suh that for every input x (of length at most t) the omputationof �(x) halts within t steps, (2) pairs (�; 1t) for whih suh halting ours on some inputs butnot on all inputs, and (3) pairs (�; 1t) suh that there exists no input (of length at most t) onwhih � halts in t steps. Note that instanes of type (1) are exatly the no-instanes of BoundedNon-Halting, whereas instanes of type (3) are exatly the no-instanes of Bounded Halting.7The length parameter need not equal the time-bound. Indeed, a more general version of theproblem refers to two bounds, ` and t, and to whether the given program halts within t steps oneah possible `-bit input. It is easy to prove that the problem remains NP-omplete also in thease that the instanes are restrited to have parameters ` and t suh that t = p(`), for any �xedpolynomial p (e.g., p(n) = n2, rather than p(n) = n as used in the main text).



92 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSputation in the problem's de�nition. We stress that thousands of suh problemsare known (and a list of several hundreds an be found in [11℄).We will prove that deiding the satis�ability of Boolean formulae is NP-omplete(i.e., Cook's Theorem), and also present some ombinatorial problems that areNP-omplete. This presentation is aimed at providing a (small) sample of naturalNP-ompleteness results as well as some tools towards proving NP-ompletenessof new problems of interest. We start by making a omment regarding the latterissue.The redution presented in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is alled \generi" beauseit (expliitly) refers to any (generi) NP-problem. That is, we atually presenteda sheme for the design of redutions from any desired NP-problem to the singleproblem proved to be NP-omplete. Indeed, in doing so, we have followed the def-inition of NP-ompleteness. However, one we know some NP-omplete problems,a di�erent route is open to us. We may establish the NP-ompleteness of a newproblem by reduing a known NP-omplete problem to the new problem. Thisalternative route is indeed a ommon pratie, and it is based on the followingsimple proposition.Proposition 4.4 If an NP-omplete problem � is reduible to some problem �0 inNP, then �0 is NP-omplete. Furthermore, reduibility via Karp-redutions (resp.,Levin-redutions) is preserved.That is, if an NP-omplete deision problem S is Karp-reduible to a deisionproblem S0 2 NP , then S0 is NP-omplete. Similarly, if a PC-omplete searhproblemR is Levin-reduible to a searh problemR0 2 PC, then R0 is PC-omplete.Proof: The proof boils down to asserting the transitivity of redutions. Speif-ially, the NP-hardness of � means that every problem in NP is reduible to �,whih in turn is reduible to �0 (by the hypothesis). Thus, by transitivity of re-dution (see Exerise 3.3), every problem in NP is reduible to �0, whih meansthat �0 is NP-hard and the proposition follows.4.3.1 Ciruit and Formula Satis�ability: CSAT and SATWe onsider two related omputational problems, CSAT and SAT, whih refer (inthe deision version) to the satis�ability of Boolean iruits and formulae, respe-tively. (We refer the reader to the de�nition of Boolean iruits, formulae and CNFformulae (see x1.4.1.1 and x1.4.3.1).)We suggest establishing the NP-ompleteness of SAT by a redution from theiruit satisfation problem (CSAT), after establishing the NP-ompleteness of thelatter. Doing so allows to deouple two important parts of the proof of the NP-ompleteness of SAT: the emulation of Turing mahines by iruits, and the emu-lation of iruits by formulae with auxiliary variables.



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 934.3.1.1 The NP-Completeness of CSATReall that (bounded fan-in) Boolean iruits are direted ayli graphs with inter-nal verties, alled gates, labeled by Boolean operations (of arity either 2 or 1), andexternal verties alled terminals that are assoiated with either inputs or outputs.When setting the inputs of suh a iruit, all internal nodes are assigned values inthe natural way, and this yields a value to the output(s), alled an evaluation of theiruit on the given input. The evaluation of iruit C on input z is denoted C(z).We fous on iruits with a single output, and let CSAT denote the set of satis�ableBoolean iruits; that is, a iruit C is in CSAT if there exists an input z suh thatC(z) = 1. We also onsider the related relation RCSAT = f(C; z) : C(z) = 1g.Theorem 4.5 (NP-ompleteness of CSAT): The set (resp., relation) CSAT (resp.,RCSAT) is NP-omplete (resp., PC-omplete).Proof: It is easy to see that CSAT 2 NP (resp., RCSAT 2 PC). Thus, we turn toshowing that these problems are NP-hard. We will fous on the deision version(but also disuss the searh version).We will present (again, but for the last time in this book) a generi redution,where here we redue any NP-problem to CSAT. The redution is based on theobservation, mentioned in Setion 1.4.1 (see also Exerise 1.15), that the ompu-tation of polynomial-time algorithms an be emulated by polynomial-size iruits.We start with a desription of the basi idea.In the urrent ontext, we wish to emulate the omputation of a �xed mahineM on input (x; y), where x is �xed and y varies (but jyj = poly(jxj) and the totalnumber of steps ofM(x; y) is polynomial in jxj+ jyj). Thus, x will be \hard-wired"into the iruit, whereas y will serve as the input to the iruit. The iruit itself,denoted Cx, will onsists of \layers" suh that eah layer will represent an in-stantaneous on�guration of the mahineM , and the relation between onseutiveon�gurations in a omputation of this mahine will be aptured by (\uniform")loal gadgets in the iruit. The number of layers will depend on jxj as well ason the polynomial that upper-bounds the running-time of M , and an additionalgadget will be used to detet whether the last on�guration is aepting. Thus,only the �rst layer of the iruit Cx (whih will represent an initial on�gurationwith input pre�xed by x) will depend on x. (See Figure 4.1.) The punh-line isthat determining whether, for a given x, there exists a y 2 f0; 1gpoly(jxj) suh thatM(x; y) = 1 (in a given number of steps) will be redued to whether there existsa y suh that Cx(y) = 1. Performing this redution for any mahine MR thatorresponds to any R 2 PC (as in the proof of Theorem 4.3), we establish the fatthat CSAT is NP-omplete. Details follow.Reall that we wish to redue an arbitrary set S 2 NP to CSAT. Let R, pR,MR and tR be as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 (i.e., R is the witness relation of S,whereas pR bounds the length of the NP-witnesses, MR is the mahine deidingmembership in R, and tR is its polynomial time-bound). Without loss of generality(and for simpliity), suppose that MR is a one-tape Turing mahine.8 We will8See Exerise 1.12.
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4th configuration

last configurationFigure 4.1: The shemati orrespondene between the on�gurations in the om-putation of M(x; y) (on the left) and the evaluation of the iruit Cx on input y(on the right), where x is �xed and y varies. The value of x (as well as a sequeneof blanks) is hard-wired (marked grey) in the �rst layer of Cx, and direted edgesonnet onseutive layers.onstrut a Karp-redution that maps an instane x (for S) to a iruit, denotedf(x) def= Cx, suh that Cx(y) = 1 if and only if MR aepts the input (x; y) withintR(jxj + pR(jxj)) steps. Thus, it will follow that x 2 S if and only if there existsy 2 f0; 1gpR(jxj) suh that Cx(y) = 1 (i.e., if and only if Cx 2 CSAT). The iruitCx will depend on x as well as on MR; pR and tR. (We stress that MR; pR and tRare �xed, whereas x varies and is thus expliit in our notation.)Before desribing the iruit Cx, let us onsider a possible omputation of MRon input (x; y), where x is �xed and y represents a generi string of length pR(jxj).Suh a omputation proeeds for (at most) t = tR(jxj + pR(jxj)) steps, and orre-sponds to a sequene of (at most) t+1 instantaneous on�gurations, eah of lengtht. Eah suh on�guration an be enoded by t pairs of symbols, where the �rstsymbol in eah pair indiates the ontents of a ell and the seond symbol indiateseither a state of the mahine or the fat that the mahine is not loated in this ell.Thus, eah pair is a member of ��(Q[f?g), where � is the �nite \work alphabet"of MR, and Q is its �nite set of internal states, whih does not ontain the speialsymbol ? (whih is used as indiation that the mahine is not present at a ell).The initial on�guration onsists of hx; yi as input, and is padded by blanks to atotal length of t, whereas the deision of MR(x; y) an be read from (the leftmostell of) the last on�guration.9 We view these t+1 possible on�gurations as rowsin an array, where the ith row desribes the instantaneous on�guration ofM(x; y)after i� 1 steps (and repeats the previous row in the ase that the omputation ofM(x; y) halts before making i� 1 steps). For every i > 1, the values of the entriesin the ith row are determined by the entries of the (i� 1)st row (whih resides justabove the ith row), where this determination reets the transition funtion ofMR.9We refer to the output onvention presented in Setion 1.3.2, by whih the output is writtenin the leftmost ells and the mahine halts at the ell to its right.



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 95Furthermore, the value of eah entry in the said row is determined by the valuesof (up to) three entries that reside in the row above it (see Exerise 4.5). Thus,the aforementioned omputation is represented by a (t + 1) � t array, depited inFigure 4.2, where eah entry enodes one out of a onstant number of possibilities,whih in turn an be enoded by a onstant-length bit string.
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Figure 4.2: An array representing ten onseutive omputation steps on input110y1y2. Blank haraters are marked by a hyphen (-), whereas the indiation thatthe mahine is not present in the ell is marked by ?. The state of the mahinein eah on�guration is represented in the ell in whih it resides, where the setof states of this mahine equals fa; b; ; d; e; fg. The three arrows represent thedetermination of an entry by the three entries that reside above it. The mahineunderlying this example aepts the input if and only if the input ontains a zero.The atual desription of Cx. The iruit Cx has a struture that orresponds to theaforementioned array (see, indeed, Figure 4.1). Spei�ally, eah row in the arrayis represented by a orresponding layer in the iruit Cx suh that eah entry in thearray is represented by a onstant number of gates in Cx. When Cx is evaluated aty these gates will be assigned values that enode the ontents of the orrespondingentry in the array that desribes the omputation of MR(x; y). In partiular, theentries of the �rst row of the array are \enoded" (in the �rst layer of Cx) by hard-wiring the redution's input (i.e., x), and feeding the iruit's input (i.e., y) to theadequate input terminals. That is, the iruit has pR(jxj) (\real") input terminals(orresponding to y), and the hard-wiring of onstants to the other O(t)� pR(jxj)gates (of the �rst layer) that represent the �rst row is done by simple gadgets (as



96 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSin Figure 1.3). Indeed, the additional hard-wiring in the �rst layer orrespondsto the other �xed elements of the initial on�guration (i.e., the blank symbols,and the enoding of the initial state and of the initial loation; f. Figure 4.2).The entries of subsequent rows will be \enoded" in orresponding layers of Cx(or rather omputed at evaluation time). Spei�ally, the values that enode anentry in the array will be omputed by using onstant-size iruits that determinethe value of an entry based on the three relevant entries that are enoded in thelayer above it. Reall that eah entry is enoded by a onstant number of gates(in the orresponding layer), and thus these onstant-size iruits merely omputethe onstant-size funtion desribed in Exerise 4.5. In addition, the iruit Cx hasa few extra gates that hek the values of the entries of the last row in order todetermine whether or not it enodes an aepting on�guration.10Advaned omment: We note that, although the foregoing onstrution of Cxapitalizes on various spei� details of the (one-tape) Turing mahine model,it an be easily adapted to other natural models of eÆient omputation (byshowing that in suh models the transformation from one on�guration to thesubsequent one an be emulated by a (polynomial-time onstrutible) iruit).Alternatively, we reall the Cobham-Edmonds Thesis asserting that any problemthat is solvable in polynomial time (on some \reasonable" model) an be solvedin polynomial time by a (one-tape) Turing mahine.The omplexity of the mapping of x to f(x) = Cx. Given x, the iruit Cx anbe onstruted in polynomial time, by enoding x in an appropriate manner (inthe �rst layer) and generating a \highly uniform" grid-like iruit of size s, wheres = O(tR(jxj + pR(jxj))2). Spei�ally, the gates of the �rst layer are determinedby x suh that eah gate is determined by at most a single bit of x, whereas theonstant-size iruits onneting onseutive layers only depend on the transitionfuntion of MR (whih is �xed in the ontext of reduing S to CSAT). Finally, notethat the total number of gates is quadratially related to tR(jxj + pR(jxj)), whihis a �xed polynomial in jxj (again, beause pR and tR are �xed (polynomials) inthe ontext of reduing S to CSAT).The validity of the mapping of x to f(x) = Cx. By its onstrution, the iruitCx emulates tR(jxj + pR(jxj)) steps of omputation of MR on input (x; �). Thus,indeed, Cx(y) = 1 if and only if MR aepts the input (x; y) while making at mosttR(jxj + pR(jxj)) steps. Realling that S = fx : 9y s.t. jyj= pR(jxj) ^ (x; y)2Rgand that MR deides membership in R in time tR, we infer that x 2 S if and onlyif f(x) = Cx 2 CSAT. Furthermore, (x; y) 2 R if and only if (f(x); y) 2 RCSAT.It follows that f is a Karp-redution of S to CSAT, and, for g(x; y) def= y, it holdsthat (f; g) is a Levin-redution of R to RCSAT. The theorem follows.10In ontinuation of Footnote 9, we note that it suÆes to hek the values of the two leftmostentries of the last row. We assumed here that the iruit propagates a halting on�guration tothe last row. Alternatively, we may hek for the existene of an aepting/halting on�gurationin the entire array, sine this ondition is quite simple.



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 974.3.1.2 The NP-Completeness of SATReall that Boolean formulae are speial types of Boolean iruits (i.e., iruitshaving a tree struture).11 We further restrit our attention to formulae givenin onjuntive normal form (CNF). We denote by SAT the set of satis�able CNFformulae (i.e., a CNF formula � is in SAT if there exists an truth assignment � suhthat �(�) = 1). We also onsider the related relation RSAT = f(�; �) : �(�) = 1g.Theorem 4.6 (NP-ompleteness of SAT): The set (resp., relation) SAT (resp.,RSAT) is NP-omplete (resp., PC-omplete).Proof: Sine the set of possible instanes of SAT is a subset of the set of instanesof CSAT, it is lear that SAT 2 NP (resp., RSAT 2 PC). To prove that SAT is NP-hard, we redue CSAT to SAT (and use Proposition 4.4). The redution boils downto introduing auxiliary variables in order to \ut" the omputation of an arbitrary(\deep") iruit into a onjuntion of related omputations of \shallow" iruits(i.e., depth-2 iruits) of unbounded fan-in, whih in turn may be presented as aCNF formula. The aforementioned auxiliary variables hold the possible values ofthe internal gates of the original iruit, and the lauses of the CNF formula enforethe onsisteny of these values with the orresponding gate operation. For example,if gatei and gatej feed into gatek, whih is a ^-gate, then the orrespondingauxiliary variables gi; gj ; gk should satisfy the Boolean ondition gk � (gi ^ gj),whih an be written as a 3CNF formula with four lauses. Details follow.
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98 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSn +m variables, where the �rst n variables orrespond to the input terminals ofthe iruit, and the other m variables orrespond to its gates. The ith formula willdepend on the variable that orrespond to the ith gate and the 1 or 2 variables thatorrespond to the verties that feed into this gate (i.e., 2 verties in ase of ^-gateor _-gate and a single vertex in ase of a :-gate, where these verties may be eitherinput terminals or other gates). This (onstant-size) formula will be satis�ed bya truth assignment if and only if this assignment mathes the gate's funtionality(i.e., feeding this gate with the orresponding values result in the orrespondingoutput value). Note that these onstant-size formulae an be written as onstant-size CNF formulae (in fat, as 3CNF formulae).12 Taking the onjuntion of thesem formulae and the variable assoiated with the (gate that feeds into the) outputterminal, we obtain a formula � in CNF. An example, where n = 3 and m = 4, ispresented in Figure 4.3.To summarize, the redution maps the iruit C to a CNF formula � suh that�(x1; :::; xn; g1; :::; gm) =  m̂i=1�i(x1; :::; xn; g1; :::; gm)! ^ gm (4.2)where the Boolean variables x1; :::; xn represents the possible values of the inputterminals of C, the Boolean variables g1; :::; gn represent possible values of theorresponding gates of C, and �i is a onstant-size CNF formula that depends onlyon 2 or 3 of the aforementioned variables (as explained in the previous paragraphs).Note that � an be onstruted in polynomial time from the iruit C; that is,the mapping of C to � = f(C) is polynomial-time omputable. We laim that C isin CSAT if and only if � is in SAT. The two diretions of this laim are proved next.1. Suppose that for some string s it holds that C(s) = 1. Then, assigning tothe ith auxiliary variable (i.e., gi) the value that is assigned to the ith gateof C when evaluated on s, we obtain (together with s) a truth assignmentthat satis�es �. This is the ase beause suh an assignment satis�es all monstant-size CNF formulae (i.e., all �i's) as well as the variable gm assoiatedwith the output of C.2. On the other hand, if the truth assignment � satis�es �, then the �rst n bitvalues in � orrespond to an input on whih C evaluates to 1. This is thease beause the m onstant-size CNF formulae (i.e., the �i's) guarantee thatthe variables of � are assigned values that orrespond to the evaluation ofC on the �rst n bits of � , while the fat that gm has value true guaranteesthat this evaluation of C yields the value 1. (Reall that gm must have valuetrue in any assignment that satis�es �, whereas the value of gm representsthe value of the output of C on the foregoing input.)12Reall that any Boolean funtion an be written as a CNF formula having size that is ex-ponential in the length of its input (f. Exerise 1.17), whih in this ase is a onstant (i.e.,either 2 or 3). Indeed, note that the Boolean funtions that we refer to here depends on 2 or 3Boolean variables (sine they indiate whether or not the orresponding values respet the gate'sfuntionality).



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 99Thus, we have established that f is a Karp-redution of CSAT to SAT. Note thatthe mapping (of the truth assignment � to its n-bit pre�x) used in Item 2 is theseond mapping required by the de�nition of a Levin-redution. Thus, augmentingf with the aforementioned seond mapping yields a Levin-redution of RCSAT toRSAT.Digest and perspetive. The fat that the seond mapping required by the def-inition of a Levin-redution is expliit in the proof of the validity of the orrespond-ing Karp-redution is a fairly ommon phenomenon. Atually (see Exerise 4.20),typial presentations of Karp-redutions provide two auxiliary polynomial-timeomputable mappings (in addition to the main mapping of instanes from oneproblem (e.g., CSAT) to instanes of another problem (e.g., SAT)): The �rst auxil-iary mapping is of solutions for the preimage instane (e.g., of CSAT) to solutionsfor the image instane of the redution (e.g., of SAT), whereas the seond mappinggoes the other way around. For example, the proof of the validity of the Karp-redution of CSAT to SAT, denoted f , spei�ed two additional mappings h and gsuh that (C; s) 2 RCSAT implies (f(C); h(C; s)) 2 RSAT and (f(C); �) 2 RSATimplies (C; g(C; �)) 2 RCSAT. Spei�ally, in the proof of Theorem 4.6, we usedh(C; s) = (s; a1; :::; am) where ai is the value assigned to the ith gate in the eval-uation of C(s), and g(C; �) being the n-bit pre�x of � . (Note that only the mainmapping (i.e., f) and the seond auxiliary mapping (i.e., g) are required in thede�nition of a Levin-redution.)3SAT. Observe that the formulae resulting from the Karp-redution presentedin the proof of Theorem 4.6 are atually 3CNF formulae; that is, eah suh formulais in onjuntive normal form (CNF) and eah of its lauses ontains at most threeliterals. Thus, the foregoing redution atually establishes the NP-ompleteness of3SAT (i.e., SAT restrited to CNF formula with up to three literals per lause). Al-ternatively, one may Karp-redue SAT (i.e., satis�ability of CNF formula) to 3SAT(i.e., satis�ability of 3CNF formula) by replaing long lauses with onjuntions ofthree-variable lauses (using auxiliary variables; see Exerise 4.6). Either way, weget the following result, where the furthermore part is proved by an additionalredution.Proposition 4.7 3SAT is NP-omplete. Furthermore, the problem remains NP-omplete also if we restrit the instanes suh that eah variable appears in at mostthree lauses.Proof: The furthermore part is proved by a redution from 3SAT. We just replaeeah ourrene of eah Boolean variable by a new opy of this variable, and addlauses to enfore that all these opies are assigned the same value. Spei�ally, ifvariable z ours t times in the original 3CNF formula �, then we introdue t newvariables (i.e., its \opies"), denoted z(1); :::; z(t), and replae the ith ourrene ofz in � by z(i). In addition, we add the lauses z(i+1)_:z(i) for i = 1:::; t (where t+1is understood as 1). Thus, eah variable appears at most three times in the new



100 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSformula. Note that the lause z(i+1) _:z(i) is logially equivalent to z(i) ) z(i+1),and thus the onjuntion of the aforementioned t lauses is logially equivalent toz(1) , z(2) , � � � , z(t). The validity of the redution follows.Related problems. Note that instanes of SAT an be viewed as systems ofBoolean onditions over Boolean variables. Suh systems an be emulated by vari-ous types of systems of arithmeti onditions, implying the NP-hardness of solvingthe latter types of systems. Examples inlude systems of integer linear inequalities(see Exerise 4.8), and systems of quadrati equalities (see Exerise 4.10).In ontrast to the foregoing, we mention that SAT restrited to CNF formulawith up to two literals per lause is solvable in polynomial time (see Exerise 4.7).Thus, whereas deiding the satis�ability of 3CNF formulae (i.e., 3SAT) is NP-omplete, the orresponding problem for 2CNF formulae, denoted 2SAT, is in P .The same phenomena arise also with respet to other natural problems (e.g., 3-olorability versus 2-olorability), but we suggest not to attribute too muh signif-iane to this fat.4.3.2 Combinatoris and Graph TheoryThe purpose of this setion is to expose the reader to a sample of NP-ompletenessresults and proof tehniques (i.e., the design of redutions among omputationalproblems). We present just a few of the many appealing ombinatorial problemsthat are known to be NP-omplete.As in x4.3.1.2, the NP-ompleteness of new problems is proved by showing thattheir instanes an enode instanes of problems that are already known to beNP-omplete (e.g., SAT-instanes an enode CSAT-instanes). Typially, theseenodings operate in a loal manner, mapping small omponents of the originalinstane to loal gadgets in the produed instane. Indeed, these problem-spei�gadgets are the ore of the enoding sheme.Throughout this setion, we fous on the deision versions of the various prob-lems, and adopt a more informal style. Spei�ally, we will present a typial de-ision problem as a problem of deiding whether a given instane, whih belongsto a set of relevant instanes, is a \yes-instane" or a \no-instane" (rather thanreferring to deiding membership of arbitrary strings in a set of yes-instanes). Forfurther disussion of this style and its rigorous formulation, see Setion 5.1. We willalso neglet showing that these deision problems are in NP; indeed, for naturalproblems in NP, showing membership in NP is typially straightforward.Set Cover. We start with the set over problem, in whih an instane onsists ofa olletion of �nite sets S1; :::; Sm and an integerK and the question (for deision)is whether or not there exist (at most)13 K sets that over Smi=1 Si (i.e., indiesi1; :::; iK suh that SKj=1 Sij = Smi=1 Si).13Clearly, in ase of Set Cover, the two formulations (i.e., asking for exatly K sets or at mostK sets) are omputationally equivalent: see Exerise 4.13.



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 101Proposition 4.8 Set Cover is NP-omplete.Proof: We present a Karp-redution of SAT to Set Cover. For a CNF formula� with m lauses and n variables, we onsider the sets S1;t; S1;f; ::; Sn;t; Sn;f �f1; :::;mg suh that Si;t (resp., Si;f) is the set of the indies of the lauses (of �)that are satis�ed by setting the ith variable to true (resp., false). That is, if theith variable appears unnegated in the jth lause then j 2 Si;t, whereas if the ithvariable appears negated in the jth lause then j 2 Si;f. Indeed, Si;t [Si;f equalsthe set of lauses ontaining an ourrene of the ith variable, and the union of allthese 2n sets equals [m℄ def= f1; :::;mg. In order to fore any over to ontain eitherSi;t or Si;f, we augment the universe with n additional elements and add the ithsuh element to both Si;t and Si;f. Thus, the redution proeeds as follows.1. On input a CNF formula � (with n variables and m lauses), the redutionomputes the sets S1;t; S1;f; ::; Sn;t; Sn;f suh that Si;t (resp., Si;f) is theset of the indies of the lauses in whih the ith variable appears unnegated(resp., negated).2. The redution outputs the instane f(�) def= ((S1; ::; S2n); n), where for i =1; :::; n it holds that S2i�1 = Si;t [ fm+ ig and S2i = Si;f [ fm+ ig.Note that f(�) is a yes-instane of Set Cover if and only if the olletion (S1; ::; S2n)ontains a sub-olletion of n sets that overs [m + n℄. Observing that f is om-putable in polynomial-time, we omplete the proof by showing that f is a validKarp-redution of SAT to Set Cover.Assume, on the one hand, that � is satis�ed by �1 � � � �n. Then, for everyj 2 [m℄ there exists an i 2 [n℄ suh that setting the ith variable to �i satis�es thejth lause, and so j 2 S2i��i . It follows that the olletion fS2i��i : i = 1; :::; ngovers f1; :::;m + ng, beause fS2i��i \ [m℄ : i = 1; :::; ng overs f1; :::;mg whilefS2i��i n [m℄ : i = 1; :::; ng overs fm + 1; :::;m+ ng. Thus, � 2 SAT implies thatf(�) is a yes-instane of Set Cover.On the other hand, for every i 2 [n℄, eah over of fm + 1; :::;m + ng �f1; :::;m+ng must inlude either S2i�1 or S2i, beause these are the only sets thatover the element m + i. Thus, a over of f1; :::;m+ ng using n of the Sj 's mustontain, for every i, either S2i�1 or S2i but not both. Setting �i aordingly (i.e.,�i = 1 if and only if S2i�1 is in the over) implies that fS2i��i : i = 1; :::; ng (orrather fS2i��i\ [m℄ : i = 1; :::; ng) overs f1; :::;mg. It follows that �1 � � � �n satis�es�, beause for every j 2 [m℄ there exists an i 2 [n℄ suh that j 2 S2i��i (whihimplies that setting the ith variable to �i satis�es the jth lause). Thus, if f(�) is ayes-instane of Set Cover (i.e., there is a over of [m+ n℄ that uses n of the Sj 's),then � 2 SAT.Exat Cover and 3XC. The exat over problem is similar to the set over prob-lem, exept that here the sets that are used in the over are not allowed to interset.That is, eah element in the universe should be overed by exatly one set in theover. Restriting the set of instanes to sequenes of 3-sets (i.e., sets of size three),



102 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSwe get the restrited problem alled 3-Exat Cover (3XC), in whih it is unnees-sary to speify the number of sets to be used in the exat over (sine this numbermust equal the size of the universe divided by three). The problem 3XC is rathertehnial, but it is quite useful for demonstrating the NP-ompleteness of otherproblems (by reduing 3XC to them); see, for example, Exerises 4.17 and 4.18.Proposition 4.9 3-Exat Cover is NP-omplete.Indeed, it follows that the Exat Cover (in whih sets of arbitrary size are allowed)is NP-omplete. This follows both for the ase that the number of sets in the desiredover is unspei�ed and for the various ases in whih this number is upper-boundedand/or lower-bounded in terms of an integer that is part of the instane (as in SetCover).Proof: The redution is obtained by omposing four redutions, whih involvethree intermediate omputational problems. The �rst of these problems is a re-strited ase of 3SAT, denoted r3SAT, in whih eah literal appears in at mosttwo lauses. Note that, by Proposition 4.7, 3SAT is NP-omplete even when theinstanes are restrited suh that eah variable appears in at most three lauses.Atually, the redution presented in the proof of Proposition 4.7 an be slightlymodi�ed in order to redue 3SAT to r3SAT (see Exerise 4.11).14The seond intermediate problem that we onsider is a restrited version of SetCover, denoted 3SC, in whih eah set has at most three elements. (Indeed, as inthe general ase of Set Cover, an instane onsists of a sequene of �nite sets aswell as an integer K, and the question is whether there exists a over with at mostK sets.) We redue r3SAT to 3SC by using the (very same) redution presentedin the proof of Proposition 4.8, while observing that the size of eah set in theredued instane is at most three (i.e., one more than the number of ourrenesof the orresponding literal in lauses of the original formula).Next, we redue 3SC to the following restrited version of Exat Cover, denoted3XC0, in whih eah set has at most three elements. An instane of 3XC0 onsistsof a sequene of �nite sets as well as an integer K, and the question is whetherthere exists an exat over with at most K sets. The redution maps an instane((S1; :::; Sm);K) of 3SC to the instane (C 0;K) suh that C 0 is a olletion of allsubsets of eah of the sets S1; :::; Sm. Sine eah Si has size at most three, weintrodue at most seven non-empty subsets per eah suh set, and the redutionan be omputed in polynomial-time. The reader may easily verify the validity ofthis redution (see Exerise 4.12).Finally, we redue 3XC0 to 3XC. Consider an instane ((S1; :::; Sm);K) of 3XC0,and suppose that Smi=1 Si = [n℄. If n > 3K then this is de�nitely a no-instane,whih an be mapped to a dummy no-instane of 3XC, and so we assume thatx def= 3K � n � 0. Intuitively, x represents the \exess" overing ability of ahypothetial exat over that onsists of K sets, eah having three elements. Thus,we augment the set system with x new elements, denoted n+1; :::; 3K, and replae14Alternatively, a loser look at the redution presented in the proof of Proposition 4.7 revealsthat it always produes instanes of r3SAT.



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 103eah Si suh that jSij < 3 by a sub-olletion of 3-sets suh that eah 3-set ontainsSi as well as an adequate number of elements from fn + 1; :::; 3Kg, while thesub-olletion assoiated with Si ontains a set for eah possible (3 � jSij)-set offn+1; :::; 3Kg. That is, in ase jSij = 2, the set Si is replaed by the sub-olletion(Si[fn+1g; :::; Si[f3Kg), whereas a singleton Si is replaed by the sets Si[fj1; j2gfor every j1 < j2 in fn + 1; :::; 3Kg. In addition, we add all possible 3-subsets offn + 1; :::; 3Kg. This ompletes the desription of the last redution, the validityof whih is left as an exerise (see Exerise 4.12).Let us onlude. We have introdued the intermediate problems r3SAT, 3SC,and 3XC0, and presented a sequene of Karp-redutions leading from 3SAT to 3XCvia these intermediate problems. Spei�ally, we redued 3SAT to r3SAT, thenredued r3SAT to 3SC, next redued 3SC to 3XC0, and �nally redued 3XC0 to 3XC.Composing these four redutions, we obtain a Karp-redution of 3SAT to 3XC, andthe proposition follows.Vertex Cover, Independent Set, and Clique. Turning to graph theoretiproblems (see Setion A.1), we start with the Vertex Cover problem, whih isa speial ase of the Set Cover problem. The instanes onsists of pairs (G;K),where G = (V;E) is a simple graph andK is an integer, and the problem is whetheror not there exists a set of (at most) K verties that is inident to all graph edges(i.e., eah edge in G has at least one endpoint in this set). Indeed, this instaneof Vertex Cover an be viewed as an instane of Set Cover by onsidering theolletion of sets (Sv)v2V , where Sv denotes the set of edges inident at vertex v(i.e., Sv = fe 2 E : v 2 eg). Thus, the NP-hardness of Set Cover follows from theNP-hardness of Vertex Cover (but this impliation is unhelpful for us here: wealready know that Set Cover is NP-hard and we wish to prove that Vertex Coveris NP-hard). We also note that the Vertex Cover problem is omputationallyequivalent to the Independent Set and Clique problems (see Exerise 4.14), andthus it suÆes to establish the NP-hardness of one of these problems.Proposition 4.10 The problems Vertex Cover, Independent Set and Cliqueare NP-omplete.Proof: We show a redution from 3SAT to Independent Set.15 On input a3CNF formula � with m lauses and n variables, we onstrut a graph with 7mverties, denoted G�, as follows.� The verties are grouped in m equal sized sets, eah orresponding to oneof the lauses, and edges are plaed among all verties that belong to eahof these 7-sets (thus obtaining m disjoint 7-vertex liques). The 7-set orre-sponding to a spei� lause ontains seven verties that orrespond to theseven truth assignments (to the three variables in the lause) that satisfy15Advaned omment: The following redution is not the \standard" one (see Exerise 4.15),but is rather adapted from the FGLSS-redution (see [10℄). This is done in antiipation of theuse of the FGLSS-redution in the ontext of the study of the omplexity of approximation (f.,e.g., [15℄ or [13, Se. 10.1.1℄).



104 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSthe lause. That is, the verties in the graph orrespond to partial assign-ments suh that the seven verties that belong to the ith 7-set orrespondto the seven partial assignments that instantiate the variables in the ithlause in a way that satisfy this lause. For example, if the ith lause equalsxj1 _ xj2 _:xj3 , then the ith 7-set onsists of verties that orrespond to theseven Boolean funtions � that are de�ned on fj1; j2; j3g � [n℄ and satisfy�(j1) _ �(j2) _ :�(j3).� In addition to the edges that are internal to these m 7-sets (whih form 7-vertex liques), we add an edge between eah pair of verties that orrespondto partial assignments that are mutually inonsistent. That is, if a spei�(satisfying) assignment to the variables of the ith lause is inonsistent withsome (satisfying) assignment to the variables of the jth lause, then we on-net the orresponding verties by an edge. In partiular, no edges are plaedbetween 7-sets that represent lauses that share no ommon variable. (In on-trast, the edges that are internal to the m 7-sets may be viewed as a speialase of the edges onneting mutually inonsistent partial assignments.)To summarize, on input �, the redution outputs the pair (G�;m), where G� isthe aforementioned graph and m is the number of lauses in �.We stress that eah 7-set of the graph G� ontains only verties that orrespondto partial assignments that satisfy the orresponding lause; that is, the singlepartial assignments that does not satisfy this lause is not represented as a vertexin G�. Reall that the edges plaed among verties represent partial assignmentsthat are mutually inonsistent. Thus, eah truth assignment � to the entire formula� yields an independent set in G�, whih ontains all the verties that orrespondto partial assignments that are onsistent with � and satisfy the orrespondinglauses. Indeed, the size of this independent set equals the number of lauses thatare satis�ed by the assignment � . These observations underlie the validity of theredution, whih is argued next.Suppose, on the one hand, that � is satis�able by the truth assignment � .Consider the partial assignments, to the m lauses, that are derived from � . Welaim that these partial assignments orrespond to an independent set of size m inG�. The laim holds beause these m partial assignments satisfy the orrespondingm lauses (sine � satis�es �) and are mutually onsistent (beause they are allderived from �). It follows that the these m partial assignments orrespond to mverties (residing in di�erent 7-sets), and there are no edges between these verties.Thus, � 2 SAT implies that G� has an independent set of size m.On the other hand, any independent set of size m in G� must ontain exatlyone vertex in eah of the m 7-sets, beause no independent set may ontain twoverties that reside in the same 7-set. Furthermore, eah independent set in G�indues a (possibly partial) truth assignment to �, beause the partial assignments\seleted" in the various 7-sets must be onsistent (or else an edge would haveexisted among the orresponding verties). Realling that an independent set thatontains a vertex from a spei� 7-set indues a partial truth assignment thatsatis�es the orresponding lause, it follows that an independent set that ontains



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 105a vertex of eah 7-set indues a truth assignment that satis�es �. Thus, if G� hasan independent set of size m then � 2 SAT.Graph 3-Colorability (G3C). In this problem the instanes are graphs and thequestion is whether or not the graph's verties an be olored using three olorssuh that neighboring verties are not assigned the same olor.Proposition 4.11 Graph 3-Colorability is NP-omplete.Proof: We redue 3SAT to G3C by mapping a 3CNF formula � to the graph G�that onsists of two speial (\designated") verties, a gadget per eah variable of�, a gadget per eah lause of �, and edges onneting some of these omponentsas follows.� The two designated verties are alled ground and false, and are onnetedby an edge that ensures that they must be given di�erent olors in any legal3-oloring of G�. We will refer to the olor assigned to the vertex ground(resp., false) by the name ground (resp., false). The third olor will bealled true.� The gadget assoiated with variable x is a pair of verties, assoiated withthe two literals of x (i.e., x and :x). These verties are onneted by an edge,and eah of them is also onneted to the vertex ground. Thus, in any legal3-oloring of G� one of the verties assoiated with the variable is oloredtrue and the other is olored false.
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T3Figure 4.4: The lause gadget and its sub-gadget. The l.h.s depits the sub-gadgetand a generi legal 3-oloring of it. Note that if x = y, in this 3-oloring, thenx = y = 1. The lause gadget is shown on the r.h.s. For any legal 3-oloring ofthis gadget it holds that if the three terminals of the gadget are assigned the sameolor, �, then M is also assigned the olor �.� The gadget assoiated with a lause C is depited in Figure 4.4. It ontainsa master vertex, denoted M, and three terminal verties, denoted T1, T2and T3. The master vertex is onneted by edges to the verties groundand false, and thus in any legal 3-oloring of G� the master vertex mustbe olored true. The gadget has the property that it is possible to olorthe terminals with any ombination of the olors true and false, exept foroloring all terminals with false. That is, in any legal 3-oloring of G�, if



106 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSno terminal of a lause-gadget is olored ground, then at least one of theseterminals is olored true.The terminals of the gadget assoiated with lause C will be identi�ed withthe verties (of variable-gadgets) that are assoiated with the orrespondingliterals appearing in C. This means that eah lause-gadget shares its ter-minals with the orresponding variable-gadgets, and that the various lause-gadgets are not vertex-disjoint but may rather share some terminals (i.e.,those assoiated with literals that appear in several lauses).16 See Figure 4.5.
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clause  gadgets

GROUND FALSE
the  two  designated  verices

Figure 4.5: A single lause gadget and the relevant variables gadgets.The aforementioned assoiation fores eah terminal to be olored either trueor false (in any legal 3-oloring of G�). By the foregoing disussion it followsthat, in any legal 3-oloring of G�, at least one terminal of eah lause-gadgetmust be olored true.Verifying the validity of the redution is left as an exerise (see Exerise 4.16).Digest. The redutions presented in the urrent setion are depited in Fig-ure 4.6, where bold arrows indiate redutions presented expliitly in the proofs ofthe various propositions (indiated by their index). Note that r3SAT and 3SC areonly mentioned inside the proof of Proposition 4.9.4.3.3 Additional Properties of the Standard RedutionsWemention that the standard redutions used to establish natural NP-ompletenessresults have several additional properties or an be modi�ed to have suh properties.16Alternatively, we may use disjoint gadgets and \onnet" eah terminal with the orrespond-ing literal (in the orresponding vertex gadget). Suh a onnetion (i.e., an auxiliary gadget)should fore the two end-points to have the same olor in any legal 3-oloring of the graph.
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Figure 4.6: The (non-generi) redutions presented in Setion 4.3These properties inlude an eÆient transformation of solutions in the diretion ofthe redution (see Exerise 4.20), the preservation of the number of solutions (seeExerise 4.21), and being invertible in polynomial-time (see Exerise 4.22 as well asExerise 4.23). Furthermore, these redutions are relatively \simple" in the sensethat they an be omputed by restrited lasses of polynomial-time algorithms(e.g., algorithms of logarithmi spae omplexity).The foregoing assertions are easiest to verify for the generi redutions presentedin the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. These redutions satisfy all additional prop-erties (without any modi�ation). Turning to the non-generi redutions (depitedin Figure 4.6), we note that they all satisfy all additional properties with the exep-tion of the preservation of the number of solutions (see Exerise 4.21). However,in eah of the ases that our redution does not satisfy the latter property, analternative redution that does satisfy it is known.We also mention the fat that all known NP-omplete sets are (e�etively)isomorphi in the sense that every two suh sets are isomorphi via a polynomial-time omputable and invertible mapping (see Exerise 4.24).4.3.4 On the Negative Appliation of NP-ompletenessSine its disovery in the early 1970's, NP-ompleteness has been used as the maintool by whih the intrinsi omplexity of ertain problems is demonstrated. Reallthat if an NP-omplete problem is in P, then all problems in NP are in P (i.e.,P = NP). Hene, demonstrating the NP-ompleteness of a problem yields verystrong evidene for its intratability.We mention that NP-ompleteness means more than intratability in the stritomputational sense (i.e., that no eÆient algorithm may solve the problem). Italso means that the problem at hand (or the underlying question) has a very rihstruture and that the underlying question has no simple answer. To see why this isthe ase, onsider a question that refers to objets of a ertain type (e.g., territorialmaps) and a property that some of these objets have (e.g., being 3-olorable). The



108 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSquestion at hand may all for a simple haraterization of the objets that satisfythe property, but if the orresponding deision problem is NP-omplete,17 thenno suh haraterization is likely to exist. We stress that the quest for a \simple"haraterization ould have had nothing to do with omputation, but \simple" har-aterization yield eÆient deision proedures and so NP-ompleteness is relevant.Furthermore, the NP-ompleteness of a problem means that the objets underlyingthe desired haraterization are omplex enough to enode all NP-problems. In-deed, diverse sienti� disiplines, whih were unsuessfully struggling with someof their internal questions, ame to realize that these questions are inherently diÆ-ult sine they are losely related to omputational problems that are NP-omplete.Lastly, let us note that demonstrating the NP-ompleteness of a problem is notthe end of the story. Sine the problem originates in reality, it does not go away onewe realize that it is (probably) hard to solve. However, the problem we onsideris never idential to the problem we need to solve in reality; the former is just amodel (or abstration) of the latter. Thus, the fat that our abstrations turns outto yield an NP-omplete problem alls for a re�nement of our modeling. A arefulreonsiderationmay lead us to realize that we only are about a subset of all possibleinstanes or that we may relax the requirements from the desired solutions. Suhrelaxations lead to notions of average-ase omplexity and approximation, whihare indeed the subjet of onsiderable study. The interested reader is referredto [13, Chap. 10℄.4.3.5 Positive Appliations of NP-ompletenessThroughout this hapter, we have referred to the negative impliation of NP-ompleteness; that is, the fat that it provides evidene to the intratability ofproblems. Indeed, the de�nition of NP-omplete problems was motivated by theintention to use it as a vehile for proving the hardness of natural omputationalproblems (whih reside in NP). Furthermore, we really do not expet to use NP-ompleteness for the straightforward positive appliations of redutions that weredisussed in Setion 3.4. So what an the urrent setion title atually mean?The answer is that we may use NP-omplete problems as a vehile to demon-strate properties of all problems in NP. For example, in Setion 2.5, we proved thatNP � EXP by referring to an exhaustive searh among all possible NP-witnesses(for an given instane, with respet to any problem in NP). An alternative proofan �rst establish that SAT 2 EXP and then use the fat that membership in EXPis preserved under Cook-redutions. The bene�t in this approah is that it is morenatural to onsider an exhaustive searh for SAT. However, this positive applia-tion is in line with the appliations disussed in Setion 3.4, although EXP is notonsidered a lass of eÆient problems.Nevertheless, positive appliations that are farther from the appliations dis-ussed in Setion 3.4 have played an important role in the study of \probabilistiproof systems" (to be shortly surveyed below). In three important ases, fun-17This is indeed the ase with respet to determinig whether a given territorial map is 3-olorable.



4.3. SOME NATURAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS 109damental results regarding (all deision problems in) NP were derived by �rstestablishing the result for SAT (or G3C), and then invoking the NP-ompletenessof SAT (resp., G3C) in order to derive the same result for eah problem in NP. Thebene�t in this methodology is that the simple and natural struture of SAT (resp.,G3C) failitates the establishing of the said result for it.Following is a brief desription of three types of probabilisti proof systems andthe role of NP-ompleteness in establishing three fundamental results regardingthem. The reader is warned that the rest of the urrent setion is advaned material,and furthermore that following this text requires some familiarity with the notionof randomized algorithms. On the other hand, the interested reader is referredto [13, Chap. 9℄ for further details.A general introdution to probabilisti proof systems. The glory attributedto the reativity involved in �nding proofs, auses us to forget that it is the lessglori�ed proess of veri�ation that gives proofs their value. Coneptually speak-ing, proofs are seondary to the veri�ation proedure; indeed, proof systems arede�ned in terms of their veri�ation proedures. The notion of a veri�ation proe-dure presupposes the notion of omputation and furthermore the notion of eÆientomputation. Assoiating eÆient omputation with polynomial-time proedures,we obtain a fundamental lass of proof systems, alled NP-proof systems, see,indeed, De�nition 2.5. We stress that that NP-proofs provide a satisfatory formu-lation of (eÆiently veri�able) proof systems, provided that one assoiates eÆientproedures with deterministi polynomial-time proedures. However, we an gain alot if we are willing to take a somewhat non-traditional step and allow probabilistiveri�ation proedures.Below we onsider three types of probabilisti proof systems. As in the ase ofNP-proof systems, in eah of the following types of proof systems, expliit boundsare imposed on the omputational omplexity of the veri�ation proedure, whihin turn is personi�ed by the notion of a veri�er. The real novelty, in the ase ofprobabilisti proof systems, is that the veri�er is allowed to toss oins and rule bystatistial evidene. Thus, these probabilisti proof systems arry a probability oferror; yet, this probability is expliitly bounded and, furthermore, an be reduedby suessive appliation of the proof system.Interative Proof systems. As we shall see, randomized and interative veri-�ation proedures, giving rise to interative proof systems, seem muh more pow-erful (i.e., \expressive") than their deterministi ounterparts. Loosely speaking,an interative proof system is a game between a omputationally bounded veri�erand a omputationally unbounded prover whose goal is to onvine the veri�erof the validity of some assertion. Spei�ally, the veri�er is probabilisti and itstime-omplexity is polynomial in the length of the assertion. It is required that ifthe assertion holds, then the veri�er must always aept (when interating with anappropriate prover strategy). On the other hand, if the assertion is false, then theveri�er must rejet with probability at least 12 , no matter what strategy is employedby the prover. Thus, a \proof" in this ontext is not a �xed and stati objet, but



110 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSrather a randomized (and dynami) proess in whih the veri�er interats withthe prover. Intuitively, one may think of this interation as onsisting of \triky"questions asked by the veri�er, to whih the prover has to reply \onviningly".A fundamental result regarding interative proof systems is their existene forany set in oNP def= fS : S 2 NPg, where S def= f0; 1g�nS. This result shouldbe ontrasted with the ommon belief that some sets in oNP do not have NP-proof systems (i.e., NP 6= oNP , f. Setion 5.3). Interestingly, the fat that anyset in oNP has an interative proof system is established by presenting suh aproof system for SAT (and deriving a proof system for any S 2 oNP by using theKarp-redution of S to SAT, whih is the very Karp-redution of S to SAT).18 Theonstrution of an interative proof system for SAT relies on an \arithmetization"of CNF formulae, and hene we learly bene�t from the fat that this spei� andnatural problem (i.e., SAT) is NP-omplete.Zero-Knowledge proof systems. As we shall see, interative proof systemsprovide the stage for a meaningful introdution of zero-knowledge proofs, whihare of great theoretial and pratial interest (espeially in ryptography). Looselyspeaking, zero-knowledge proofs are interative proofs that yield nothing (to theveri�er) beyond the fat that the assertion is indeed valid. For example, a zero-knowledge proof that a ertain Boolean formula is satis�able does not reveal asatisfying assignment to the formula nor any partial information regarding suhan assignment (e.g., whether the �rst variable an assume the value true). What-ever the veri�er an eÆiently ompute after interating with a zero-knowledgeprover, an be eÆiently omputed from the assertion itself (without interatingwith anyone). Thus, zero-knowledge proofs exhibit an extreme ontrast betweenbeing onvined of the validity of a statement and learning anything in addition(while reeiving suh a onvining proof).A fundamental result regarding zero-knowledge proof systems is their existene,under reasonable omplexity assumptions, for any set in NP . Interestingly, thisresult is established by presenting suh a proof system for Graph 3-Colorability(i.e., G3C), and deriving a proof system for any S 2 NP by using the Karp-redution of S to SAT. The onstrution of a zero-knowledge proof system for G3Cis failitated by the simple struture of the problem; spei�ally, that fat thatverifying the (global) laim that a spei� 3-partition is a valid 3-oloring amountsto verifying a polynomial number of loal onstraints (i.e., that the olors assignedto the endpoints of eah edge are di�erent).Probabilistially Chekable Proof systems. NP-proofs an be eÆientlytransformed into a (redundant) form that o�ers a trade-o� between the numberof loations examined in the NP-proof and the on�dene in its validity. These18Advaned omment: Atually, the result an be extended to show that a deision problemhas an interative proof system if and only if it is in PSPACE , where PSPACE denote the lassof problems that are solvable in polynomial spae omplexity. We mention that this extensionalso relies on the use of a natural omplete problem, whih is also amenable to arithmetization.



4.4. NP SETS THAT ARE NEITHER IN P NOR NP-COMPLETE 111redundant proofs are alled probabilistially hekable proofs (abbreviated PCP),and have played a key role in the study of approximation problems.Loosely speaking, a PCP system onsists of a probabilisti polynomial-time veri-�er having aess to an orale that represents a proof in redundant form. Typially,the veri�er aesses only few of the orale bits, where these bit positions are de-termined by the outome of the veri�er's oin tosses. Again, it is required thatif the assertion holds, then the veri�er must always aept (when given aess toan adequate orale); whereas, if the assertion is false, then the veri�er must rejetwith probability at least 12 , no matter whih orale is used.A fundamental result regarding PCP systems is that any set in NP has a PCPsystem in whih the veri�er issues only a onstant number of (binary!) queries.Again, the fat that any set in NP has suh a PCP system is established bypresenting suh a proof system for SAT (and deriving a similar proof system forany S 2 NP by using the Karp-redution of S to SAT). The onstrution for SATrelies, again, on an arithmetization of CNF formulae, where this arithmetizationis di�erent from the one used in the onstrution of interative proof systems forSAT.4.4 NP sets that are Neither in P nor NP-CompleteAs stated in Setion 4.3, thousands of problems have been shown to be NP-omplete(f., [11, Apdx.℄, whih ontains a list of more than three hundreds main entries).Things reahed a situation in whih people seem to expet any NP-set to be eitherNP-omplete or in P . This naive view is wrong: Assuming NP 6= P, there existsets in NP that are neither NP-omplete nor in P, where here NP-hardness allowsalso Cook-redutions.Theorem 4.12 Assuming NP 6= P, there exists a set T in NPnP suh that somesets in NP are not Cook-reduible to T .Theorem 4.12 asserts that if NP 6= P then NP is partitioned into three non-emptylasses: the lass P , the lass of problems to whih NP is Cook-reduible, and therest, denote NPI (where \I" stands for \intermediate"). We already know thatthe �rst two lasses are not empty, and Theorem 4.12 establishes the non-emptinessof NPI under the ondition that NP 6= P , whih is atually a neessary ondition(beause if NP = P then every set in NP is Cook-reduible to any other set inNP).The following proof of Theorem 4.12 presents an unnatural deision problemin NPI. We mention that some natural deision problems (e.g., some that areomputationally equivalent to fatoring) are onjetured to be in NPI. We alsomention that if NP 6= oNP , where oNP = ff0; 1g� n S : S 2 NPg, then� def= NP \ oNP � P [ NPI holds (as a orollary to Theorem 5.7). Thus, ifNP 6= oNP then � n P is a (natural) subset of NPI, and the non-emptinessof NPI follows provided that � 6= P . Reall that Theorem 4.12 establishes thenon-emptiness of NPI under the seemingly weaker assumption that NP 6= P .



112 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSProof Sketh:19 The basi idea is to modify an arbitrary set in NP n P soas to fail all possible redutions (from NP to the modi�ed set) as well as allpossible polynomial-time deision proedures (for the modi�ed set). Spei�ally,starting with S 2 NP n P , we derive S0 � S suh that on one hand there isno polynomial-time redution of S to S0 while on the other hand S0 2 NP n P .The proess of modifying S into S0 proeeds in iterations, alternatively failinga potential redution (by dropping suÆiently many strings from the rest of S)and failing a potential deision proedure (by inluding suÆiently many stringsfrom the rest of S). Spei�ally, eah potential redution of S to S0 an be failedby dropping �nitely many elements from the urrent S0, whereas eah potentialdeision proedure an be failed by keeping �nitely many elements of the urrentS0. These two assertions are based on the following two orresponding fats:1. Any polynomial-time redution (of any set not in P) to any �nite set (e.g.,a �nite subset of S) must fail, beause only sets in P are Cook-reduible toa �nite set. Thus, for any �nite set F1 and any potential redution (i.e.,a polynomial-time orale mahine), there exists an input x on whih thisredution to F1 fails.202. For every �nite set F2, any polynomial-time deision proedure for S n F2must fail, beause S is Cook-reduible to S n F2. Thus, for any potentialdeision proedure (i.e., a polynomial-time algorithm), there exists an inputx on whih this proedure fails.21As stated, the proess of modifying S into S0 proeeds in iterations, alternativelyfailing a potential redution (by dropping �nitely many strings from the rest of S)and failing a potential deision proedure (by inluding �nitely many strings fromthe rest of S). This an be done eÆiently beause it is inessential to determine the�rst possible points of alternation (in whih suÆiently many strings were dropped(resp., inluded) to fail the next potential redution (resp., deision proedure)). ItsuÆes to guarantee that adequate points of alternation (albeit highly non-optimalones) an be eÆiently determined. Thus, S0 is the intersetion of S and some setin P , whih implies that S0 2 NP . Following are some omments regarding theimplementation of the foregoing idea.The �rst issue is that the foregoing plan alls for an (\e�etive") enumeration ofall polynomial-time orale mahines (resp., polynomial-time algorithms). However,none of these sets an be enumerated (by an algorithm). Instead, we enumerate19For an alternative presestation, see [1, Se. 3.3℄.20We mention that the proof relies on additional observations regarding this failure. Spei�ally,the aforementioned redution fails while the only queries that are answered positively are thoseresiding in F1. Furthermore, the aforementioned failure is due to a �nite set of queries (i.e., theset of all queries made by the redution when invoked on an input that is smaller or equal to x).Thus, for every �nite set F1 � S0 � S, any redution of S to S0 an be failed by dropping a �nitenumber of elements from S0 and without dropping elements of F1.21Again, the proof relies on additional observations regarding this failure. Spei�ally, thisfailure is due to a �nite \pre�x" of S n F2 (i.e., the set fz 2 S n F2 : z � xg). Thus, for every�nite set F2, any polynomial-time deision proedure for S n F2 an be failed by keeping a �nitesubset of S n F2.



4.4. NP SETS THAT ARE NEITHER IN P NOR NP-COMPLETE 113all orresponding mahines along with all possible polynomials, and for eah pair(M;p) we onsider exeutions of mahine M with time bound spei�ed by thepolynomial p. That is, we use the mahine Mp obtained from the pair (M;p) bysuspending the exeution of M on input x after p(jxj) steps. We stress that we donot know whether mahine M runs in polynomial-time, but the omputations ofany polynomial-time mahine is \overed" by some pair (M;p).Next, let us larify the proess in whih redutions and deision proedures areruled out. We present a onstrution of a \�lter" set F in P suh that the �nal setS0 will equal S \ F . Reall that we need to selet F suh that eah polynomial-time redution of S to S\F fails, and eah polynomial-time proedure for deidingS \ F fails. The key observation is that for every �nite F 0 eah polynomial-timeredution of S to (S \ F ) \ F 0 fails, whereas for every �nite F 0 eah polynomial-time proedure for deiding (S \ F ) n F 0 fails. Furthermore, eah of these failuresour on some input, and suh an input an be determined by �nite portions ofS and F . Thus, we alternate between failing possible redutions and deisionproedures on some inputs, while not trying to determine the \optimal" pointsof alternation but rather determining points of alternation in an eÆient manner(whih in turn allows for eÆiently deiding membership in F ). Spei�ally, welet F = fx : f(jxj) � 1 mod 2g, where f : N ! f0g [ N will be de�ned suh that(i) eah of the �rst f(n)� 1 mahines is failed by some input of length at most n,and (ii) the value f(n) an be omputed in poly(n)-time.The value of f(n) is de�ned by the following proess that performs exatlyn3 omputation steps (where ubi-time is a rather arbitrary hoie). The proessproeeds in (an a priori unknown number of) iterations, where in the i+1st iterationwe try to �nd an input on whih the i+ 1st (modi�ed) mahine fails. Spei�ally,in the i + 1st iteration we san all inputs, in lexiographi order, until we �nd aninput on whih the i+1st (modi�ed) mahine fails, where this mahine is an oralemahine if i+1 is odd and a standard mahine otherwise. If we detet a failure ofthe i+ 1st mahine, then we inrement i and proeed to the next iteration. Whenwe reah the allowed number of steps (i.e., n3 steps), we halt outputting the urrentvalue of i (i.e., the urrent i is output as the value of f(n)). Needless to say, thisdesription is heavily based on determining whether or not the i+1st mahine failson spei� inputs. Intuitively, these inputs will be muh shorter than n, and soperforming these deisions in time n3 (or so) is not out of the question { see nextparagraph.In order to determine whether or not a failure (of the i + 1st mahine) ourson a partiular input x, we need to emulate the omputation of this mahine oninput x as well as determine whether x is in the relevant set (whih is either S orS0 = S \ F ). Reall that if i+ 1 is even then we need to fail a standard mahine(whih attempts to deide S0) and otherwise we need to fail an orale mahine(whih attempts to redue S to S0). Thus, for even i + 1 we need to determinewhether x is in S0 = S \ F , whereas for odd i + 1 we need to determine whetherx is in S as well as whether some other strings (whih appear as queries) are inS0. Deiding membership in S 2 NP an be done in exponential-time (by usingthe exhaustive searh algorithm that tries all possible NP-witnesses). Indeed, this



114 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSmeans that when omputing f(n) we may only omplete the treatment of inputsthat are of logarithmi (in n) length, but anyhow in n3 steps we an not hope toreah (in our lexiographi sanning) strings of length greater than 3 log2 n. As fordeiding membership in F , this requires ability to ompute f on adequate integers.That is, we may need to ompute the value of f(n0) for various integers n0, but asnoted n0 will be muh smaller than n (sine n0 � poly(jxj) � poly(logn)). Thus,the value of f(n0) is just omputed reursively (while ounting the reursive stepsin our total number of steps).22 The point is that, when onsidering an input x,we may need the values of f only on f1; :::; pi+1(jxj)g, where pi+1 is the polynomialbounding the running-time of the i + 1st (modi�ed) mahine, and obtaining suha value takes at most pi+1(jxj)3 steps. We onlude that the number of stepsperformed towards determining whether or not a failure (of the i + 1st mahine)ours on the input x is upper-bounded by an (exponential) funtion of jxj.As hinted in the foregoing paragraph, the proedure will omplete n3 stepsmuh before examining inputs of length greater than 3 log2 n, but this does notmatter. What matters is that f is unbounded (see Exerise 4.25). Furthermore,by onstrution, f(n) is omputed in poly(n) time.Comment: The proof of Theorem 4.12 atually establishes that for every deid-able set S 62 P, there exists S0 62 P suh that S0 is Karp-reduible to S but S isnot Cook-reduible to S0.23 Thus, if P 6= NP then there exists an in�nite sequeneof sets S1; S2; ::: in NP n P suh that Si+1 is Karp-reduible to Si but Si is notCook-reduible to Si+1. Furthermore, S1 may be NP-omplete. That is, thereexists an in�nite sequene of problems (albeit unnatural ones), all in NP , suhthat eah problem is \easier" than the previous ones (in the sense that it an beredued to the previous problems while these problems annot be redued to it).4.5 Reetions on Complete ProblemsThis book will perhaps only be understood by those who havethemselves already thought the thoughts whih are expressed init { or similar thoughts. It is therefore not a text-book. Its objetwould be attained if it a�orded pleasure to one who read it withunderstanding.Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tratatus Logio-PhilosophiusIndeed, this setion should be viewed as an invitation to meditate together onquestions of the type what enables the existene of omplete problems? Aordingly,the style is intentionally naive and impreise; this entire setion may be viewed as22We do not bother to present a more eÆient implementation of this proess. That is, we maya�ord to reompute f(n0) every time we need it (rather than store it for later use).23The said Karp-redution (of S0 to S) maps x to itself if x 2 F and otherwise maps x to a�xed no-instane of S.



4.5. REFLECTIONS ON COMPLETE PROBLEMS 115an open-ended exerise, asking the interested reader to onsider substantiations ofthe vague text.24We know that NP-omplete problems exist. The question we ask here is whataspets in our modeling of problems enables the existene of omplete problems.We should, of ourse, bear in mind that ompleteness refers to a lass of problems;the omplete problem should \enode" eah problem in the lass and be itself inthe lass. Sine the �rst aspet, hereafter referred to as enodability of a lass, isamazing enough (at least to a layman), we start by asking what enables it. Weidentify two fundamental paradigms, regarding the modeling of problems, thatseem essential to the enodability of any (in�nite) lass of problems:1. Eah problem refers to an in�nite set of possible instanes.2. The spei�ation of eah problem uses a �nite desription (e.g., an algorithmthat enumerates all the possible solutions for any given instane).25These two paradigms seem somewhat oniting, yet put together they suggest thede�nition of a universal problem. Spei�ally, this problem refers to instanes ofthe form (D; x), where D is a desription of a problem and x is an instane to thatproblem, and a solution to the instane (D; x) is a solution to x with respet tothe problem (desribed by) D. Intuitively, this universal problem an enode anyother problem (provided that problems are modeled in a way that onforms withthe foregoing paradigms): solving the universal problem allows solving any otherproblem.26Note that the foregoing universal problem is atually omplete with respetto the lass of all problems, but it is not omplete with respet to any lass thatontains only (algorithmially) solvable problems (beause this universal problemis not solvable). Turning our attention to lasses of solvable problems, we seek ver-sions of the universal problem that are omplete for these lasses. One arhetypialdiÆulty that arises is that, given a desription D (as part of the instane to theuniversal problem), we annot tell whether or not D is a desription of a problemin a predetermined lass C (beause this deision problem is unsolvable). This fatis relevant beause27 if the universal problem requires solving instanes that referto a problem not in C then intuitively it annot be itself in C.Before turning to the resolution of the foregoing diÆulty, we note that theaforementioned modeling paradigms are pivotal to the theory of omputation atlarge. In partiular, so far we made no referene to any omplexity onsideration.24We warn that this exerise may be unsuitable for most undergraduate students.25This seems the most naive notion of a desription of a problem. An alternative notion ofa desription refers to an algorithm that reognizes all valid instane-solution pairs (as in thede�nition of NP). However, at this point, we allow also \non-e�etive" desriptions (as giving riseto the Halting Problem).26Reall, however, that the universal problem is not (algorithmially) solvable. Thus, bothparts of the impliation are false (i.e., this problem is not solvable and, needless to say, thereexists unsolvable problems). Indeed, the notion of a problem is rather vague at this stage; itertainly extends beyond the set of all solvable problems.27Here we ignore the possibility of using promise problems, whih do enable avoiding suhinstanes without requiring anybody to reognize them. Indeed, using promise problems resolvesthis diÆulty, but the issues disussed following the next paragraph remain valid.



116 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSIndeed, a omplexity onsideration is the key to resolving the foregoing diÆulty:The idea is modifying any desription D into a desription D0 suh that D0 isalways in C, and D0 agrees with D in the ase that D is in C (i.e., in this asethey desribed exatly the same problem). We stress that in the ase that D isnot in C, the orresponding problem D0 may be arbitrary (as long as it is in C).Suh a modi�ation is possible with respet to many omplexity theoreti lasses.We onsider two di�erent types of lasses, where in both ases the lass is de�nedin terms of the time-omplexity of algorithms that do something related to theproblem (e.g., reognize valid solutions, as in the de�nition of NP).1. Classes de�ned by a single time-bound funtion t (e.g., t(n) = n3). In thisase, any algorithm D is modi�ed to the algorithm D0 that, on input x,emulates (up to) t(jxj) steps of the exeution of D(x). The modi�ed versionof the universal problem treats the instane (D; x) as (D0; x). This versionan enode any problem in the said lass C (orresponding to time omplexityt).But will this (version of the universal) problem be itself in C? The answerdepends both on the eÆieny of emulation in the orresponding omputa-tional model and on the growth rate of t. For example, for triple-exponentialt, the answer will be de�nitely yes, beause t(jxj) steps an be emulated inpoly(t(jxj)) time (in any reasonable model) while t(j(D; x)j) > t(jxj + 1) >poly(t(jxj)). On the other hand, in most reasonable models, the emulationof t(jxj) steps requires more than O(t(jxj)) time, whereas for any polynomialt it holds that t(n+O(1)) is smaller than 2 � t(n).2. Classes de�ned by a family of in�nitely many funtions of di�erent growthrate (e.g., polynomials). We an, of ourse, selet a funtion t that growsfaster than any funtion in the family and proeed as in the prior ase, butthen the resulting universal problem will de�nitely not be in the lass.Note that in the urrent ase, a omplete problem will indeed be striking be-ause, in partiular, it will be assoiated with one funtion t0 that grows moremoderately than some other funtions in the family (e.g., a �xed polynomialgrows more moderately than other polynomials). Seemingly this means thatthe algorithm desribing the universal mahine should be faster than somealgorithms that desribe some other problems in the lass. This impressionpresumes that the instanes of both problems are (approximately) of the samelength, and so we intensionally violate this presumption by arti�ially inreas-ing the length of the desription of the instanes to the universal problem. Forexample, if D is assoiated with the time bound tD, then the instane (D; x)to the universal problem is presented as, say, (D; x; 1t�10 (tD(jxj)2)), where thesquare ompensates for the overhead of the emulation (and in the ase of NPwe used t0(n) = n).We believe that the last item explains the existene of NP-omplete problems. Butwhat about the NP-ompleteness of SAT?



4.5. REFLECTIONS ON COMPLETE PROBLEMS 117We �rst note that the NP-hardness of CSAT is an immediate onsequene ofthe fat that Boolean iruits an emulate algorithms.28 This fundamental fat isrooted in the notion of an algorithm (whih postulates the simpliity of a singleomputational step) and holds for any reasonable model of omputation. Thus, forevery D and x, the problem of �nding a string y suh that D(x; y) = 1 is \enoded"as �nding a string y suh that CD;x(y) = 1, where CD;x is a Boolean iruit thatis easily derived from (D; x). In ontrast to the fundamental fat underlying theNP-hardness of CSAT, the NP-hardness of SAT relies on a lever trik that allowsto enode instanes of CSAT as instanes of SAT.As stated, the NP-ompleteness of SAT is proved by enoding instanes ofCSAT as instanes of SAT. Similarly, the NP-ompleteness of other new problemsis proved by enoding instanes of problems that are already known to be NP-omplete. Typially, these enodings operate in a loal manner, mapping smallomponents of the original instane to loal gadgets in the produed instane.Indeed, these problem-spei� gadgets are the ore of the enoding phenomenon.Presented with suh a gadget, it is typially easy to verify that it works. Thus,one may not be surprised by most of these individual gadgets, but the fat that theyexist for thousands of natural problem is de�nitely amazing.ExerisesExerise 4.1 (a quiz)1. What are NP-omplete (searh and deision) problems?2. Is it likely that the problem of �nding a perfet mathing in a given graph isNP-omplete?3. Prove the existene of NP-omplete problems.4. How does the omplexity of solving one NP-omplete problem e�et the om-plexity of solving any problem in NP (resp., PC)?5. In ontinuation of the previous question, assuming that some NP-ompleteproblem an be solved in time t, upper-bound the omplexity of solving anyproblem in NP (resp., PC).6. List �ve NP-omplete problems.7. Why does the fat that SAT is Karp-reduible to Set Cover imply that SetCover is NP-omplete?8. Are there problems in NP n P that are not NP-omplete?Exerise 4.2 (PC-ompleteness implies NP-ompleteness) Show that if thesearh problem R is PC-omplete, then SR is NP-omplete, where SR = fx :9y s.t. (x; y)2Rg.28The fat that CSAT is in NP is a onsequene of the fat that the iruit evaluation problemis solvable in polynomial-time.



118 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSExerise 4.3 Prove that any R 2 PC is Levin-reduible to R0u, where R0u onsistsof pairs (hM;x; ti; y) suh that M aepts the input pair (x; y) within t steps (andjyj � t). Reall that R0u 62 PC (see [13, x4.2.1.2℄)).Guideline: A minor modi�ation of the redution used in the proof of Theorem 4.3 willdo.Exerise 4.4 Prove that Bounded Halting and Bounded Non-Halting are NP-omplete, where the problems are de�ned as follows. The instane onsists of a pair(M; 1t), where M is a Turing mahine and t is an integer. The deision version ofBounded Halting (resp., Bounded Non-Halting) onsists of determining whetheror not there exists an input (of length at most t) on whihM halts (resp., does nothalt) in t steps, whereas the searh problem onsists of �nding suh an input.Guideline: Either modify the proof of Theorem 4.3 or present a redution of (say) thesearh problem of Ru to the searh problem of Bounded (Non-)Halting. (Indeed, theexerise is more straightforward in the ase of Bounded Halting.)Exerise 4.5 In the proof of Theorem 4.5, we laimed that the value of eah entryin the \array of on�gurations" of a mahineM is determined by the values of thethree entries that reside in the row above it (as in Figure 4.2). Present a funtionfM : �3 ! �, where � = �� (Q [ f?g), that substantiates this laim.Guideline: For example, for every �1; �2; �3 2 �, it holds that fM((�1;?); (�2;?); (�3;?)) =(�2;?). More interestingly, if the transition funtion of M maps (�; q) to (�; p;+1)then, for every �1; �2; �3 2 Q, it holds that fM ((�; q); (�2;?); (�3;?)) = (�2; p) andfM ((�1;?); (�; q); (�3;?)) = (�;?).Exerise 4.6 Present and analyze a redution of SAT to 3SAT.Guideline: For a lause C, onsider auxiliary variables suh that the ith variable indiateswhether one of the �rst i literals is satis�ed, and replae C by a 3CNF formula that usesthe original variables of C as well as the auxiliary variables. For example, the lause_ti=1xi is replaed by the onjuntion of 3CNF formulae that are logially equivalent tothe formulae (y2 � (x1 _ x2)), (yi � (yi�1 _ xi)) for i = 3; :::; t, and yt. We ommentthat this is not the standard redution, but we �nd it oneptually more appealing. (Thestandard redution replaes the lause _ti=1xi by the onjuntion of the 3CNF formula(x1 _ x2 _ y2), ((:yi�1) _ xi _ yi) for i = 3; :::; t, and :yt.)Exerise 4.7 (eÆient solvability of 2SAT) In ontrast to the NP-ompletenessof 3SAT, prove that 2SAT (i.e., the satis�ability of 2CNF formulae) is in P .Guideline: Consider the following foring proess for CNF formulae. If the formulaontains a singleton lause (i.e., a lause having a single literal), then the orrespondingvariable is assigned the only value that satis�es the lause, and the formula is simpli�edaordingly (possibly yielding a onstant formula, whih is either true or false). Theproess is repeated until the formula is either a onstant or ontains only non-singletonlauses. Note that a formula � is satis�able if and only if the formula obtained from �by the foring proess is satis�able. Now, onsider the following algorithm for solving thesearh problem assoiated with 2SAT.



4.5. REFLECTIONS ON COMPLETE PROBLEMS 1191. Choose an arbitrary variable in �. For eah � 2 f0; 1g, denote by �� the formulaobtained from � by assigning this variable the value � and applying the foringproess to the resulting formula.Note that �� is either a Boolean onstant or a 2CNF formula (whih is a onjuntionof some lauses of �).2. If, for some � 2 f0; 1g, the formula �� equals the onstant true, then we halt witha satisfying assignment for the original formula.3. If both assignments yield the onstant false (i.e., for every � 2 f0; 1g the formula�� equals false), then we halt asserting that the original formula is unsatis�able.4. Otherwise (i.e.,, for eah � 2 f0; 1g, the formula �� is a (non-onstant) 2CNFformula), we selet � 2 f0; 1g arbitrarily, set � ��, and goto Step 1.Proving the orretness of this algorithm boils down to observing that the arbitrary hoiemade in Step 4 is immaterial. Indeed, this observation relies on the fat that we refer to2CNF formulae, whih implies that the foring proess either yields a onstant or a 2CNFformula (whih is a onjuntion of some lauses of the original �).Exerise 4.8 (Integer Linear Programming) Prove that the following prob-lem is NP-hard.29 An instane of the problem is a systems of linear inequalities(say with integer onstants), and the problem is to determine whether the systemhas an integer solution. A typial instane of this deision problem follows.x+ 2y � z � 3�3x� z � �5x � 0�x � �1Guideline: Redue from SAT. Spei�ally, onsider an arithmetization of the input CNFby replaing _ with addition and :x by 1�x. Thus, eah lause gives rise to an inequality(e.g., the lause x _ :y is replaed by the inequality x + (1 � y) � 1, whih simpli�esto x � y � 0). Enfore a 0-1 solution by introduing inequalities of the form x � 0 and�x � �1, for every variable x.Exerise 4.9 (Maximum Satis�ability of Linear Systems over GF(2)) Provethat the following problem is NP-omplete. An instane of the problem onsists ofa systems of linear equations over GF(2) and an integer k, and the problem is todetermine whether there exists an assignment that satis�es at least k equations.(Note that the problem of determining whether there exists an assignment thatsatis�es all the equations is in P .)Guideline: Redue from 3SAT, using the following arithmetization. Replae eah lausethat ontains t � 3 literals by 2t � 1 linear GF(2) equations that orrespond to the29Proving that the problem is in NP requires showing that if a system of linear inequalitieshas an integer solution, then it has an integer solution in whih all numbers are of length that ispolynomial in the length of the desription of the system. Suh a proof is beyond the sope ofthe urrent textbook.



120 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESSdi�erent non-empty subsets of these literals, and assert that their sum (modulo 2) equalsone; for example, the lause x_:y is replaed by the equations x+(1�y) = 1, x = 1, and1�y = 1. Identifying ffalse; trueg with f0; 1g, prove that if the original lause is satis�edby a Boolean assignment v then exatly 2t�1 of the orresponding equations are satis�edby v, whereas if the original lause is unsatis�ed by v then none of the orrespondingequations is satis�ed by v.Exerise 4.10 (Satis�ability of Quadrati Systems over GF(2)) Prove thatthe following problem is NP-omplete. An instane of the problem onsists of a sys-tem of quadrati equations over GF(2), and the problem is to determine whetherthere exists an assignment that satis�es all the equations. Note that the resultholds also for systems of quadrati equations over the reals (by adding onditionsthat fore values in f0; 1g).Guideline: Start by showing that the orresponding problem for ubi equations is NP-omplete, by a redution from 3SAT that maps the lause x _ :y _ z to the equation(1 � x) � y � (1 � z) = 0. Redue the problem for ubi equations to the problem forquadrati equations by introduing auxiliary variables; that is, given an instane withvariables x1; :::; xn, introdue the auxiliary variables xi;j 's and add equations of the formxi;j = xi � xj .Exerise 4.11 (restrited versions of 3SAT) Prove that the following restritedversion of 3SAT, denoted r3SAT, is NP-omplete. An instane of the problem on-sists of a 3CNF formula suh that eah literal appears in at most two lauses, andthe problem is to determine whether this formula is satis�able.Guideline: Reall that Proposition 4.7 establishes the NP-ompleteness of a version of3SAT in whih the instanes are restrited suh that eah variable appears in at most threelauses. So it suÆes to redue this restrited problem to r3SAT. This redution is basedon the fat that if all (three) ourrenes of a variable are of the same type (i.e., they areall negated or all non-negated), then this variable an be assigned a value that satis�es alllauses in whih it appears (and so the variable and the lauses in whih it appear an beomitted from the instane). Thus, the desired redution onsists of applying the foregoingsimpli�ation to all relevant variables. Alternatively, a loser look at the redution used inthe proof of Proposition 4.7 reveals the fat that this redution maps any 3CNF formulato a 3CNF formula in whih eah literal appears in at most two lauses.Exerise 4.12 Verify the validity of the three main redutions presented in theproof of Proposition 4.9; that is, we refer to the redution of r3SAT to 3SC, theredution of 3SC to 3XC0, and the redution of 3XC0 to 3XC.Exerise 4.13 Show that the following two variants of Set Cover are omputa-tionally equivalent. In both variants, an instane onsists of a olletion of �nitesets S1; :::; Sm and an integer K. In the �rst variant we seek a vertex over of sizeat most K, whereas in the seond variant we seek a vertex over of size exatlyK. Consider both the deision and searh versions of both variants, and note thatK � m may not hold.



4.5. REFLECTIONS ON COMPLETE PROBLEMS 121Exerise 4.14 (Clique and Independent Set) An instane of the IndependentSet problem onsists of a pair (G;K), where G is a graph and K is an integer,and the question is whether or not the graph G ontains an independent set (i.e.,a set with no edges between its members) of size (at least) K. The Clique prob-lem is analogous. Prove that both problems are omputationally equivalent viaKarp-redutions to the Vertex Cover problem.Exerise 4.15 (an alternative proof of Proposition 4.10) Consider the fol-lowing sketh of a redution of 3SAT to Independent Set. On input a 3CNFformula � with m lauses and n variables, we onstrut a graph G� onsisting of mtriangles (orresponding to the (three literals in the) m lauses) augmented withedges that link oniting literals. That is, if x appears as the ith1 literal of the jth1lause and :x appears as the ith2 literal of the jth2 lause, then we draw an edgebetween the ith1 vertex of the jth1 triangle and the ith2 vertex of the jth2 triangle.Prove that � 2 3SAT if and only if G� has an independent set of size m.Exerise 4.16 Verify the validity of the redution presented in the proof of Propo-sition 4.11.Exerise 4.17 (Subset Sum) Prove that the following problem is NP-omplete.The instane onsists of a list of n+1 integers, denoted a1; :::; an; b, and the questionis whether or not a subset of the ai's sums up to b (i.e., exists I � [n℄ suh thatPi2I ai = b). Establish the NP-ompleteness of this problem, alled subset sum,by a redution from 3XC.Guideline: Given an instane (S1; :::; Sm) of 3XC, where (without loss of generality)S1; :::; Sm � [3k℄, onsider the following instane of subset sum that onsists of a list ofm+ 1 integers suh that b =P3kj=1(m+ 1)j and ai =Pj2Si(m+ 1)j for every i 2 [m℄.(Some intuition may be gained by writing all integers in base m+ 1.)Exerise 4.18 Prove that the following problem is NP-omplete. The instaneonsists of a list of permutations over [n℄, denoted �1; :::; �m, a target permutation� (over [n℄), and an integer t presented in unary (i.e., 1t). The question is whether ornot there exists a sequene, i1; :::; i` 2 [m℄, suh that ` � t and � = �i` Æ� � �Æ�i2Æ�i1 ,where Æ denotes the omposition of permutations. Establish the NP-ompletenessof this problem by a redution from 3XC.Guideline: Given an instane (S1; :::; Sm) of 3XC, where (without loss of generality)S1; :::; Sm � [3k℄, onsider the following instane ((�1; :::; �m); �; 1k) of the permutationproblem (over [6k℄). The target permutation � is the involution (over [6k℄) that satis�es�(2i) = 2i � 1 for every i 2 [3k℄. For j = 1; :::; m, the jth permutation in the list (i.e.,�j), is the involution that satis�es �(2i) = 2i � 1 if i 2 Sj and �(2i) = 2i (as well as�(2i� 1) = 2i� 1) otherwise.Exerise 4.19 The fat that SAT and CSAT are NP-omplete implies that Graph3-Colorability and Clique an be redued to SAT and CSAT (via a generi re-dution). In this exerise, however, we ask for simple and diret redutions.



122 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESS1. Present a simple redution of Graph 3-Colorability to 3SAT.Guideline: Introdue three Boolean variables for eah vertex suh that xi;j indi-ates whether vertex i is olored with the jth olor. Construt lauses that enforethat eah vertex is olored by a single olor, and that no adjaent verties areolored with the same olor.2. Present a simple redution of Clique to CSAT.Guideline: Introdue a Boolean input for eah vertex suh that this input indi-ates whether the vertex is in the lique. The iruit should hek that all pairsof inputs that are set to 1 orrespond to pairs of verties that are adjaent inthe graph, and hek that the number of variables that are set to 1 exeeds thegiven threshold. This alls for onstruting a iruit that ounts. Construting aorresponding Boolean formula is left as an advaned exerise.Exerise 4.20 (an augmented form of Levin-redutions) In ontinuation ofthe disussion in the main text, onsider the following augmented form of Levin-redutions. Suh a redution of R to R0 onsists of three polynomial-timemappings(f; h; g) suh that f is a Karp-redution of SR to SR0 and the following two ondi-tions hold:1. For every (x; y) 2 R it holds that (f(x); h(x; y)) 2 R0.2. For every (f(x); y0) 2 R0 it holds that (x; g(x; y0)) 2 R.(We note that this de�nition is atually the one used by Levin in [21℄, exept thathe restrited h and g to only depend on their seond argument.)Prove that suh a redution implies both a Karp-redution and a Levin-Redution,and show that all redutions presented in this hapter satisfy this augmented re-quirement.Exerise 4.21 (parsimonious redutions) Let R;R0 2 PC and let f be a Karp-redution of SR = fx : R(x) 6=;g to SR0 = fx : R0(x) 6=;g. We say that f is parsi-monious (with respet to R and R0) if for every x it holds that jR(x)j = jR0(f(x))j.For eah of the redutions presented in this hapter, determine whether or not itis parsimonious.30Exerise 4.22 (polynomial-time invertible redutions) Show that, under asuitable (but natural) enoding of the problems' instanes, all Karp-redutionspresented in this hapter are one-to-one and polynomial-time invertible; that is,show that for every suh redution f there exists a polynomial-time algorithmthat, on any input in the image of f , returns the unique preimage under f . Notethat, without loss of generality, when given a string that is not in the image of f ,the inverting algorithm returns a speial symbol.30Advaned omment: In most ases, when the standard redutions are not parsimonious, itis possible to �nd alternative redutions that are parsimonious (f. [11, Se. 7.3℄). In some ases(e.g., for 3-Colorability), �nding suh alternatives is quite hallenging.



4.5. REFLECTIONS ON COMPLETE PROBLEMS 123Exerise 4.23 (on polynomial-time invertible redutions (following [2℄))In ontinuation of Exerise 4.22, we onsider a general ondition on sets that impliesthat any Karp-redution to them an be modi�ed into a one-to-one and polynomial-time invertible Karp-redution. Loosely speaking, a set is markable if it is feasibleto \mark" any instane x by a label � suh that the resulting instane M(x; �)preserves the \membership bit" of x (w.r.t the set) and the label is easily reov-erable from M(x; �). That is, we say that a set S is markable if there exists apolynomial-time (marking) algorithmM suh that1. For every x; � 2 f0; 1g� it holds that(a) M(x; �) 2 S if and only if x 2 S.(b) jM(x; �)j > jxj.2. There exists a polynomial-time (de-marking) algorithmD suh that, for everyx; � 2 f0; 1g�, it holds that D(M(x; �)) = �.Note that all natural NP-sets (e.g., those onsidered in this hapter) are mark-able (e.g., for SAT, one may mark a formula by augmenting it with additionalsatis�able lauses that use speially designated auxiliary variables). Prove that ifS0 is Karp-reduible to S and S is markable then S0 is Karp-reduible to S by alength-inreasing, one-to-one, and polynomial-time invertible mapping. Infer thatfor any natural NP-omplete problem S, any set in NP is Karp-reduible to S bya length-inreasing, one-to-one, and polynomial-time invertible mapping.Guideline: Let f be a Karp-redution of S0 to S, and let M be the guaranteed markingalgorithm. Consider the redution that maps x to M(f(x); x).Exerise 4.24 (on the isomorphism of NP-omplete sets (following [2℄))Suppose that S and T are Karp-reduible to one another by length-inreasing, one-to-one, and polynomial-time invertible mappings, denoted f and g respetively.Using the following guidelines, prove that S and T are \e�etively" isomorphi;that is, present a polynomial-time omputable and invertible one-to-one mapping� suh that T = �(S) def= f�(x) : x2Sg.1. Let F def= ff(x) : x 2 f0; 1g�g and G def= fg(x) : x 2 f0; 1g�g. Using thelength-inreasing ondition of f (resp., g), prove that F (resp., G) is a propersubset of f0; 1g�. Prove that for every y 2 f0; 1g� there exists a unique triple(j; x; i) 2 f1; 2g � f0; 1g� � (f0g [ N) that satis�es one of the following twoonditions:(a) j = 1, x 2 G def= f0; 1g� nG, and y = (g Æ f)i(x);(b) j = 2, x 2 F def= f0; 1g� n F , and y = (g Æ f)i(g(x)).(In both ases h0(z) def= z, hi(z) def= h(hi�1(z)), and (g Æ f)(z) def= g(f(z)).Hint: onsider the maximal sequene of inverse operations g�1; f�1; g�1; :::that an be applied to y, and note that eah inverse shrinks the urrentstring.)



124 CHAPTER 4. NP-COMPLETENESS2. Let U1 def= f(g Æf)i(x) : x2G^ i�0g and U2 def= f(g Æf)i(g(x)) : x2F ^ i�0g.Prove that (U1; U2) is a partition of f0; 1g�. Using the fat that f and g arelength inreasing and polynomial-time invertible, present a polynomial-timeproedure for deiding membership in the set U1.Prove the same for the sets V1 = f(f Æ g)i(x) : x 2 F ^ i � 0g and V2 =f(f Æ g)i(f(x)) : x2G ^ i�0g.3. Note that U2 � G, and de�ne �(x) def= f(x) if x 2 U1 and �(x) def= g�1(x)otherwise.(a) Prove that � is a Karp-redution of S to T .(b) Note that � maps U1 to f(U1) = ff(x) : x 2 U1g = V2 and U2 tog�1(U2) = fg�1(x) : x2U2g = V1. Prove that � is one-to-one and onto.Observe that ��1(x) = f�1(x) if x 2 f(U1) and ��1(x) = g(x) otherwise.Prove that ��1 is a Karp-redution of T to S. Infer that �(S) = T .Using Exerise 4.23, infer that all natural NP-omplete sets are isomorphi.Exerise 4.25 Referring to the proof of Theorem 4.12, prove that the funtion fis unbounded (i.e., for every i there exists an n suh that n3 steps of the proessde�ned in the proof allow for failing the i+ 1st mahine).Guideline: Note that f is monotonially non-dereasing (beause more steps allow to failat least as many mahines). Assume, towards the ontradition that f is bounded. Leti = maxn2Nff(n)g and n0 be the smallest integer suh that f(n0) = i. If i is odd then theset F determined by f is o-�nite (beause F = fx : f(jxj)�1 (mod 2)g � fx : jxj�n0g).In this ase, the i+1st mahine tries to deide S\F (whih di�ers from S on �nitely manystrings), and must fail on some x. Derive a ontradition by showing that the number ofsteps taken till reahing and onsidering this x is at most exp(poly(jxj)), whih is smallerthan n3 for some suÆiently large n. A similar argument applies to the ase that i iseven, where we use the fat that F � fx : jxj<n0g is �nite and so the relevant redutionof S to S \ F must fail on some input x.



Chapter 5Three Relatively AdvanedTopisIn this hapter we disuss three relatively advaned topis. The �rst topi, whihwas eluded to in previous hapters, is the notion of promise problems (Setion 5.1).Next, we present an optimal algorithm for solving (\andid") NP searh problems(Setion 5.2). Finally, in Setion 5.3, we briey disuss the lass (denoted oNP)of sets that are omplements of sets in NP.Teahing NotesTypially, the foregoing topis are not mentioned in a basi ourse on omplexity.Still, we believe that these topis deserve at least a mention in suh a ourse. Thisholds espeially with respet to the notion of promise problems. Furthermore,depending on time onstraints, we reommend presenting all three topis in lass(at least at a high level).We omment that the notion of promise problems was originally introdued inthe ontext of deision problems, and is typially used only in that ontext. How-ever, given the importane that we attah to an expliit study of searh problems,we extend the formulation of promise problems also to searh problems. In thatontext, it is also natural to introdue the notion of a \andid searh problem" (seeDe�nition 5.2).5.1 Promise ProblemsPromise problems are natural generalizations of searh and deision problems.These generalizations are obtained by expliitly onsidering a set of legitimateinstanes (rather than onsidering any string as a legitimate instane). As notedpreviously, this generalization provides a more adequate formulation of natural125



126 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSomputational problems (and indeed this formulation is used in all informal dis-ussions). For example, in Setion 4.3.2 we presented suh problems using phraseslike \given a graph and an integer..." (or \given a olletion of sets..."). In otherwords, we assumed that the input instane has a ertain format (or rather we\promised the solver" that this is the ase). Indeed, we laimed that in these asesthe assumption an be removed without a�eting the omplexity of the problem,but we avoided providing a formal treatment of this issue, whih we do next.15.1.1 De�nitionsPromise problems are de�ned by speifying a set of admissible instanes. Candidatesolvers of these problems are only required to handle these admissible instanes.Intuitively, the designer of an algorithm solving suh a problem is promised thatthe algorithm will never enounter an inadmissible instane (and so the designerneed not are about how the algorithm performs on inadmissible inputs).5.1.1.1 Searh problems with a promiseIn the ontext of searh problems, a promise problem is a relaxation in whih oneis only required to �nd solutions to instanes in a predetermined set, alled thepromise. The requirement regarding eÆient hekability of solutions is adapted inan analogous manner.De�nition 5.1 (searh problems with a promise): A searh problem with a promiseonsists of a binary relation R � f0; 1g� � f0; 1g� and a promise set P . Suh aproblem is also referred to as the searh problem R with promise P .� The searh problem R with promise P is solved by algorithm A if for everyx 2 P it holds that (x;A(x)) 2 R if x 2 SR and A(x) = ? otherwise, whereSR = fx : R(x) 6= ;g and R(x) = fy : (x; y) 2 Rg.The time omplexity of A on inputs in P is de�ned as TAjP (n) def= maxx2P\f0;1gnftA(x)g,where tA(x) is the running time of A(x) and TAjP (n) = 0 if P \ f0; 1gn = ;.� The searh problem R with promise P is in the promise problem extension ofPF if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that solves this problem.2� The searh problem R with promise P is in the promise problem extension ofPC if there exists a polynomial T and an algorithm A suh that, for everyx 2 P and y 2 f0; 1g�, algorithm A makes at most T (jxj) steps and it holdsthat A(x; y) = 1 if and only if (x; y) 2 R.1Advaned omment: The notion of promise problems was originally introdued in theontext of deision problems, and is typially used only in that ontext. However, we believe thatpromise problems are as natural in the ontext of searh problems.2In this ase it does not matter whether the time omplexity of A is de�ned on inputs in Por on all possible strings. Suppose that A has (polynomial) time omplexity T on inputs in P ,then we an modify A to halt on any input x after at most T (jxj) steps. This modi�ation mayonly e�ets the output of A on inputs not in P (whih is OK by us). The modi�ation an beimplemented in polynomial-time by omputing t = T (jxj) and emulating the exeution of A(x)for t steps. A similar omment applies to the de�nition of PC, P and NP.



5.1. PROMISE PROBLEMS 127We stress that nothing is required of the solver in the ase that the input violatesthe promise (i.e., x 62 P ); in partiular, in suh a ase the algorithm may halt witha wrong output. (Indeed, the standard formulations of PF and PC are obtainedby onsidering the trivial promise P = f0; 1g�.)3In addition to the foregoing motivation for promise problems, we mention onenatural lass of searh problems with a promise. These are searh problem in whihthe promise is that the instane has a solution; that is, in terms of De�nition 5.1,we onsider a searh problem R with the promise P = SR. We refer to suh searhproblems by the name andid searh problems.De�nition 5.2 (andid searh problems): An algorithm A solves the andid searhproblem of the binary relation R if for every x 2 SR (i.e., for every (x; y) 2 R) itholds that (x;A(x)) 2 R. The time omplexity of suh an algorithm is de�ned asTAjSR(n) def= maxx2P\f0;1gnftA(x)g, where tA(x) is the running time of A(x) andTAjSR(n) = 0 if SR \ f0; 1gn = ;.Note that nothing is required when x 62 SR: In partiular, algorithm A may ei-ther output a wrong solution (although no solutions exist) or run for more thanTAjSR(jxj) steps. The �rst ase an be essentially eliminated whenever R 2 PC.Furthermore, for R 2 PC, if we \know" the time omplexity of algorithm A (e.g.,if we an ompute TAjSR(n) in poly(n)-time), then we may modify A into analgorithm A0 that solves the (general) searh problem of R (i.e., halts with aorret output on eah input) in time TA0 suh that TA0(n) essentially equalsTAjSR(n) + poly(n); see Exerise 5.2. However, we do not neessarily know therunning-time of an algorithm that we onsider (or analyze). Furthermore, as weshall see in Setion 5.2, the naive assumption by whih we always know the running-time of an algorithm that we design is not valid either.5.1.1.2 Deision problems with a promiseIn the ontext of deision problems, a promise problem is a relaxation in whih oneis only required to determine the status of instanes that belong to a predeterminedset, alled the promise. The requirement of eÆient veri�ation is adapted in ananalogous manner. In view of the standard usage of the term, we refer to dei-sion problems with a promise by the name promise problems. Formally, promiseproblems refer to a three-way partition of the set of all strings into yes-instanes,no-instanes, and instanes that violate the promise. (See shemati depition inFigure 5.1.) Standard deision problems are obtained as a speial ase by insistingthat all inputs are allowed (i.e., the promise is trivial).De�nition 5.3 (promise problems): A promise problem onsists of a pair of non-interseting sets of strings, denoted (Syes; Sno), and Syes[Sno is alled the promise.� The promise problem (Syes; Sno) is solved by algorithm A if for every x 2 Syesit holds that A(x) = 1 and for every x 2 Sno it holds that A(x) = 0. The3Here we refer to the alternative formulation of PC outlined in Setion 2.5.



128 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICS
YES NO

instances instances

instances
that violate

the promiseFigure 5.1: A shemati depition of a promise problempromise problem is in the promise problem extension of P if there exists apolynomial-time algorithm that solves it.� The promise problem (Syes; Sno) is in the promise problem extension of NP ifthere exists a polynomial p and a polynomial-time algorithm V suh that thefollowing two onditions hold:1. Completeness: For every x 2 Syes, there exists y of length at most p(jxj)suh that V (x; y) = 1.2. Soundness: For every x 2 Sno and every y, it holds that V (x; y) = 0.We stress that for algorithms of polynomial-time omplexity, it does not matterwhether the time omplexity is de�ned only on inputs that satisfy the promise oron all strings (see Footnote 2). Thus, the extended lasses P and NP (like PFand PC) are invariant under this hoie.5.1.1.3 Reduibility among promise problemsThe notion of a Cook-redution extends naturally to promise problems, when pos-tulating that a query that violates the promise (of the problem at the target ofthe redution) may be answered arbitrarily.4 That is, the orale mahine shouldsolve the original problem no matter how the orale answers queries that violatethe promise.The latter requirement is onsistent with the oneptual meaning of redutionsand promise problems. Reall that redutions apture proedures that make sub-routine alls to an arbitrary proedure that solves the redued problem. But, in thease of promise problems, suh a solver may behave arbitrarily on instanes thatviolate the promise. We stress that the main property of a redution is preserved(see Exerise 5.3): if the promise problem � is Cook-reduible to a promise problemthat is solvable in polynomial-time, then � is solvable in polynomial-time.4It follows that Karp-redutions among promise problems are not allowed to make queriesthat violate the promise. Spei�ally, we say that the promise problem � = (�yes ;�no) is Karp-reduible to the promise problem �0 = (�0yes;�0no) if there exists a polynomial-time mapping fsuh that for every x 2 �yes (resp., x 2 �no) it holds that f(x) 2 �0yes (resp., f(x) 2 �0no).



5.1. PROMISE PROBLEMS 129Caveat: The extension of a omplexity lass to promise problems does not ne-essarily inherit the \strutural" properties of the standard lass. For example, inontrast to Theorem 5.7, there exist promise problems in NP \ oNP suh thatevery set in NP an be Cook-redued to them: see Exerise 5.4. Needless to say,NP = oNP does not seem to follow from Exerise 5.4. See further disussion inx5.1.2.4.5.1.2 Appliations and LimitationsThe following disussion refers both to the deision and searh versions of promiseproblems. We start with two generi appliations, and later onsider some spei�appliations. (Other appliations are surveyed in [12℄.) We also elaborate on theforegoing aveat.5.1.2.1 Formulating natural omputational problemsReall that promise problems o�er the most diret way of formulating natural om-putational problems. Indeed, this is a major appliation of the notion of promiseproblems (although this appliation usually goes unnotied). Spei�ally, the pre-sentation of natural omputational problems refers (usually impliitly) to somenatural format, and this an be expliitly formulated by de�ning a (promise prob-lem with a) promise that equals all strings in that format. Thus, the notion of apromise problem allows disarding inputs that do not adhere to this format (andfousing on inputs that do adhere to this format). For example, when referring toomputational problems regarding graphs, the promise mandates that the input isa graph (or rather the standard representation of some graph).We mention that, typially, the format (or rather the promise) is easily re-ognizable and so the omplexity of the promise problem an be aptured by aorresponding problem (with a trivial promise); see Setion 5.1.3 for further dis-ussion.5.1.2.2 Restriting a omputational problemIn addition to the foregoing appliation of promise problems, we mention their usein formulating the natural notion of a restrition of a omputational problem to asubset of the instanes. Spei�ally, suh a restrition means that the promise setof the restrited problem is a subset of the promise set of the unrestrited problem.De�nition 5.4 (restrition of omputational problems):� For any P 0 � P and binary relation R, we say that the searh problem Rwith promise P 0 is a restrition of the searh problem R with promise P .� We say that the promise problem (S0yes; S0no) is a restrition of the promiseproblem (Syes; Sno) if both S0yes � Syes and S0no � Sno hold.



130 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSFor example, when we say that 3SAT is a restrition of SAT, we refer to the fatthat the set of allowed instanes is now restrited to 3CNF formulae (rather than toarbitrary CNF formulae). In both ases, the omputational problem is to determinesatis�ability (or to �nd a satisfying assignment), but the set of instanes (i.e., thepromise set) is further restrited in the ase of 3SAT. The fat that a restritedproblem is never harder than the original problem is aptured by the fat that therestrited problem is Karp-reduible to the original one (via the identity mapping).5.1.2.3 Non-generi appliationsIn addition to the two aforementioned generi uses of the notion of a promiseproblem, we mention that this notion provides adequate formulations for a varietyof spei� omputational omplexity notions and results. One example is the notionof a andid searh problem (i.e., De�nition 5.2). Two other examples follow:1. Unique solutions: For a binary relationR, we refer to the set of instanes thathave (at most) a single solution; that is, the promise is P = fx : jR(x)j � 1g,where R(x) = fy : (x; y)2Rg. Two natural problems that arise are the searhproblem of R with promise P and the promise problem (P \ SR; P n SR),where SR = fx : R(x) 6= ;g. One fundamental question regarding thesepromise problems is how does their omplexity relate to the omplexity ofthe original problem (e.g., the standard searh problem of R). For details,see [13, Se. 6.2.3℄.2. Gap problems: The omplexity of various approximation tasks an be ap-tured by the omplexity of appropriate \gap problems"; for details, see [13,Se. 10.1℄. For example, approximating the value of an optimal solutionis omputationally equivalent to the promise problem of distinguishing in-stanes having solutions of high value from instanes having only solutionsof low value, where the promise rules out instanes that have an optimalsolution of intermediate value.In all these ases, promise problems allow disussion of natural omputational prob-lems and make statements about their inherent omplexity. Thus, the omplexityof promise problems (and lasses of suh problems) addresses natural questions andonerns. In partiular, demonstrating the eÆient solvability (resp., intratabil-ity) of suh a promise problem (or of a lass of suh problems) arries the sameoneptual message as demonstrating the eÆient solvability (resp., intratability)of a standard problem (or of a lass of orresponding standard problems). Forexample, saying that some promise problem annot be solved by a polynomial-time algorithm arries the same oneptual message as saying that some standard(searh or deision) problem annot be solved by a polynomial-time algorithm.5.1.2.4 LimitationsAlthough the promise problem lasses that orrespond to P and PF preserve theintuitive meaning of the orresponding standard lasses of (searh or deision)



5.1. PROMISE PROBLEMS 131problems, the situation is less lear with respet to NP and PC. Things beomeeven worse when we onsider the promise problem lasses that orrespond to NP\oNP , where oNP = ff0; 1g� nS : S 2 NPg. Spei�ally, for S 2 NP \ oNP itholds that every instane x has an NP-witness for membership in the orrespondingset (i.e., either S or S = f0; 1g� n S); however, for a promise problem (Syes; Sno)in the orresponding \extension of NP \ oNP" it does not neessarily hold thatevery x has an NP-witness for membership in the orresponding set (i.e., eitherSyes or Sno or f0; 1g�n(Syes [Sno)). The e�et of this disrepany is demonstratedin the disrepany between Theorem 5.7 and Exerise 5.4.In general, strutural properties of lasses of promise problems do not nees-sarily reet the properties of the orresponding deision problems. This followsfrom the fat that the answer of an orale for a promise problem is not neessar-ily determined by the problem. Furthermore, the (standard) de�nitions of lassesof promise problems do not refer to the omplexity of the promise, whih mayvary from being trivial to being eÆiently reognizable to being intratable or evenundeidable.5.1.3 The Standard Convention of Avoiding Promise Prob-lemsReall that, although promise problems provide a good framework for presentingnatural omputational problems, we managed to avoid this framework in previoushapters. This was done by relying on the fat that, for all the (natural) problemsonsidered in the previous hapters, it is easy to deide whether or not a giveninstane satis�es the promise, whih in turn refers to a standard enoding of objetsas strings. Details follow.Let us �rst reall some natural omputational problems. For example, SAT(resp., 3SAT) refers to CNF (resp., 3CNF) formulae, whih means that we impli-itly onsider the promise that the input is in CNF (resp., in 3CNF). Indeed, thispromise is eÆiently reognizable (i.e., given a formula it is easy to deide whetheror not it is in CNF (resp., in 3CNF)). But atually, the issue arises already whentalking about formulae, beause we are atually given a string that is supposed toenode a formula (under some predetermined enoding sheme). Thus, even for aproblem onerning arbitrary formulae, we use a promise (i.e., that the input stringis a valid enoding of some formula), whih is easy to deide for natural enodingshemes. The same applies to all ombinatorial problems we onsidered, beausethese problems (in their natural formulations) refer to objets like sets and graphs,whih are enoded as strings (using some enoding sheme).Thus, in all these ases, the natural omputational problem refers to objetsof some type, and this natural problem is formulated by onsidering a promiseproblem in whih the promise is the set of all strings that enode suh objets.Furthermore, in all these ases the promise (i.e., the set of legal enodings) iseÆiently reognizable (i.e., membership in it an be deided in polynomial-time).In these ases we may avoid mentioning the promise by using one of the followingtwo \nasty" onventions:



132 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICS1. Fititiously extending the set of instanes to the set of all possible strings(and allowing trivial solutions for the orresponding dummy instanes). Forexample, in the ase of a searh problem, we may either de�ne all instanethat violate the promise to have no solution or de�ne them to have a trivialsolution (e.g., be a solution for themselves); that is, for a searh problem Rwith promise P , we may onsider the (standard) searh problem of R whereR is modi�ed suh that R(x) = ; for every x 62 P (or, say, R(x) = fxg forevery x 62 P ). In the ase of a promise (deision) problem (Syes; Sno), wemay onsider the problem of deiding membership in Syes, whih means thatinstanes that violate the promise are onsidered as no-instanes.2. Considering every string as a valid enoding of some objet (i.e., eÆientlyidentifying strings that violate the promise with strings that satisfy thepromise).5 For example, �xing any string x0 that satis�es the promise, weonsider every string that violates the promise as if it were x0. In the ase ofa searh problem R with promise P , this means onsidering the (standard)searh problem of R where R is modi�ed suh that R(x) = R(x0) for everyx 62 P . Similarly, in the ase of a promise (deision) problem (Syes; Sno), weonsider the problem of deiding membership in Syes (provided x0 2 Sno andotherwise we onsider the problem of deiding membership in f0; 1g� n Sno).We stress that in the ase that the promise is eÆiently reognizable the aforemen-tioned onventions (or modi�ations) do not e�et the omplexity of the relevant(searh or deision) problem. That is, rather than onsidering the original promiseproblem, we onsider a (searh or deision) problem (without a promise) that isomputational equivalent to the original one. Thus, in some sense we lose noth-ing by studying the latter problem rather than the original one (i.e., the originalpromise problem). However, to get to this situation we need the notion of a promiseproblem, whih allows a formulation of the original natural problem.Indeed, even in the ase that the original natural (promise) problem and theproblem (without a promise) that was derived from it are omputationally equiv-alent, it is useful to have a formulation that allows to distinguish between them(as we do distinguish between the di�erent NP-omplete problems although theyare all omputationally equivalent). This oneptual onern beomes of ruialimportane in the ase (to be disussed next) that the promise (referred to in thepromise problem) is not eÆiently reognizable.In the ase that the promise is not eÆiently reognizable, the foregoing trans-formations of promise problems into standard (deision and searh) problems donot neessarily preserve the omplexity of the problem. In this ase, the termi-nology of promise problems is unavoidable. Consider, for example, the problemof deiding whether a Hamiltonian graph is 3-olorable. On the fae of it, suh aproblemmay have fundamentally di�erent omplexity than the problem of deidingwhether a given graph is both Hamiltonian and 3-olorable.In spite of the foregoing issues, we have adopted the onvention of fousing5Unlike in the �rst onvention, this means that the dummy instanes inherit the solutions tosome real instanes.



5.2. OPTIMAL SEARCH ALGORITHMS FOR NP 133on standard deision and searh problems. That is, by default, all omputationalproblems and omplexity lasses disussed in other setions of this book refer tostandard deision and searh problems, and the only exeption in whih we refer topromise problems (outside the urrent setion) is expliitly stated as suh (see Se-tion 5.2). This is justi�ed by our fous on natural omputational problems, whihan be stated as standard (deision and searh) problems by using the foregoingonventions.5.2 Optimal searh algorithms for NPThis setion refers to solving the andid searh problem of any relation in PC.Reall that PC is the lass of searh problems that allow for eÆient heking ofthe orretness of andidate solutions (see De�nition 2.3), and that the andidsearh problem is a searh problem in whih the solver is promised that the giveninstane has a solution (see De�nition 5.2).We laim the existene of an optimal algorithm for solving the andid searhproblem of any relation in PC. Furthermore, we will expliitly present suh analgorithm, and prove that it is optimal in a very strong sense: for any algorithmsolving the andid searh problem of R 2 PC, our algorithm solves the sameproblem in time that is at most a onstant fator slower (ignoring a �xed additivepolynomial term, whih may be disregarded in the ase that the problem is notsolvable in polynomial-time).Needless to say, we do not know the time-omplexity of the aforementionedoptimal algorithm (indeed, if we knew it, then we would have resolved the P-vs-NPQuestion). In fat, the P-vs-NP Question boils down to determining the time-omplexity of a single expliitly presented algorithm (i.e., the optimal algorithmlaimed in Theorem 5.5).6Theorem 5.5 For every binary relation R 2 PC there exists an algorithm A thatsatis�es the following:1. Algorithm A solves the andid searh problem of R.2. There exists a polynomial p suh that for every algorithm A0 that solves theandid searh problem of R, it holds that tA(x) = O(tA0(x) + p(jxj)) (for anyx 2 SR), where tA(x) (resp., tA0(x)) denotes the number of steps taken by A(resp., A0) on input x.Interestingly, we establish the optimality of A without knowing what its (optimal)running-time is. Furthermore, the optimality laim is \instane-based" (i.e., itrefers to any input) rather than \global" (i.e., referring to the (worst-ase) time-omplexity as a funtion of the input length).We stress that the hidden onstant in the O-notation depends only on A0,but in the following proof this dependene is exponential in the length of the6That is, P = NP if and only if the optimal algorithm of Theorem 5.5 has polynomial timeomplexity.



134 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSdesription of algorithm A0 (and it is not known whether a better dependene anbe ahieved). Indeed, this dependene as well as the idea underlying it onstituteone negative aspet of this otherwise amazing result. Another negative aspet isthat the optimality of algorithm A refers only to inputs that have a solution (i.e.,inputs in SR).7 Finally, we note that the theorem as stated refers only to models ofomputation that have mahines that an emulate a given number of steps of othermahines with a onstant overhead. We mention that in most natural models theoverhead of suh emulation is at most poly-logarithmi in the number of steps, inwhih ase it holds that tA(x) = eO(tA0(x) + p(jxj)), where eO(t) = poly(log t) � t.Proof Sketh: Fixing R, we let M be a polynomial-time algorithm that deidesmembership in R, and let p be a polynomial bounding the running-time of M(as a funtion of the length of the �rst element in the input pair). Using M , wepresent an algorithm A that solves the andid searh problem of R as follows. Oninput x, algorithm A emulates (\in parallel") the exeutions of all possible searhalgorithms (on input x), heks the result provided by eah of them (using M),and halts whenever it reognizes a orret solution. Indeed, most of the emulatedalgorithms are totally irrelevant to the searh, but using M we an sreen the badsolutions o�ered by them, and output a good solution one obtained.Sine there are in�nitely many possible algorithms, it may not be lear whatwe mean by the expression \emulating all possible algorithms in parallel." Whatwe mean is emulating them at di�erent \rates" suh that the in�nite sum of theserates onverges to 1 (or to any other onstant). Spei�ally, we will emulate the ithpossible algorithm at rate 1=(i+ 1)2, whih means emulating a single step of thisalgorithm per (i+ 1)2 emulation steps (performed for all algorithms).8 Note thata straightforward implementation of this idea may reate a signi�ant overhead,whih is involved in swithing frequently from the emulation of one mahine tothe emulation of another. Instead, we present an alternative implementation thatproeeds in iterations.In the jth iteration, for i = 1; :::; 2j=2�1, algorithm A emulates 2j=(i+1)2 stepsof the ith mahine (where the mahines are ordered aording to the lexiographiorder of their desriptions). Eah of these emulations is onduted in one hunk,and thus the overhead of swithing between the various emulations is insigni�ant(in omparison to the total number of steps being emulated).9 In the ase thatsome of these emulations (on input x) halts with output y, algorithm A invokesM on input (x; y), and outputs y if and only if M(x; y) = 1. Furthermore, theveri�ation of a solution provided by a andidate algorithm is also emulated at the7We stress that Exerise 5.2 is not appliable here, beause we do not know TAjSR(�) (let alonethat we do not have a poly(n)-time algorithm for omputing the mapping n 7! TAjSR(n)).8Indeed, our hoie of using the rate funtion �(i) = 1=(i + 1)2 is rather arbitrary and wasadopted for sake of simpliity (i.e., being the reiproal of a small polynomial). See furtherdisussion in Exerise 5.6.9For simpliity, we start eah emulation from srath; that is, in the jth iteration, algorithm Aemulates the �rst 2j=(i+1)2 steps of the ith mahine. Alternatively, we may maintain a reord ofthe on�guration in whih we stopped in the j � 1st iteration and resume the omputation fromthat on�guration for another 2j=(i + 1)2 steps, but this saving (of Pk<j 2k=(i + 1)2 steps) islearly insigni�ant.



5.2. OPTIMAL SEARCH ALGORITHMS FOR NP 135expense of its step-ount. (Put in other words, we augment eah algorithm witha anonial proedure (i.e., M) that heks the validity of the solution o�ered bythe algorithm.)By its onstrution, whenever A(x) outputs a string y (i.e., y 6= ?) it must holdthat (x; y) 2 R. To show the optimality of A, we onsider an arbitrary algorithmA0 that solves the andid searh problem of R. Our aim is to show that A isnot muh slower than A0. Intuitively, this is the ase beause the overhead of Aresults from emulating other algorithms (in addition to A0), but the total numberof emulation steps wasted (due to these algorithms) is inversely proportional tothe rate of algorithm A0, whih in turn is exponentially related to the length ofthe desription of A0. The punh-line is that sine A0 is �xed, the length of itsdesription is a onstant. Details follow.For every x, let us denote by t0(x) the number of steps taken by A0 on in-put x, where t0(x) also aounts for the running time of M(x; �); that is, t0(x) =tA0(x) + p(jxj), where tA0(x) is the number of steps taken by A0(x) itself. Then,the emulation of t0(x) steps of A0 on input x is \overed" by the jth iteration of A,provided that 2j=(2jA0j+1)2 � t0(x) where jA0j denotes the length of the desriptionof A0. (Indeed, we use the fat that the algorithms are emulated in lexiographiorder, and note that there are at most 2jA0j+1 � 2 algorithms that preede A0 inlexiographi order.) Thus, on input x, algorithm A halts after at most jA0(x)iterations, where jA0(x) = 2(jA0j+1)+log2(tA0(x)+p(jxj)), after emulating a totalnumber of steps that is at mostt(x) def= jA0 (x)Xj=1 2j=2�1Xi=1 2j(i+ 1)2 (5.1)< 2jA0 (x)+1 = 22jA0j+3 � (tA0(x) + p(jxj)); (5.2)where the inequality uses P2j=2�1i=1 1(i+1)2 < Pi�1 1(i+1)�i = Pi�1 �1i � 1i+1� = 1andPjA0 (x)j=1 2j < 2jA0 (x)+1. The question of how muh time is required for emulat-ing these many steps depends on the spei� model of omputation. In many mod-els of omputation (e.g., two-tape Turing mahine), emulation is possible withinpoly-logarithmi overhead (i.e., t steps of an arbitrary mahine an be emulatedby eO(t) steps of the emulating mahine), and in some models this emulation aneven be performed with onstant overhead. The theorem follows.Comment: By onstrution, the foregoing algorithm A does not halt on inputx 62 SR. This an be easily reti�ed by letting A emulate a straightforward ex-haustive searh for a solution, and halt with output ? if and only if this exhaustivesearh indiates that there is no solution to the urrent input. This extra emulationan be performed in parallel to all other emulations (e.g., at a rate of one step forthe extra emulation per eah step of everything else).



136 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICS5.3 The lass oNP and its intersetion with NPBy prepending the name of a omplexity lass (of deision problems) with the pre�x\o" we mean the lass of omplement sets; that is,oC def= ff0; 1g� n S : S 2 Cg: (5.3)Spei�ally, oNP = ff0; 1g� n S : S 2 NPg is the lass of sets that are omple-ments of sets in NP .Realling that eah set in NP is haraterized by its witness relation suhthat x 2 S if and only if there exists an adequate NP-witness, it follows that thisset's omplement onsists of all instanes for whih there are no NP-witnesses (i.e.,x 2 f0; 1g� nS if there is no NP-witness for x being in S). For example, SAT 2 NPimplies that the set of unsatis�able CNF formulae is in oNP . Likewise, the setof graphs that are not 3-olorable is in oNP . (Jumping ahead, we mention thatit is widely believed that these sets are not in NP .)Another perspetive on oNP is obtained by onsidering the searh problemsin PC. Reall that for suh R 2 PC, the set of instanes having a solution (i.e.,SR = fx : 9y s.t. (x; y)2Rg) is in NP . It follows that the set of instanes havingno solution (i.e., f0; 1g� n SR = fx : 8y (x; y) 62Rg) is in oNP .It is widely believed that NP 6= oNP (whih means that NP is not losedunder omplementation). Indeed, this onjeture implies P 6= NP (beause P islosed under omplementation). The onjeture NP 6= oNP means that somesets in oNP do not have NP-proof systems (beause NP is the lass of sets havingNP-proof systems). As we will show next, under this onjeture, the omplementsof NP-omplete sets do not have NP-proof systems; for example, there exists noNP-proof system for proving that a given CNF formula is not satis�able. We �rstestablish this fat for NP-ompleteness in the standard sense (i.e., under Karp-redutions, as in De�nition 4.1).Proposition 5.6 Suppose that NP 6= oNP and let S 2 NP suh that every setin NP is Karp-reduible to S. Then S def= f0; 1g� n S is not in NP.In other words, if S is NP-omplete (under Karp-redutions) and S 2 NP, thenNP = oNP .Proof Sketh: We �rst observe that the fat that every set in NP is Karp-reduible to S implies that every set in oNP is Karp-reduible to S (see Exer-ise 5.8). We next laim (and prove later) that if S0 is in NP then every set thatis Karp-reduible to S0 is also in NP . Applying the laim to S0 = S, we onludethat S 2 NP implies oNP � NP , whih in turn implies NP = oNP (seeExerise 5.7) in ontradition to the main hypothesis.We now turn to prove the foregoing laim; that is, we prove that if S0 has an NP-proof system and S00 is Karp-reduible to S0, then S00 has an NP-proof system. LetV 0 be the veri�ation proedure assoiated with S0, and let f be a Karp-redutionof S00 to S0. Then, we de�ne the veri�ation proedure V 00 (for membership inS00) by V 00(x; y) = V 0(f(x); y). That is, any NP-witness for f(x) 2 S0 serves as an



5.3. THE CLASS CONP AND ITS INTERSECTION WITH NP 137NP-witness for x 2 S00 (and these are the only NP-witnesses for x 2 S00). This maynot be a \natural" proof system (for S00), but it is de�nitely an NP-proof systemfor S00.Assuming that NP 6= oNP , Proposition 5.6 implies that sets in NP \ oNPannot be NP-omplete with respet to Karp-redutions. In light of other limita-tions of Karp-redutions (see, e.g., Exerise 3.4), one may wonder whether or notthe exlusion of NP-omplete sets from the lass NP \ oNP is due to the useof a restrited notion of redutions (i.e., Karp-redutions). The following theoremasserts that this is not the ase: some sets in NP annot be redued to sets in theintersetion NP \ oNP even under general redutions (i.e., Cook-redutions).Theorem 5.7 If every set in NP an be Cook-redued to some set in NP\oNPthen NP = oNP.In partiular, assuming NP 6= oNP , no set in NP \ oNP an be NP-omplete,even when NP-ompleteness is de�ned with respet to Cook-redutions. SineNP \ oNP is onjetured to be a proper superset of P , it follows (assumingNP 6= oNP) that there are deision problems in NP that are neither in P norNP-hard (i.e., spei�ally, the deision problems in (NP \ oNP) n P). We stressthat Theorem 5.7 refers to standard deision problems and not to promise problems(see Setion 5.1 and Exerise 5.4).Proof: Analogously to the proof of Proposition 5.6 , the urrent proof boils downto proving that if S is Cook-reduible to a set in NP\oNP then S 2 NP\oNP .Using this laim, the theorem's hypothesis implies that NP � NP \ oNP , whihin turn implies NP � oNP and NP = oNP (see Exerise 5.7).Fixing any S and S0 2 NP \ oNP suh that S is Cook-reduible to S0, weprove that S 2 NP (and the proof that S 2 oNP is similar).10 Let us denoteby M the orale mahine reduing S to S0. That is, on input x, mahine Mmakes queries and deides whether or not to aept x, and its deision is orretprovided that all queries are answered aording to S0. To show that S 2 NP ,we will present an NP-proof system for S. This proof system, denoted V , aeptsan alleged (instane-witness) pair of the form (x; h(z1; �1; w1); :::; (zt; �t; wt)i) if thefollowing two onditions hold:1. On input x, mahine M aepts after making the queries z1; :::; zt, and ob-taining the orresponding answers �1; :::; �t.That is, V heks that, on input x, after obtaining the answers �1; :::; �i�1to the �rst i� 1 queries, the ith query made by M equals zi. In addition, Vheks that, on input x and after reeiving the answers �1; :::; �t, mahineMhalts with output 1 (indiating aeptane).Note that V does not have orale aess to S0. The proedure V ratheremulates the omputation of M(x) by answering, for eah i, the ith query of10Alternatively, we show that S 2 oNP by applying the following argument to S def= f0; 1g� nSand noting that S is Cook-reduible to S0 (via S, or alternatively that S is Cook-reduible tof0; 1g� n S0 2 NP \ oNP).



138 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSM(x) by using the bit �i (provided to V as part of its input). The orretnessof these answers will be veri�ed (by V ) separately (i.e., see the next item).2. For every i, it holds that if �i = 1 then wi is an NP-witness for zi 2 S0,whereas if �i = 0 then wi is an NP-witness for zi 2 f0; 1g� n S0.Thus, if this ondition holds then it is the ase that eah �i indiates theorret status of zi with respet to S0 (i.e., �i = 1 if and only if zi 2 S0).We stress that we have used the fat that both S0 and S0 def= f0; 1g� n S haveNP-proof systems, and we have referred to the orresponding NP-witnesses.Note that V is indeed an NP-proof system for S. Firstly, the length of theorresponding witnesses is bounded by the running-time of the redution (and thelength of the NP-witnesses supplied for the various queries). Next note that Vruns in polynomial time (i.e., verifying the �rst ondition requires an emulation ofthe polynomial-time exeution of M on input x when using the �i's to emulate theorale, whereas verifying the seond ondition is done by invoking the relevant NP-proof systems). Finally, observe that x 2 S if and only if there exists a sequeney def= ((z1; �1; w1); :::; (zt; �t; wt)) suh that V (x; y) = 1. In partiular, V (x; y) = 1holds only if y ontains a valid sequene of queries and answers as made in aomputation of M on input x and orale aess to S0, and M aepts based onthat sequene.The world view { a digest. Reall that on top of the P 6= NP onjeture, wementioned two other onjetures (whih learly imply P 6= NP):1. The onjeture that NP 6= oNP (equivalently, NP \ oNP 6= NP).This onjeture is equivalent to the onjeture that CNF formulae have noshort proofs of unsatis�ability (i.e., the set f0; 1g� n SAT has no NP-proofsystem).2. The onjeture that NP \ oNP 6= P .Notable andidates for the lass NP \ oNP 6= P inlude deision problemsthat are omputationally equivalent to the integer fatorization problem (i.e.,the searh problem (in PC) in whih, given a omposite number, the task isto �nd its prime fators).Combining these onjetures, we get the world view depited in Figure 5.2, whihalso shows the lass of oNP-omplete sets (de�ned next).De�nition 5.8 A set S is alled oNP-hard if every set in oNP is Karp-reduibleto S. A set is alled oNP-omplete if it is both in oNP and oNP-hard.Indeed, insisting on Karp-redutions is essential for a distintion between NP-hardness and oNP-hardness. Furthermore, the lass of problems that are Karp-reduible to NP equals NP (see Exerise 5.9), whereas the lass of problems thatare Karp-reduible to oNP equals oNP (beause S is Karp-reduible to S0 if and
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P
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coNPCFigure 5.2: The world view under P 6= oNP \NP 6= NP .only if f0; 1g�nS is Karp-reduible to f0; 1g�nS0). In ontrast, reall that the lassof problems that are Cook-reduible to NP (resp., to oNP) ontainsNP[oNP .This lass, ommonly denoted PNP , is further disussed in Exerise 5.12.ExerisesExerise 5.1 (a quiz)1. What are promise problems?2. What is the justi�ation for ignoring the promise (in a promise problem)whenever it is polynomial-time reognizable?3. What is a andid searh problem?4. Is it the ase that the P-vs-NP Question boils down to determining the timeomplexity of a single (known) algorithm?5. What is the lass oNP?6. How does NP relate to the lass of deision problems that are Cook-reduibleto NP?7. How does NP relate to the lass of deision problems that are Karp-reduibleto NP?Exerise 5.2 Let R 2 PC and suppose that A solves the andid searh problemof R in time omplexity TAjSR . Prove that if the mapping n 7! TAjSR(n) an beomputed in poly(n)-time, then the standard searh problem of R (as well as thedeision problem SR) an be solved in time TA0(n) = eO(TAjSR(n))+poly(n), whereeO(t) = poly(log t) � t.Guideline: Consider an algorithm A0 that on input x, �rst omputes t  TAjSR(jxj),and then emulates the exeution of A(x) for at most t steps. (The poly-logarithmi fatoris due to the overhead of this emulation.) If A(x) halts with output y, then A0 hekswhether (x; y) 2 R, and outputs y if the answer is positive (and ? otherwise).



140 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSExerise 5.3 (Cook-redutions preserve eÆient solvability of promise problems)Prove that if the promise problem � is Cook-reduible to a promise problem thatis solvable in polynomial-time, then � is solvable in polynomial-time. Note thatthe solver may not halt on inputs that violate the promise.Guideline: Use the fat that any polynomial-time algorithm that solves any promiseproblem an be modi�ed suh that it halts on all inputs (in polynomial time).Exerise 5.4 (NP-omplete promise problems in oNP (following [9℄)) Considerthe promise problem xSAT, having instanes that are pairs of CNF formulae. Theyes-instanes onsists of pairs (�1; �2) suh that �1 is satis�able and �2 is unsatis-�able, whereas the no-instanes onsists of pairs suh that �1 is unsatis�able and�2 is satis�able.1. Show that xSAT is in the intersetion of (the promise problem lasses thatare analogous to) NP and oNP .2. Prove that any promise problem in NP is Cook-reduible to xSAT. In de-signing the redution, reall that queries that violate the promise may beanswered arbitrarily.Guideline: Note that the promise problem version of NP is reduible to SAT,and show a redution of SAT to xSAT. Spei�ally, show that the searh problemassoiated with SAT is Cook-reduible to xSAT, by adapting the ideas of the proofof Proposition 3.7. That is, suppose that we know (or assume) that � is a pre�x ofa satisfying assignment to �, and we wish to extend � by one bit. Then, for eah� 2 f0; 1g, we onstrut a formula, denoted �0�, by setting the �rst j� j+1 variablesof � aording to the values ��. We query the orale about the pair (�01; �00), andextend � aordingly (i.e., we extend � by the value 1 if and only if the answer ispositive). Note that if both �01 and �00 are satis�able then it does not matter whihbit we use in the extension, whereas if exatly one formula is satis�able then theorale answer is reliable.3. Pinpoint the soure of failure of the proof of Theorem 5.7 when applied tothe redution provided in the previous item.Exerise 5.5 Note that Theorem 5.5 holds for any searh problem in NP, andnot only for NP-omplete searh problems. Compare the result of Theorem 5.5 towhat would have followed from a orresponding result that only asserts optimalalgorithms for all NP-omplete searh problems. Ditto with respet to a orre-sponding result that only asserts optimal algorithm for some NP-omplete searhproblem.Guideline: Note that we refer to a strong notion of optimality, whih may not be pre-served by Levin-redutions.Exerise 5.6 Generalizing the proof of Theorem 5.5, onsider the possibility ofrunning the ith mahine at rate �(i) rather than at rate 1=(i+1)2, where � satis�esPi�1 �(i) � 1. Prove that, for any \reasonable" hoie of � (e.g., �(i) = 1=O(i �



5.3. THE CLASS CONP AND ITS INTERSECTION WITH NP 141(log2(i + 1)) or �(i) = 2�i), the result of Theorem 5.5 remains intat, althoughthe onstant hidden in the O-notation is e�eted. What should be required of a\reasonable" hoie of �?Guideline: Note that our hoie of �(i) = 1=(i + 1)2 was quite good, although �(i) =1=O(i � (log2(i+ 1)) is better.Exerise 5.7 For any lass C, prove that C � oC if and only if C = oC.Exerise 5.8 Prove that S1 is Karp-reduible to S2 if and only if f0; 1g� n S1 isKarp-reduible to f0; 1g� n S2.Exerise 5.9 Prove that a set S is Karp-reduible to some set in NP if and onlyif S is in NP .Guideline: For the non-trivial diretion, see the proof of Proposition 5.6.Exerise 5.10 Reall that the empty set is not Karp-reduible to f0; 1g�, whereasany set is Cook-reduible to its omplement. Thus our fous here is on the Karp-reduibility of non-trivial sets to their omplements, where a set is non-trivial if itis neither empty nor ontains all strings. Furthermore, sine any non-trivial set inP is Karp-reduible to its omplement (see Exerise 3.4), we assume that P 6= NPand fous on sets in NP n P .1. Prove that NP = oNP implies that some sets in NPnP are Karp-reduibleto their omplements.2. Prove that NP 6= oNP implies that some sets in NP n P are not Karp-reduible to their omplements.Guideline: Use NP-omplete sets in both parts, and Exerise 5.9 in the seond part.Exerise 5.11 (TAUT is oNP-omplete) Prove that the following problem, de-noted TAUT, is oNP-omplete (even when the formulae are restrited to 3DNF).An instane of the problem onsists of a DNF formula, and the problem is to de-termine whether this formula is a tautology (i.e., a formula that evaluates to trueunder every possible truth assignment).Guideline: Redue from SAT (i.e., the omplement of SAT), using the fat that � isunsatis�able if and only if :� is a tautology.11Exerise 5.12 (the lass PNP) Reall that PNP denotes the lass of problemsthat are Cook-reduible to NP . Prove the following (simple) fats.1. For every lass C, the lass of problems that are Cook-reduible to C equalsthe lass of problems that are Cook-reduible to oC. In partiular, PNPequals the lass of problems that are Cook-reduible to oNP .2. The lass PNP is losed under omplementation (i.e., PNP = oPNP).11Note that, given a CNF formula �, we an easily obtain a DNF formula for :� (by applyingde-Morgan's Law).



142 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSNote that eah of the foregoing items implies that PNP ontains NP [ oNP .Exerise 5.13 Assuming that NP 6= oNP, prove that the problem of �nding amaximum lique (resp., independent set) in a given graph is not in PC. Prove thesame for the following problems:� Finding a minimum vertex over in a given graph.� Finding an assignment that satis�es the maximum number of equations in agiven system of linear equations over GF(2) (f. Exerise 4.9.)We stress that maximum and minimum refer to the optimum taken over all legiti-mate solutions, whereas the terms maximal and minimal refer to a \loal optimum"(i.e., optimal with respet to augmenting the urrent solution or omitting elementsfrom it, respetively).Guideline: Note that the set of pairs (G;K) suh that the graph G ontains no liqueof size K is oNP-omplete.Exerise 5.14 (the lass P=poly, revisited) In ontinuation of Exerise 1.16,prove that P=poly equals the lass of sets that are Cook-reduible to a sparse set,where a set S is alled sparse if there exists a polynomial p suh that for every n itholds that jS \ f0; 1gnj � p(n).Guideline: For any set in P=poly, enode the advie sequene (an)n2N as a sparse setf(1n; i; �n;i) : n2N ; i � janjg, where �n;i is the ith bit of an. For the opposite diretion,note that the emulation of a Cook-redution to a set S, on input x, only requires knowledgeof S \Spoly(jxj)i=1 f0; 1gi.Exerise 5.15 In ontinuation of Exerise 5.14, we onsider the lass of sets thatare Karp-reduible to a sparse set. It an be proved that this lass ontains SATif and only if P = NP (see [23℄).12 Here, we only onsider the speial ase inwhih the sparse set is ontained in a polynomial-time deidable set that is itselfsparse (e.g., the latter set may be f1g�, in whih ase the former set may be anarbitrary unary set). Atually, the aim of this exerise is establishing the following(seemingly stronger) laim:13If SAT is Karp-reduible to a set S � G suh that G 2 P and G n S issparse, then SAT 2 P .Using the hypothesis, we outline a polynomial-time proedure for solving the searhproblem of SAT, and leave the task of providing the details as an exerise. Theproedure (looking for a satisfying assignment) onduts a DFS on the tree ofall possible partial truth assignment to the input formula,14 while trunating the12An alternative presentation is available from the book's web-site.13This laim is seemingly stronger beause G itself is not assumed to be sparse.14For an n-variable formula, the leaves of the tree orrespond to all possible n-bit long strings,and an internal node orresponding to � is the parent of the nodes orresponding to �0 and �1.



5.3. THE CLASS CONP AND ITS INTERSECTION WITH NP 143searh at nodes that orrespond to partial truth assignments that were alreadydemonstrated to be useless (i.e., orrespond to a partial truth assignment thatannot be ompleted to a satisfying assignment).Guideline: The key observation is that eah internal node (whih yields a formula derivedfrom the initial formula by instantiating the orresponding partial truth assignment) ismapped by the Karp-redution either to a string not in G (in whih ase we onludethat the sub-tree ontains no satisfying assignments and baktrak from this node) or toa string in G. In the latter ase, unless we already know that this string is not in S,we start a san of the sub-tree rooted at this node. However, one we baktrak from thisinternal node, we know that the orresponding member of G is not in S, and we will neversan again a sub-tree rooted at a node that is mapped to this string (whih was detetedto be in GnS). Also note that one we reah a leaf, we an hek by ourselves whether ornot it orresponds to a satisfying assignment to the initial formula. When analyzing theforgoing proedure prove that, when given an n-variable formula � as input, the numberof times we start to san a sub-tree is at most n � jSpoly(j�j)i=1 f0; 1gi \ (G n S)j.
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Historial NotesThe following brief aount deouples the development of the theory of omputation(whih was the fous of Chapter 1) from the emergene of the P vs-NP Questionand the theory of NP-ompleteness (studied in Chapters 2{5).On omputation and eÆient omputationThe interested reader may �nd numerous historial aounts of the developmentsthat led to the emergene of the theory of omputation. The following brief aountis di�erent from most of these historial aounts in that its perspetive is the oneof the urrent researh in omputer siene.The theory of uniform omputational devies emerged in the work of Turing [32℄.This work put forward a natural model of omputation, based on onrete mahines(indeed Turing mahines), whih has been instrumental for subsequent studies. Inpartiular, this model provides a onvenient stage for the introdution of naturalomplexity measures referring to omputational tasks.The notion of a Turing mahine was put forward by Turing with the expliit in-tention of providing a general formulation of the notion of omputability [32℄. Theoriginal motivation was providing a formalization of Hilbert's hallenge (posed in1900 and known as Hilbert's Tenth Problem), whih alled for designing a methodfor determining the solvability of Diophantine equations. Indeed, this hallengereferred to a spei� deision problem (later alled the Entsheidungsproblem (Ger-man for the Deision Problem)), but Hilbert did not provide a formulation of thenotion of \(a method for) solving a deision problem." (We mention that in 1970,the Entsheidungsproblem was proved to be undeidable (see [24℄).)In addition to introduing the Turing mahine model and arguing that it or-responds to the intuitive notion of omputability, Turing's paper [32℄ introduesuniversal mahines, and ontains proofs of undeidability (e.g., of the Halting Prob-lem). (Rie's Theorem (Theorem 1.6) is proven in [27℄, and the undeidability ofthe Post Correspondene Problem (Theorem 1.7) is proven in [26℄.)The Churh-Turing Thesis is attributed to the works of Churh [4℄ and Tur-ing [32℄. In both works, this thesis is invoked for laiming that the fat that someproblem annot be solved in a spei� model of omputation implies that this prob-lem annot be solved in any \reasonable" model of omputation. The RAM modelis attributed to von Neumann's report [33℄.145



146 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSThe assoiation of eÆient omputation with polynomial-time algorithms isattributed to the papers of Cobham [5℄ and Edmonds [7℄. It is interesting to notethat Cobham's starting point was his desire to present a philosophially soundonept of eÆient algorithms, whereas Edmonds's starting point was his desire toartiulate why ertain algorithms are \good" in pratie.The theory of non-uniform omputational devies emerged in the work of Shan-non [29℄, whih introdued and initiated the study of Boolean iruits. The formu-lation of mahines that take advie (as well as the equivalene to the iruit model)originates in [18℄.On NP and NP-CompletenessMany soures provide historial aounts of the developments that led to the formu-lation of the P vs NP Problem and to the disovery of the theory of NP-ompleteness(see, e.g., [11, Se. 1.5℄ and [31℄). Still, we feel that we should not refrain from of-fering our own impressions, whih are based on the texts of the original papers.Nowadays, the theory of NP-ompleteness is ommonly attributed to Cook [6℄,Karp [17℄, and Levin [21℄. It seems that Cook's starting point was his interest intheorem-proving proedures for propositional alulus [6, P. 151℄. Trying to provideevidene to the diÆulty of deiding whether or not a given formula is a tautology,he identi�ed NP as a lass ontaining \many apparently diÆult problems" (f,e.g., [6, P. 151℄), and showed that any problem in NP is reduible to deidingmembership in the set of 3DNF tautologies. In partiular, Cook emphasized theimportane of the onept of polynomial-time redutions and the omplexity lassNP (both expliitly de�ned for the �rst time in his paper). He also showed thatCLIQUE is omputationally equivalent to SAT, and envisioned a lass of problems ofthe same nature.Karp's paper [17℄ an be viewed as ful�lling Cook's prophey: Stimulated byCook's work, Karp demonstrated that a \large number of lassi diÆult omputa-tional problems, arising in �elds suh as mathematial programming, graph theory,ombinatoris, omputational logi and swithing theory, are [NP-℄omplete (andthus equivalent)" [17, P. 86℄. Spei�ally, his list of twenty-one NP-omplete prob-lems inludes Integer Linear Programming, Hamilton Ciruit, Chromati Number,Exat Set Cover, Steiner Tree, Knapsak, Job Sheduling, and Max Cut. Interest-ingly, Karp de�ned NP in terms of veri�ation proedures (i.e., De�nition 2.5),pointed to its relation to \baktrak searh of polynomial bounded depth" [17,P. 86℄, and viewed NP as the residene of a \wide range of important omputa-tional problems" (whih seem not to be in P).Independently of these developments, while being in the USSR, Levin proved theexistene of \universal searh problems" (where universalitymeant NP-ompleteness).The starting point of Levin's work [21℄ was his interest in the \perebor" onjetureasserting the inherent need for brute-fore in some searh problems that have eÆ-iently hekable solutions (i.e., problems in PC). Levin emphasized the impliationof polynomial-time redutions on the relation between the time-omplexity of therelated problems (for any growth rate of the time-omplexity), asserted the NP-ompleteness of six \lassial searh problems", and laimed that the underlying



5.3. THE CLASS CONP AND ITS INTERSECTION WITH NP 147method \provides a mean for readily obtaining" similar results for \many otherimportant searh problems."It is interesting to note that, although the works of Cook [6℄, Karp [17℄, andLevin [21℄ were reeived with di�erent levels of enthusiasm, none of the ontempo-raries realized the depth of the disovery and the diÆulty of the question posed (i.e.,the P-vs-NP Question). This fat is evident in every aount from the early 1970's,and may explain the frustration of the orresponding generation of researhers fromthe failure to resolve the P-vs-NP Question, whih they expeted to be resolvedin their life-time (if not in a matter of a few years). Needless to say, the author'sopinion is that there was absolutely no justi�ation for these expetations, andthat one should have atually expeted quite the opposite.We mention that the three \founding papers" of the theory of NP-ompleteness(i.e., Cook [6℄, Karp [17℄, and Levin [21℄) use the three di�erent types of redutionsused in this book. Spei�ally, Cook uses the general notion of polynomial-timeredution [6℄, often referred to as Cook-redutions (De�nition 3.1). The notionof Karp-redutions (De�nition 3.3) originates from Karp's paper [17℄, whereas itsaugmentation to searh problems (i.e., De�nition 3.4) originates from Levin's pa-per [21℄. It is worth stressing that Levin's work is stated in terms of searh prob-lems, unlike Cook and Karp's works, whih treat deision problems.The redutions presented in Setion 4.3.2 are not neessarily the original ones.Most notably, the redution establishing the NP-hardness of the Independent Setproblem (i.e., Proposition 4.10) is adapted from [10℄. In ontrast, the redutionspresented in Setion 4.3.1 are merely a re-interpretation of the original redution aspresented in [6℄. The equivalene of the two de�nitions of NP (i.e., Theorem 2.8)was proved in [17℄.The existene of NP-sets that are neither in P nor NP-omplete (i.e., Theo-rem 4.12) was proven by Ladner [20℄, Theorem 5.7 was proven by Selman [28℄,and the existene of optimal searh algorithms for NP-relations (i.e., Theorem 5.5)was proven by Levin [21℄. (Interestingly, the latter result was proved in the samepaper in whih Levin presented the disovery of NP-ompleteness, independentlyof Cook and Karp.) Promise problems were expliitly introdued by Even, Selmanand Yaobi [9℄; see [12℄ for a survey of their numerous appliations. A more detaileddesription of probabilisti proof systems, inluding proper redits for the resultsmentioned in Setion 4.3.5, an be found in [13, Chap. 9℄.



148 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICS



Epilogue: A Brief Overviewof Complexity TheoryOut of the tough ame forth sweetness1Judges, 14:14The following brief overview is intended to give a avor of the questions addressedby Complexity Theory. It inludes a brief review of the ontents of the urrent bookas well as a brief overview of several more advaned topi. The latter overview isquite vague, and is merely meant as a teaser towards further study (f., e.g., [13℄).Absolute Goals and Relative ResultsComplexity Theory is onerned with the study of the intrinsi omplexity of om-putational tasks. Its \�nal" goals inlude the determination of the omplexity ofany well-de�ned task. Additional goals inlude obtaining an understanding of therelations between various omputational phenomena (e.g., relating one fat regard-ing omputational omplexity to another). Indeed, we may say that the formertype of goals is onerned with absolute answers regarding spei� omputationalphenomena, whereas the latter type is onerned with questions regarding the re-lation between omputational phenomena.Interestingly, so far Complexity Theory has been more suessful in oping withgoals of the latter (\relative") type. In fat, the failure to resolve questions of the\absolute" type, led to the ourishing of methods for oping with questions of the\relative" type. Musing for a moment, let us say that, in general, the diÆultyof obtaining absolute answers may naturally lead to seeking onditional answers,whih may in turn reveal interesting relations between phenomena. Furthermore,the lak of absolute understanding of individual phenomena seems to failitate thedevelopment of methods for relating di�erent phenomena. Anyhow, this is whathappened in Complexity Theory.Putting aside for a moment the frustration aused by the failure of obtainingabsolute answers, we must admit that there is something fasinating in the suessto relate di�erent phenomena: in some sense, relations between phenomena are1The quote is ommonly interpreted as meaning that bene�t arose out of misfortune.149



150 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSmore revealing than absolute statements about individual phenomena. Indeed, the�rst example that omes to mind is the theory of NP-ompleteness. Let us onsiderthis theory, for a moment, from the perspetive of these two types of goals.P, NP, and NP-ompletenessComplexity theory has failed to determine the intrinsi omplexity of tasks suhas �nding a satisfying assignment to a given (satis�able) propositional formulaor �nding a 3-oloring of a given (3-olorable) graph. But it has sueeded inestablishing that these two seemingly di�erent omputational tasks are in somesense the same (or, more preisely, are omputationally equivalent). We �nd thissuess amazing and exiting, and hope that the reader shares these feelings. Thesame feeling of wonder and exitement is generated by many of the other disoveriesof Complexity theory. Indeed, the reader is invited to join a fast tour of some ofthe other questions and answers that make up the �eld of Complexity theory.We will indeed start with the P versus NP Question (and, indeed, briey reviewthe ontents of Chapter 2). Our daily experiene is that it is harder to solve aproblem than it is to hek the orretness of a solution (e.g., think of either a puzzleor a researh problem). Is this experiene merely a oinidene or does it representa fundamental fat of life (i.e., a property of the world)? Could you imagine aworld in whih solving any problem is not signi�antly harder than heking asolution to it? Would the term \solving a problem" not lose its meaning in suh ahypothetial (and impossible in our opinion) world? The denial of the plausibilityof suh a hypothetial world (in whih \solving" is not harder than \heking")is what \P di�erent from NP" atually means, where P represents tasks that areeÆiently solvable and NP represents tasks for whih solutions an be eÆientlyheked.The mathematially (or theoretially) inlined reader may also onsider thetask of proving theorems versus the task of verifying the validity of proofs. Indeed,�nding proofs is a speial type of the aforementioned task of \solving a problem"(and verifying the validity of proofs is a orresponding ase of heking orretness).Again, \P di�erent from NP" means that there are theorems that are harder toprove than to be onvined of their orretness when presented with a proof. Thismeans that the notion of a \proof" is meaningful; that is, proofs do help whenseeking to be onvined of the orretness of assertions. Here NP represents setsof assertions that an be eÆiently veri�ed with the help of adequate proofs, andP represents sets of assertions that an be eÆiently veri�ed from srath (i.e.,without proofs).In light of the foregoing disussion it is lear that the P-versus-NP Question isa fundamental sienti� question of far-reahing onsequenes. The fat that thisquestion seems beyond our urrent reah led to the development of the theory ofNP-ompleteness. Loosely speaking, this theory (presented in Chapter 4) identi�esa set of omputational problems that are as hard as NP. That is, the fate of theP-versus-NP Question lies with eah of these problems: if any of these problems iseasy to solve then so are all problems in NP. Thus, showing that a problem is NP-omplete provides evidene to its intratability (assuming, of ourse, \P di�erent



5.3. THE CLASS CONP AND ITS INTERSECTION WITH NP 151than NP"). Indeed, demonstrating the NP-ompleteness of omputational tasks isa entral tool in indiating hardness of natural omputational problems, and ithas been used extensively both in omputer siene and in other disiplines. Wenote that NP-ompleteness indiates not only the onjetured intratability of aproblem but rather also its \rihness" in the sense that the problem is rih enoughto \enode" any other problem in NP. The use of the term \enoding" is justi-�ed by the exat meaning of NP-ompleteness, whih in turn establishes relationsbetween di�erent omputational problems (without referring to their \absolute"omplexity).Some Advaned TopisThe foregoing disussion of NP-ompleteness hints to the importane of represen-tation, sine it referred to di�erent problems that enode one another. Indeed, theimportane of representation is a entral aspet of omplexity theory. In general,omplexity theory is onerned with problems for whih the solutions are impliitin the problem's statement (or rather in the instane). That is, the problem (orrather its instane) ontains all neessary information, and one merely needs to pro-ess this information in order to supply the answer.2 Thus, omplexity theory isonerned with manipulation of information, and its transformation from one rep-resentation (in whih the information is given) to another representation (whihis the one desired). Indeed, a solution to a omputational problem is merely adi�erent representation of the information given; that is, a representation in whihthe answer is expliit rather than impliit. For example, the answer to the questionof whether or not a given Boolean formula is satis�able is impliit in the formulaitself (but the task is to make the answer expliit). Thus, omplexity theory lari-�es a entral issue regarding representation; that is, the distintion between whatis expliit and what is impliit in a representation. Furthermore, it even suggestsa quanti�ation of the level of non-expliitness.In general, omplexity theory provides new viewpoints on various phenomenathat were onsidered also by past thinkers. Examples inlude the aforementionedonepts of solutions, proofs, and representation as well as onepts like random-ness, knowledge, interation, serey and learning. We next disuss the latteronepts and the perspetive o�ered by omplexity theory.The onept of randomness has puzzled thinkers for ages. Their perspetivean be desribed as ontologial: they asked \what is randomness" and wonderedwhether it exists at all (or is the world deterministi). The perspetive of om-plexity theory is behavioristi: it is based on de�ning objets as equivalent if theyannot be told apart by any eÆient proedure. That is, a oin toss is (de�ned tobe) \random" (even if one believes that the universe is deterministi) if it is infeasi-ble to predit the oin's outome. Likewise, a string (or a distribution on strings) is\random" if it is infeasible to distinguish it from the uniform distribution (regard-less of whether or not one an generate the latter). Interestingly, randomness (or2In ontrast, in other disiplines, solving a problem may require gathering information that isnot available in the problem's statement. This information may either be available from auxiliary(past) reords or be obtained by onduting new experiments.



152 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSrather pseudorandomness) de�ned this way is eÆiently expandable; that is, undera reasonable omplexity assumption (to be disussed next), short pseudorandomstrings an be deterministially expanded into long pseudorandom strings. Indeed,it turns out that randomness is intimately related to intratability. Firstly, notethat the very de�nition of pseudorandomness refers to intratability (i.e., the infea-sibility of distinguishing a pseudorandomness objet from a uniformly distributedobjet). Seondly, as stated, a omplexity assumption, whih refers to the exis-tene of funtions that are easy to evaluate but hard to invert (alled one-wayfuntions), implies the existene of deterministi programs (alled pseudorandomgenerators) that streth short random seeds into long pseudorandom sequenes. Infat, it turns out that the existene of pseudorandom generators is equivalent tothe existene of one-way funtions.Complexity theory o�ers its own perspetive on the onept of knowledge (anddistinguishes it from information). Spei�ally, omplexity theory views knowledgeas the result of a hard omputation. Thus, whatever an be eÆiently done by any-one is not onsidered knowledge. In partiular, the result of an easy omputationapplied to publily available information is not onsidered knowledge. In ontrast,the value of a hard-to-ompute funtion applied to publily available informationis knowledge, and if somebody provides you with suh a value then it has providedyou with knowledge. This disussion is related to the notion of zero-knowledgeinterations, whih are interations in whih no knowledge is gained. Suh intera-tions may still be useful, beause they may onvine a party of the orretness ofspei� data that was provided beforehand. For example, a zero-knowledge inter-ative proof may onvine a party that a given graph is 3-olorable without yieldingany 3-oloring.The foregoing paragraph has expliitly referred to interation, viewing it as avehile for gaining knowledge and/or gaining on�dene. Let us highlight the latterappliation by noting that it may be easier to verify an assertion when allowed tointerat with a prover rather than when reading a proof. Put di�erently, interationwith a good teaher may be more bene�ial than reading any book. We ommentthat the added power of suh interative proofs is rooted in their being randomized(i.e., the veri�ation proedure is randomized), beause if the veri�er's questionsan be determined beforehand then the prover may just provide the transript ofthe interation as a traditional written proof.Another onept related to knowledge is that of serey: knowledge is somethingthat one party may have while another party does not have (and annot feasiblyobtain by itself) { thus, in some sense knowledge is a seret. In general, omplexitytheory is related to Cryptography, where the latter is broadly de�ned as the studyof systems that are easy to use but hard to abuse. Typially, suh systems involveserets, randomness and interation as well as a omplexity gap between the easeof proper usage and the infeasibility of ausing the system to deviate from its pre-sribed behavior. Thus, muh of Cryptography is based on omplexity theoretiassumptions and its results are typially transformations of relatively simple om-putational primitives (e.g., one-way funtions) into more omplex ryptographiappliations (e.g., seure enryption shemes).



5.3. THE CLASS CONP AND ITS INTERSECTION WITH NP 153We have already mentioned the onept of learning when referring to learningfrom a teaher versus learning from a book. Reall that omplexity theory providesevidene to the advantage of the former. This is in the ontext of gaining knowledgeabout publily available information. In ontrast, omputational learning theoryis onerned with learning objets that are only partially available to the learner(i.e., reonstruting a funtion based on its value at a few random loations oreven at loations hosen by the learner). Still, Complexity theory sheds light onthe intrinsi limitations of learning (in this sense).Complexity theory deals with a variety of omputational tasks. We have alreadymentioned two fundamental types of tasks: searhing for solutions (or rather \�nd-ing solutions") and making deisions (e.g., regarding the validity of assertions). Wehave also hinted that in some ases these two types of tasks an be related. Nowwe onsider two additional types of tasks: ounting the number of solutions andgenerating random solutions. Clearly, both the latter tasks are at least as hard as�nding arbitrary solutions to the orresponding problem, but it turns out that forsome natural problems they are not signi�antly harder. Spei�ally, under somenatural onditions on the problem, approximately ounting the number of solutionsand generating an approximately random solution is not signi�antly harder than�nding an arbitrary solution.Having mentioned the notion of approximation, we note that the study of theomplexity of �nding \approximate solutions" is also of natural importane. Onetype of approximation problems refers to an objetive funtion de�ned on the setof potential solutions: Rather than �nding a solution that attains the optimalvalue, the approximation task onsists of �nding a solution that attains an \al-most optimal" value, where the notion of \almost optimal" may be understoodin di�erent ways giving rise to di�erent levels of approximation. Interestingly, inmany ases, even a very relaxed level of approximation is as diÆult to obtain assolving the original (exat) searh problem (i.e., �nding an approximate solution isas hard as �nding an optimal solution). Surprisingly, these hardness of approxima-tion results are related to the study of probabilistially hekable proofs, whih areproofs that allow for ultra-fast probabilisti veri�ation. Amazingly, every proofan be eÆiently transformed into one that allows for probabilisti veri�ationbased on probing a onstant number of bits (in the alleged proof). Turning bakto approximation problems, we mention that in other ases a reasonable level ofapproximation is easier to ahieve than solving the original (exat) searh problem.Approximation is a natural relaxation of various omputational problems. An-other natural relaxation is the study of average-ase omplexity, where the \aver-age" is taken over some \simple" distributions (representing a model of the prob-lem's instanes that may our in pratie). We stress that, although it was notstated expliitly, the entire disussion so far has referred to \worst-ase" analysisof algorithms. We mention that worst-ase omplexity is a more robust notionthan average-ase omplexity. For starters, one avoids the ontroversial questionof what are the instanes that are \important in pratie" and orrespondinglythe seletion of the lass of distributions for whih average-ase analysis is to beonduted. Nevertheless, a relatively robust theory of average-ase omplexity has



154 CHAPTER 5. THREE RELATIVELY ADVANCED TOPICSbeen suggested, albeit it is less developed than the theory of worst-ase omplexity.In view of the entral role of randomness in omplexity theory (as evident, say,in the study of pseudorandomness, probabilisti proof systems, and ryptography),one may wonder as to whether the randomness needed for the various appliationsan be obtained in real-life. One spei� question, whih reeived a lot of atten-tion, is the possibility of \purifying" randomness (or \extrating good randomnessfrom bad soures"). That is, an we use \defeted" soures of randomness in or-der to implement almost perfet soures of randomness. The answer depends, ofourse, on the model of suh defeted soures. This study turned out to be relatedto omplexity theory, where the most tight onnetion is between some type ofrandomness extrators and some type of pseudorandom generators.So far we have foused on the time omplexity of omputational tasks, whilerelying on the natural assoiation of eÆieny with time. However, time is notthe only resoure one should are about. Another important resoure is spae:the amount of (temporary) memory onsumed by the omputation. The studyof spae-omplexity has unovered several fasinating phenomena, whih seem toindiate a fundamental di�erene between spae-omplexity and time-omplexity.For example, in the ontext of spae-omplexity, verifying proofs of validity ofassertions (of any spei� type) has the same omplexity as verifying proofs ofinvalidity for the same type of assertions.In ase the reader feels dizzy, it is no wonder. We took an ultra-fast air-tour ofsome mountain tops, and dizziness is to be expeted. For a totally di�erent touringexperiene, we refer the interested reader to our book [13℄, whih o�ers limbingthe aforementioned mountains by foot, while stopping often for appreiation of theview and reetion.Absolute Results (a.k.a. Lower-Bounds). As stated in the beginning of thisepilogue, absolute results are not known for many of the \big questions" of om-plexity theory (most notably the P-versus-NP Question). However, several highlynon-trivial absolute results have been proved. For example, it was shown thatusing negation an speed-up the omputation of monotone funtions (whih donot require negation for their mere omputation). In addition, many promisingtehniques were introdued and employed with the aim of providing a low-levelanalysis of the progress of omputation. However, as stated up-front, the fous ofthis epilogue was elsewhere.



Appendix ASome ComputationalProblemsAlthough we view spei� (natural) omputational problems as seondary to (nat-ural) omplexity lasses, we do use the former for lari�ation and illustration ofthe latter. This appendix provides de�nitions of suh omputational problems,grouped aording to the type of objets to whih they refer (i.e., graphs andBoolean formula).We start by addressing the entral issue of the representation of the variousobjets that are referred to in the aforementioned omputational problems. Thegeneral priniple is that elements of all sets are \ompatly" represented as binarystrings (without muh redundany). For example, the elements of a �nite set S(e.g., the set of verties in a graph or the set of variables appearing in a Booleanformula) will be represented as binary strings of length log2 jSj.A.1 GraphsGraph theory has long beome reognized as one of the moreuseful mathematial subjets for the omputer siene student tomaster. The approah whih is natural in omputer siene is thealgorithmi one; our interest is not so muh in existene proofs orenumeration tehniques, as it is in �nding eÆient algorithms forsolving relevant problems, or alternatively showing evidene thatno suh algorithms exist. Although algorithmi graph theory wasstarted by Euler, if not earlier, its development in the last tenyears has been dramati and revolutionary.Shimon Even, Graph Algorithms [8℄A simple graph G= (V;E) onsists of a �nite set of verties V and a �nite set ofedges E, where eah edge is an unordered pair of verties; that is, E � ffu; vg :155



156 APPENDIX A. SOME COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMSu; v2V ^u 6=vg. This formalism does not allow self-loops and parallel edges, whihare allowed in general (i.e., non-simple) graphs, where E is a multi-set that mayontain (in addition to two-element subsets of V also) singletons (i.e., self-loops).The vertex u is alled an end-point of the edge fu; vg, and the edge fu; vg is saidto be inident at v. In suh a ase we say that u and v are adjaent in the graph,and that u is a neighbor of v. The degree of a vertex in G is de�ned as the numberof edges that are inident at this vertex.We will onsider various sub-strutures of graphs, the simplest one being paths.A path in a graph G=(V;E) is a sequene of verties (v0; :::; v`) suh that for everyi 2 [`℄ def= f1; :::; `g it holds that vi�1 and vi are adjaent in G. Suh a path is saidto have length `. A simple path is a path in whih eah vertex appears at mostone, whih implies that the longest possible simple path in G has length jV j � 1.The graph is alled onneted if there exists a path between eah pair of vertiesin it.A yle is a path in whih the last vertex equals the �rst one (i.e., v` = v0).The yle (v0; :::; v`) is alled simple if ` > 2 and jfv0; :::; v`gj = ` (i.e., if vi = vjthen i � j (mod `), and the yle (u; v; u) is not onsidered simple). A graph isalled ayli (or a forest) if it has no simple yles, and if it is also onneted thenit is alled a tree. Note that G=(V;E) is a tree if and only if it is onneted andjEj = jV j � 1, and that there is a unique simple path between eah pair of vertiesin a tree.A subgraph of the graph G=(V;E) is any graph G0=(V 0; E0) satisfying V 0 � Vand E0 � E. Note that a simple yle in G is a onneted subgraph of G in whiheah vertex has degree exatly two. An indued subgraph of the graph G=(V;E)is any subgraph G0=(V 0; E0) that ontain all edges of E that are ontained in V 0(i.e., E0 = ffu; vg2E : u; v2V 0g). In suh a ase, we say that G0 is the subgraphindued by V 0.Direted graphs. We will also onsider (simple) direted graphs (a.k.a digraphs),where edges are ordered pairs of verties.1 In this ase the set of edges is a subsetof V � V n f(v; v) : v 2 V g, and the edges (u; v) and (v; u) are alled anti-parallel.General (i.e., non-simple) direted graphs are de�ned analogously. The edge (u; v)is viewed as going from u to v, and thus is alled an outgoing edge of u (resp.,inoming edge of v). The out-degree (resp., in-degree) of a vertex is the number ofits outgoing edges (resp., inoming edges). Direted paths and the related objetsare de�ned analogously; for example, v0; :::; v` is a direted path if for every i 2 [`℄it holds that (vi�1; vi) is a direted edge (whih is direted from vi�1 to vi). It isommon to onsider also a pair of anti-parallel edges as a simple direted yle.A direted ayli graph (DAG) is a digraph that has no direted yles. EveryDAG has at least one vertex having out-degree (resp., in-degree) zero, alled a sink(resp., a soure). A simple direted ayli graph G = (V;E) is alled an inward(resp., outward) direted tree if jEj = jV j � 1 and there exists a unique vertex,alled the root, having out-degree (resp., in-degree) zero. Note that eah vertex1Again, the term \simple" means that self-loops and parallel (direted) edges are not allowed.In ontrast, anti-parallel edges are allowed.



A.1. GRAPHS 157in an inward (resp., outward) direted tree an reah the root (resp., is reahablefrom the root) by a unique direted path.2Representation. Graphs are ommonly represented by their adjaeny matrixand/or their inidene lists. The adjaeny matrix of a simple graph G=(V;E) is ajV j-by-jV j Boolean matrix in whih the (i; j)-th entry equals 1 if and only if i andj are adjaent in G. The inidene list representation of G onsists of jV j sequenessuh that the ith sequene is an ordered list of the set of edges inident at vertex i.(Needless to say, it is easy to transform one of these representations to the other.)Computational problems. Simple omputational problems regarding graphsinlude determining whether a given graph is onneted (and/or ayli) and �nd-ing shortest paths in a given graph. Another simple problem is determining whethera given graph is bipartite, where a graph G=(V;E) is bipartite (or 2-olorable) ifthere exists a 2-oloring of its verties that does not assign neighboring verties thesame olor. All these problems are easily solvable by BFS.Moving to more ompliated tasks that are still solvable in polynomial-time, wemention the problem of �nding a perfet mathing (or a maximum mathing) in agiven graph, where a mathing is a subgraph in whih all verties have degree 1, aperfet mathing is a mathing that ontains all the graph's verties, and a maximummathing is a mathing of maximum ardinality (among all mathing of the saidgraph).Turning to seemingly hard problems, we mention that the problem of deter-mining whether a given graph is 3-olorable3 (i.e., G3C) is NP-omplete. A fewadditional NP-omplete problems follow.� A Hamiltonian path (resp., Hamiltonian yle) in the graph G = (V;E) is asimple path (resp., yle) that passes through all the verties of G. Suh apath (resp., yle) has length jV j�1 (resp., jV j). The problem is to determinewhether a given graph ontains a Hamiltonian path (resp., yle).� An independent set (resp., lique) of the graph G=(V;E) is a set of vertiesV 0 � V suh that the subgraph indued by V 0 ontains no edges (resp.,ontains all possible edges). The problem is to determine whether a givengraph has an independent set (resp., a lique) of a given size.A vertex over of the graph G=(V;E) is a set of verties V 0 � V suh thateah edge in E has at least one end-point in V 0. Note that V 0 is a vertexover of G if and only if V n V 0 is an independent set of V .2Note that in any DAG, there is a direted path from eah vertex v to some sink (resp., fromsome soure to eah vertex v). In an inward (resp., outward) direted tree this sink (resp., soure)must be unique. The ondition jEj = jV j � 1 enfores the uniqueness of these paths, beause(ombined with the reahability ondition) it implies that the underlying graph (obtained bydisregarding the orientation of the edges) is a tree.3We say that a a graph G=(V;E) is 3-olorable if its verties an be olored using three olorssuh that neighboring verties are not assigned the same olor.



158 APPENDIX A. SOME COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMSA natural omputational problem whih is believed to be neither in P nor NP-omplete is the graph isomorphism problem. The input onsists of two graphs,G1=(V1; E1) and G2=(V2; E2), and the question is whether there exist a 1-1 andonto mapping � : V1 ! V2 suh that fu; vg is in E1 if and only if f�(u); �(v)g is inE2. (Suh a mapping is alled an isomorphism.)A.2 Boolean FormulaeIn x1.4.3.1, Boolean formulae are de�ned as a speial ase of Boolean iruits (f.x1.4.1.1). Here we take the more traditional approah, and de�ne Boolean formulae(a.k.a propositional formulae) as strutured sequenes over an alphabet onsistingof variable names and various onnetives. It is most onvenient to de�ne Booleanformulae reursively as follows:� A variable is a Boolean formula.� If �1; :::; �t are Boolean formulae and  is a t-ary Boolean operation then (�1; :::; �t) is a Boolean formula.Typially, we onsider three Boolean operations: the unary operation of negation(denoted neg or :), and the (bounded or unbounded) onjuntion and disjuntion(denoted ^ and _, respetively). Furthermore, the onvention is to shorthand :(�)by :�, and to write (^ti=1�i) or (�1^� � �^�t) instead of ^(�1; :::; �t), and similarlyfor _.Two important speial ases of Boolean formulae are CNF and DNF formulae.A CNF formula is a onjuntion of disjuntions of variables and/or their negation;that is, ^ti=1�i is a CNF if eah �i has the form (_tij=1�i;j), where eah �i;j is eithera variable or a negation of a variable (and is alled a literal). If for every i it holdsthat ti � k (e.g., k = 2; 3), then we say that the formula is a kCNF. Similarly,DNF formulae are de�ned as disjuntions of onjuntions of literals.The value of a Boolean formula under a truth assignment to its variables isde�ned reursively along its struture. For example, ^ti=1�i has the value trueunder an assignment � if and only if every �i has the value true under � . We saythat a formula � is satis�able if there exists a truth assignment � to its variablessuh that the value of � under � is true.The set of satis�able CNF (resp., 3CNF) formulae is denoted SAT (resp., 3SAT),and the problem of deiding membership in it is NP-omplete. The set of tau-tologies (i.e., formula that have the value true under any assignment) is oNP-omplete, even when restrited to 3DNF formulae.
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